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One of the world's finest turntables
New Thorens TD 160 Super.
In their 1980 review of over eighty turntables, the audio experts at
'1-1i Fi Choice' said, " Clearly in the top turntable group on our tests, we
could make few criticisms of this model's sound quality."
Precision manufactured in Europe, and benefiting from the some
quality engineering that goes into top, professional studio turntables, the
high performance TD 160 Super allows you the freedom to pair it with the
finest tone- arms and cartridges.
At £ 190, list price, it's outstanding value for money.
Any of our dealers will be pleased to demonstrate the ID 160 Super
and other Thorens turntables to help you create asystem with the sound
you want.
For further information, contact your local Thorens dealer,
or Cambrasound.

THORM
Sole U.K distributor:
Combrasound Limited,
Freedex House 4-10 North Rood.
London N7 9HN. Tel: 01-607 8141
Telex 264773 Metros G.
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There are plenty of
double- basses on record,
in fact six or more on every orchestral
recording; but David Prâkel's article on
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LIGHT by Peter Gammond

a solo role. So, the subject being singular,
we borrowed a suitable instrument,
persuaded John Atkinson to hire a dresssuit from Moss Brothers, constructed a
giant disc and turntable, put them all
together and took this picture. We did
attempt to play the record acoustically,
using the instrument's spike as a needle,
but this involved constructing a platform
so that J.A. stayed still while the record
rotated, and it all got too involved.
Incidentally, John can actually play a
double- bass quite well. Photo: Roger Phillip,
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Slightly more—well, very much more—expensive than the 4 budget turntables reviewed in this issue, the
Canadian Oracle, seen here with its designer Marcel Riendeau, should be available in the UK this month.
Identical to the US version, apart from the substitution of a Pepsi motor and a different mat, the Oracle is
being distributed by Absolute Sounds, 42 Parkside, London SW19. Oh, and the price 1600 including VAT.

Classical
Records
John Atkinson, Trevor Attewell,
Roger Bowen, Peter Branscombe,
Christopher Breunig, John Crabbe.
Stephen Daw, Kenneth Dommett,
Colin Evans, John Freestone, Peter
Gammond, Doug Hammond, Thomas
Heinitz, Ivor Humphreys, Peter le
Huray, Arthur Jacobs, Geoff Jeanes,
Andrew Keener, Victor McAloon,
Ates Orga, David Pickett, Benedict
Sarnaker, Humphrey Searle, Edward
Seckerson, Peter Turner
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C. P. E. BACH
Flute Sonata ( Galway)
J. S. BACH
Well- tempered Clavier ( Kempff)
BE
Bagatelles ( Larrocha)
BELLINI
IPuritani ( Muti)
BERG
3 Orch. Pieces etc ( Wakasugi)
BERGMAN
Aubade ( Panula)
BRIDGE
Organ music ( Campbell)
BRUCKNER
Symphony 5 ( SoIli)
BUXTEHUDE
Chorale- Cantatas ( Ehmann)
CAVALLI
Ercole amante ( Corboz)
CLEMENCIC
Consort music ( Clemencic)
DELIUS
String Quartet ( Fitzwilliam)
DOWLAND
Pi!grime's Solace ( Rooley)
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DUPARC
Songs ( Partridges)
DVORAK
Serenade/Variations ( Macal)
Pianos Trios ( Suk)
Trio in e ( Beaux Arts)
ELGAR
Cello Concerto etc ( Cohen/
Del Mar)
FAURÉ
Songs ( Partridges)
GLUCK
Orfeo ( Lukacs)
GREIG
Holberg Suite etc ( Leppard)
DE GRIGNY
Livre d'Orgue ( Teixeira)
HANDEL
Alceste ( Hogwood)
L'Allegro ( Eliot Gardiner)
Sonatas ( soloists)
HAYON
The Creation ( Marriner)
La fedeltà ( Sandor)
Mariazeller Mass ( Wolf)
Syms 94/103 ( Maier)
7 Last Words etc ( Ferencsik)
String Quartets ( Aureum)
HOFFERT
Violin Concerto ( Staryk/Hoffert)
JANACEK
Jenufa ( Jilek)
KRENEK
Lamentations ( Voorberg)
KROMMER
Clarinet Quartet ( Hacker)
LASSUS
Choral music ( Parkai)
LISZT
Piano/orch music ( Béroff/Masur)
Coronation Mass ( Lehel)
LORTZING
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'MAHLER
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Cambreling)
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MATTHESON
Harpsichord Suites ( Tracey)
MENDELSSOHN
Trio in d ( Beaux Ans)
MONTEVERDI
Orfeo ( Corboz)
MOZART
Symphonies vol 5 ( Schreider)
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PROKOFIEV
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Symphony 5 ( Panula)
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STRAVINSKY
Soldier's Tale ( Hoffert)
SULLIVAN
The Mikado ( D'Oyly Carte)
WAGNER
Bleeding Chunks ( Leinsdorf)
WEBER
Clarinet Quintet ( Hacker)
Der Freischütz ( Kubelik)
W1LDERBERGER
Pieces ( Tschupp)
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Vocal
GERMAN SONGS
ITALIAN SONGS
ERNEST LOUGH
FERNANDO DE LUCIA
JOHN McCORMACK
HÉDDLE NASH
OPERATIC DUETS
ELISABETH SCHWARZKOPF
TANT CRIE L'ON NOËL
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Not Vocal
MAURICE ANDRÉ
DIRECT CUT PIANO
FREED PERCUSSION
ST. GEORGE'S HALL
GUITAR MUSIC
20TH CENTURY GUITAR
MUSIC FROM HOLBROOK
ITALIAN AIRS & DANCES
ITALIAN LUTE MUSIC
MODERN COLLECTION
NEW YEAR CONCERT
ORGAN COLLECTION
POHL & KASSEBAUM
RENAISSANCE MINSTRELS
ROMANTIC BRASS
SWEDISH PASTORALE
TARR & WESTENHOLZ
1000 YEARS OF MUSIC

25 YEARS IN Hl- FI!
Thomas Heinitz MUSIC IN THE HOME
(Est. 1955)
In reality. or course, our professional ins olvement with audio and with recorded music
goes back much further than aquarter of acent ury ils he firm whose silver jubilee 'Sc are
presently celebrating. If we briefly look back at such a time, it is not to indulge in
sentimental reminiscences hut simply to remind you of the singular wealth of know ledge.
understanding and experience which is yours to command whenever you visit our it( udio or
write to us for advice. When you do, you will discover - as several generations of music.
lovers have already discovered that we are wholly motivated by our love of music and our
desire to be of service to all who share this passion ;If ours. To pay lip-service to the mumbojumbo of pseudo- technology does not interest us in the slightest: we understand audio
technology, but we use our knowledge in order to guide you safely through the ' hi-ti jungle'
and to ensure that the equipment you purchase will provide you with the greatest musical
pleasure in the years to come, coupled with maximal reliability and visual attractiveness, at
aprice you can :Ilford. Whether you want amodest set-up for abed-sitter or acomplex.
luxurious installation for astately home ( with stereo in ever) bathroom, if so desired!). we
know the precise answers to you problems and are cons Meet' that, once we have completed
our task, you will be glad you came to consult us.

MC-3L+ FORMULA 4 MkIll
The best value in state-of-the-art pickup
Geometry optimised for 12" LP Discs.
Stevenson, ' Wireless World', May 4 June, 1966
The only variable mass damped
arm for high or low compliance
Styli.

Reviewed by John Borwick. Feb. 79 Gramophone

NEW
MOVING COIL
CARTRIDGE

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd
35 Moscow Road

MUSIC IN THE HOME

Queensway London W2

Cartridge MC-3L
No step-up required

T24 Universal
MC Transformer,
the quietest best
step-up available.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Though already much talked about, the laser digital disc still lies some way ahead.
Meanwhile, however. there is plenty of interest to see and hear at our studio, including the
magnificent ranges of new components from JVC and Trio. In addition, we now stock the
Toshiba ' Aurex' range. embracing not onlya superb selection of mini-components, but also
standard systems of quite exceptional elegance and cassette decks incorporating the
sensational new ADR ENnoise- reduction system ( which may be said to out- Dolby Dolby!).
Moreover, our quite unique selection of compact. 13ritish-designed loudspeakers now
incorporates two important newcomers: abookshelf model from Harbet h. to stand beside
their renowned HL Monitor, and the TSL in our view the finest speaker so far offered at a
price of around £ 100 per pair.
Our weekly, free record recital ( LIVE RECORD REVIEW: 2 o'clock to 4.30 each
Saturday afternoon) features new record issues played via the latest components and olfers
agreat opportunity for ' listening at leisure' to the kind of Melt: you love best on equipment
which, splendid as it sounds, will not impoverish you.

High output Moving Coil

Super- polished special line contact
nude diamond stylus—for maximum information retrieval.

REVIEWED BY REG WILLIAMSON SEPT. 79 141-F1 FOR
PLEASURE' and GEOFF GILES DEC. 79 PRACTICAL 'HI-FI'
Alignment Protractor Mk II

Improve your stereo Image

Enables correct setting up of
all pickup arm and cartridge
combinations. Measures tracking
accuracy over entire disc surface
with Stevenson zero error points
for minimum distortion.

err.. pg.:actor
—

Devised by Percy Wilson. M.A.
Original

News' Review available.

MAYWARE LTD, ( Dept

HMI)

PO Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9UH

Tel:

01-958 9421

Telephone 01-229 2077

2oz. MDR headphones.
So sensitive you hear more music.
So comfortable you listen longer.

A new range of three headphones, using samariumcobalt magnets smaller and lighter than a1
2 ppiece to
/
power the micro drive units.Superb sound reproduction.
From around £15 to£30.Hear more music. SONY

5

Between the disc and the electronics...
the Dynamic Interface.
Few things iinprove the performance of
your Hi R equipment so much as fitting a
new, high-quality phono cartridge.
And nothing gives you so much
improvement at such reasonable cost,
whatever the total value of yoursystem, as
anew Dynamic Interface cartridge from
Empire.
Years of patient research, detailed
product engineering and careful listening
and testing have produced this
outstanding series of six models, designed
to suit all pockets and all kinds of Hi R
systems, from the domestic music centre
up to the most esoteric, state-of-the-art
enthusiast's equipment.
20% lower mass
By using lighter materials combined
with some newly-developed microassembly techniques, we have cut one
fifth off the total mass of each Dynamic
Interface cartridge. You hear the benefit of

better tracking- particularly on records
that are not perfectly flat.
Leh OutgLit
All models in the series use new
Samarium- Cobalt magnets which give
higher output, less distortion and greatly
improved microphonic isolation.
The Intertially Damped Tuned Stylus
(IDTS)
All Dynamic Interface cartridges have
carefully designed stylus suspension
systems which are unique in their price
range. In particular, the two top models
500ID and 600LAC feature the patented

Empire IDTS system, whereby the microdiamond tip is fixed on aspecial, tapered,
hollow cantilever arm of lightweight
vapored Boron Aluminium alloy,
containing an 'inner iron' elastomermounted in such away that the resonance
effects of stylus and iron are selfcancelling. The result is avery much flatter
frequency response, acomplete absence
of harmful resonance effects, and a
spectacular improvement in tracking
ability.
The 600LAC model also has the
celebrated 'Large Area of Contact'stylus
design, introduced last year in the EDR9
model, which enables the tip to follow the
most complex musical wave forms, up to
and beyond the limits of audibility.
Your Hi R dealer will advise which
Dynamic Interface cartridge is best for
you. He will also give you abrochure
containing all the technical information.

EIVPIFE

Headquarters: Garden City, New York, USA
Hayden Laboratories Ltd,Churchfield Rd, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9EW England Tel. (02813) 88447 Tlx. 849469 (HAYLAB G)

IF WE DON'T STOCK IT,
PIONEER DON'T MAKE IT.
STEREO

Stereo Regent Street, the one shop that sells
only Pioneer.
If they make it, we stock it; from the entire
collection of Pioneer hi-fi equipment, to the complete
range of car stereo, with the largest selection of car
speakers in the world.
And because everything in the shop can be
demonstrated, you can hear any product you choose
in the comfort of some of London's most advanced
demonstration facilities. Even take a ' test-drive' in our
unique car stereo sound module.
REGENT STREET
Everything that Pioneer produce is
available from stock; simply walk in,
and walk out with whatever you want.
Stereo Regent Street. We
demonstrate and install everything
Pioneer. Come in soon for some very
special opening offers at 245 Regent
Street, ( just 100 yards from Oxford
Circus), or call us on 01-734 0670.

THE HOME OFORIONEERIN LONDON
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The pursuit of excellence...

SIGNIFER
£608.00
(exci V.A T

FESTIVAL SERIES 2
£138.00
(excl. VAT.)
1VAL SERIES 2
04.00
(excl. VA T )

...for your greater pleasure•
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Mordaunt-Short Ltd
High- Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU31 5AZ
Telephone: Rogate ( STO. 073 080) 721/2
Telex: 86443 MS HIFI
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AKD
without AKG h

d h

your h141 syst
em
•
slitcoittplete•
The sound quality of AKG st
ereo
headphones can only be achieved
by loudspeakers, ten times the
pricè. Make a comparison t
es t
between AKG stereo headphone s
and any good make of hi-fi
loudspeakers and you will realise
that AKG headphones easily ma t
ch
the clarity and performan ce ofth e
best loudspeakers for a fraction of
the cost,

They bring you other benefits, too.
They are lightweight, comfortable
to wear and give you freedom of
movement without ever losing the
perfect stereo image. There is no
disturbance of others even at high
volume. At the same time, you
remain undisturbed by outside
sound.

Try this simple comparison test at
your AKG stockist straight away
and be convinced that AKG
headphones will complete your hi-fi
listening enjoyment.
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AKG Acoustics Ltd,
191 The Vale, London W3 7QS
Tel: 01-749 2042 TX: 28938 akgmic g
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If you've graduated to Lux
you deserve a priz
STOP
PRESS
Offer
extended
until
31st January
1981

. . . and we are giving afree rack
with every one of the superlative new
"Package 80" systems
41111111.le purchased before 31st
December 1980.
System .1A consists of an Ll amplifier,
T1 tuner, K1 Cassette Deck, and PD264/RC
Turntable, and you will receive aFREE LK1
METAL RACK (RRP £49.45) to house it.
System 1B is identical, but
includes Lux's sensational new MS10 or
MS20 loudspeakers, and with this system
you will receive aFREE LK30 RACK
(RRP £97.95) WITH ROSEWOOD
FINISH AND GLASS DOORS.
The " Package 80" system units are part of the unique range of Lux
Ultimate Fidelity components. The Li Amplifier gives 35 watts per
channel at less than 0.02% distortion and has agreat number of
useful facilities. The Ti AM/FM tuner has asensitivity of 1.9 µV on
FM, Signal to Noise ratio of 75db and incorporates Lux's new
'Flasher' system of tuning giving high accuracy and stability. The
Cassette Deck K1 is suitable for use with the new Metal tapes, as well
as Chrome and standard ones, and has Dolby NR noise reduction as
well as Skew adjustment.
Full technical details and description of all
controls and facilities, sizes etc. are
availabre free of charge on application to
Howland-West Ltd, and below is alist of
dealers ready to demonstrate the new
systems and supply the relevant
free rack with every " Package 80"
system purcha'sed.
Subject to stock availability

System 1B
You can receive your prize
from these Masters of the
Art of Hi Fi.
Berks
D COLES & SON
11 St Marks Crescent,
Maidenhead

Gtr. London Area
ANALOG AUDIO
849 Finchley Rd.,
Finchley N12
CUSTOM HI FI CENTRE
82 High Holborn WC!
ELLIS MARKETING SUPPLIES
79 High St. South
Norwood SE25

Dorset
H.A.T.V.
183 Barrack Rd., Christchurch

KJ LEISURESOUND
278 High St., Uxbridge

Herts
KJ LEISURESOUND
101 St Albans Road, Watford

MARTINS
125 Stoke Newington
High St., N16

Humberside
G & FMANDERS
2/4 Edward St., Grimsby

MULTIPRODUCE Ltd
Lion House,
227/229 Tottenham Court Rd., WI

Kent
HI FI CONNECTIONS
61 Beckenham Rd.,
Beckenham BR3 4PR

NUSOUND
376/378 Edgware Rd., W2
TELESONIC Ltd •
92 Tottenham Court Rd., WI

Gtr. Manchester Area
LLOYD PATON McGLYNN
34 Moorfield Walk,
Urmston M31 ITT
Merseyside
ARMSTRONG SMITH
ELECTRONICS
King St., Wallasey
Surrey
COSMIC RADIO
246/254 Station Rd.,
Addlestone, Weybridge
KJ LEISURESOUND
89 London Rd., Croydon
Yorks
FOTOFLAIR
20 Netherhall Rd., Doncaster
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
3/5 King Cross St., Halifax
Wales
HOULDEN HI FI
27 Morgan Arcade
Cardiff, S. Glaniorgan

System IA

Sole UK Distributor:
Howland West Ltd.,
3-5 Eden Grove,
London N7 SEQ.
Telephone: 01-609 0293/5.

LUX

Ultimate Fidelity
9

AZAT
RECEIVERSITUNER AMPS
Akai
AAR30
Inquire for
AAR20
Best Prices
Aiwa . . . P.O.A.
JVC
RS33L Inquire for Best
Prices.
Pioneer
SX600 .
Inquire for
SX700 .
Best Prices
Sansui
R30
. £92-00
R50
£110.00
R70
£138.00
Sony
STRV4L .
£135-00
STR333L .
£98.00
STR343L Inquire
for
Best Prices.
Technics
Inquire for
Yamaha
Best Prices

AMPLIFIERS
P.O.A.
Akai
Denon
PMA200. . . £99.00
PMA400. .
£119-00
PMA850. .
£189-00
JVC
Inquire
AS3
AX1
for
Best
AX2
AX3
Prices
AX4 .
£158-00
Nakamichi
410
Inquire
420
for
610
Best
620
Prices
Pioneer
SA410
Inquire
SA510
for
SA610
Best
SA710
Prices
SA7800 .
£226-00
SA8800 . .
£262-00
SA9800 . .
£342-00
Sansui
A40
. £66-00
A60
£92-00
A80 .
£124-00
AU217 Mk 2 £104.00
AU317 Mk 2 £150-00
AU719
£238-00
AU919 . . P.O.A.
BAF1 . P.O.A.
CAF1 . . P.O.A.
Sony
TAF35 . £99-00
TAF45
£122-00
TA636
£156-00
TAF60
£175-00
Technics
SUZ2
£72-00
SUV2
£97.00
SUV6
£460-00
Yamaha. . . . P.O.A,

Akai
ATKO2LS
ATKO3L
ATVO4L
ATS08
Denon
TU200
TU300

JVC
TV3L
£54-00
TX1L . £80-00
TX2L
£125-00
TX3L . £89-00
TX4L
£140-00
TX5. . . P.O.A.
Pioneer
TX410L
Inquire for
TX510L
Best
TX710L
Prices
TX7800 . .
£159-00
TX9800 .
£212-00
Sansui
TU217 . . . £91-00
TU317
£105-00
TU719
£168-00
TU919
£278-00
TUX1
. P.O.A.
T60.
. £66-00
180. . £96-00
Sony
STA3OL . £86-00
STJ60 . .
£107-00
STJ55 . .
£135-00
ST636 .
£212-00
Technics . . P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
Akai
. P.O.A
. . P.O .A.
Aiwa
ADC
1500FG . £73-00
1700
1118.00
Denon
DP3OL
DP33
Inquire or
DP60
Best Prices
DP55
JVC
LA11
£57-00
LA55 . £66.00
LF66 . £82.00
QLA5R . . £92.00
QLY5F
Inquire for
QLY3F
Best Prices
Micro Seiki
M810 w/cart.
£55-00
M B14 w/cart.
£65-00
M B24 w/cart.
£85-00
Pioneer
PL100X . .
£59-00
PL200 . .
£84-00
PL300 . P.O.A.
PL400 . .
P.O.A.
PL600 . . . P.O.A.
PL1000 . . . P.O.A.
Sansui
FRD3 . £80.00
FRD4
£119-00
FRQ5
£145-00
P50 w/cart. . £59-00
Sony
PST22 . . . £66-00
PSX55 . .
£113-00
PSX40 . .
£118-00
PS635 .
£156-00
Technics
SL1500/10 II
£250-00
SL18001I
£158-00
SL160011
£206-00
SL170011
£179-00
SLB2 . £63-00
SLB3 . £78-00
SLD2
£82-00
SLD3 . £95.00
SLQ2
£118.00
SLQ3
£136-00
Thorens
TD104 £ 90-00
TD105 . .
£109-00
TD160 BC/I1 . £96-00
10115 .
£141-00
10160 Super £ 140- DO
TD126/11I/C
£262-00
T0126/Ill/BC £214-00
Please Inquire Thorens
TD160 fitted with arm.

1

TUNERS

Inquire
For
Best
Prices

Competitive prices
Nearest underground tube station-Goodge Street
Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN
01-580 4632/4 lines

ARMS & CARTRIDGES

SPEAKERS

Audio Technica
AT1100 . . . P.O.A.
Signet XK50 . . P.O.A.
AT605 . . . £13-00
A1606 . . . £15-00
AT620 sp cables £15-00
AIMS . . . £11-00
MG10 . . . . £5-00
MG9 . . £8-00
Arm- lift . . . £9-50
Denon
Inquire
DL103
for
DL103D
DL103S
Best
Prices
AU320
DL303
HA500 .
. £85-00
Ortofon
Complete range . P.O.A.
SME
300911IS
3009/11I
Inquire
3009 Mk 2
for
3009 non DT
Best
Shell S2
Prices
FD200
MAYWARE
Formula 4
Mark Ill . £57.50

(PAIRS)
Audiomaster
Inquire
for
Best
Prices.
Full
Range
A.R.
AR9
AR90
AR18
Inquire
AR25
for
Best
AR91
Prices
AR92
AR93
AR94

JANUARY
SALE
SONY
£133-00
STRV4L .
. £99-00
STR333L
. £68-00
TCU30 . .
£125-00
TCK55 Mk11
AIWA
AD6700 .
£199-00
ADM100
£75-00
ADM600
£175-00
ADM700.
£195-00
DENON
PMA400
£119-00
TU200
£65.00
JBL
L50
£330-00
L110
£390.00
MARANTZ
1530L
£90-00
2120
£70-00
1550L
£110-00
ROTEL
RX603
£99-00
YAMAHA
CT810
£105.00
CT1010
£149-00
PIONEER
SA606
£69-00
SA608
£79-00
MARANTZ
SD1000
£ 59.00
SD3000 .
£69-90
6025
.
. £96.00
PMA200
£46-95
TECHNICS
SU8044
£110-00
SE9021.
£240-00
SU9011
£240-00
ST9031
£99-00
SHURE
M75ED
M75EJ
M95ED
M95EJ
V15MKIII HE
V15MKIV
M95HE .
Platter Pad
Glass Mat

. £15-00
. £14-00
. £20-00
£17-00
. £49-00
. £ 60-00
. £22.00
. . P.O.A.
. . P.O.A.

Celestion
D15XR
022
033
0442
JBL
55VX
77XV
99VX

Inquire
for
Best
Prices
£122-00
£166-00
£202.00
Inquire
for Best
Prices

L50
L110
JR
Metro
Inquire
JR149
for
Woofer
Best
JR150
Prices
KLH
300. . . P.O.A.
331. . P. O.A.
317. . .
£134-00
Monitor Audio
MA16
Mini Monitor
Inquire
MA9
for
MA6
Best
MA4MK2 •
MA84
Prices

MA2
Tannoy
Cambridge
£110-00
Oxford . .
£134-00
Ascot
£245-00
Chester .
£245-00
Dorset
£286-00
Mayfair . .
£327-00
Barkley Mk II . P. 0.A.
Marantz
7 Mk II . .
£178-00
HD440 . .
£102-00
H0550
£178-00
4G/3 .
£73-00
Wharfedale
Chevin XP2
£34-00
Denton XP2
£51-00
Shelton XP2 . £66-00
Linton XP2 . £79-00
Glendale XP2 £105-00
Doverdale SP2 £179-00
Teesdale SP2
E20
Inquire
E30
for
E50
Best
E70
Prices
E90. . .
£450-00
Laser 40. . £60-00
Laser 60. . £76-00
Laser 80 . . £95.00
Yamaha
615. . . P.O.A.
655.
. P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECKS
Akai
CSMO1
CSMO2
GXF90
GXM10
GXM30
GXM50
GXF80

£ 65-00
£82-00
£324-00
£110.00
£148-00
£200-00
£268-00

ORDER
BY
PHONE OR
POST
USE ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD
Delivery charge £5.00 per item in U.K. specialists in Export
Credit facilities available
PRICES SUBJECT TO

CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

Aiwa
ADM 800
£280-00
ADR 500
rl 79-00
ADL 450 .
£135-00
ADL 300 .
£106-00
ADM 250. . £87-00
JVC
KD720 . .
£71-00
KDA11
Inquire
KDA22
Best
KDA33
Prices
Nakamichi
480.
481
482
580
581
582
660
670
680
Pioneer
CTF200
CTF300
CTF400
CTF750
CTF850
CTF950
CTF1250
Sansui
090
0100 . .
SC1300/1330
SC330/3330
Sony
TCK61
TCK35
TCK45 .
TCU60
TCK71
TCK81
Technics
RS673 . .
RSM14 . .
RSM24 . .
RSM45 . .

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

E72-00
£100.00
£132-00
£186-00
£139-00
£110-00
£142-00
1179-00
£189-00
£256-00
£199-00
£105-00
£121 - 00
£160-00

REEL TO REEL DECKS
Akai
GX4000D
1196-00
GX4000DB £229.00
Sony
TC399 £240.00
Technics .. P.O.A.
Teac
P.O.A.

VIDEO
Akai
9700EK
£489-00
9800EK
1510-00
National
7000
P0 A
WV3300
camera £659-00
Sony
SLC7
P 0.A.
SL8080 £450.00
JVC
GC4100EK . P.O.A
GC4100EK
portable . P
P.O.A.
H.R.4100EK
camera . . P.O.A.
AR3320EK
£472.00
HR3660EK
1538.00
HR7700 . P 0.A.

I.

come
clean

With our comprehensive record
cleaning system.

PDCIII

Comprises of
the AT 6002 automatic
disc cleaner, AT 6012
manual sweeper and
fluid plus AT 607 stylus
cleaner with brush.
Attack dirt on every
front with PDG ID
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TELEVISION
SOUND
IS
GOOD!
Yes it's true—but you'll need to listen through aMinim Television
Sound Tuner to be convinced. Music, wildlife, even the news
suddenly come to life when you can hear all the detail that you
expect from High Fidelity equipment.
Connect the Minim Television Sound Tuner to the amplifier or
music centre or listen directly or headphones so as not to disturb
others.
Further information will only cost you 12p—stamp out poor
television sound!
Name
Address

HFN 1 •
Minim Audio Limited, Lent Rise Road, Burnham, Slough SL 1711 11,
Tel: Burnham 63724

Minim Audio
make a note of our name!

Ambisonics is acomprehensive technology
for surround sound recording,broadcasting
and reproduction. Sponsored by the
National Research Development Corporation
and developed by international
collaboration between scientists,
mathematicians and engineers, Ambisonics
frees reproduced sound from the
restrictions of stereo. Equipment featuring
the Ambisonic symbol is designed in
accordance with this technology to give
greater realism and listening pleasure.
The UHJ symbol shows that programme
material conforms to optimal specifications
for playback as stereo, mono or with
Ambisonic decoding. Ambisonic surround
sound decoders also provide enhanced
results from conventional stereo, but the
highest fidelity of directional sound is
obtained from recordings and broadcasts
conforming to UHJ.

For further information regarding
Ambisonics, together with details of record
and equipment manufacturers, apply to the
NRDC AM BISONIC ADVISORY SERVICE
PO

Box 98,

HP11

High Wycombe,

Bucks,

1 PJ

Telephone:

High

Wycombe ( 0494) 445951

James is listening to abrand new album
on the best stereo equipment money can buy...

When you listen to amodern album through
stereo headphones you hear it the way
musicians and engineers heard it when the
album was made.
You hear perfect stereo separation- free
from all interference and distortion.
That's what you hear through Ross RE 267
Samarium Cobalt Superrnagnet* headphones.
These revolutionary magnets deliver 3
times the energy of conventional magnets of
asimilar size.
That means more stereo power.
Greater stereo accuracy.
And an altogether better listening
experience.
You'll hear better with Ross RE 267's.

Ross RE 267 Type: Closed back
Matching Imp: 8to 1000 ohms
Frequency response: 8to 28,000 Hz
Sensitivity: 125 SPL at 1000 Hz
Weight: 165 gm
Price: Around £ 31.00

PROSS

makes sound sense

*introduced

in the UK by Ross Electronics

oitoSS 480

Tell me more about the new range of Ross stereo headphonesn
Name
Address
HEN/1/81
I Ross Electronics,

32 Rathbone

Place, London W1P1All

[tel: 01-580 7112/3 Telex: 22747 Preros Ldn.

j

CAVENDISH
Britain's leading HiFi video and Cassette Centre
For up-to-the-minute news on price
and availability, phone our Hotlines:01-247 9791 ( Hi Fi)
01-247 1154 ( Audio & TV)
01-247 4591 ( Video á Export Video & TV)

* OVER 2000 MODELS IN STOCK * THREE MODERN STORES * ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS
AMPLIFIERS
Akai AMU01/AMUO2
Aiwa 8100
Amstrad EX 220
JVC AX1/2/3/4
Hitachi
HA3500/4500/5700
Pioneer
CT410/510/710
Sansui A40/A60/A80
Sony ST 242/STA35
Teac BX 300
Trio KA 300,
Technics SUZ2
Yamaha A450

POA
75.95
39.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
69.95
POA

Our Price

£59.95

Hitachi HA2700
Another super-slim, budget
priced 20W per channel
Amplifier offering avery high
performance. Features
include multi-point LED
output level indicators,
subsonic filter, high
signal/noise phono.
equalisation circuit.

RECEIVERS
Aiwa 7300
103.95
ADVil AX7700
147.95
Akai MR 30
109.95
Hitachi SR 504/604
POA
JVC RS11
POA
Marantz 10001
89.95
Pioneer SX600
98.95
Pioneer SX700
POA
Sansui R30/R50/R70
POA
Sony STR 242/STR 343 POA
Technics 202/303
POA
Trio KR 2010
96.95
Toshiba SA 735
157.95
Yamaha CR 640/840
POA

TURNTABLES
ADC 1500
66.95
ADC 1600
86.95
Aiwa 2100
39.95
Hitachi 141324
49.95
JVC 015/LASS/1F66
POA
JVC LAll
POA
Pioneer
PL300/400/200/100
in stock
Piooeer PL100X
59.95
Sansui SR222 E
POA
Technics SLB2
64.95
Technics SLB3/SLD2/
SLD3/SLO2
POA
Technics
SLC)33/STL 10
POA
Marantz 6025
49.95
Sony PST33/55F65
POA
Sony PST22
64.95

Altai AP-B10/C
Extremely attractive 2-speed
turntable with outstanding
performance for its price.
With an anti-skating
adjuster. oil damped arm
lifter, static-baianced tone
arm - it's amust for true
value.

SPEAKERS
Amstrad Min. LS101
39.95
AR 18/25/93/94
POA
Celestion 1201130/150 POA
JVC Ski /SK 700/500 POA
JBL 77VX/55VX
POA
Kef 104AB/Concorde/
Celeste
POA
Mordaunt Short Range POA
Ram complete range
POA
Tannoy/KLH Complete
range
POA
Technics SB7
POA
Sony 501
159.95
Wharfedale Laser
40/50/80/100
POA
Wharf ES54YES70/
ES30/E90
POA

•ee. Cé!eq
Sansui R3OL
Superb 25W per channel
Stereo Receiver featuring
Digital LED Signal/Tuning
display, FM mutine tone
controls with electronic
defeat and remarkably clear
long wave reception.

STEREO TUNERS
Amstrad EX202
39.95
Amstrad EX303
44.95
Akai ATKOZ
76.95
Hitachi FT4400/3400
POA
JVC TN 31. TX2,
TX1L
POA
Marantz ST 300L
99.95
Sansui 160/180
POA
Sony ST242/STA35
POA
Sony STJ60
124.95
Sony ST 2421
POA
Pioneer TX410/510/
710
POA
Sansui TROB/TU417/2 17
POA
Technics ST53/ST21
POA

C

Wharfedale Laser 60
This magnificent speaker
system is capable of
handling 75W per channel.
Consists of two-way Infinite
Baffle system, 200mrn
computer optimised paper
cone bass/mid-range driver
and 19mro L.M.P. soft dome
treble unit.

CARTRIDGES
ADC

VLM Ill
XLM
Ortofon FF15E
VMS22E
Shure
M75ED
M95ED
Stanton 500A
680EE
Grado
F3E
FCE

ereleli
e

CASSETTE CENTRE

£23.95
£33.95
£11.95
£26.95
£13.95
£19.25
£10.95
£19.95
£17.75
£13.95

DOLBY DECKS
Under £100
Aiwa ADM 100
Ake CSMO1
Akai CSMO2
Hitachi D22
Hitachi D33S/D45S/
D35S
JVC KD 720
JVC KDA 11
JVC KDA 22
Marantz MSD 1000
Marantz SD 100
Marantz CD 314
Pioneer CT 200
Sansui 090
Sansui 0100
Sharp RTIO
Sharp AT 30H
Sony TCK 22
Sony TCK 33
Sony TCK 44
Toshiba PCX 10
Technics PCK 12
Technics RSM 8
Technics RSM 12
Technics RSM 14
TioKX400

69.95
69.95
POA
59.95
POA
69.95
POA
POA
POA
79.95
69.95
89.95
69.95
POA
54.95
74.95
POA
POA
POA
79.95
79.95
71.95
POA
POA
POA

MUSIC CENTRES RACK SYSTEMS
Amstrad T40
169.95
Amstrad TS41
199.95
Akai AC3750L
309.95
Hitachi SOT 400
299.95
Hitachi SOT 900
POA
Hitachi SDT115
154.95
JVC MF 33
199.95
JVCMF 55 11
PCA
Murphy MC3210
399.95
Panasonic SG2200
174.95
Panasonic 2100/3200 POA
Pye 1602
129.95
Sharp 450
299.95
Sharp SG500
459.95
Sanyo 3002
199.95
Sharp SG270
179.95
Sharp SGY1
164.95
Sony HMK 700/HMK 44P0A
Sony TCM 600
123.95
Toshiba 3350/3650
POA
Toshiba SM 3600/3750
ComPtitt-v
erfR
.AND
Our Price
/

A
-

£.17 3 .95

\Ise,
...

Our Price

£289.95

eJlItegie94:91‘Se.4
Aiwa System 50A
POA
Amstrad Mini System 199.95
Ferguson 3948
249.95
Hitachi ACTO1
POA
Pioneer Mini System 449.95
(optional rack B3000 64.95)
Rotel Mini System
POA
Technics SCO1 Mini System
POA
Technics SCO3 Mini System
POA
Pece

£249-95
SYSTEM CTRS 138
A magnificent COMPLETE
HiFi System for under £300
comprising Sansui R30
stereo receiver, Sansui 090
Dolby Cassette deck, Sansui
SRB 200 Turntable with
cartridge, Stereo speakers
and wood effect cabinet with
glass aoors. Complete with
all leaas.

4.r1T

Ill In.'-'• •" «,":,
FERGUSON 3948

Mini HiFi system including
L/M/VHF Stereo Tuner with
LED tuning & signal strength
indicators, Stereo Amplifier
giving 25W per channel,
Dolby Cassette Deck with
LED channel record meters.
& 3position tape selector
plus attractive mini
speakers.

SANYO 2003

SHARP RI-10E

New model from Sharp at an
amazing price. A front
loading Dolby Cassette Deck
with Metal Tape Switch,
Sharpscan Peak Level Meter
and full auto stop.
Under £150
Aiwa ADL 300
Aiwa ADL 4501
Akai ASM 40
Akai ASM 50
Akai GXM10
JVC KDA33/22
Pioneer CT 300
Pioneer CT 400
Sansui 1330
Sony TCK 61
Sony TCK 35/
TCK 45/ TCV 30
Technics RSM 51
Technics RSM 24/19
Toshiba PCX 20
Trio i0( 550
Under £200
Aiwa ADR 500
Akai ASM 30
Akai GXM 30
JVC KDA 55
Teac A108
Technics RSM 250
Technics RSM 22/
RSM 45/
RSM 03

104.95
132.95
POA
POA
109.95
POA
109.95
139.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
119.95
119.95
174.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Oser £200
Mai
GXE 90/
GXM 50/
GXE 80
POA
Hitachi D3300M/
D5500M
POA
JVC
KDA 66/
KDA 77
POA
JVC
KA 8
POA
Pioneer CTE 1250
HB
ln stock
Pioneer CTE 950
HB
In stock
Pioneer CTE 850
HB
In stock
Sony
TCK 81
POA

LW/MW/FM
Stereo Music Centre
featuring Dolby Cassette
Deck with aW&F of only
0.2%, 2-speed belt driven
turntable with auto-return
tonearm and complete with
speakers.

RADIO/CASSETTES
Battery Mains/Radios
Aiwa TRP 130
Aiwa TPR 175
Ferguson 3711
Hitachi 5600/5601
JVC RC250
Panasonic AX 1850
Sharp 3800
Mini Damnes
JVC MK 100
Sanyo MK 100
Sharp RD 100X
Sony TCSA.Il

34.95
47.95
31.95
POA
37.95
POA
39.95
69.95
46.95
41.95
61.95

SONY BETAMAX Cl

AMSTRAD TOWER SYSTEM
For thoseseeking HiFi
queity at 'sally affordable
prkes this Amstrad System
consisting of an Amstrad
EX220 25W per channel
Amplifier, a3band FM tuner
EX202, Dolby Cassette Deck
7070, belt drive turntable
RD800, rack and speakers
willxoffer you tremendous
value for money

1

£17 11J•95

SHARP GF 555E

Cassette Centre 279/283 Whitechapel Road, London El .
Next to Whitechapel Underground Station.
HiFi Centre 317 Whitechapel Road, London El.
Jirst 2mies Whitechapel Underground Station.
Video Centre 291 Whitechapel Road, London El . Telephone
01-247 3453/4/5(24 hour answerphone service). Open
9.15 am. - 6p.m. Mon-Sat. Access/Barclaycard/Diners
accepted with pleasure.

3

GREAT
SHOPS

II

Another first from Sharp!
DOUBLE Cassette Stereo
Recorder with
LW/MW/SW/FM radio,
auto-programme locale
device, high power output of
6W per channel.
Stereo Radio Cassette Rec.
Aiwa 90113
64.95
Aiwa 968
159.95
Ferguson 3113 (Dolby! 69.95
Hitachi 8800
179.95
Hitachi 8190
144.95
JVC RC 555
69.95
National 4350/F0(5500
Panasonic 5120
99.95
Sanyo 9998 (Dolby) 209.95
Sanyo 9923
69.95
Sharp 5050
49.95
Sharp 8585
119.95
Sharp 9494
159.95
Sharp 9595
209.95
Sony CFS45
69.95
Toshiba 8560/8000
POA

Superb NEW Betamax video
cassette with full remote
control picture search, APS
and counter memory, ability
to auto-stations
independently up to 14 days
in advance.

SYSTEM CTRS 164

Super HiFi from JVC at a
tremendous price.
Consisting of JVC AX1 30W
per channel Amplifier, JVC
KDA1 IMetal Tape Cassette
Deck, T • X1 3Band Stereo
Tuner, JVC LA55 Direct
Drive Turntable,. Marantz
235 Speakers and all leads.
,
Complete with double
fronted glass door HiFi
cabinet available in teak, ash
black. rosewood or walnut
finish.

Cavendish Sales
now have 3
shops to service
all your Home
Entertainment
needs. Shown
here are asmall
selection from
over 2,000 items
in stock - all at
prices which are
hard to beat. Call
and see us, you
will find prices,
sales advice and
service second
to none.

HOW TO ORDER

Has to OnJor CADERING Bk MAIL. To ader by mail sate the goods r
amiral and endose cheque. postal onde or
pive yes ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or DINERS CARD mette pl sending ash please use aregistaed envelope).
Hase seeP&P charge halo* Mail order
279/283WHITECHAPEL RO.. LONDON El. Il payent by ACCESC, BARCLATCARD or DINERS CARD you may phone in
your order for prompedelivey. SEC URICOR bELIVERI Add £ 5to order PDST & PACKING add the tollowing te
ran Amos., Tuner An.. Sew Tuners. Tamaoles. Radio Cassette Players, Dolby Decks. In Car add LI .95. Music
Centres & Speakers add £5 (5ecuricor (Ale Video and IV rPersonal Callers only)
Prices correct at time or going to press
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'Pioneer of anew generation of phono cartridges
... that exactly what apanel of hi-fi experts and
design specialists said about Dynavector snew
Karat Ruby. One reason too why they gave us a
winning award. The Karat Ruby brings anew
dimension to cartridge performance and design.
Reproducing the sound from within records with
such amazing clarity that it recreates all the
excitement of the living performance.
Even those old records, your treasured favourites
will now give aperformance of astonishing
freshness and vitality that will amaze and delight
you.
Achieving this dramatic breakthrough wasn't easy.
Use along cantilever and you lose sharpness of
sound. So Dynavector made the cantilever on the
Karat Ruby only 2.5 mm long ... about one third the
length of the average cantilever.
Cantilever material is vitally important too.

The Karat Ruby cantilever is made from synthetic ruby crystal,
it performs better than real ruby ... and is wonderfully durable.
Damping rubber can create difficulties ... it deteriordes and ends up
controlling and flattening the sound.
Dynavector use rubber sparingly where it won't spoil the sound
but improves cantilever suspension ... and gives superb tracking.
An inspired concept, advanced techniques,
micro- miniaturisation, laser beam
drilling all help to put this cartridge
ahead of its time.
But hear the Karat
Ruby for yourself ... then
ask your Dvnavector
Dealer abolit our
trade-in scheme.

Save over £50.00 on the price of anew Karat Ruby
by trading- in your old Dynavector cartridge.

Dynavector Systems
WORLD LEADER IN MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
For the address of your nearest Dynavector I ...' fir or for FREE literature please write or phone:
Dynavector SysteMs UK Ltd., 52 Auk Road, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KT62AU Td: 01.549.7645

14

MORE NEWS FROM
THE SHOP IN
TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD
THAT SELLS HI-FI
There is alot of talk in the press at the
moment concerning the relative merits of the
MISSION 770 and the LINN ISOBARIK D.M.S.
However, if you think that we're going to
commit ourselves in print to one side or the
other, you're wrong. What we will say is that
we have these two excellent speakers on side
by side comparison, enabling you to hear
both, and make up your own mind. No other
speakers are in this particular room, thus
eliminating sympathetic resonances from

speakers worthy of consideration. GALE is
now back in business in abig way, and, again
by the time this appears in print, we hope to
have aprototype pair of active Gales driven by
apair of CARVER Magnetic Field power amps
with aMARK LEVINSON crossover. Should be
interesting.
As you may have gathered, the
Tottenham Court Road image is being
dramatically upgraded. Among other items on
permanent demonstration in our rooms are

SONDEK/MISSION 774/773 ( and maybe by
the time this appears in print, the MARK

QUANTUM, SUGDEN, ROGERS QUAD HAFLER
and MISSION amplifiers. ( Not one comparator
in sight, so you will be able to hear the
difference between them). Also THORENS

LEVINSON Cartridge).
Of course, things aren't really that cut

TD160 SUPER and ARISTON RD11S
TURNTABLES.

other ( less exacting?) transduces. Source
choice is either SONDEK/ITTOK/ASAK or

and dried, and there are more than two

EWAuc7
11

,711

Now at: Lower Ground Floor, 230 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1 . Tel: 01-637 262415.
15

BIGG

@Fantastis.ch!
I've never seen
such awide
choice of HiFi
at such low
prices!**

SONY TA212A stereo amplifier
Sony quality at abargain price. 20 watts RMS per
channel, twin power meters calibrated in RMS
watts built-in loudness control, headphone
socket.
Laskys Sale price

£49.90 /
AKAI APB10C stereo turntable
A stylish high -performance, budget-priced
turntable. Belt-drive, manual operation, wow
and flutter 0.05%. Including cartridge.
Laskys Sale price

SONY STR232L stereo receiver
Sony's budget model at anew low price. 20 watts
RMS per channel, MW/LW/FM stereo with auto
muting and signal strength meter, loudness
control.
Laskys Sale price

£69.90

Laskys Superstores: London 01-636 0845.

£39.90

JVC rack system
Comprises A-S5 30 watts RMS amplifier, TV3L
MW/LW/FM stereo tuner, LA11 auto return,
belt-drive turntable and KDAll Metal compatible
Dolby cassette deck all housed in stylish cabinet
with record storage space.
Laskys Sale price

£269.00

Lakritprie
The leaders in
T-T
TI
11 - 1

Birmingham 021-6326303 Bristol 0'272 20421 • Chester 0244 31 7b67 Edinburgh 031-556 2914 • Glasgow 041-226 3349 • Kingston 01-546 1271 •
Liverpool 051-236 2828 • Luton 0582 38302 • Manchester061-832 6087 • Nottingham 0602 415150 • Preston 0772 59264 • Sheffield 0742 750971 • Slough 75 24401.
Laskys. the retail rtivicirm

EST HI FI SALE!
• • • • • • •• • • • • . •

NIKKO ND790 stereo cassette deck
Sophisticated sound for under £100. PeakiVU fluorescent meter
display, Dolby plus MPX filter, cue/review, bias fine adjustment,
metal tape compatible, W and Fjust 0.05% wrms nnn nn
Laskys Sale price Leo.eu

JVC AS5 stereo amplifier
Amazing value! 30 watts RMS per channel with TH and IM
distortion at just 0.06%, loudness control and two-deck dubbing
facility.
Laskys Sale price

£49.90

ievoReos
Of 70P-eleAfeleF/84Padel//Ve
e

Weed entree eiteenow 'Roe OUR etteeeefreve PAA/6E oFoiceie

Receivers
JVC RS5L 27 watts MW/LW/FM
Nikko NR519 20 watts AM/FM
Sony STR333L 25 watts
SW/MW/LW/FM
Amplifiers
Lux L2 33 watts
Nikko NA390 20 watts
Nikko NA590 35 watts

Sac Price
£89.90
£79.90
289.00

£89.90
£49.90
£69.90

Turntables
Sale Price
Akai APB20C Belt-drive inc. cart. £49.90
Garrard DD130 Direct-drive inc. cart. £59.90
JVC LA11 Belt-drive inc. cart. £49.90
Pioneer PL100 Belt-drive inc. cart. £59.90
Trio KD3100 Direct-drive £89.90
Cassette Decks
Aiwa AD6900 Double Dolby 3head £249.00
Nikko ND390 Metal, Dolby £69.90
Rotel RD300M Metal, Dolby £69.90

Tuners
Sale Price
JVC TV3L MW/LW/FM £54.90
Nikko NT790 AM/FM
£59.90
Speakers
AR 25 100 watts
AR 94 125 watts
KLH160 50 watts
Wharfedale E20 65 watts
Wharfedale Laser 60 75 watts

£119.90
£198.90
£149.90
£149.90
£79.90

eVe-SPEC/elerSUPeie-e/47-10WZOW PP/CES

STRICTRYlefere eilete7771e-eteeAVAiieitgairreacrEp 8,eywcwee

AR 90
AR 9
Audio Pro TA150 receiver

Sale Price
£498.00
£598.00
£298.00

2year guarantee
on Hi Fi and
Video

Sale Price
Celestion Ditton 551
£269.00
£219.00
Hafler DH200 Power amplifier Kit
Complete
£289.00
Hafler DH101 pre-amplifier Kit
£139.00
Complete
£199.00
Ferrograph 7640H 1/4 track, 3speed £498.00
Neal 302 Dolby, 3motor
£269.00
Quad 33 and 303
All at
Quad 44 and 405
Sale Prices.
Quad Electrostatics
Ask for details
Revox13750 amplifier
£339.00
Revox B760 tuner FM
£498.00
Revox BX350 speakers
£249.00
STD 305D turntable Belt-drive
excl. arm
£149.00

Sale Pric€
STD 305M turntable Belt-drive
excl. arm
£169.00
Technics Mini System SUCO1
pre-amp, SECO1 power amp 52 watts.
STC01 tuner MW/FM, RSMO3
cassette deck Metal, Dolby.
£529.0)
All prices include 15% VAT
and are correct at time of going
to press. All offers subject to
availability.

Laskys stereoclub-the handy
way to buy better Hi Fi.

kétenee
STEREOCLUB

le 39%18 9

A service provided in association
with Unicredit Finance Ltd.
Please ask for a leaflet.
APR 30.6% if you pay by
Bankers' Order. (34.5% for
other methods of payment).

The leaders in Hi-Fi.
And Nationwide: London: 8branches - 01-200 0444 for nearest Cardiff 0222 374893 • Chatham 0634 407104 • Colchester 0206 62636 Croydon 01-681 3027.
Dartford 32 73481- Leicester 0533 537678 • Manchester 061-834 4381 • Northampton 0604 35753 • Oxford 0865 722870 • Reading 0734 595459 • Richmond
i711
tar.01-9481441. Romford 70 20218 • Sheffield 0742 79595 • Southend 0702 612241. Tunbridge Wells 089223242. Watford 92 47488- VVolverhampton 0902 23384.
FL ""
MMAILVID

Beat Giant Inflation in the

GI À
SAL

Or

o

STARTS 09'30, SATURDAY 27 DECE
AMPLIFIERS
CRIMSON

PRICES AXED!

CSI200M Pre
CSI204 ,8Power
CV1100
HA3500S

£169.00
f195.00
DUAL
£95.00
HITACHI
£79.00
HMA7500 Power
£199 00
JVC
AMI Micro
£179.00
AS5131w1
£59.90
LECSON
AC IPre Is/hl
f149.00
API Power (
s/hl
£13a00
AP3/2 Power ( s/1n f199.00
MICHAELSON/ TVP1 Pre
£259.00
AUSTIN
TVA10 Power
f279.00
MITSUBISHI
DAU3I0 (50w)
f79.00
ONKYO
45100 135w1
£69.00
470901110w)
f269.00
RADFORD
11100 Power
f499.00
SANSUI
AU2I7 (40w)
£99.90
AU3 I
7160w)
£155.00
SONY
TA333 (25w)
f64.00
TAF30 (30w)
£69.00
TAF40 ( 50w)
£99.130
TA515
£99.00
TEAC
13X300
£89.00
TECHNICS
SU8011
£7e00
SU8055
£169.00
YAMAHA
4450
f89.00

• W300
CT1140
F14000
TNI IMicro
TU2I 7
ST9030

'soft touch control system with infra- red wireless

SR2010L 116w1
RS5L127w1

MITSUBISHI
PIONEER

JRS501 ( 125w)
DAR210L (25w)
5X590 (29w)

playback; twin motor drive; multipeak LED peak
level readout; remaining tape time left to run

SONY
TECHNICS

U(690 130w)
SX790 145w/
STR232L 120w)
SA300L 138w)

TURNTABLES
DUAL
JVC
ONKYO

CS7310
LAI I
GP ( DOSA
CP1030

£199.00
£49.95
f45.110
£139.00

AUREX
AIWA

meter; bias fine tuning for the flattest possible
response on most tapes; dolby noise reduction
system; record mute edit facility; timer switch and
memory counter.
(Remote control suppltedl

DUAL
MITSUBISHI

£189.90

ONKYO

October 1980)

PIONEER
SANSUI
SONY

PIONEER CTF 650 Cassette Deck
Metal tape dolby deck with auto search music
select system which selects sections of the tape

TEAC

for playback. Fluorescent bar meters, record mute
etc.
KJ Poce(June 801£169 911
Chowe"
Best Buy')

TECHNICS

NOW £ 119.90

PHILIPS
REVOX

30 watts per channel with power meters. Outlets
for 2sets of speakers.
KJ Pnce Clone SOI

TEAC

NOW £89.90

PIONEER SA 608 Amplifier
A massive 45 watts per channel with fluorescent
bar power meters and outstanding transient
response. Outlets for 2sets of speakers
KJ Price June .80
Et29 90

TECHNICS

AF820
419//
SP IC P

SPEAKERS
GALE
HARBETH
INFINITY
JR

f135.00
£169.00
£599.00

N4520
B4102/4
84106
X3
X7
X10
X1OR
3440

£639.00
£549.00
£599.00
£249.00
f329.00
£399.00
£459.00
£829.00

CARTRIDGES
Maroon
ORTOFON
M20E
M20FL
MCIO

£39.00
£29.00
£35.00
£29.90
£59.00
MAO
£39.90

MCIO/MCA 10
MC20/MCA76
OX

ULTIMO
Buy it with Access

All offers subject to be i
ng

unsaid.

Credit card orders acce pte d
by telephone - rin g y
our
nearest branch to
place your order

GS401 £395.00
Hit
£299.00
08
£ 199.00
0Junior £229.00
Super Woofer EXA £239.00

ei(u e
#oun

£149 00
£149.00
f119.00
f95.00
£79.00
£89.00
£19.00
f295.00
f149.00
£129.00
£65.00
£95.00
£79.00
f89.00
f119.00

DECCA

NOW £ 79.90

PHILIPS EITT

PCX6A0
ADL4O
AD6350
C819
DT4550S
DT4700
142010
TA2080
CTF800
SC1330
TCU30
TCK45
CX2 I
0
CX270
RSM33

OPEN REEL DECKS

PIONEER SX 690 FM/MW Receiver

C14/3

f239.00

CASSE1TE DECKS

feet away from the unit; continuous auto repeat on

f139.00
f95.00
f79.00
£179.00
£89.00
£199.00

£89.00
f99.00
f19a00
f85.00
£79.00
f129.00
f159e0
f79.00
£149.00

TSR110

remote control duplicating controls from up to 30

Cavendish Price £309 95 (HiFi News

tub
f79.00
S4
£ 195.00
•Monitor X
£ 95.00
MI (
ex dom)
£129000

PHILIPS
AH585 £249.00
AH587 £389.00
SES
120 Mk 2
f449.00
SPENDOR
BC)
£269.00
WHARFEDALE Laser 200 £ 149 00

deck really outshone most of its competitors. The
specification was amazing - full solenoid IC logic

RECEIVERS
HITACHI
JVC

MERIDIAN

AIWA AD6700 Metal Cassette Deck
In aclass by itself... yes, when first marketed this

TUNERS
DENON
DUAL
HITACHI
JVC
SANSUI
TECHNICS

KEESONIC
LENTEK

BER

MAIL ORDER - Ca rr i
age

and

insurance f4.50

per item ( sp ea kers £6) j- cartridges FREE

WeE MAKING BIG CUTS
IN ALL OUR BRANCHES!

The Sound Approach to HiFi
Open:

M

onday -Saturday- 5.30 Late Night Th urs. ( Wi gmore

CROYDON:

89 London Rd.
Tel: 01-686 1343

HARROW

340 Station Rd.
T
el
:01 863 8690

St.) until 7pm

LONDON EC4

53 Fl eet St.
Tel: 01-353 7935

(Fleet St.

. closed Sets.)
Open Dec. 27th-normally
"

LONDON W1* UXBRIDGE*

WATFORD*

48 Wigmore St.

101 St. Albans Rd.

Tel: 01-486 8263

*These branches will be open on New Y
ear '
s Day 10.30-5.30

278

High St.

Tel: Uxbridge 33474

T
el
:W atford

45250

Do you recognise the problem? Mozart's
Horn Concerto turned into Mozart's Foghorn
Concerto by even the more expensive tape
decks, when the trebles become misty, and the
basses blurred?
It's the cassette that's taking the shine out
of the music, not the deck.
The fact is, until Sony's new Metallic tapes,

there hasn't been acassette as sensitive as the
most sensitive players.
True, in early1979 acouple of manufacturers launched their own metal tapes. But it
seems they dropped aclanger.
Within months one was said to be
withdrawing his product from the market, and
another to have hastily brought forward a
major redevelopment programme.
Sony, on the other hand, took the pains to
get their Metallic tapes right first time.
To improve retentivity and tape-to-head
contact they wanted each and every microscopic needle-shaped metal particle to lie flush
beside the one next to it, herringbone fashion.

Recent reviews in the hi-fi press suggest
that this extra attention to detail has been more
than worthwhile.
Since apoorly constructed cassette
allows wow and flutter to sabotage the music
it plays, Sony redesigned the mechanical parts
of all the cassettes in their range.
The result, their unique SP mechanism.
It works like this.
Adopting the
same engineering
principle which keeps
aHigh Speed Train on
the tracks at125 mph,
the hubs of every
cassette have adeep
groove running around
their circumference.
The parallel ribs
moulded onto the polyester inner liner slot
into this, and prevent
wobble, sticking and
jamming.
Sony tapes are
tested for their heatresistance in an oven
hot enough to bake a
loaf of bread, and then
run for 2000 km to
make certain they are
vibration-proof.The point being, every Sony
cassette is abetter made cassette, whether it's
the inexpensive CHF or the new Metallic tape.
And that means better performance.
Unlike some of their competitors, Sony
tapes are here to stay.
Sony tape. Remarkably close to original
sound. SON-3r

SEE THE RANGE OF SONY TAPES AT YOUR SONY TAPE STOCKIST, GR AT TI- ESONYSHOWROOMS,134 REGENT STREET, LONDON W1
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TDK OD. TDK's new Opt ihriaFerric coating means that
magnetic particles can be
packed Much more denisely,
increaSing sensitivity and
MOL to optimum levels
across the entire
freqUency range.
Nonmal Bias
120
EQ.

TDK SA-X. The much acclaimed cobalt
enriched SA formulation in adual coated
with laboratory standard
mechanism. Recommended for
those who have not yet
• **-• 4 .... ,
switched to metal.
High Bias 70 gs EQ.
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TDK SA. Increased
MOL in both the low to mediiim .
frelpenCy range and the critical high •
end lnolx Gives SA an ever' more
spectaculaerperformance- with wider
dynamic range. High Bias 70 µ.5 EQ.' •

TDK MA-R. To ex loit the
full potential of Met 1
Alloy tape,
TDK have designed this die-cast zinc
cassette mechanism, machined to micron
tolerances to give corhplete stability and accurate
channel orientation. Meal Bias 70 /Ls EQ.

TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd.;
11th Floor. Pembroke House.
Vellesley Road. CROYDON CR() 9XW.
l.i re: Peat% ‘Vholesale Ltd..1. Chapel Lane. .
ParnelliStreet. DUBLIN 1.

Hi-fis choicest.
As you can see, we're not the only
people who are enthusiastic about our
new range of Improved cartridges.
HiFi Choice magazine said of our
top of the range ZLM Improved, with
its unique Aliptic stylus: The high stylus
quality has been maintained.... awell
polished ` semi-line' type.... all the
distortion results have been noticeably
improved:
Our XLM A/11(M Improved:
attained a `very good' subjective
rating, which is excellent for the price:
And our VLM MkIll Improved
showed the:
characteristic flat ADC
response .... and awell maintained
stereo separation:
But HiFi Choice is not the only
magazine to be impressed by the ADC
improvements. Gramophone magazine's
John S. Wright reported on our ZLM

Improved: `It is my opinion that the best
cartridges are now achieving astandard
of performance that goes to reveal the
weaknesses of our discs, and in this
connection the ZLM Improved only
enhances this hypothesis:
The ADC Improved features
•Flip-down stylus guard
*Enclosed mounting lugs for easy
installation and alignment
•OrnniPivotTM System with micromachined cantilever for precise
location.
But don't think it's only our
Improved cartridges which get all the
accolades. Our budget priced QLM
34 MkII1 earned itself aHiFi Choice
'Best Buy' rating-for the second year
running. And you can't get much better
than that.

All of which leaves you with just one
problem. Which of Hi-Fi's Choicest
to choose.
rra: Audio Dynamics Corporation,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5QH.
Please send me details of the full ADC
cartridge range.
Name
Address

HFN

AD
Audio Dynamics Corporation. A division of BSR

[You'll hear more from us:i

THE LAST THING A SPEAKER SHOULD SOUND LIKE IS
A SPEAKER
Let's face it, most loudspeakers sound like loudspeakers.
Some people actually like their speakers to
sound like speakers. They even confess for
example to prefeging the character of a
'British' speaker to that of an 'American'
speaker.
At Trio we prefer the music.
This means we prefer what we call a 'flat' or
linear response. And that response must be as
flat as possible throughout the dynamic range
of the music.
Not only that, but the response should stay flat
all the way from almost zero volume right up to
maximum power.
Our research department has used computer
based laser holography to achieve this.
May we tell you how? Send the coupon.

LS-1200 linear response 3- way speaker

r
rnmxic)
HI-FI STEREO

Please send me full information aboutTrio speakers, and the name of my nearest
dealer.

NAME
ADDRESS

HFN1

Exclusive United Kingdom Distributors:
B. H. Morris t3t Co. ( Radio) Ltd., Precision Centre,
Heather Park Drive, Wembley, Middx. HAO 1SU.
Phone: 01-902 9422.
25

The JVC gui e
Or you've got to put the best in to get the best out.

Who better to provide you with VHS tapes than
the people who developed the VHS system in the
first place - JVC? Since JVC launched the VHS system
20 other manufacturers have been pleased to adopt it.
Today the unchanging excellence of VHS has made
it the world's most popular home video system.
But whatever kind of VHS video you have you'll
get the best possible picture when you feed it with the
best possible tape - and that's JVC.

See what JVC tapes offer.
JVC took as much care in developing VHS tapes as
they took in developing the total VHS system.

So you can be certain that JVC cassettes give you
picture quality that's second to none.
They are compatible not only with every JVC
video but also with every other manufacturer's
VHS machine.
And that makes exchanging and borrowing
tapes areal practicality.
There's aJVC tape to fit every need with halfhour, one two and three hour cassettes. With JVC
you can fit the tape length to your recording.
Naturally you can record again and again on jVC's
long life tapes.

to video tapes.
Family Favourites.

With JVC you don't have to
go to the movies, the movies
come to you.
JVC has alarge range of
pre-recorded tapes at very
competitive prices. You can ,
choose from awide selection
of documentary, cartoon and comedy cassettes from sky diving to safari, from Carry on Cowboy to
Keystone Kops - material that the TV stations
would be delighted to show.
These quality cassettes are exdusiveto JVC. If the
BBC and ITV aren't worth watching, JVC always is.

Free Cassette Rack.

Once you start building acassette library you have
to have somewhere to keep them. Buy 10 JVC blank
cassettes and you'll be given astylish VHS cassette
rack to keep them in, absolutely FREE.

See for yourself.

Seeing is believing, so pop aJVC tape into your
machine or pop in at the Video Information Centre, VHS
82 Piccadilly, London W1
and see everything that's
best in video machines and
tapes. JVC have the
machines and tapes - you
get the picture.
ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO REALITY

JVC

gel's

"Speaker, Speaker
on the wall
Who is the cleverest
of them all?
Hifi owners- no
need to test
Vogel brackets are
the best!"

Vogel universal brackets
will enable you to fit your
loudspeakers to the wall
—simply and easy.
With a flick of the wrist
you can adjust the
bracket in any required
direction, both horizontally and vertically,
so that the speaker radiates directly
towards the listener, which is
absolutely essential for the true
enjoyment of high quality

Vogel BEK100
for up to 25Kg
Price £1135 per pair

stereo
reproduction.

Vogel Minor 5
for up to 5Kg
Price £5.75 per pair

Vogel Loudspeaker Stand
Reduce sound absorbtion
by your carpets with
these elegant base units.
Price £18.90 per pair

Available from all good audio stockists, Vogel are distributed
throughout the UK by Condor. For your copy of the 50 page
Condor Catalogue of accessories and components and your
nearest stockists post the coupon today to

C
on
(

Condor Electronics Limited,
Woodman Works,
294 Durnsford Road.
Wimbledon Park,
London SW19.
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I
enclose 30p for postage and packing ( PO/Stamps).
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Avon
Radford Hi Fi, Bristol.
Bedfordshire
Tavistock Hi Fi, Bedford
B & BHi Fi, Luton.
Berkshire
B & BHi Fi, Reading.
Radford Hi Fi, Windsor.
Buckinghamshire
B & BHi Fi, High Wycombe.
Cambridgeshire
Peterborough Hi Fi Consultants,
Peterborough.
Cheshire
Armstrong Smith Electronics, Wallasey.
New Dawn Hi Fi Centre, Chester.
Swift of Wilmslow, Wilmslow.
Roy Townsend, Crewe.
Nord is Sound & Vision Centre, Northwich.
Nordis Sound & Vision Centre, Winsford.
Hi Fi Stereo, Sale.
Ward and Williams, Romiley.
Cleveland
Regent Studios, Hartlepool.
Cornwall
ETS ( Helston) Ltd., Truro.
Cumbria
Barrow Hi Fi Centre, Barrow In Furness.
Kendal Hi Fi Centre, Kendal.
Peter Tyson, Carlisle.
Derbyshire
Highfield Television, Buxton.
Stuart Westmorland Ltd., Derby.
Devon
Peter Scott ( Exeter) Ltd., Exeter.
Peter Scott (Torbay) Ltd., Torquay.
Homesounds Music Centre, Exeter.
Rich low Electronics Ltd., Torquay.
Dorset
Direct Vision. Bournemouth.
Direct Vision, Femdown.
Essex
Golding Audio, Colchester.
Essex Hi Fi, Benfleet.
Gloucestershire
Television & Hi Fi Centre, Cirencester.
Robbs, Gloucester.
Greater London
Audio T, London NW6.
A.T. Labs, Enfield.
A.T. Labs, Ilford.
Multi produce Ltd., London Wl.
REW, London Wl.
REW, London WC2.
Craig Hi Fi, London Wl.
Craig Hi Fi, Romford.
Piercys ( Electronics) Ltd., London SW1.
Hi Fi Connections, Beckenham.
Hyperfi, Berking.
Hampshire
Hopkins Hi Fi, Portsmouth.
Ken Rose Audio, Fleet.
Hampshire Audio, Chandlers Ford.
Hamilton Electronics, Southampton.
K.L.W. Cook, Andover.
Humberside
John's Music, Scunthorpe.
C. H. Turner & Co. ( Grimsby) Ltd.,
Grimsby.
Kent
Ashford Audio, Ashford.
Canterbury Hi Fi, Canterbury.
The Hi Fi Shop ( Dover) Ltd., Dover.
Lancashire
Cleartone Hi Fi Centre, Bolton.
Cleartone Hi Fi, Rochdale.
Lloyd Paton LPM Ltd., Urmston.
George R. Snowden, Lancaster.
F. Benfell Ltd., Blackpool.
Southport Hi Fi Centre, Southport.
Wigan Hi Fi, Wigan.
Electracentre, Preston.
Electracentre, Leyland.

Harry Garlick, Barnoldswick.
Harry Garlick, Burnley.
Harry Garlick, CI itheroe.
Ashton Audio, Ashton Under Lyne.
Leicestershixe
Stuart Westmorland Ltd., Loughborough.
Stuart Westmorland Ltd.,
Melton Mowbray.
Optonicar Hi Fi, Leicester.
Lincolnshire
The Critics Choice, Lincoln.
E. Stanley, Horncastle.
Merseyside
Beaver Radio: Liverpool 1.
Norfolk
Martins Electronics Centre, Norwich.
Martins ElectronicsCentre,Gt.Yarmouth.
Martins Electronics Centre, Kings Lynn.
Northamptonshire
Audiocraft, Northampton.
Nottinghamshire
Superfi, Nottingham.
Peter Ellis Audio, Newark.
Oxfordshire
Absolute Sound and Video Ltd., Headington.
Staffordshire
Hi Fi Studio, Stoke on Trent.
Hi Fi Studio, Newcastle Under Lyme.
Rugeley Radio & TV, Rugeley.
Suffolk
B.G. Audio & TV, Bury St. Edmonds.
Surrey
Jim Park Audio, Godalming.
Tru Fi (Audio Centre), Redh ill.
Thorne Howell Ltd., Walk ngtan.
Cosmic Radio, Weybridge.
Rogers Hi Fi, Guildford.
Sussex
Sunderland Electronics, Worthing.
Mid Sussex Electronics, Burgess Hill.
Malcolm Audio &TV, Chichester.
L. C. Down Ltd., Crawley.
Tyne & Wear
Hi Fi Opportunities, Newcastle on Tyne.
Tom S. Ford, Whitley Bay.
Warwickshire
JCV Hi Fi Market, Warwick.
JCV Music, Stratford on Avon.
West Midlands
Hockensound Ltd., Stirchley,
Birmingham.
Sounds, Wolverhampton.
Wiltshire
Television & Hi Fi Centre, Swindon.
J. D. Equipment Sales Ltd., Ch i
ppenham.
Absolute Sound & Video Ltd., Swindon.
Worcestershire
C & PSound Systems, Malvern.
Yorkshire
Superfi, Leeds 1.
Quadraphenia Hi Fi Centre, Sheffield 3.
Quadraphenia Hi Fi Centre, Doncaster.
Huddersfield Hi Fi, Huddersfield.
Barnsley Hi Fi, Barnsley.
Tape Recorder Centre, Halifax.
Channel Islands
Alpina, St. Peter Port, Guernsey.
Soundtrack, Guernsey.
Sound Engineering Ltd., St. Helier.
Northern Ireland
Walton & Gordon (Audio) Ltd.,
Castlereagh, Belfast.
Scotland
Hi Fi Corner ( Edinburgh), Edinburgh.
The Gramaphone Co, Edinburgh.
Hi Fi Corner, Falkirk.
Audio Aids, Edinburgh.
McCormacks Music Ltd., Glasgow.
Holburn Hi Fi, Aberdeen.
North Wales
Owen's Hi Fi Centre, Colwyn Bay.
Isle of Man
Musicmachine Ltd., Douglas.

OPTONICA
For further details contact Sharp Electronics ( UK) Limited, Sharp House,
Thorp Road, Newton Heath, Manchester M10 98E.

Yet another recording option
Optonica Cassette Decks
tape selector
has been added to Optonica
incorporate agreat many more
CrOc
Cassette Decks that will set new zer
facilities, the result of arelentless
standards for the 80's. Now we
pursuit of operational ease and
have introduced the facility for
excellence in design and
recording on metal tape. That gives
manufacture. Search out your
more accurate recording, superior
Optonica specialist today and
playback and the highest quality of soun
sound out the difference.

OPTONICA
Sharp Electronics ( UK)LW, Sharp House, Thorp Road, Manchester M10 9BE
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A new
deck aid

fact:
five New Shure Cartridges
00.%,
4
feature unique, state-of-the-a rt'ce\
technology
Including...

Unprecedented
Stylus Protection

the M97 Era IV Series
pickup cartridges
Model

Stylus
Configuration

Shure writes anew chapter in the history of affordable hi-fi by
making the latest cartridge technological breakthroughs available in acomplete line of high-performance, moderately priced
cartridges; the M97 Era IV Series Pickup Cartridges, available
with five different interchangeable stylus configurations to fit
every system and every btidget.

Tip
Tracking
Force

Nude
Hyperelliptical

4
/
3

M97ED

Nude Biradial
(Elliptical)

4
/
3

M97GD

Nude Spherical

M97EJ

Biradial
(Elliptical)

11
/ to 3
2
grams

M97B

Spherical

11
/
2 to 3
grams

Where slightly
heavier tracking
forces are
required.

78 rpm Stylus Biradial
for all M97's ( Elliptical)

11
/ to 3
2
grams

For 78 rpm
records.

-«* M97HE

to 1/
2
1
grams

Applications

to 11
/
2
grams
4
/
3

to 1/
2
1
grams

elm

Highest fidel ity
where light
tracking forces
are essential.

F—I

The M97 Series incorporates such vanguard features as
the Dynamic Stabilizer—which simultaneouslyovercomes
record-warp caused problems, provides electrostatic neutralization of the record surface, and effectively removes dust and
lint from the record—and aunique telescoped stylus assembly
which results in lower effective stylus mass and dramatically
improved trackability.
Each of these features...and more.., has been incorporated
in the five cartridges in the M97 Series—there is even an M97
cartridge that offers the low distortion Hyperelliptical stylus!
What's more, every M97 cartridge features aunique lateral
deflection assembly, called the SIDE-GUARD, which responds
to side thrusts on the stylus by withdrawing the entire stylus
shank and tip safely into the stylus housing before it can bend!
The performance of the cartridges is highly faithful to the
recorded music. Hear it you must!
These two M97 Series Cartridges were
selected for review by Hi Fi Choice
and given " Best Buy" ratings.

F:e

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road,
Maidstone ME15 6AU, Telephone: ( 0622) 59881
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response is incr- •ly flat and extended.
With an MOL up to 10dB higher than
most high bias tapes the dynamic
range has been widened so much as to
ive extra depth to recordings
metal will enable you to
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,Ois at all l els of the audio speCfrurn FL and FXI
/are ideay
ble for usé at home or in the car Their
special to eraricelo dramatic changesin temperafuré
and humidity make sur of that

FUJI F II (High Bias)

1-Fursliew ine grainbendox coatihq confains-%malfer
magnetic prticles which have bee more densey
packed onfç the tape. This has resulted in increased
'MOLs and iipproved sensitivities at both low and high
frequencies.
High frequency saturation is so much better that F
is id63-1Tysültablè fár réCording dynamically rich mus
such as rock and orchestral performances

IF Y UARE : 7111 U INg YESTERDAYS' TAPES, NOW IS THE TIME T
SIdITCH TO FUJI-7-CHNOLOGY THAT REACHES INTO THE FUTURe
To Pyser Ltd, Fircroft Way Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6HA Tel 0732 864111 Please send full details of the new Fuji Audio Tape Range
Name

Address
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MANUAL

_
Ears are
no longer the
best judge of perfect
tuning. At Pioneer
we've given eyes and
fingers adefinite
advantage.
Unbelieveable as
this may sound, it's the
truth. And best demonstrated by our new
receivers. The SX-600L
and SX-700L.
Their electronic pre-set
station memory buttons being
responsible for our somewhat
surprising revelation above.
Effectively, what this means is
once you manually tune into astation,
which you're likely to listen to regularly,
you can 'lock' on to its frequency by using
the station memory button.
You no longer have to 'search' for it
up and down the waveband. Straining your
ears to find the strongest signal.
Instead, you simply look for the button
designated to the particular frequency and
press it.
Abra-cadabra, you're listening to the
station of your choice. Loud and clear.
Faster than the speed of sound.
How many times have you rushed
home, fought with your keys, burst through
the front door and flown across the room?
All in an attempt to switch on in time,to
catch the evening's headline news story ora
late football result.
Only to hear the Bratislavan top twenty

hit parade instead.Then in afrenzied effort to
make good your initial foray, rushed like
mad across the entire waveband in search of
the right station.
Predictably, finding it too late to hear
what you were after.
While astation memory button won't get
you home any earlier, open your door any
quicker or help you switch on any sooner.
It would ensure you'd switch on with spoton accuracy, right on the station you want
to hear. And that's got to be good news.
The difference between 7and
5is 100.
As you can see, both
receivers have the same
expensive slim look.
But luckily, it's alook
that won't cost you alot.
The SX-600L pushes out 20 watts RMS
per channel and costs around £99.
While the SX-700L has double the output at 40 watts RMS per channel and costs
around £ 129.
Besides their price tags, an easy way
to distinguish between the two, is to
count the number of electronic preset station memory buttons
on each.
The SX-700L has
7, the SX-600L has 5.
MBVIMP,IR”Y.,R.Fge
And since both
receivers operate on 3wave bands: Medium
Wave, Long Wave and FM Stereo.
On the SX-700L with7 memory buttons,
there are twenty-one options for station
pre-sets. On the SX-600L with 5memory
buttons there are 15 options.

TATION ON THE LINE
GliT ON THE MILTON.
Avoltage synthesiser won't mix your
parties.
However, what is common to both is
incredibly accurate tuning that doesn't suffer
from any political aspirations.
Once the voltage synthesiser locks on
to afrequency, it can't be wooed to the left or
to the right.
So, you're unlikely to hear the Rolling
Stones drift in to make an unannounced
guest appearance while you're listening to

The London PhilharmonicOrchestra.Or vicea-versa.
And with both sets, even at full power,
total harmonic distortion is alowly 0.3%.
Equally impressive is their high signal-tonoise ratio of 70dB.
If you've been looking for areceiver but
haven't quite managed to put your finger on
the one you want most.
Return the coupon and we'll tell you
where to find it.

THE SX-600L WITH 20W PER CHANNEL AND 5STATION MEMORY BUTTONS.

-IME—

"Nr

THE SX-700L WITH 40W PER CHANNEL AND 7STATION MEMORY BUTTONS.

(lb PIONEER ,

r

,ir -ErriEr0

To: Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, PO. Box 108, Iver, Bucks. SLO 9JL. I'd like more
information on receivers. Please send me the Pioneer catalogue and alist of dealers.
Name
Address

PIONEERR

HFN 4

Everything you hear is true.

Motor: PLL DC servo motor
Speeds: 33-1/3, 45 r.p.m.
Selection: Automatic
Adjustment: ±- 3%
Wow and flutter 0.045% (Wrms)
S/N ratio: 76dB (DIN-B)

Introducing aradical departure from
convention - the futuristic Mitsub shi LT-5V.
Linear tracking in its most sophisticated form.
Available now, for the very first time. with an
added refinement- vertical configuration.
Resulting in aperformance thars Elven better
than it looks.
But there's more to it than that
Besides being aconspicuous talking point
in your room, the LT-5V permits aconsiderable
economy of space ( it can be accommodated on

34

Tonearm:
Straight universal type, static balanced
Effective length: 180mm
Tracking error: 0.1°
Cartridge type: Dual moving magnet
Stylus: 0.4 x0.7 mil elliptical

ashelf only 200 mm wide). Yet itfeatures all the
ease of logic controlled, fully automatic operation.
Its only what you might expect
As anyone who has heard the Mitsubishi
reputation would soon confirm - when it comes
to hi-fi, nothing sounds better
Hardly surprising when you consider the
breathtakingly realistic reproduction, advanced
technological features and functional good looks
built in to every single piece of Mitsubishi audio
equipment

Frequency response: 15-26,000Hz
Output voltage: 3.5mV
Separation: 23dB (at 1kHz)
Power consumption: 8W
Dimensions (WxHxD): 466 x 430 x 200mm
Weight 12.5kg

From acompfete 50W per channel stereo
in miniature to the ultimate in music centres.
Plus some really together separates. And, of
cour, the LT-5V- another reason why, when you
say Mitsubishi, people sit up and listen.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE EXTENSIVE RANGE OF AUDfOAND
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURED BY MITSUBISHI IN JAPAN
CONTACT MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC (UK) LID., OTTERSPOOL WAY,
WATFORD, HERTS, WD2 8LD.

• MITSUBISHI
im AUDIO

Index for
1980-Vol 25
AUDIO FEATURES

Accurate Amplifier Assessment ( Colloms)
61.11
Amplifier/Loudspeaker Interface ( Holman)
77/12
Analogue Versus Digital ( McKenzie)
83/5. 62/6
Another Purist Technique ( Faulkner)
55/8
Audio Accessories Supplement ( Aldous/
Atkinson)
87/12
Audio Show Reports ( Manchester, London. Paris,
Las Vegas)
72/5
Below- Resonance Loudspeaker ( Lipschutz)
61/4
71/11
Cartridge Correlation ( Colloms)
Chicago, Chicago ( 1980 Summer CES)
(Atkinson)
58/9
53/2
Equalisers in Doubt ( Wallace)
Festival International du Son ( Humphreys/
76/5
Atkinson)
77/11
Half- Cut Records ( Atkinson)
Hi Fi on a Budget ( Prâkel)
54/9
High Fidelity '80 ( Atkinson)
52/7
Horns in the Home ( Walker/Atkinson)
51 & 55/3
Hot from Harrogate ( Prâkel)
55/10
Improving Groove Contact ( Lane)
75/8
Improving Performance with a Laser ( Halliwell &
Shelton)
41/2
Introduction to Power Mosfets ( Hood)
83/12
Listening Tests & Absolute Phase ( Atkinson) 85/11
Measuring Loudspeaker Responses ( Moir)
71/10
R & D at B & W ( Lane)
45/2
Rational Basis for Subjective Evaluation
(Orlowski)
49/4
Role of the Recording Engineer ( Lambert)
57/6
Series or Parallel? ( Harms)
103/12
Simple but Effective Crossover ( Brain)
105/12
Tape Recording Supplement ( Aldous/Lambert/
Skeet/Margoschis/Brown)
78/7
The Seventies-A Decade in the Doldrums?
(Messenger)
37/3
Trackability Factor ( Driscoll/Walters)
91/5

CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES

Build a Peak Drive Indicator ( Hood)
63/10
Horns in the Home ( Walker)
51/3
Instantaneous Power Meter ( MacArthur)
67/4
Logical Preamp ( Humphreys)
68/9
Midi- Line Loudspeaker ( P. Atkinson)
74/6
Simple Phase- Inversion Box ( Humphreys)
91/11
Thirty Watt DIY Amplifier ( Hood) 67/1, 61/2, 45/3

MISCELLANEOUS FEATURES

American Record Quality ( Shedd)
87/6
Creative Tape Recording ( Supplement)
78/7
Record Business ( Fox)
41/7, 69/8, 77/9, 75/10
Record Pressing Faults ( Lane) •
77/6
The Nonesuch Saga ( Mendelson)
67/7

MUSICAL FEATURES

Audio Awards, 1980 ( Humphreys)
Barber at 70 ( Dommett)
Beaux Arts Trio ( Keener)
Berlioz and the Phantom Organ ( Crabbe)
Bowman, James-Counter- Tenor ( Harris)
Brendel, Alfred ( Keener)
Brownridge, Angela ( Keener)
Cherkassky, Shura ( Keener)
Copland at 80 ( Dommett)
Curley, Carlo ( Harris)
Debussy ( Keener)
Del Mar, Norman ( Humphreys)
Discovering Brass ( Gammond)
Discovering the String Quartet
(Matthew- Walker)
Fabulous Wieniawski ( Lyle)
Galway, James ( Atkinson)
Gibson, Alexander ( Seckerson)
Half- cut Records ( Atkinson)
Klien Walter ( Orga)
Levine, James ( Seckerson)
Little Symphonies for the Kids ( Phil Spector)
(Mackie)
HI- Fl NEWS 8e RECORD REVIEW

61/7
70/3
71/7
96/11
113/5
75/2
117/12
80/8
103/11
93/9
103/5
69/7
127/12
59/3
88/4
83/10
107/11
77/11
91/9
91/6
93/1

JANUARY 1981

Marriner. Neville ( Keener)
79/10
Mata. Eduardo ( Atkinson)
93/6
Offenbach ( Peter Gammond)
83/9
Orchestral Ravel, The ( Keener)
83/8
Perahia, Murray ( Keener)
91/4
Presley, Elvis ( Matthew- Walker)
90/10
Quality Monitor
78/1, 77:4, 99/7, 95/10
Quartetto Italiano ( Potter)
71/2
Rattle, Simon ( Seckerson)
75/3
Ricciare111, Katia ( Keener)
111/5
Role of the Recording Engineer ( Lambert)
57/6
Shostakovich Symphonies ( Seckerson)
83/6
Songs in the Key of Life ( Stevie Wonder)
(Denyer)
82/4
Symphonies of Carl Nielsen ( Seckerson)
119/12
Tales from the Hollywood Hills ( Little Feat)
(Sweeting)
95/9
Tippet at 75 ( Hammond)
83/1
Weir, Gillian ( Harris)
81/8
Wild, Earl ( Keener)
113/12

EQUIPMENT REVIEWS

Acoustic Research AR91 & AR92 speakers
(Attewell)
131/8
ADC ALT- 1 PU arm ( Keywood)
156/5
ADC QLM36 Mk III PU cartridge ( Keywood) 133/9
A & R Cambridge T21 tuner ( King)
155/11
Anston RD 11S turntable ( Keywood)
161/5
147/5
Audio Pro A4-14 speaker ( Attewell)
Audio Technica All 100 PU arm ( Keywood) 157/5
Audio Technica AT24 PU cartridge
(Colloms)
167/12
Aurex ST- S20 tuner ( King)
153/11
Aurex System 12 hi-fi microsystem ( King)
163/12
BGW 103/410 amplifier ( Colloms)
132/1
BIC FM10 Beambox aerial ( King)
163/11
B & 0 MMC2OCL PU cartridge ( Colloms)
169/12
Bulgin Soundex 400 peak- meter ( Lambert)
129/2
Burwen TNE-7000A transient noise eliminator &
DNE-1201A dynamic noise filter ( King)
135/2
Celestion Ditton 130 speaker ( Attewell)
136/10
Coral MC81 PU cartridge ( Keywood)
126/8
Crimson Elektrik amplifier ( King)
130/6
Dalesford D speaker ( Attewell)
131/10
DBX 100 subharmonic synthesiser ( Atkinson) 133/2
Denyo TU 3000L tuner ( King)
157/11
Dual C839RC cassette deck ( Killick)
129/4
Dynavector 20811 PU cartridge ( Colloms)
168/12
Dynavector Diamond Karat PU cartridge
(Colloms)
145/11
Elite EEI 300H PU cartridge ( Keywood)
131/9
Empire EDR9 PU cartridge ( Keywood)
127/8
Empire 300ME PU cartridge ( Keywood)
129/9
Exposure 11111V Mk 2 amplifier ( Colloms)
132/1
Fidelity Research FR1 Mk3 FPU cartridge
(Keywood)
127/8
Glanz MFG- 31L PU cartridge ( Keywood)
129/9
Glanz MFG 71/E PU cartridge ( Keywood)
122/8
Goldring G900 IGC PU cartridge ( Keywood) 121/8
Grado FTE+1 PU cartridge ( Keywood)
132/9
Hafler DH200 power amplifier
(Humphreys/King)
127/6
Infinity Black Widow PU arm ( Keywood)
155/5
JR EX1 Super Woofer ( Attewell)
124/6
JVC RS- 7 receiver ( King)
133/6
KLH 3 speaker ( Attewell)
143/5
Koetsu MC1 PU cartridge ( Colloms)
140/11
Linn Asak PU cartridge ( Colloms)
139/11
Lustre GST 801 PU arm ( Keywood)
153/5
Marantz H0545 speaker ( Attewell)
132/10
Marantz SD6000 cassette deck ( Killick)
133/4
Marantz SR4000L receiver ( King)
133/6
Mission 700 speaker ( Attewell)
133/10
Mission 773 PU cartridge ( Colloms)
141/11
Mitsubishi LT- 5V turntable/arm ( King)
127/10
Mitsubishi System 4 hi-fi microsystem ( King)161/12
Monitor Audio MA9 speaker ( Attewell)
135/10
Monitor Audio MA2 speaker ( Attewell)
133/8
NAD 4020 A tuner ( King)
159/11
NAD 3020 amplifier ( Colloms)
131/1
Nagaoka MP50 PU cartridge ( Keywood)
118/8
Nakamichi 1100 audio analyser ( King)
137/9
Optonica RI- 5100 cassette deck ( Killick)
134/4
Optonica ST- 7100 tuner ( King)
116/2
Ortofon FF15E11 PU cartridge ( Keywood)
128/9
Ortofon LM10 PU cartridge ( Keywood)
127/9
Ortofon LM30 PU cartridge ( Keywood)
119/8
Ortofon MC2011 PU cartridge ( Colloms)
168/12
Philips ' Black Tulip' AH 180 tuner ( King)
117/2
Philips N4520 open- reel recorder ( Colloms)
125/7
Philips N5748 cassette deck ( Killick)
135/4
Pickering SE- 1 PU cartridge ( Keywood)
135/9
Pioneer CTF 1250 cassette deck ( McKenzie) 132/3
Pioneer SA 8800 amplifier ( Conoms)
141/1
Prokit Model 62 mixer ( Lambert)
136/7
QED peak meter ( Atkinson)
139/7
Quad 44/405 amplifier ( Colloms)
135/1
Revox 8795 turntable/arm ( King)
123/10
Rogers A100 amplifier ( Colloms)
141/1
SAE 3000/3100 amplifier ( Colloms)
133/1
SAE 1800 parametric equaliser ( Attewell)
123/2
Satin M1175 PU cartridge ( Keywood)
123/8

Shure M97HE PU cartridge ( Keywood)
122/8
Signet TK3E PU cartridge ( Keywood)
124 9
Sony ' Precise' micro system ( King)
117 3
Sony MX 650 mixer ( Lamben)
135r7
Sony ST- J888 tuner ( King)
149, 11
Sony TAF70 amplifier ( Colloms)
137, 1
Supex SDX 1000 PU cartridge ( Colloms)
143 11
Tandberg TCD 440A cassette deck ( McKenzie)1 29/3
Tandberg TD 20 A open- reel recorder
(Colloms)
127/7
Tannoy Cheviot II speaker ( Attewell)
135/8
Teac Model 2A & MB20 meter bridge
137/7
(Lambert)
117/2
Teac TX- 500 tuner ( King)
130/7
Teac X10 open- reel recorder ( Colloms)
115/3
Technics ' Concise' micro system ( King)
Technics EPC 205 IIIL PU cartridge
170/12
(Colloms)
138/4
Technics RS- M63 cassette deck ( Killick)
124/10
Technics SL10 turntable/arm ( King)
147/11
Technics ST- S7 tuner (King)
133/6
Trio KR 8050 receiver ( King)
Uher micro hi-fi system ( with CR 240
117/3
cassette deck)
159/5
Ultracraft AC 30011 PU arm ( Keywood)
125/8
Westrak 501 PH PU cartridge ( Keywood)
125/9
Westrak C101SH PU cartridge ( Keywood)
137/10
Wharfedale Laser 60 speaker ( Attewell)
137/8
Wharfedale TSR 110 speaker ( Attewell)
133/6
Yamaha CR 840 receiver ( King)

RECORD REVIEWS

Classical Cassettes ( Gammond) 123/1, 107/2, 107/3
121/4,119/6,109/8,115/9,117/10,131/11. 159/12
Classical Collections
113/1. 99/2, 101/3, 112/4,
127/5, 113/6, 111/7, 103/8, 111/9. 110/10,
124/11, 147/12
Classical Issues
101/1, 85/2, 85/3, 100/4, 117/5,
101/6, 105/7, 93/8, 99/9, 101/10. 115/11, 131/12
Deja Vu 121/1, 105/2, 105/3, 117/4, 135/5, 115/6,
116/7, 107/8, 115/9, 113/10, 129/11, 153/12,
Folk ( Oliver)
129/1, 113/2, 113/3, 127/4, 141/5.
123/6, 120/7, 115/8. 119/9, 121/10, 137/11
Jazz ( Hyder)
127/1, 111/2, 111/3, 125/4, 139/5,
121/6, 113/8, 118/9, 119/10, 135/11, 157/12
Light ( Gammond)
129/1. 113/2, 113/3, 127/4,
141/5, 123/6, 115/8, 119/9, 121/10, 137/11,
159/12
Quality Monitor
78/1, 77/4, 99/7, 95/10
Records of the Month
101/1, 85/2, 85/3, 100/4,
117/5, 102/6, 105/7, 93/8, 99/9, 101/10, 115/11,
131/12
Rock ( Dellar)
125/1, 109/2, 109/3, 123/4, 137/5,
120/6, 121/7, 111/8, 117/9, 118/10. 133/11,
155/12,

REGULAR ITEMS

American Letter ( Various)

97/5, 87/6, 67/7, 58/9,
77/11
Audio Patents ( Hope/Fox) 59/1, 50/2. 43/3, 53/4,
81/5, 55/6, 49/7, 73/8, 57/9, 67/10, 81/11, 107/12
Book Reviews 75/1, 81/2, 97/4, 81/6, 63/8, 75/9,
89/10, 109/12
Crossword Puzzle ( Taggart)
75/1, 81/3, 115/5,
103/7, 79/9, 89/11
Crossword Puzzle Solutions 39/2, 45/4, 55/6, 59/8,
53/10, 75/12
Editorial Comment
53/1. 35/2, 31/3, 41/4, 67/5,
51/6, 35/7, 47/8, 51/9. 51/10, 67/11, 67/12
FM Radio ( McKenzie)
81/1, 69/2, 69/3, 55/4,
101/5, 73/6, 59/7, 61/8, 81/9, 69/10, 101/11, 81/12
Gramophile
89/1, 77/2, 73/3, 88/4, 113/5, 95/6,
65/7, 89/8, 87/9, 87/10, 111/11, 123/12
Letters
77/1, 59/2, 63/3, 57/4, 79/5, 67/6,
47/7, 53/8, 67/9. 85/10, 113/11, 73/12
Looking Back ( Gammond) 99/1, 83/2. 83/3, 81/4,
109/5, 99/6, 119/7, 91/8, 89/9, 99/10, 111/11,
112/12
Music on Record 83, 93/1, 71/2, 70/3, 82/4, 103/5,
83/6, 83/8, 83/9, 103/11, 119/12
News & Views 55/1, 37/2, 33/3, 43/4, 69/5, 52/6,
37/7, 49/8, 53/9, 52/10, 68/11, 69/12
Positive Feedback
73/4, 87/5, 71/6, 65/8, 73/9,
75/11
Quality Monitor
78/1, 77/4, 99/7, 95/10
Readers' Problems
146/1. 141/2, 137/3, 141/4,
139/6, 133/7, 139/8, 121/9
Soundings ( Aldous)
73/1, 51/2, 43/3, 47/4, 95/5,
61/6, 45/7, 67/8, 57/9, 77/10, 95/11, 111/12
Subjective Sounds ( Messenger)
65/1. 57/2, 49/3,
65/4, 89/5, 65/6, 51/7, 59/8, 65/9, 61/10, 83/11,
101/12
Tape Matters ( Brown) 63/1, 73/2, 81/3, 89/4, 98/5,
97/6, 73/8, 67/9, 81/10, 99/11, 125/12
Things IHear ( Pickett)
99/1. 83/2, 83/3, 85/4,
109/5, 99/6, 75/7, 79/8, 85/9, 99/10, 93/11, 125/12
35
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Built completely in our own factory,Castle
The Castle Range of Speakers gives fatigue
speakers blend modern technology with the
free listening over the full audio range whilst
traditional
values of beauty and craft, and are
covering the entire variety of musical and speech
available in aNariets. of genuine wood veneers.
selection.
RICHMOND II

KENDAL II

CONWAY lIA.

HOWARD

2SPEAKER SYSTEM

2SPEAKER SYSTEM
2WAY
4-8 OHMS
8-40 WATTS

3SPEAKER SYSTEM

4SPEAKER SYSTEM
3VAY

2WAY
4-8 OHMS
8-30 WATTS

3WAY
4-8 OHMS
15-100 WATIS

If you care for the life of your records — care with Permostat.
Only Permostat can guarantee the free of charge protection
needed to eliminate permanently dust-attracting static.
Applied in seconds Permostat acts as an invisible shield to both
preserve and protect your treasured records against undue
wear and tear.
Just one application of Permostat stops dust attraction and
prolongs the life of both record and stylus.
Permostat — the safe, sure way to keep your good sounds
sounding good. Available in kit form and refill packs,
Permostat can be found in all good hi-fi record and department
stores.

Milty — record care technology that works

Milty Products Ltd., New Mansion House, 173/191 Wellington Road
South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA.
061-480 8142/3 Telex:667700

us am ma mu

am im

am

Ti,: Milty Products Ltd., New Mansion House,
I" 3 19 IWellington Road South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA.

4—&OHMS
15-150 WATTS

Tel: 041-480 8142/3 Telex: 467700
Stalt: quantity required.

Castle Acoustics
Limited

immi

if vou have ilifficulty obtaining ., upplie..s please complete the, coupon.

SHORTBANK ROAD, SKIPION
NORTH YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND
TELE: (07%) 5333
TELEX 517618 CASTLE G.

PRICE
P
P
INC: VAT EXTRA

Ienclose
cheque' PO.

Permostat Kit

£5.75 + 34p ,

Permostat Refill

£3.92 + 23p

Permostat Jumbo Refill £7.94

+ 46p

aluc

(
Please do not send
postage stamps.)

NAME
Please provide me with the full facts on the speaker systems in the
Castle Range. Together with the address of your local dealer.

ADDRESS

Name

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE.; Prices only apply to the U.K.

POSTCODE
Ilia

Address
GP 180
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into believing that one is hearing an improvement seems to be the opposite of
that scepticism which resists the latest
sonic wonder at all costs. But really each
is equally unscientific in not accepting
honestly observed phenomena as the
essential starting point. Of course, when
the data under investigation are sense
impressions, not measurable physical
quantities, the whole business becomes
laden with uncertainties. But a habit of
careful self- scrutiny, to resist the temptations of propaganda or wish- fulfilment
on the one hand, and the influence of
rigid preconceptions on the other, can
inch one towards impartiality.
This may all seem very abstract in relation to a letter making points about
marketing, but there is a connection. We
take it that Mr. Withey wishes to see a
much more open-minded attitude to hi-fi.
a readiness to consider equipment that
isn't necessarily fashionable but which is
nevertheless capable of providing greatly
enhanced musical pleasure. There can be
nothing wrong with this, or with the
common-sense attitude to gleaming multi
knobbed sophistication which goes with
it. But it is important also to resist the
opposite temptation, of becoming so
convinced that one's equipment is
superb that it couldn't possibly be improved: ' It's ideal for me, therefore it
cannot be bettered by anyone else'.
This is the other pole of perversity, an
inward- looking conservatism of the sort
which once rejected electrical recording,
then the LP, then stereo, and so on. It is
natural ( if not necessarily correct) to
believe that one's money has been spent
on the best possible combination for the
price; but it is irrational ( and almost certainly incorrect) to believe that all later
developments are so much commercial
puffery. According to the law of diminishing returns it always costs more and more
money for smaller and smaller improvements, but it isn't thereby fair to dismiss
the latter as non-existent. Martin Colloms
wrote persuasively on this in the introduction to his November review of pickup
cartridges costing up to £ 500 apiece, but
in case anyone is inclined to regard our
coverage of such devices as an example of
up-market eye- wash, please note that in
this issue we are dealing with disc players
at under £ 85 each. If one allows for inflation and notes that the humble Garrard
SL75B cost £ 45 a full ten years ago, we
can hardly be accused of an upper- income
bias in this department. .
As always, we cast our net widely without prejudice, but a lot of very careful
listening still inclines us, ideally, to choose
equipment situated somewhat above the
'budget' mark.

Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.

CIRCULATION
HFNIRR is Britain's oldest hi-fi journal, also the on
one devoted equally to audio and records. Average no
circulation: 46,946 copies per issue at the last cou i,
(January- December 1979).
Technical articles of full page length or over appear] n
in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in ti'British Technology index
HUH NEWS 8r. RECORD REVIEW

N an
lett.,1 ..(. 11 Mr. John
I Withey printed in this issue it is suggested that hi-fi retailing has got itself into
afalse position by placing too much
emphasis on super- grade equipment and
upper- income people. It is argued that
there are large numbers of serious musicloving folk around who, though not particularly well-off, would really appreciate
and could actually afford asubstantial
boost in their home listening standards.
Yet they either feel alienated by technical
gimmickry or find no sympathy when they
venture into the local hi fi emporium. This
is an intriguing thesis, and it may contain
more than a grain of truth.
It has always been a problem with high
fidelity that enthusiasts for sound quality
per se, the ever- discontented dabblers,
tend to set the tone for the whole business, thus creating an impression that this
is an esoteric activity well beyond the
needs, pockets or comprehension of mere
music- lovers. On the other hand, the
perfectionist dabblers have always included a fair sprinkling of people whose
dissatisfaction with reproduced sound
stems from their very love of what is heard
in the concert hall. Thus it doesn't necessarily follow that those who strain at the
gnat of minute sonic improvements have
confused their priorities by swallowing the
camel of high technology at the expense
of music.
We have always attempted to strike a
balance between ends and means in
HFNIRR, never losing sight of the musical
experiences which provide the ultimate
rationale for hi-fi, yet always conscious
that the small specialist improvements of
today have a habit of becoming the selfevidently audible essentials of tomorrow.
It is now difficult to believe, for instance,
that electrical recording was once widely
regarded as little more than a technical
gimmick, or that the best acoustic gramophones were -at one time believed capable
of reproducing music with sufficient
accuracy to make it difficult to choose
between records and the real thing.
Indeed, there were even ' blind' demonstrations which proved the point in a
scientific manner, with surface hiss added
to the sounds of live performers to remove
the one remaining difference between
artefact and actuality!
It is tempting to scoff at such things, to
declare that everyone must have had cloth
ears in the 1920s, since they either exhibited gross credulity or were unable
to appreciate obvious improvements.
However, it has always been easy to poke
fun at others, more difficult to appreciate
that one's own gullibility or insensitivity
may one day be seen as equally ridiculous.
At first glance, the capacity to be deceived

JANLIAR

Telephone: 01-686 2599. Telex: 947709
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot be
answered by telephone.
THE LINK HOUSE GROUP
Link House Publications Ltd, 1981. All rights reserved.
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Ask your nearest Rogers Dealer
for ademonstration of the
excellence of both our loudspeaker
and amplifier range. Expert advice
on compatibility with your existing
or proposed ancilliary equipment
is available from any of our selected
network of Franchised Dealers:—
BATH, Avon. Paul Green HiFi • BECKENHAM. Kent,
HiFi Connections • BIRMINGHAM. Fiveways HiFi
Ltd • BOLTON. Greater Manchester. Cleartone Ltd •
BRIGHTON. Sussex, Brighton Cassette & HiFi
Centre • BRISTOL. Avon. Audio Bristol BRISTOL.
Avon. Radford HiFi Ltd • BROMLEY. Kent Halcyon
Electronics • BURY ST. EDMUNDS. Suffolk Anglia
Audio • CAMBRIDGE. Cambs. Renbro Ltd •
CANTERBURY, Kent. John Marley HiFi Centre Ltd •
CASTLEFORD. Yorks. Eric Wiley Ltd • CHANDLERS
FORD. Hants. Hampshire Audio Ltd •
CHRISTCHURCH. Dorset. H. A.T.V. •
CIRENCESTER. Glos. T.V. & HiFi Centre •
CROYDON. Surrey. Spalding Electrical Ltd •
DARLINGTON. Durham. Gilson Audio • DEVIZES.
Wilts. Louis J. Rutter Ltd • DOVER. Kent. John
Marley HiFi Centre Ltd • EASTBOURNE. Sussex.
Jeffries HiFi Ltd • ENFIELD, Middx. A.T. Labs •
EPPING. Essex. Chew & Osborne • EXETER. Exnn
Audio • FLEET. Hampshire. Ken Rose Audio Ltd GUILDFORD. Surrey. P.J. Equipment • ILFORD.
Essex. A.T. Labs • IPSWICH. Suffolk, Eastern Audio
(Ipswich) Ltd • KINGSTON. Surrey. Surbiton Park
Radio • KINGS LYNN. Norfolk. Martins LEEDS.
Yorks. Superli • GATESHEAD. Tyne & Wear.
Lintone Audio • LIVERPOOL. Merseyside. W. A.
Brady & Son • LONDON N.W.6. Audio T. • LONDON
E.10. D & JElectronics HiFi Centre LONDON N.1.
GrahamsElectrical ( City) Ltd- LONDON N.16.
Martins HiFi Centre • LONDON W.2. Thomas
Heinitz • LONDON W.C.1, Imhofs • LONDON W.2.
Nandou Radio • LONDON W.2. NU Sound. Edgware
Rd • LONDON W. C1, NU Sound. High Holborn •
LONDON S.W.19. M. O'Brien • LONDON W.1.
Telesonic • MAIDSTONE. Kent. John Marley HiFi
Centre Ltd • ISLE OF MAN. Manx Audio •
MANSFIELD. Notts. Syd Booth •
MIDDLESBROUGH, Cleveland. Gilson Audio •
NEWBURY. Berks. Donnington AudioNEWCASTLE UNDER LYME. Staffs, Clement Wain •
NORTHAMPTON, Ricnard Reeves • NORWICH.
Norfolk, Manias Ltd • NOTTINGHAM. Notts. Superfi
Ltd - ORPINGTON. Kent. John Marley HiFi Centre
Ltd • OXFORD. OX09, Absolute Sound & Video •
PETERBOROUGH. Hunts Soundsense •
PLYMOUTH. Devon. Framptons • PLYMOUTH.
Devon. Peter Russells HiFi Attic • RAYLEIGH.
Essex, Rayleigh HiFi Ltd • READING. Berks.
Reading Cassette & HiFi Centre • RIPLEY,
Derbyshire. J. H. Hurst Ltd- SAFFRON WALDEN.
Essex. Chew & Osborne • SHEFFIELD. Yorks.
Sheffield Sound Centre • SOME RTON. Somerset.
Watts Radio • SWINDON. Wilts, Absolute Sound &
Video • TELFORD. Salop. Sound Services Ltd TONBRIDGE. Kent. Standens Ltd • TRURO.
Cornwall, E. T.S. • URNSTON. Manchester. Lloyd
Paton Ltd - WELLING. Kent. H.C. & C. Coppins Ltd •
WHITEHAVEN, Cumbria, H. L. Elliot • WILMSLOW.
Cheshire. Swift of Wilmslow • WINDSOR. Berks.
Radford HiFi Ltd • WOLVERHAMPTON. W.
Midlands. Midland HiFi Studio • WORTHING.
Sussex. Bowers & Wilkins Ltd
ABERDEEN. Scotland. Holburn HiFi • AYR.
Scotland. Vennal Audio Visual Ltd • EDINBURGH.
Scotland. Audio Aids • EDINBURGH. Scotland. HiFi
Corner • GLASGOW. Scotland. The Music Room •
INVERNESS. Scotland, Nairn Music Shop
CARDIFF. S. Wales. Houlden HiFi • PORT TALBOT.
S. Wales. Electrophonic Ltd • SWANSEA, S. Wales.
Holt Hi Fidelity Ltd

Rogers range of Electronics
A100 Preset Digital Amplifier.
T100 FM Tuner.
A75 Series 3Amplifier.
T75 Series 2FM Tuner.

"
Rel.; ;ember the purity offlawn
al.; aNovel; flier niotning who ; the sffincl of new things
is as powerhil as thegentle swell ofsilence that giukty, that clarity, that elusive step wain.perféction.
We cannot bring you asunrise nor the smell offresh air
but we can take you astep nearer audio perfection:'

Rogers range of Loudspeakers
LS3/5A BBC— licensed Monitor.
Compact Monitor Loudspeaker.
Studio 1Loudspeaker.
Reference Monitor System.
LS 5/8 BBC-licensed Studio
Monitoring Loudspeaker.
Send alarge stamped addressed
envelope now for our latest
literature and review reprints.

Rogers
BRITISH Fie HIGH• FIDELITY
4/14

Barmeston

Rd. London SE6 3BN.

Telephone: 01-697 8511.
Telex: 893980 SWISST.
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basic tape system—ie, frequency
response etc—should be no more
critical than with Dolby- B. The
At the Las Vegas CES this month, general findings from a series of
Dolby will be announcing a new carefully controlled listening tests
domestic tape noise reduction were that 20 dB of noise reduction
system, Dolby- C, which will give would be optimum for most good
20 dB of noise reduction above sources. It very quickly became
1kHz. Cynics might say that Dolby apparent that the Dolby- B process
feel that their Dolby- B system, now couldn't be 'stretched' sufficiently,
into its second decade, is under so what about using two such 'slidpressure from the more recent sysing band' type circuits? After first
tems, such as Telefunken's ' Hi- trying to split the frequency speccorn', Sanyo's ' Super- D', 'Ad res', trum into two bands, amore effecor more importantly, the revitalized tive method was tried: to split the
dbx. Nevertheless, Dolby's Ian signal into two instead. Dolby - C
Hardcastle, at apress conference in incorporates, therefore, two B- type
November, outlined their motives circuits
in
series ( see
block
very carefully, stating that the 10 dB diagram). A high level stage, sensiincrease in dynamic range above tive to signals at about the same
4 kHz offered by Dolby- B was suf- level as Dolby- B, is followed by a
ficient for most people's needs. low level stage, operating in an
They had resisted going for more identical fashion but on signals
than 10 dB, basically because al- lower in level.
though any noise reduction is unAt very low signal levels, both
desirable because of the presence of stages give the full compression. As
unwanted side effects, some is the input signal rises, the low stage
necessary because the demands of progressively decreases its comprogram are greater than the pression while the high stage still
cassette medium is capable of. Go applies its full effect; the high level
for more than around 10 dB and stage compression only starts to
the side effects—tracking errors, reduce when the signal level has
'breathing' and, more serious, risen to such a level that the low
source noise modulation—start to level stage is applying no compresoutweigh the advantages. Also, with sion at all. Thus the total 10 dB
the wide acceptance and use of compression ( or expansion on
Dolby- B amongst both cassette playback) contributed by each stage
deck manufacturers and record can be summed to an overall 20 dB,
companies, any resulting software but without the signal subject to the
incompatibility and increase of con- vagaries of a single compression/
sumer confusion were powerful expansion action of 20 dB.
factors against change.
With two normal Dolby- B stages
However, against this backin tandem as described, there is a
ground, it became apparent to Dolby problem that, as B- type processing
that there was a genuine market only treats the HF, in this way middesire for more noise reduction than frequency noise is ' uncovered'. This
that offered by Dolby- B, coupled is overcome by changing the filter
with the increasing, availability of characteristic of the high level stage
sources with awider dynamic range so that the turnover frequency is
and the falling cost in real terms of lowered by two octaves, ie, from
the necessary amplifier watts to 1.5 kHz to 375 Hz ( see fig. 1).
cope with that dynamic range. They Although there is no theoretical
therefore defined a list of essential reason for not going lower than
performance parameters of any new 375 Hz, Dolby thought it best to
system: the noise level on good steer clear of processing the signal
tapes should be of the order of in a region where the frequency
source noise; fewer side effects, response is not predictable, owing
such as tracking errors, than with to bass head woodles and the like,
Dolby- B; the B- type characteristic and where LF noise such as hum
should still be readily available; aC- from poorly engineered decks
type encoded cassette should give would produce noise modulation.
reasonable results with B- type deDolby- B- type operation is easily
coders; it should be of moderate available with a switch to cut out
cost and easy to manufacture— the low level network and other
which essentially means the use of special circuitry, and to change the
B- type ICs; and the demands on the high level filter time- constant.

Dolby-C

If you look at the block diagram,
you can see that the Dolby- C process also incorporates two extra
units, a 'spectral skewing' network
and an 'anti- saturation' network.
These are frequency response
modifications introduced in the
encoding, coupled with the complementary modifications in the decoding
process,
to
minimise
encode/decode errors. For example,
by applying a de- emphasis ( treble
roll- off) on record with a complementary treble lift on playback,
tracking errors due to a less- thanflat cassette deck HF response—
very common—will be reduced.
There is apenalty, however, in that
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on playback the complementary HF
lift will 'throw away' some of the
noise reduction above 10 kHz, but
the audible effect of this was judged
to be innocuous.
Dolby are wisely keeping the
licence fee for Dolby- C the same as
that for Dolby- B, in order to make it
easy for deck manufacturers to
adopt the new system. As two Btype chips, plus extra discrete circuitry, are used in each C- type
processor, it will be more expensive
for the manufacturer to fit, thus
eventually upping the product price
slightly. We understand, however,
that IC manufacturers are already
investigating the development of a
Dolby- C chip, which would cut the
extra cost significantly. A number of
Japanese companies announced at
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Fig. 1: these curves, showing the maximum low-level boost imparted by both C- type and
8- type noise reduction in the absence of high frequency sgnals, illustrate some of the
similarities and differences between the two systems. Dolby- C noise reduction imparts
more boost in recording and more cut in playback, thus provid ng more noise reduction. The
effect also extends about two octaves lower with C- type noise reduction to maintain
subjectively uniform noise level across the spectrum. Process'ng at very low frequencies is
not required with either system because low frequency noise is insignificant in properly
engineered cassette recorders.

IC 2

1

t eTokyo Show that they intend to
introduce cassette decks with
Dolby- C— i
ncluding
Nakamichi,
Teac, Hitachi, Pioneer, Mitsubishi,
Sony, Olympus and Matsushita ( although there was alittle doubt over
the latter)—which bodes well for
the future of the system, and Dolby
are developing a professional Ctype encoder for mass cassette
duplication. Dolby- C encoded cassettes appeared to be reasonably
compatible with Dolby- B decoding, with no obvious pumping or
distortion, when demonstrated ( al-

though the circumstances were, as
usual, less than optimum), and thus
the new system should not render
Dolby- B obsolete. In fact, because
of the ease of incorporating switchable
B- type
operation,
compatibility
problems
should
be
minimal.
Now the aforementioned cynic
might well ask about the much
lauded Dolby- HX process. Dolby
see HX as much more applicable on
down-market machines, where the
user might habitually record at too
high a level. Dolby- HX, therefore
(remember it's a record- only process) will save him from the worst
excesses of tape saturation, but in a
recorder fitted with Dolby- C the
increase in dynamic range capability will mean that one will be
able to record at lower average
levels and thus avoid peaking into
saturation without acorresponding
increase in hiss level.

Essex Lectures
The
Department
of
Electrical
Engineering
Science
at
the
University of Essex have organised a
series of Spring lectures on various
audio topics, to be at the University,
Wivenhoe
Park,
Colchester,
CO4 3SQ. Subjects include 'The
turntable—is it the most important
component?', ' Preamplifier design',
'Power amp design', ' Electronic
Music
Synthesis'
and 'The
loudspeaker/room interface', this
last being given by Peter Mapp.
Although the lectures are primarily
aimed at students, visitors are welcome and admission will be free; .
dates are 12th, 26th Jan, 9th, 23rd
Feb, 9th March; anyone wishing to
attend should write to Dr M. J.
Hawksford at the above address.
39

able: connoisseurs of the 'super
disc' scene may note with interest
the appearance of companies formerly involved in direct- cut recorddbx introduced their Model 21 disc
ing in that list. Crystal Clear, for
decoder at the Cunard Show last
instance, always recorded their
April with a limited range of dbx
direct- cuts in parallel with the
encoded discs. Reaction from the
Soundstream digital recorder, and
trade was apparently excellent, but
perhaps general public reaction to the digital tape then provided the
master for the dbx disc. The main
the system has been limited by the
lack of software. We first heard a drawback to the dbx process is that
with certain types of program, any
dbx-encoded record way back in
background noise present on the
1976, and the effect of putting the
original source can be heard to
stylus on the run-in groove, only to
'pump' with the signal level. Therehear absolute silence until the music
fore, as the noise level on adigital
started, was both uncanny and immaster tape should be infinitesipressive.
The
Japanese,
and
mal, dbx discs cut from a digital
Technics in particular, apparently
master tape could well offer the best
were pushing dbx hard at the recent
of both worlds, providing a useful
Tokyo Audio Fair; the general idea
being that if a consumer bought a midpoint between the ordinary
analogue disc and the digital disc to
cassette deck with dbx noise reduccome in the mid- eighties. The dbx
tion, that also could be used for disc
decoding, avoiding the need for a disc catalogue and details on the
system can be obtained from BSR
separate black box. In the UK, BSR,
Ltd, Powke Lane, Cradley Heath,
dbx importers ( and owners), have
just published a complete list of Warley, W. Midlands B64 5QH. Tel:
0384 651 91
encoded recordings, which has
grown somewhat. Recordings from
the Turnabout, Varese Sarabande,
Chalfont, Unicorn, Nautilus, Sine
Gremlins in November ensured that
Qua Non, Orion, Crystal Clear,
we printed the wrong telephone
Direct Disk Labs and M & K number for Tandberg. It actually is
Realtime catalogues are now avail0532 774844.

New

Eastbourne
esoterica
dealers,
Jeffries Hi -Fi, have opened a new
shop in Brighton, at 69 London
Road. Ivor Tiefenbrun launched the
shop in typical style with alaconic
talk on recent developments, followed by a spectacular demonstration by veteran drummer Louis
Bellson—which prompted many
present to mutter comments along
the lines of ' hi-fi still has along way
to go'. The number of acoustic

watts unleashed by Mr Bellson
would
probably
require
more
amplifiers and speakers than could
be packed into Kevin Maxfield's
new shop.
Perhaps what might be the start
of anew trend was the opening of a
new London dealers, Stereo Regent
Street, who will stock products from
just one manufacturer; in this case
Ptoneer. We believe that this is quite
common in the USA, but unusual,
to say the least, in the UK. SRS are at
245 Regent Street, London W1

Tandberg

Koss

Koss have released details of two
new headphone sets, the HV/X and
HV/XLC. The ' totally new concept'
here is what Koss term their ' contoured
variable- density'
earcushions. These fit around the ear
(ie, are circumaural) and are of a
porous material which is acoustically transparent at the perimeter,
increasing in ( acoustic) resistance
towards the centre for specific bass
control. The HV/X is expected to
sell at £42, the HV/XLC ( for Level
Control) includes volume/balance
controls and sells for £ 45.

Pink Mangle
An interesting turntable recently
caught our eye, both cosmetically
and audibly. The ' Pink Triangle'
uses a sub- chassis, with design
attention paid to energy transmission and loss, combined with
abelt- driven acrylic platter which is intended to
interface optimally
with the disc,
dispensing
with
the
need

Manchester Show
The revitalised Laskys will be carrying
on
with
the
traditional
Hardmans January hi-fi show at
Manchester. Now called the ' 1981
Sound and Video Show', over 46
companies will be showing their
ADC
Aiwa
Akai
AKG
Allison
Audio Pro
AR
Audio Technica
Aurex
BASF
Castle
Celestion
dbx
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Dual
Electrocompaniet
Empire
Fuji
Garrard
Goldring
Goodmans
Grado
Hat ter
Harman Kardon
Hitachi
Howland West
JVC

for amat. Initial listening tests were
promising and priced at £ 298 inc.
VAT, it is obviously intended to be
competitive with the Linn. The Pink
Triangle should be available this
month from a limited number of
dealers, including Hi- Fi Connections of Beckenham. Details from
Arthur Khoubesserian on 01 302
1257.

Shure
Following the success of their M97
series of cartridges, Shure have
introduced an integrated headshell
version of the top of the range
M 97H E. the M97H E-AH, which will
retail for £ 51.80 plus VAT. As well
as the damage- proof stylus assembly and stabiliser brush, the new
model features aspecial alignment
system which includes an overhang
gauge and adummy
stylus to avoid
risk to the
real

stylus while setting
up. Shure will now be selling direct
to retailers—their products were
previously sold through wholesalers—so it could be that we might
see a more aggressive, but also
efficient, selling policy adopted.
latest
and
greatest—see
list
below—venue will be once again
the Excelsior Hotel, Manchester
Airport; times and dates are
Thursday 15th 4-9pm ( 11am-4pm
trade only), Friday 16th llam-9pm,
Saturday 17th llam-9pm, Sunday
18th 11am-7pm.
KEF
Metrosound
Mission
Mordaunt Short
Microdigital
Nikko
Nagaoka
Ortofon
Osawa
Pioneer
Panda
QED
Quad

Rotel
Revox
Sansui
Shure
Sony
Sugden
Tandberg
TDK
Thorens
Toshiba
Trio
Wharfedale

Ivor Tiefenbrun, giving his audience food for thought at die opening of Kevin Maxfield s
new Brighton shop. ( KM is on the left.)

M-S Decoder
Tony
Faulkner
discussed
the
advantages of the M- S microphone
technique in August ( p55) whereby
the
outputs
from
an
omnidirectional mike and a figure- of eight mike with the nulls facing
front and back produce sum and
difference signals: these are then
processed by atransformer network
to give conventional left and right
channels. Engineers who have been
put off M- S by the necessary use of
transformers might be interested to
learn of an active matrixing box
which derives the stereo channels.
The AEA MS38 accepts balanced
line- level M- S microphone inputs
with gold plated -1in. phono jacks,
whilst the single- ended outputs are
also from gold plated
in. jacks.
Price in the US is $372: details from
Audio
Engineering
Associates,
1029
North
Allen
Avenue,
Pasadena, California 91104, USA.

Swiss-style amps
The Swiss company FM Acoustics
Ltd is not all that new, although their
gear has made a stronger impact
over here on the professional studio
market ( see review in Studio Sound
September 1978) than on the consumer hi-fi scene. Although somewhat expensive here, three.of their
amp designs are of particular interest: the FM600A and FM800A
power amps and the FM212MC
moving- coil headamp. The power
amps provide 250 W and 300 W per
channel into 8 ohms respectively
and both utilise essentially the same
circuit boards and components. The
800 has a larger transformer and
uses alow- noise two- speed fan for
cooling. Modular designs, with
delayed turn- on and full overload
protection, the amps boast low TIM
and distortion figures and power
responses of within 0.1 dB across
5 Hz-20 kHz. The frequency response extends beyond 100 kHz
(upper - 3dB point): slew rate is
20 V/s. LED indicators monitor
peak outputs of 3, 10, 30, 100, 250
and 300 W.

The FM212MC headamp has
pushbutton selection of input resistance: 12, 50 or 100 ohms with
special iialues to order. Two sets of
inputs are provided, again switchable, and there is aseparate mains
supply. Close tolerance components are used throughout and the
bandwidth is claimed to be several
MHz wide with noise below
-90 dB. Gain is 26 dB. Further details and prices from FM Acoustics
UK, 2 Kempston Road, Weymouth,
Dorset DT4 8XT, 0305 784049.

Below: the belt
Apparently doing rather well in
Japan, the Perfection 3D DA 5000
is an add-on sub- woofer system
comprising
a 40 watt
mono
amp/crossover unit and 300 ram
enclosed bass driver. Signals can be
derived either from the existing
preamp or the speaker outputs and
the unit has switchable crossover
points of 55, 70 or 95 Hz. THD is
quoted at below 0.01% for the rated
output and the input impedance is
47 k. A built-in subsonic filter
operates below 25 Hz. Price is
£175, exclusive. The DS12A bass
enclosure is 645 x400 x270 mm,
the finish is black and the price
£75. It's not clear from the advance
information just what this system
offers over the others, but the price
seems
not
unreasonable
and
rumble freaks should investigate.
Further details can be had from
Brian
Armstrong,
Micro- Image
Technology ( Engineering)
Ltd,
Greenhill
Industrial
Estate,
Riddings, Derby DE55 4DA; tel
0773 604411

London Show
Audio T and AT labs have once
again joined forces to promote a
Spring London Show. Venue is the
same as last year, the Holiday Inn at
Swiss Cottage, and 'Audio 80' is
open to the public 3 pm-8 pm
Friday February 6th, 10 am-8 pm
Saturday 7th, 10 am-6 pm Sunday
8th.
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Record company people taking
part included EMI's Joan Coulson,
Dynavector have introduced anew John Pattrick and John Fraser, the
version of their best-selling DVIOX effervescent Ray Burford ( CBS),
model. The DVIOX2 has had its and Adrian Farmer, representing
Nimbus
Records, whose prooutput upped to 2.3 mV ( at 5cm/s)
which alleviates noise problems gramme was received rapturously.
with some budget amps and price is HFNIRR's Peter Gammond dis£68.25 inc VAT. Dynavector have cussed and played some of the
also introduced a trade-in scheme music of Offenbach, and Donald
whereby any used Dynavector or Aldous provided a late Saturday
night
record
session
entitled
Ultimo cartridge, no matter how
'Floobydust.
worn, can be exchanged for any
The technical sessions included
new Dynavector cartridge, apart
Dr
Keith
Barker ( Sheffield
from the Diamond Karat, at asaving
of 45% of the retail price. Thus, a University) on ' Bits and Pieces of
Music' and KEF's Raymond Cooke,
customer exchanging an old cartridge for anew Ruby Karat ( rrp inc who discussed and illustrated with
VAT £ 111-55) need only pay 55% of sound examples the problems of
stereo listening in the home. KEF
that price, le. £61.35.
equipment was employed throughout the weekend for playback of
both discs and tapes. A closing ' live'
programme on piano music was
Now firmly established, the Torbay
given by Peter Bithell, adistinguishGramophone Society's
Musical
ed young English pianist.
Weekends have become an imPlans are already well in hand for
portant date in the UK's record/
the 1981
weekend, November
music calendar. The 11th weekend
13th-15th.
Details
from
was held, as usual, at the Palace
Administrator: John Davis, 17
Hotel, Torquay in mid- November
Beechwood
Avenue,
Newton
and attracted acapacity attendance
Abbot, Devon.
of 200 residents, rising to over 300
with visitors for the major presentations. These included the RCA
This month's AES lecture is on the
artist Robert White, popular Irish/
topical subject of ' Microphones,
American tenor, and harmonica virMusic and Broadcasting' and is
tuoso Tommy Reilly, accompanied
being given by Antony Askew,
by the celebrated pianist James
Senior Music Studio Manager, BBC
Moody. Transcriptions of music by
Radio, and Tony Faulkner, well
Gordon Jacob, Bach, Gershwin and
known freelance engineer. It should
other composers were brilliantly
prove interesting. Venue is as usual
performed by Tommy Reilly, who
produces sounds from the mouth the IEE in Savoy Place, London
organ that anyone who has ever WC2 and date is January 13th,
6.30pm for 7.00pm. Both visitors
tried to play this instrument would
and members are welcome.
think are impossible.

New Dynavector

TGS Weekend

January AES
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£35 Speaker
A new company, DIY Hi- Fi, is offering a budget DIY speaker design
which the impecunious enthusiast
should find it possible to make for
under £ 35 per pair. The ' Cecilia'
uses the dual cone Pioneer TS- 107
car radio speaker, which is widely
available at car audio shops for
under £ 25 per pair, ina17x9x8 in
rear folded horn cabinet, giving a
sensitivity of 91.5 dB at 1m for
1watt. Though the sound quality
must barely scrape into the hi-fi
category, the ' Cecilia' must be the
cheapest design around, the nearest
competition probably being the
Wharfedale Denton XP2 kit, advertised at £ 31 odd, a price not
including cabinet materials. A construction guide, which includes
full-size blue- prints and building
instructions for the ' Cecilia', is available for £ 2-50 from DIY Hi -Fi, York
House, Swan Street, West Malling,
Kent.

Pickering

There's a kind of inverted logic
about
the
thinking
behind
Pickering's new XLZ 7500 S cartridge. A sophisticated movingmagnet design, it has more the electrical characteristics of an m- ccartridge, being intended specifically
for use with preamps which only
have m- c inputs. Recommended
load is 150 ohms or more with up to
1000 pF. Performance is closely
allied to Pickering's top- end XSV
5000. Frequency response is extended to 50 kHz, dynamic tip mass
is 0-2 mg and the tip is a
Stereohedron profile. Price is £ 132

+ VAT.
Also new are two headphone
sets. With the 0A-4 Pickering have
entered the micro- headphone trend
(exemplified by Sony's excellent
MDR range). Weighing only 60 g
(minus the cord) they use ,tin.
dynamic synthetic film diaphragm
drivers with Samarium Cobalt magnets. Ear cushions are polyurethane
foam. Impedance is 40 ohms, rated
power is 0-05 watts and the bandwidth 10 Hz-20 kHz. Price £ 22 +
VAT. More conventional, although
still
lightweight,
the
0A-202
phones weigh 170 g and use 1 in,
polyester diaphragm drivers with
vinyl- covered foam ear cushions.
Price is £ 16 + VAT. Both these
phones come with an adapter plug
for use with portable radios, TVs etc.

DSC Wipes
In December ( p. 75) we inadvertently wrote that the Diamond
Stylus Company's anti- static ' Quick
Wipes' were not suitable for
records. In fact, record destatting is
their intended main function, so our
apologies to the Diamond Stylus
Company.

Maxell
Tape and cassette manufacturers
Maxell, whose products used to be
distributed
by
Natural
Sound
Systems, have set up a UK subsidiary. New address: Maxell UK
Ltd, 1Tyburn Lane, Harrow, Middx
HA1 3AF. Tel: 01 423 0688.

Dusseldorf & Barcelona 1980
Some interesting items, not shown at previous 1980 shows, were seen at the Dusseldorf
and Barcelona shows last Autumn. Photographs by Len Lewis and John Atkinson.

This parallel- tracking turntable by Spanish firm Ocnoson caused a stir at Barcelona.
Although Sanyo have a low- end UK image centred around music- centres and cassette
players. in Europe they have gone for a 'high technology' approach. Shown above
are their version of the laser optical video disc and an intriguing 14- bit linear PCM
Elcaset recorder, usin • metal particle tape running at .
5...5 cm/s.

4
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Aiwa created the front- loading record deck to match the styling of their systems.
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Proving popular in Germany is the ASC 6002 open-reel recorder. We hope to
review the machine some time this Spring.
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The word that says it all.
Revox - the name is synonymous with perfection in sound, quality and reliability,
areputation that has been established for over twenty years.
And not just for our Tape Recorders. Take the B750 Integrated Amplifier for instance:
75 watts per channel (r.m.s. into 8ohms) totally free from TIM Distortion
and it bears the name Revox, and that says everything.
Write for acopy of our new colour catalogue.

REVCIX
dStreet, Boreharn Wood, Hertfordshire.Telephone: 01 953 0091
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Norman McLeod takes a refreshing look at what
might be achieved in the MW band

AM

radio on the MW and LW bands is
not going to go away. Despite the
availability of high-quality stereo VHF
broadcasts in the vast majority of places in
this country, the overwhelming majority of
radio listeners rely heavily or solely on the
AM transmissions for their news and entertainment. A number of explanations have
been offered for this: VHF reception, particularly on portable receivers, often necessitates the unfolding of a large and fragile
telescopic aerial ( the BBC have developed a
ferrite rod alternative, but this has yet to
appear in commercial production); portable
receivers with flattish batteries tend to be
more sensitive on AM than on FM; and the
majority of listeners don't appear to be too
bothered about hi-fi quality in any case.
However, Iam inclined to view these
accounts as incidental compared with a
completely non-technical explanation, which
is that people don't like fiddling with their
receivers, and it is only on AM radio that the
BBC's national networks are available without
interruption. Further, there are no services of
any consequence which are consigned to the
FM band only, apart from afew educational
and minority- interest programmes. With
increasing pressure on spectrum space in the
coming years, it is likely that the practice of
'simulcasting'—that is, broadcasting an
identical programme on both AM and FM
networks—will diminish. This should increase
public interest in FM broadcasting, but it will
also mean that an increasing number of
services will be available only on AM radio.
Many receivers and tuners owned by
HFNIRR readers_have AM sections incorporated in them, but the amount of
interest shown in this facility by hi-fi pundits
is negligible. As far as hi-fi is concerned, AM
radio is as irrelevant as the 78rpm record. But
is this fair? Can AM radio perhaps provide
better quality reception than it does at
present? At the moment, it is simply not taken
seriously from the hi-fi point of view by either
broadcasting authorities of receiver manufacturers. What might happen if it were? They
laughed at the cassette once—look where it is
now! With asimilar amount of effort, could
AM radio be brought up to areasonably hi-fi
standard? Ithink the answer is yes, but first
we must look at the technical characteristics
of the medium-frequency broadcast band.
This is really two bands—adaytime band and
a night-time band, with the two hours either
side of sunrise and sunset marking the
transition period between the two.
During the night period, reception is
possible by means of 'sky wave' propogation
over distances of up to 1500km, so that the
whole of Europe and North Africa can beat a
slightly erratic path to your receiving aerial.
On any moderately sensitive AM receiver
there is simply nowhere on the MW band
which is free from ajumble of broadcasts
during the hours of darkness. And unless you
live well within the ( daytime) service area of a
MW transmitter, your reception is likely to be
marred by background noises, whistles and
'monkey chatter'. Not much hope of hi-fi
here, you may say, and you'd be right!
Why has this situation arisen? After all,
sky-wave propogation has been well documented for over fifty years, yet the European
broadcasting plan allows it to run roughshod
HI-FI NEWS & RLCORD REVIEW
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531

570
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FIG.1 THE MEDIUM-FREOUENCY BROADCAST
BAND DIVIDED INTO 120 CHANNELS 9kHz APART
over daytime service areas. If the European
countries could get together and agree to
reduce the number of stations operating
during the hours of darkness very considerably, it would be possible for all countries to have three or four 'clear channels' on
which their services could be heard all over
Europe without any interference. This sort of
arrangement works in the USA, where the
frequency assignments also stipulate the
hours during which aservice may operate.
Alas, international politicking quickly parts
company with common-sense. No-one is
going to be the first to turn his service off;
further, even the international legal regime
which exists at present is almost totally
toothless and is widely disregarded. Unless
there is amarked change of heart at the
International Telecommunications Union
sessions, night-time AM radio in Europe will
continue to be little more than adisaster area.
Let us look more closely at the causes of
interference in acongested night-time band.
The medium-frequency broadcast band is
divided into 120 channels, 9kHz apart, from
531 to 1602kHz ( see fig.1). Unlike FM
broadcasting, where the bandwidth occupied
by the transmission is principally determined
by the amount of frequency deviation used,
the bandwidth needed for an AM transmission is exactly twice the highest audio
modulating frequency. So, if the sidebands
produced by an AM transmission are not to
intrude into the spectrum allocated to the
adjacent channel, the highest modulating
frequency may be only 4.5kHz ( fig.2).

The carrier of an adjacent-channel
transmission is 9kHz away from
the wanted one. If the receiver
passes both the wanted transmission and some vestige of an
adjacent-channel carrier as
well, the receiver detector
will interpret the adjacentchannel carrier as a 9kHz sideband, and produce awhistle
at that frequency on the
output. If, as is quite likely,
it passes two adjacentcarriers, each nominally
9kHz away from the
wanted carrier, any

slight difference in the frequencies of the two
9kHz tones will appear as aslow fluctuation
of amplitude in the 9kHz whistle.
The modulation of the adjacent-channel
carriers will also be interpreted by the receiver
detector as sidebands of the wanted signal,
so that afrequency of lkHz on the adjacent
carrier's modulation will appear at 8kHz and
10kHz on the detector output, afrequency of
2kHz at 7 and 11kHz, and so on.This is not,
of course, intelligible, and sounds like chirping and squawking on top of the wanted
programme— hence the term ' monkey chatter'.
There is, of course, some likelihood that
there will also be a foreign transmission on
the same channel as the wanted one. This
will appear in the background to the broadcast, together with afluttering or fading
caused by interaction between the two
carriers, which are unlikely to be phase-locked
together. Even if they were, the continual
perturbations of the sky-wave path through
the ionosphere would cause the phase and
amplitude of the distant carrier to vary in a
random fashion with respect to the local one.
Another source of interference, particularly
at night, arises from the receiver itself. This is
the image response, which is produced by a
signal higher in frequency than the one the
receiver is tuned to by an amount equal to
twice the intermediate frequency ( about
930 kHz). Many receivers have fairly poor
image rejection, so that astrong signal in the
offending frequency range, which includes
part of the broadcast band itself, may give
rise to unwanted interference in the form of a
whistle which changes frequency as you tune
through the station. A poorly designed superhet receiver can also give rise to amultitude
of other spurious responses too numerous to
mention.
What can be done to improve night-time
reception? The broadcasters have responded
by introducing
avery steep
low-pass
filter

The Philips 634 "superinductance"
four valve AM radio from 1933, the
golden age of radio, has recently
been revived by Philips but as a
two-thirds size replica with transistorised
FM/AM innards. This is the original, which probably
had an AM performance to rival most hi-fi receivers.
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Just two-thirds the size
of our DM2/II
but twice as big as our DM12

B8LIM DM14
avery happy medium
Within its medium sized enclosure (surprisingly, it's
under 2ft high) DM14 tucks away an astonishingly compact three- unit system. Monitor standards apply of
course and DM14 delivers high acoustical output with
quite remarkable freedom from distortion. Compared
with its precocious smaller sister DM12, the new DM14
displays higher sensitivity and very satisfyingly extended
low-frequency response. Without B&W computer and
laser technology, it couldn't have happened - but that
won't worry the happy owner of apair of DM14's.
Monitor frequency linearity
80Hz to 20kHz ± 2d8 free-field on
listening axis at 2m.

Crossover & filter networks

Computer- optimised 3rd/4th order Butterworth, employing no fewer than
33 components.

APOC-protected
The exclusive B&W audio-powered overload
circuit protects completely against accidental
damage or overload.

Enclosure
567mm (22%in) high x256mm (10in) wide
x295mm (Min) deep. Design features
include driver isolation and laminated
damping pads.

DM14 is a new addition to the same
musical family as the great Series 80
Model 801, chosen by EMI as classical
music monitor at their Abbey Road
Studios ( illus.) and on location
world-wide. It occupies the
middle ground in the range of
eight B&W speakers, ranging from
Model 801 down to the tiny DM12.

,
Ask

your B&W dealer about DM14 - or drop us aline if

you would like to have specification details mailed to you.

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd
Meadow Road Worthing West Sussex

BN 11 2RX

B&W DM and Series 80 are registered trade marks of B&W Loudspeakers Ltd
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ensuring that this took place would be to
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1

1-9kHz

UNWANTED
CARRIER
UNWANTED
SIDEBANDS

clude wide-band transmission from some
sites altogether, although they are not likely
to constitute a majority.
These admittedly tentative ideas run
completely contrary to the present trend of
official thinking on the future of the medium-

f • 9kHz

ANY OVERLAP CAUSED BY A
MODULATING FREQUENCY HIGHER THAN
4.5kHz GIVES RISE TO UNPREVENTABLE
MUTUAL INTERFERENCE

FIG.2 NIGHT-TIME INTERFERENCE PROSPECT
Into the audio circuitry prior to the transmitter
modulator, which removes almost all radiation
more than 5 kHz away from the carrier ( fig.
3). Provided the receiver incorporates a
similarly sharp roll-off, formed by acombination of IF response selectivity ( which will
attenuate the higher frequency sidebands on
either side of the wanted carrier) and audio
filtering— to remove 9 kHz whistles and
residual ' monkey chatter"--then adjacent
channel interference should be very considerably reduced.
However, many receivers fall short of the
ideal in this respect; even the addition of a
9 kHz notch subséquent to the detector can
improve night-time reception considerably.
The poor performance of current receivers is
reflected in the CCIR assessment of the
impact of low-pass filtering, which estimates
that improvement in the adjacent-channel
protection ratio ( i.e. the amount by which an
adjacent-channel signal can be raised in order
to produce subjectively the same amount of
interference as before) is only of the order of
8dB.
Further areas in which the AM sections of
otherwise quite respectable hi-fi equipment
fall short of the optimum performance for
present AM broadcasts include image rejection ( where figures no better than 40dB are
commonplace), distortion on peak modulation
(5% or even 10% is not uncommon with
simple diode detectors), and recovered audio
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FIG. 3 IBA LOW-PASS FILTER CHARACTERISTIC- THE BBC'S IS SIMILAR
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response ( this often falls quite sharply above
3 kHz, while 5 kHz can and should be
recovered within 1 or 2dB of the level at
1kHz). No-one would pretend that an audio
bandwidth of 5 kHz is high fidelity; but it is
better than is being currently achieved in a
number of installations. It is also possible to
reverse some of the compression currently
applied to AM radio broadcasts, in order to
obtain asubjectively improved signal-tonoise ratio ( fig. 4).
Turning now to the daytime situation, it
will be noted that congestion is very much
less of a problem. A quick midday survey of
the band at my south-coast location reveals
identifiable signals on only 29 of the 120
channels available. In almost all cases the
channels adjacent to my local services have
nothing identifiable on them at all. Yet the
bandwidth restriction ( fig. 3) remains in force,
so that even if Iconstruct a wideband receiver
to admit the two adjacent channels on either
side of the wanted carrier, and thus permit me
to receive an audio response up to 13.5 kHz, I
will only hear modulation up to 5 kHz.
Ibelieve that in many locations these 5 kHz
filters could be disconnected during the day
to allow frequencies of up to 13.5kHz to be
transmitted and received by appropriately
engineered receivers. With a good roofmounted receiving aerial, tuned and matched
to the receiver input stages ( and who would
deny VHF radio this privilege?) asignal-tonoise ratio of 50dB after some form of noise
reduction seems quite practicable. Impulsive
interference can be treated in a similar manner
to the scratch-removal circuits applied to
signals off disc. So a performance not unlike
that of a modest cassette machine--response
from 30 Hz to 13.5 kHz and 50dB S/N —
could be achieved if as much care and effort
were to be applied to AM radio as has been
taken with its FM counterpart and the
cassette and disc media. Indeed, the HF
compression which necessitates all cassette
frequency response measurements being
taken at - 20dB would not apply to this
particular medium ( see Specification Table).
There would, of course, be the problem that
at the transmitter a 5kHz low-pass filter
would have to be reconnected some time
before local sunset in order to prevent
adjacent-channel interference arising as night
falls, so the receiver characteristic would have
to be modified accordingly. One method of
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transmit a digital code to the receiver from
time to time, indicating whether or not a
wideband transmission was taking place, so
that the receiver could adopt its ' day' or 'night' characteristics accordingly. Obviously,
the periods of hi-fi transmission would be
much shorter in the winter than in. the
summer; nevertheless, ten hours a day,
averaged over the year, is quite a lot of
broadcasting! Also, there may be certain
locations where wideband broadcasting
would not be possible because of adjacent
channel interference arising not out of
sky-wave propogation, but from the ' grcund
wave' present at all times. This might pre-
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frequency band. At the moment, officials are
expecting that forthcoming local radio
transmissions will result in the very heavy
usage of MW channels, to the extent that the
5kHz filtering will be deemed essential even
during daylight hours. This is based on two
assumptions: ( 1) that 'simulcasting' will
continue to be necessary; and ( 2) that
/e
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FIG.4 IBA COMPRESSION
CHARACTERISTIC ( REVERSIBLE)
receiver performance in respect of adjacentchannel rejection will improve to permit a
denser occupation of the band. In the long
run, the aim is to ensure that all 120 channels
can be taken as available for new services,
while wideband transmission would
effectively cut the number down to forty.
This is a reasonable objective, provided that
the potential for reasonably high-quality
reproduction on AM radio is never explored,
and that the doctrine of quantity rather than
quality be accepted as wise. Ihope that this
article might stimulate some thoughts in the
other direction
Possible spec, for future MW ' day/night'
receiver
Frequency range:
IF bandwidth:
Image rejection:
IF rejection:
Recovered audio
response:

Distortion:
Noise reduction:
Stereo decoding:

531-1602 kHz in
9 kHz synthesised steps
night' 10 kHz - 3 dB
day 30 kHz - 3 dB
> 70 dB
> 80 dB
night 30 Hz - 5 kHz,
+0/-2 dB rel 1 kHz
day 30 Hz - 13 kHz,
1-0/-2 dB rel 1 kHz
30% modulation < 0-5%
100% modulation < 1%
decompressibn—possibly
Dolby as well?
A system has now been
decided on n the USA

S

OUNDINGS
Donald Aldous

Q

NE IMPORTANT area not covered in our
Accessories Supplement last month was
that of test records, so my column this month
will attempt to cover the field.
Test records fall into two categories. The first
includes discs with bands of such signals as
gliding frequency tones for measurement of
frequency response; RIAA frequency response
for calibration of replay equipment; transient
squarewave response measurement; broadband
or .1.- octave filtered pink noise sounds for listening room investigations, etc. These usually require instruments to read the results.
The second group covers what can be called
objective material for listening assessment,
which is a type of composite disc with system
checks ( including, for example, channel identification and phasing, channel balance, tracking
pressure, rumble, wow and flutter, etc). Often
selected musical material may be included on
one side of the record. The most popular of these
'listening' records must be John Borwick's
EMI SE0M6, The Enjoyment of Stereo, which
includes balance, phase, stereo spread, as well
as nine classical excerpts.
Decca have issued aseries of discs containing
selected high quality musical material from
existing records in their repertoire. The latest is
'A Guide To Better Listening' ( PFFS 1).
From my own collection of 'dem' records, a
first-class stereo/mono LP, Test Record 1,
produced by a small Swedish record company
called Opus 3, concentrates on ' depth in stereo
image'. So far as 1know, the disc is available

Karlskoga. The Denon PCM demonstration
record ( ST 6010) is a45 rpm disc with amixed
bag of ' popular' and classical bands, closing
with channel and balance checks. Denon
(Nippon Columbia) have also produced aboxed
set of PCM - recorded Audio Technical Records,
including most of the test bands used for
checking
performance,
and
musical
instruments,
microphones,
sound
field
conditions, dummy head, and so on. Numbers
are XL- 7007, 7008, and 7009 and the set can be
obtained, at time of compiling this survey, from
Eumig ( UK) Ltd. 14 Priestley Way, London
NW2 7TN.
By the way, if you find that certain of the test
records ( of American or Japanese origin) have
to be imported, as no British source of supply is
known, get in touch directly by post with the
company, or contact one of the specialist
importers, such as, Direction Dean Street,
97-99 Dean Street, London, W1. Colin Butler
at this address makes special arrangements for
overseas imports.
Turning to ' test discs', B & K have OR 2009, a
12 in. 45 rpm record consisting of frequency
sweeps from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with 16 bands
divided into groups of four, L, R, in various
modes. GR 2010 is a331
5 program, covering 15
different bands for measuring frequency
response ( up to 45 kHz), wow and flutter,
crosstalk, etc. GR 2011 is a - octave filtered
pink noise record. These are precision records,
and cost £ 14 each, less in sets of 5.
CBS ( USA) issue aseries of test records, from
STR 151 ( broadcast test disc to RIAA standard)
to SIR 112 ( square- wave, tracking and
intermodulation bands). SIR 120 is an extended
frequency test record covering 10 to 500 Hz and
500 to 50 kHz glide tones. Unfortunately, these
CBS ( US) records are not now available in this
country,
and one must apply to CBS

Stamford, Connecticut. 06905. USA.
DG's family of test discs for calibrating repla \
equipment
includes:
45541 ( frequenc\
response),
45542 ( distortion).
4554:
(crosstalk),
45544 ( rumble),
and
4554E
(wow/flutter). These cost £ 6.50 each and car
be acquired from Lennard Developments Ltd.
206, Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex, EN2 OQX
EMI ( UK) ( EMI Records, Ltd. Mancheste
Square, London W1) offer TCS 101 sterer
frequency response, TCS 102 gliding tone
TCS 104 and TCS 105 lateral and vertica
modulation checks ( mono). Local EMI dealer:
can order these records
JVC have produced a series of test records
TRS 1001 ( mono for checking frequenc \
response), IRS 1002 for stereo checks. TR5.
1007 Mkt' stereo for checking frequenq
response, separation, crosstalk, equalised to I
EC
A- weighting and RIAA curves. JVC ( UK) Ltd.
Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 6Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF.
Shure produce TIR 103 for cartridgE
trackability; TTR 109 for cartridge output level
channel balance, separation; while TIR 115 ir
the well known 'Audio Obstacle Course' LF
which, unlike the previous records, requires nr
instrumentation to check results. All the Shur(
test records can be obtained from Shur(
Electronics, Ltd., Eccleston Road, Maidstone.
Ortofon have produced adirect- cut test disc
for checking frequency response ( up to 40 kHz)
channel phasing, separation, white noise
difference tone, tonearm resonance and silen
grooves. Write to Harman UK, St. John's Road
Tylers
Green,
High
Wycombe,
Buck:
HP10 8H R. B & 0 issue aseries of test records
six in total, but these are intended for B & C
dealers to make equipment adjustments anc
optimise performance. Bang & Olufsen UK Ltd
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7D E.

GIVE YOUR CARTRIDGE
THE BOOST IT NEEDS
Il you own, or are thinking of buying, a ! ow output moving coil cartridge,
give it the boost it needs with the A St R ( CAMBRIDGE) HAIO moving coil
cartridge pre- amplifier.

SPECIFICATION
Sensitivity ,lor 2 mV
output)

650V : high gain)
I30 11 V r:ow (
lain)

Distortion

THD
th.in 001
10 Hz SC) kHz al
200 mV < nape!

Combined with high overload margins, this ensures the best possible sound

Overload Marger

40 , IB IC ,Hz

quality.
Inside there is a bank of five switches with gold plated contacts so that you

Noise
Celli ARM weighted
kid RIAA equaliser
Less than
60dB
and referred to ( hrgh gain)
2mV IkHz at
Less than
63 dB
HALO output) ( low gam
Input Impedance
Resistance switchable
330 100 30 10 ohms
Capacitance
switchable lOnE leF

Designed with the same painstaking care and attention to detail that went
into our A60 amplifier, the HA 10 features very low noise and distortion.

can adjust the input inpedance and gain. This means you will always get the
best out of whichever low output moving coil cartridge you choose.
With our A60, you won't need any batteries or power supplies as the HAIO
will be powered from the A60. Il you want to use it with any other amplifier you
only need to add our inexpensive stabilised mains power supply model MPSU.
You can buy the HAIO fitted with any combination of DIN
and phono connectors.
Take a listen through the HAIO at your nearest A Se R
(CAMBRIDGE) appointed dealer.

THE HAIO MOVING COIL
CARTRIDGE PREAMPLIFIER
Amplification & Recording ( Cambridge) Ltd,

Denny End Industrial Centre. Waterbeach. Cambridge CB5 9PB.
0223 861550.

M
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Cambridge

20 kHz

READERS LETTERS
.about
distortions

upward

From:
James
Moir,
16
Chipperfield, Harts WD4 9JJ

facing
Wayside,

Dear Sir, In my contribution on loudspeaker
testing published in the October issue Inoted
that we mounted the loudspeaker facing upwards when measuring the performance. The
only real advantage of this mounting is the
improvement in mechanical stability of the
system when the speaker and the associated
microphone supporting structure are some eight
metres above ground.
There is anominal acoustic advantage in that
the signal output is directed away from the
ground and most other possible obstacles that
might produce reflections. However, I also
noted that in fact this advantage is not of any
great significance as the acoustic Q of most
loudspeakers does not differ from unity in the
frequency range where ground reflections might
be of interest. Some recent experience has
shown that facing the loudspeaker towards the
sky may have apositive disadvantage. We have
recently come across a few units in which the
frequency response and, of more importance,
the distortion content, is much worse when the
speaker is pointing upwards than when it is in
the normal position facing horizontally. In consequence we have now decided to test all
loudspeakers when they are normally orientated. It would seem advantageous to standardise this for all loudspeaker tests.
Yours faithfully

.about hysteresis in movingcoil loudspeakers
From: Eric H. Leamon, 45
Road,
Huish
gpiscopi,
Somerset TA10 9TE

Brookland
Langport,

Dear Sir, In your November issue Barry Fox
referred to a Mitsubishi patent concerning hysteresis distortion in moving- coil loudspeakers.
This is interesting, as I have not seen this
mentioned since P.G.A.H. Voigt and Iencountered it in about 1947.
At the time Ihad on loan from P.V. ( Paul
Voigt) a ' normal twin' diaphragm which had a
six- layer voice- coil and a response up to about
10 kHz. The coil operated in a2 mm. gap ( radial
dim.) with aflux density of about 16000 gauss. I
decided to have a magnet made, both for
financial reasons and to gain some know-how.
At the time, materials and machining facilities
were in short supply, but eventually the
materials were supplied and the work carried out
by a colliery workshop in South Wales. The
bobbin was wound and the magnet and
diaphragm put into use, but it soon became
apparent that the performance of the complete
loudspeaker was not up to Voigt standards,
although it was difficult by listening to decide
the reason. Fortunately Ihad known P.V. for
some years and he was interested. When fitted
to a Voigt magnet the diaphragm gave normal
results, proving that my magnet was at fault.
P.V. and Ihad numerous meetings in an effort
to solve the problem, because there is no doubt
that be had a suspicion that something was
happening that he had not thought about. This
was subsequently found to be true. In atreatise
on magnetic circuits Inoticed astatement that
manganese could cause serious hysteresis in
mild- steel. This made me realise that the true
origin and purpose of the materials supplied by
the colliery were unknown. Some drillings from
the inner pole were analysed and found to
contain a measurable amount of manganese,
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and the hysteresis of the material was found to
be very severe when compared with Swedish
Charcoal Iron as used by P.V. at that time. We
appeared to be on the right track. Proof was then
obtained by replacing the tips of the inner and
outer poles with a known grade of pure iron,
giving results which were no different from
those obtained with a standard Voigt magnet.
The flux density in the gap did not change when
the new pole- tips were fitted.
Having found the cause of the distortion. I
assumed that P.V. would publish this information, if only to prevent his thunder from being
stolen, but he did not do so for two reasons: ( 1)
He was confident that if reasonably pure iron
were used for the pole- tips, distortion due to
hysteresis would be so small as to be unimportant. This is probably because the pole- tips are
saturated. ( 2) He considered that the only
organisation likely to realise that this problem
might arise was the Bell Telephone Labs.
So much for the past, now for the present. In
his second paragraph Mr. Fox comments on a
'rather muddled explanation'. Igo further: it is all
muddled. For example, the statement 'then the
hysteresis loop is made linear' is acontradiction
in terms—although the meaning is fairly obvious: hysteresis has been considerably reduced. By definition, a loop encloses an area
and hysteresis is proportional to that area,
therefore if we completely eliminate hysteresis
the dynamic magnetic performance will be
described by asingle line which will not necessarily be straight, because the shape of this line
has nothing to do with hysteresis.
Other statements are equally muddled and
suspicious, to say the least. The disturbing
factor is that in spite of all these muddled and
doubtful statements, the British Patent Office
examiners have seen fit to grant a patent. It is
probable that the idea does reduce hysteresis,
but some of the explanations are scientifically
inaccurate and do not inspire confidence.
Yours faithfully

.about
down-to-earth
marketing

hi-fi

His budget is limited but his credit was
reasonable, and he could easily stretch a bit to
afford this stuff and more. But nobody had
bothered to show him how. As far as the
independents in town were concerned, he was
probably just an old fart without enough money
and 'swell' to be worth their while, whereas the
lads at Comet or Lasky's probably showed him
the glittering week's special in the midst of the
din and dirt and let him take it or leave it. I, and
others, could sell to people like him by the
thousand, except that one has to scrounge for
the equipment that is right for them and their
budgets ( and usually one has to turn to used
stuff) because the dealers don't even bother to
feature it out front— if they maintain stocks of
good, plain vanilla at all. They are all pushing
'up-market', and that is not where the real
money is at all, except in increasingly rarified
individual cases.
Incidentally, though my neighbour's outfit set
him back less than £ 150, that doesn't mean that
he wouldn't have gone for £ 300, which is
indeed less than he thought he would have to
pay for the kind of results he is now enjoying. I
simply sold him what Icould get my hands on
that was reasonably good and out of which I
could realise expenses and profit. A dealer's
salesman could easily have done the same with
all- new equipment if he'd had gear in the £ 300
price- range that he had some confidence in—
and had taken the trouble to meet the man in a
musical context. That is all there is to it: there is
no reason for hi-fi to be suffering grievously
from the recession, except that marketing
policies and attitudes have been utterly stupid,
and beguiled by interests that are absurdly
selfish and anything but enlightened.
I swear, if I but had a good supply of
equipment—say a flock of the new Alba receivers, if they are good, adecent deck with the
cheapest- but- one of the Grado cartridges, a
bundle of Elac drivers and an adroit cabinetmaker, Icould be driving aJaguar by the New
Year. The market Iam talking about is utterly
untouched, a bird's nest on the ground.
Yours faithfully

.about a club for hi-fi fanatics
From: John F. Withey, 27 Melville Street,
Pollockshields, Glasgow G41 2JL
Dear Sir, I'm increasingly worried arid irritated
by an easy assumption around the hi-fi business
that one should only cater for people in the
upper technical and income brackets. Your
magazine, for instance, concerns itself in the
main with those ' better sorts' who would buy
Quads, R105s, etc, while your contributor Paul
Messenger thinks in terms of Naims, Meridians
and Isobariks, which sharply and artificially
restricts the class to cultured or statusconscious folks with lots of money.
But there are bunches of ' better sorts' who
don't have any more money than Ido ( which is
enough, however, to do good business on) who
are apparently almost deliberately ignored and
cut out of hi-fi. Take, for instance, aneighbour of
mine about four streets over. He's retired from
forty- odd years of service with the railroad, has a
very attractive flat with nice things in it, built up
carefully and frugally in the fullness of time, is a
concert- series patron of the SNO and Scottish
Baroque Ensemble, and had until recently a
Fidelity music- centre of sorts with a little BSR
record changer in it and open- back plastic
speaker cabinets. I just set him up with a
Thorens deck ( the deal with the ball- shaped arm
counterweight) carrying a Shure M75 ED, an
elderly Alba receiver, and pair of Elac chairsides.

From: Simon M. R. Yorke, 200 The
Broadway, Wimbledon, London SW19
Dear Sir, Might Iuse your columns to present an
idea which could be of interest to readers who
consider themselves to be hi-fi fanatics? Iwish
to propose that all those people living in the
Greater London Area ( initially) who feel that
they have a hi-fi system approaching the ultimate, or at least one of very high calibre—and
more particularly people who are experimenting
with new ideas in reproduced sound—try to
form a ' club' whereby interested parties could
visit each other and discuss relevant topics.
Whilst encouraging the development of new
ideas, this would naturally also become of social
value to all concerned, and would Ifeel be a
most interesting venture. There must be many
people around who are in possession of systems
of which they are justifiably proud, who would
be pleased to demonstrate their achievements.
If there are any among your readers who
would be interested in getting this idea off the
ground initially—hopefully later to form aful lyfledged club—they may write to me at the above
address. Apart from my own interest, Ishall
endeavour to start alist of names and addresses
which could later be circulated. Anyone with
further ideas would similarly be most welcome
to contact me. Thank you.
Yours faithfully
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BELIEVE THE EXPERT!
More than ever in these days of high technology, a truly
satisfactory choice of hi-fi can only be made after first
choosing a specialist " hi-fi only" dealer of integrity, who
has carefully selected an extensive and comprehensive
range at all price levels, demonstrated effectively.

We stock SELECTED items from:
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Celestion o Chartwell o Decca 0
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SHARP OPTONICA RT3151 MICRO
PROCESSOR CASSETTE DECK
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e EXTENSIVE FREE PARKING
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Portable stereo
Radio Cassettes

• ALL EQUIPMENT CHECKED BEFORE SALE
• OUR OWN TWO-YEAR LABOUR PARTS GUARANTEE
• COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS IN THREE
STUDIOS
• ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED

Hampshire
Audio Ltd.
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12 Ilursley Road
Chandlers Ford
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Rack Systems
20 watts w.p.c.
Complete from £269-00
Direct Drive
Turntables from £45-00
Belt Drive
Turntables from £25-00
Dolby Cassette
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Tuners from
£45.90
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Ampliters from £39 00
Speaker Systems
2- way from
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3- way from
£39 90
Coleur Video Cameras
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£ 299 00

£39-90

Micro Radio T.V.
2in Screen

One only
£89-90

Normal price £145-00

JVC KD95 Front Loader
Cassette Deck
Normal Price £ 465-00
£189-00
JVC CLE10
Professional Quartz
Lock Turntable
Normal Price £ 700-00

One Only
£299-90

Stereo Car Radio Cassette Players—
Video
movies— Mono
Por-table
Cassette
Radios
Hundreds
and
Hundreds of Super Bargains in the
Sensational Rush Sale!
Glamour Video Tapes Approx. One
Hour £17.00
Video Recorders
£350
Magnetic Cartridges from
B/W Video Cameras

ALL SALE ITEMS COVERED BY AT
LEAST 12- MONTHS GUARANTEE!

6i232

£3-00
£99

Some dens slighily shop
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Mail Order by Securicor
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Et Video Centres
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5 & 6 Cornhill,
Chelmsford,
Essex.
Tel ( 0245)
57593
Open 6 days a Week
38 North Street, Romford,
Essex. Tel: ( 0708) 28840
Closed all day Thursdays

lows start to be attenuated; in other words, a
bass cut. In the example given, it starts at
28.4 Hz. The time- constant of the particular
values Ihave selected is 5600 ps. Incidentally,
f
o is not an arbitrary point; published formulae
assume it to be the frequency where the
signal has fallen to 0.707 of the ' in- band level',
and this works out to what is sometimes
referred to as the '- 3dB' point. For the sake
of completeness, Iam including the other two
basic circuits where the reactive component is
an inductor and the action is absolutely
identical. The formula is different, of course:
6.283f =

An
Audio
Window

Reg Williamsciib
describes a DIY top- and- bottom tiff'

IT'S FUNNY, you know, how quotations
stick in one's mind. One popped out of my
memory the other day when Iwas thinking
about filters and how to tackle this little piece
for my friends who read HFAPRR. It was, oh,
way back in the Good Old Days when hi-fi
hadn't been invented and it was all called
High Quality Sound Reproduction. One of the
major contributors to the science was a senior
BBC engineer named Eckersley; he was
talking about bandwidth and his comment
went something like: ' the wider you open the
window, the more the dirt flies in'. That pithy
little remark has stayed with ne all these
years and neatly sums up a basic engineering
fact—that ideally, atransmission chair should
have its bandwidth restricted to the components of the signal passing through it.
Outside the band, there is usually nothing but
unwanted rubbish that degrades the overall
quality of the signal.
In the case of audio, it can take many
forms—hum, hiss, rumble—all the objectionable noises that afflict the hi-fi system.
All of the spurious signals that can creep
through because of excessive bandwidth are
totally unwanted and contribute absolutely
nothing to the overall quality of the audio
signal. I'm thinking of, for example, bias
leakage from atape recorder or, more
common. FM pilot and switching frequencies
from atuner. And not only are they unwanted, they can actually degrade the
performance of the system for signals within
the passband, such as, for example, a DolbyB processor—or any form of dynamic signal
processor, including my Compex recently
described in HFAIIRR. (/lay/June ' 79).
Readers will recall that Imentioned in the
article that it might prove desirable to have
some sort of passband limiting included—and
in due course Ibegan to think about something suitable to offer in these pages.
So, friends, in this talk about Fundamental
Filters Ishall be starting from the very bottom
upwards; discuss some basic facts and
formulae on the very simplest, and end with a
full-blooded practical design that you can
build yourself—a real rubbish catcher you can
insert in your program chain.
Start by having a look at fig.1. The most
elementary of filters is just apotential divider
with one element a pure reactance in series
with aresistance. Fig. 1a is a low-pass filter—
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one that cuts the highs in the passband. The
point in the spectrum where it starts to take
effect is known as the ' break point' and is the
frequency where the reactance of the
capacitor equals the resistance. It may be
expressed in asimple and very practical
formula:

159155
- RC

(where R is in Ohms and C is in (iF for all formulae in this article unless stated otherwise)
You can see from this that one may choose
almost any value of capacitor to couple with
any other value of resistor, for the action of
the filter to be the same. The time- constant,
however, remains the same, and although not
important at this stage it does assume significance later when Ireach composite filters.
Just make amental note of it for now.
Just to save you working it out the ' break
point', or shall we call it f
o,is 15.4 kHz in fig.
la. The time- constant of the resistive and
capacitive elements is the product of the two.
In this example it is 2200 x . 0047 = 10.3ps.
Fig. 1b is a high-pass filter and the same
formula applies except, of course, that f
o is
now the point in the spectrum where the

with R in ohms and L in Henrys.

One can use either inductors or capacitors,
but Idiscovered long ago that hi-fi enthusiasts tend to shy clear of inductors;
possibly the thought of winding them is one
of the ' off-putting' factors. Or perhaps the
value of the inductor in fig. 1d is asensible
reason for preferring its capacitor counterpart
of fig. lb! Inductors do have a useful place in
the hi-fi scheme of things— in my 2020
preamp' for example, Iuse one in the variable
steep- cut, low-pass filter; and frankly, no one
has yet convinced me that this isn't the most
sensible and practical way of providing that
particular function in my design.
However, when we start thinking about
complex filters the use of inductors becomes
less and less attractive, and it is understandable that the whole subject of active
filters using resistors and capacitors has
become highly specialized. There is agreat
deal of literature available for the interested
enthusiast to wade through. Anyway, back to
fig. 1, and here we must consider the practical disadvantages of these simple configurations. -For astart, the formulae assume that
the input source impedance is zero ohms and
that the output loading is of infinite Z—not a
very easy pre- requisite to realise in practice.
One could add buffer amplifiers at the input
and the output to obtain the loading requirements, but this starts to add to the cost and
complexity.
But the most important disadvantage of this
simple, single- section filter is that it achieves
only a First Order rate of attenuation—an
ultimate maximum slope rate of 6 dB/octave.
As an amplitude ' bender' such as is required
in tone controls, this is entirely adequate; but
as afilter or rubbish catcher it is a nonstarter. Ideally, we need nothing lower than a
Second Order filter with its 12 dB/octave

2k2

C
10044F

f
e.15-4kHz

(A) LOW-PASS (OR TOP CUT)

f
or154kHz

(C) LOW-PASS (OR TOP CUT)

55k
56k

(B) HIGH-PASS (OR BASS CUT)
TO FIND RC, PRODUCT.

314H

f
o . 28-4Hz

159155

fe

f
o.28-4Hz

(D)HIGH- PASS (OR BASS CUT)
— . 6.2831„

FIG.1 SIMPLE 1ST ORDER PASSIVE FILTERS
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rate, and higher orders if economically
possible. In telecommunications, where filter
requirements are exceptionally stringent, one
will come across filters with 10th order
characteristics slope rates of 60 dB/octave—
and extraordinarily complex they are, too. We
can, of course, cascade single- order filters to
obtain higher order rates, provided the input
and output matching demands are met as I
mentioned earlier. But even a 12 dB/octave
filter requires no less than three buffer
amplifiers coupling two passive equaliser
elements such as those in fig. 1.
So now we reach the point where honour
is due to Messrs Sallen and Key who, in
1955, pointed the most sensible way to
designing this type of ' active' filter and who's
names are ascribed to one basic configuration
which is the ideal building brick for a number
of highly efficient filters. The original Salien
and Key high-pass and low-pass filters are
shown in fig. 2a and 2b, and whilst these
show asingle unity- gain amplifier, it must be
remembered that the source Z must either be
very low or taken into account when the
circuit elements are calculated. But for the
audio engineer the Salien and Key has a
number of very useful characteristics. Apart
from aclearly defined and calculable
12 dB/octave slope rate and the fact that
sections may be cascaded for much higher
order filters, it has—as designed-- amaximally flat response, the so-called Butterworth
without azero response in the stop band and
minimum of overshoot near the break point
(or / 0). The active part of the filter requires an
amplifier of unity- gain and this may be easily
achieved by asimple single- stage transistor
with 100% series negative feedback ie, the
emitter- follower with its very high input Z
and low output Z. Nowadays it is likely to be
an operational amplifier with similar feedback
arrangements.
As it stands, this filter has certain possible
disadvantages—some practical as far as the
home builder is concerned. The theoretical
ones first. As proposed, the Salien and Key
has the ideal slope shape for one section
only, its ' goodness' being defined by a Q of
0.707. It also has again of unity—and
sometimes one might prefer some degree of
gain to be retained. But the practical disadvantage for the home builder is that three
of the filter elements are of different value,
one being either half or twice the value of the
other, so it may introduce problems over
selecting actual components of sufficient
CII

accuracy. It shouldn't be necessary for me to
stress that the effectiveness of your filter will
be directly related to the closeness of the
component values to those as calculated.
All this leads us neatly to amore practical
variant of the original, the Equal Value Salien
and Key. This makes life a little easier, for
example, over component selection, because
we only have to get two right in our calculations. This change to equal value means we
have now to give the amplifier section some
gain for the same optimum slope shape,
which we can easily do; and change the
and the gain when we start to cascade
sections, which will be necessary. The
formula for determining values is also that
little bit simpler.
We can now start thinking about designing
afilter, and since Iindicated that the modified
ECV ( Equal Component Value) Sallen and
Key would be the basic building block, we'll
look at this first. Ihave shown in fig. 3 the
circuit we'll be using, and you'll note that we
now have provision for varying the amount of
negative feedback—and so the gain of the
active element in the filter. We will also tackle
avery practical type of filter—one for attenuating rumble: a high-pass job.
Step one is to determine the frequency
discriminating elements, beginning with the
capacitors ( C). 1do this in avery scientific
way— Iguess! Well, perhaps that's abit
unfair, because from long experience Iknow
already what the value is likely to be and the
range will be restricted anyway by what
values are available off-the-peg. Since it is a
high-pass filter, it is reasonable to assume
that we are not going to want to start attenuating at above, say, 800 Hz. So 1can tell
you that for an f. of 30 Hz, avalue of 0.1 pF
will do for C; for other frequencies at or near
the following: 100 Hz-0.047 j.iF
150 Hz-0.033 pF
300 Hz-0.022 pF
800 Hz-0.01 pF
Using the formula given, R comes out at
53051 ohms— hardly apreferred value. So
here is where we start the practical bit, that of
juggling with real values to see what happens. The nearest E24 range resistor is 51 k,
so going back to our formula we find that f
will be 31.2 Hz instead of our ideal 30 Hz.
Plenty close enough, and remember, the
0.1 pF capacitor is likely to have no better
than a 5% tolerance anyway. Even if you
went for the closest in the more easily

obtainable E12 range, you would find that
56 kgives an f. of 28.4 Hz. Well, taking all
the other errors likely elsewhere, that's more
than accurate enough for arumble filter; so
I'm going to settle for values of 0.1 pF for C
and 56 kfor R, and the closest tolerance 1
can manage commensurate with cost.
Incidentally, just for curiosity's sake Icalculated for the very worst possible choice of C
and R, two components on their limits of a
10% specified tolerance. The actual f
0 would
lie between two unlikely extremes of 23-5 Hz
and 35 Hz, and even that isn't so terrible for a
rumble filter; but in practice I'm prepared to
guarantee that it will come much closer to the
calculated value. All I'm saying is, don't strain
too hard to fit components of 0.1% tolerance:
it's not worth it.
Now for the matter of the active element,
the operational amplifier and its gain. Isaid
earlier that ideally the Q of a Butterworth
filter should be 0.707, and we have asimple
formula that relates Q to the gain ( K) of the
amplifier. Here it is:
1 )
K = 3-(—
So if we take the reciprocal of 0.707 from 3,
we are left with the required gain of x1-59 or
4 dB. The gain is set by the ratio of R1 and R2
R1 +R2
R1
and if we select R1 as 2k2, R2 calculates out
as 1300 ohms, which is available in the E24
range. But please don't regard these values as
sacrosanct. Whilst ideally R2 should be
0.59R1, you may juggle will both to alter the
ratio, and sometimes you m;ght like to
sharpen up the ' turnover' corner by increasing
the Q. Also you will see soon that we have to
change them anyway, when we start to
cascade sections of 12 dB/oct.filtersof thistype.
So much for our basic filter. How about a
low-pass? Well, the same design procedure is
followed except it is useful to start by selecting R instead. Again, there are sound reasons
for choosing particular values, but to save
time and explanation we will assume again
that you are not likely to want to go below
3 kHz. So for the following frequencies—or
near to them—these resistors will be suitable
as astarting point. Why starting point? Well,
we may have to change them later. More
K -

anon.

3kHz-6 k8
6 kHz-4 k7
8 kHz-3k9

10 kHz-3 k3
12 kHz-2k7
15 kHz-2k2

1R2 *
* VALUES

DETERMINE
GAIN AND Q

R1 *

FIG.3

2ND ORDER 12dB/ OCTAVE FILTER(ECV) HIGH-PASS
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similar, except that now we have to observe a
simple requirement in order to preserve
symmetry between the respective high-pass
and low-pass slopes. This will be met if the
time- constants of the series and parallel
elements in the filter section are kept to
similar values. In other words, the product of
R1—C1 should equal or be close to the
product of R3—C3.
To aim accurately at this requirement we
have to modify the design procedure a little.
Start with determining the high-pass values
first, as Ihave already described. Now
determine the value of R in the low-pass
section, so:
159155
R1 C1 \

•—/V\A.,
R1

NOTE: ECV SALLEN & KEY SO C1=C2: C3=C4 and R1=- R2: R3 = R4

FIG.4 2ND ORDER,12dB/ OCTAVE BANDPASS FILTER
For apractical example let's start with a
15 kHz top- cut filter. With R selected as 2 k2,
our formula suggests avalue of 4823 pF;
again, we have to be practical and our nearest
value is 4700 pF. How does that fit with
2k2? We now get acalculated value of
15-4 kHz for f
o and Iwould suggest that
since we will have no problem getting close
tolerance components for either R or C, we
can settle happily for this small departure
from our nominal 15 kHz. But supposing we
didn't have a handy value of C that was close
enough? Then, naturally, you may have to
alter R if it is more convenient, and perhaps
even both, although in practice that should
not be necessary. All that the designer has to
do is to ensure that the product of R and C is
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maintained as close as he can get to the
correct calculated value— in our example
10-61 ( which is the time- constant in ps). The
desiderata for the amplifier gain that Ihave
already discussed apply for the low-pass filter
as well as the high-pass.
And so to a filter design that you won't
find mentioned often in the available literature
on the subject—the composite ' pseudobandpass' type. It is the circuit that forms the
basic building block of our practical exercise
in active filter design. It follows from examining fig. 4 that it is possible to combine the
high-pass and low-pass functions with one
active element, provided the f
0 of each is
reasonably well separated from the other in
the spectrum. The design procedure is very

where f
o,and f
o,
are the high and low-pass
turnover frequencies respectively. Since we
have already worked out an example for a
nominal turnover at 30 Hz, with a practical
value of 28-4 Hz, we find that R comes to
2438 ohms; and from this we establish that
the shunt C3 ( and C4) for a low-pass turnover works out at 4351 pF. Now we do our
little exercise to find real, practical values; but
we haven't quite so much elbow room, since
now we have to satisfy the requirement, in a
composite filter, that the time- constants of
the series and parallel elements should be as
close as practicable. With this in mind, try to
alter both R and C in opposite directions!
Let's try 2 k2 for R1 and 4700 pF for astart
as we already know—and have been ready to
accept—that this will give us 15-4 kHz. as '
Oh ;
next we check the products of 0-1 pF and
2 k2, the series element, and 4700 pF times
56 k, the parallel elements. Respectively, they
come to 220 ps ( the one we aim for) and
263 ps—which is close enough. Just a
reminder again, that the comments Imade
earlier about gain ( K) and Q apply equally
well to this composite filter as to the highpass and low-pass version.
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mallest speaker in the Celef range
the Domestic II Super has been
around for a little while now and
after living with apair for acouple of weeks
I would imagine that in one form or
another it is here to stay for awhile longer.
It is asmall speaker, 406x 241 x203 mm
(HxWxD) and although primarily I
suppose abookshelf speaker, stand mounting is recommended wherever possible for
optimum performance. But first let us take
a look at the construction of the cabinet
and the units used.
The cabinet itself is 12 mm high density
chipboard with achoice of veneer finishes.
Internally the cabinet is filled with an
anechoic grade foam and interestingly
enough is veneered inside for extra rigidity.
A port is mounted near the bottom of the
baffle board and comprises a hard plastic
tube that runs to within about y of the rear
of the cabinet. The crossover is a well
constructed solidly mounted affair and I
counted 12 elements which is pretty complex considering that only two drive units
are used.
Both these units are made by S.E.A.S.
although Celef have themselves added
damping to the 160 mm paper coned
bass/mid drive to smooth the response.
The 25 mm plastic soft domed tweeter is
standard although the crossover is designed to overcome an anomaly in the
unit's response at 10 kHz.
The cabinet is extremely well made and
the choice of finishes is complimented by a
choice of grille cloth colours.
Listening to these speakers was a joy.
Pulled out into the room on stands the
sound was full and open with asurprising
amount of weight considering their size
and in this respect they reminded me of the
Heybrook HB2 (see November '79 issue).
Pushing them back into the corners enhanced the weight of the bottom end still
further but tended to confuse the sound
somewhat.
Idecided to use the Celefs with my own
reference system and also with the type of
equipment that they are more likely to be
used with. To this end Iused an AR77X6
turntable fitted with a Shure M95HE
through a hastily borrowed NAD 3020
amplifier. Unit integration was excellent
with no nasty crossover effects being
noted. Although low frequency response
is somewhat limited by cabinet size the
Celef goes down asurprisingly long way
with very little boom or overhang. The
trade off between extension, tightness and
efficiency seems just right. Midrange
quality is really very good although with
AR/NAD combination it could sound
slightly too recessed at times but always
full of detail.

CELEF AUDIO, 130-132 Thirsk Road,
Borehamwood, Herts.
Tel: 01-207 1150

ADVERTISEMENT
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On both rock and classical music the
midrange quality of the Celefs impressed
me greatly, male and female vocals were
well reproduced and breath tones could be
easily identified. Piano too deserves a
mention for its openness and freedom from
constriction. The NAD had just about
enough steam to drive the Celefs to high
levels although they are probably below
average sensitivity and a bit extra power
would come in handy ( Celef quote a
maximum 60 watts amplifier rating).

When being used with my Linn/
Grace / Asak combination through
Meridian 101/105S amplifiers the Celefs
proved themselves to be excellent performers and quite capable of realising the
differences between equipment. With this
front end the only criticisms made were of
amasking of low end detail and an occasionally spiky extreme treble. But both
these criticisms should not be taken too
seriously considering that they cost under
£130 per pair. Nice one Celef!

Cad
Domestic II
Super

Reprint from Popular Hi -Fi
Jaruary 1980

Our final muscle- flexing exercise in this
filter designing game is to look at cascading.
Really, although a 12 dB/octave filter of this
kind is better than nothing, ideally it would
be more realistic to use nothing less than a
4th order with its 24 dB/octave slope rate;
and that is what we are now going to do. So
take fig. 5 as our last working example—
which is rather more complex since this is
now a full working prototype, not atheoretical concept—and one you can make. The
response is plotted in fig. 6.
For cascaded 2nd order filters of the Sallen
and Key type, the Qs have to be changed for
each section in order to achieve optimum
Butterworth performance. For two in cascade,
for example, the CIof the first section should
be 1.306, and the second 0.541 ( you will
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note that the product of the two is 0.707).
For a6th order filter, with an ultimate slope
rate of 36 dB/octave, the respective Qs
should be 1.932, 0.707 and 0.518, with
again the product of all three being our
desired 0.707. Similar ratios apply to even
higher orders of filter—but this is beyond the
scope of this article. Suffice to draw your
attention to the fact that in both cases, the
last section has aQ close to 0.5; so much so
that we can simplify the last stage to a unitygain amplifier, thus reducing the component
count, whilst we can modify the gain of the
first one to compensate by raising the overall
Q to 0.707, or anything we want. It doesn't
give us apure Butterworth response
characteristic, but one very close to it. Again,
in theory the Q of the first stage should be

1.414 and this requires an amplifier gain of
2.3; R6 and R7 have to be respectively 2200
ohms and 2860 ohms. Ihave found that it is
better to make the Q somewhat higher than
this, with R7 as high as 3 k3, giving an
overall Q close to unity. You can play with it
yourself by doing frequency runs and carrying
out adjustments as takes your fancy.
A word or two about my working model,
and rest assured that it is perfectly useable as
it is designed to follow any signal source
before either the compressor or the expander
in my Compex design. Despite acutoff at
nominal frequencies of 30 Hz and 15 kHz,
you might be very surprised how little difference it will make to the actual quality of the
sound in your systems; and for some program
sources, such as FM stereo radio, it will seem
to clean it up by removing all the out- of- band
rubbish where there is certainly no program
content whatsoever. Irecall reading with
some amusement in arecent AES paper that
some exhaustive tests had shown that quite
experienced listeners were unable to identify
to any statistically significant degree when
wide- band program material was limited in
this way. So much for the ' let's entertain the
bats as well' brigade!
The working prototype may have its gain
adjusted, as required, by changing two
resistors in the input buffer amplifier. Power
supplies required are single- ended, regulated
at + 18 V and not less than 22mA per card.
You may change the turnover frequencies if
you wish and Iam giving component values
for an upper limit of ( nominally) 20 kHz, and
if you want to simulate atelephone circuit,
for low- and high-pass frequencies of 300 Hz
and 3kHz. And finally, Ineed hardly add that
if you want even higher order filters, the unit
may be cascaded almost at will; but in a
practical sense, it is of little value going
beyond a 12th order with its very steep
72 dB/octave slope rate.
My special thanks, as always, to colleague
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The difference between a
bass and atenor may seem
obvious enough to you, but
your stylus sees it only as
undulations measured in
microns.
Every time your stylus
lands in arecord groove it
enters arugged microminiature world where
it has to cope with forces and
obstacles on ascale that
almost defies description.
It is this crucial first
contact in the hi-fi chain that
decides everything you hear,
no matter how good the rest
of the system.
In recent years you'll have
heard of ahost of designs —
elliptical, hyper-elliptical,
line contact — all aimed at
optimising the area of contact
between stylus and groove, in

G900 IGC
Write for details of the G900 range
and the story of the van den Hul stylus to:Goldring Products Ltd., Anglian Lane,
Bury St. Edmunds, IP32 6SS. Tel: 0284 64011
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pursuit of wider frequency
and their pitfalls. An IBM 370
response, better tracking,
computer was used to build a
lower distortion and less
mathematical picture of the
record wear. Many theoretical optimum practical mass,
'breakthroughs' have been
shape and curvature for a
announced. But now comes a stylus that could reliably trace
major and really practical
and retrieve information
advance. All the more
represented by undulations as
practical because it is
tiny as 5microns in height or
embodied in acartridge that
depth.
isn't too exotic to be used with
This new shape can more
normal high quality arms and accurately follow the recorded
amplifiers and isn't too
modulation because it is
expensive. It's the new van
essentially the same size and
den Hul stylus, available for
shape as the cutter stylus that
the first time in anew
made the groove in the first
cartridge from Goldring, the
place.
G900/IGC.
From the foregoing, you
Goldring's new stylus
will not be surprised to hear
shape isn't so much
that this new design is causing
revolutionary as evolutionary astir among hi-fi reviewers..
and was designed by studying Some of whom are already
the established advantages of comparing it with some of the
recent stylus configurations — most respected and expensive
moving coil cartridges.
Ask your dealer to
demonstrate the new Goldring
G900/IGC using the most
testing musical recordings and
against some of the most
expensive cartridges. We think
you'll agree it sorts out the
men from the boys.

(AUDIO PATENTS

Barry Fox

ment. Even a day's delay amounts to a virtual
guarantee of lengthy legal argument at a later
date.

happened to the Zerostat
W HATEVER
patent and the disputes which were re-

of electrostatics, first in academic fields and then
THE BOSE Corporation of Framingham.
in the Industrial Development Department of
Massachusetts, has filed aEuropean application
ported over alleged infringement by the numerthe University at Bangor. The idea of an anti
(0 007 453) on amodification which they say in
ous apparently similar anti- static pistols which
static pistol arose from research on a device
the patent is ' immediately usable' with the Bose
followed the Zerostat onto the UK market? The
intended to create astatic charge for the pur901 system and is ' adaptable for use' with Bose
key Zerostat patent is BP 1 500 492, which
pose of investigating its effect. It was during the
501 and 601 speaker systems. The patent starts
covers the basic concept of generating astream
early 70s that Secker first saw the feasibility of a
with disarming immodesty by describing the
of ions by feeding a high voltage to a needledevice for releasing the charge from records. But
901 system as having 'met with wide critical and
point electrode. The voltage is created by stresmost people saw no future in the idea, including
consumer acclaim throughout the world, receivsing apiezoelectric crystal of the type found in a
as he then tactfully put it, ' one large company
ing an unprecedented series of rave reviews'.
gas lighter; but whereas tha aim in agas lighter is
who ought to have known better'. As the antiNevertheless, the patent then goes on to admit
to create asudden voltage peak and consequent
static pistol development progressed the
that there is room for improvement, even in the
spark, in the Zerostat the aim is to produce a
Bangor department looked for a commercial
901 system.
steady voltage and avoid sparking.
partner or licensee. One of the people to whom
According to well- established ( albeit not- soIn August 1978 Zerostat issued apress release
Bangor talked towards the end of 1973 was Ian
well accepted) Bose philosophy, the 901 cabiconfirming that a patent had been granted (
le
Quayle. Bangor also talked to the local BBC TV
net has apair of rear- facing angled panels with
become a tangible legal weapon) and that an
studios and approached various people in
in- phase drivers operating over the whole freaction for infringement had been brought by
London. Early in 1974 Tomorrow's World,
quency range to radiate sound energy onto a
Zerostat against Zeepa Instruments Ltd, manuwhich was operating from afairly small studio,
reflecting surface, such as aroom rear wall, and
facturers of aStatic Eliminator. This legal move
needed a small gadget to fill a gap in the
from there into the room listening area. Just a
followed assignment of the patent rights to
programme space, and Bangor's anti- static
single driver is mounted in the front panel to
Zerostat from the original inventor and owner,
•pistol filled that space. The Tomorrow's World
radiate significantly less sound energy directly
Professor Secker and the University College of
programme of February 14th 1974 demoninto the listening area. The listener can make the
North Wales in Bangor. But since August 1978,
strated the Bangor pistol and the response was
sound image wider or more narrow by altering
when the action against Zeepa was announced,
dramatic. So dramatic in fact that Zerostat
the angle between the rear panels and the
Zerostat have been curiously silent on the matter
Instruments Ltd was formed with Ian Quayle as
reflecting wall surface. The aim of the new
of patents rights and disputes. The company has
a director to manufacture and sell what had
invention is to provide this adjustment elecnot however been inactive, and because the
come to be known as the Zerostat pistol.
tronically, rather than mechanically.
matter is sub judice only factual statements can
The rest, including the commercial success of
Essentially, this involves the provision of an
safely be made on the situation. The facts,
the Zerostat, the string of similar pistols that
electronic 'spatial' control which juggles the
therefore, are that Zerostat has sued not only
have appeared on the market, and the patent
ratio of signal fed to the drives on the two rear
Zeepa, but also Metrosound, Tandy and Cecil
infringement actions against those similar
panels and so varies the perceived image
Watts Ltd for infringement of the same patent.
pistols, is history. But in this historical record
breadth. If the control is set so that the outside
As is normal, adefence of non- infringement has
one fact could prove crucial in the legal argupanels of the two speakers of a stereo pair
been filed by each of the companies sued and, as
ments likely to reach the High Court. The
radiate more energy than the inside panels (
eg
is also normal, one defence argument is that the
Zerostat patent, BP 1500 492, was filed on 9th
more sound is radiated to the sides of the room),
Zerostat patent is not legally valid. The legal
March 1974. But the Tomorrow's World dethen the listener perceives a broader sound
pleadings in all the actions are now complete
monstration to British TV viewers took place on
image. Conversely, if the control is set so that
and the next stage ( which is likely already to
St Valentine's Day 1974. In other words, the
the inside panel drivers radiate most sound
have taken place by the time this piece appears
Zerostat patent was filed after the pistol had first
(with less radiation reaching the sides of the
in print, many months after writing), is for a
been shown on television. This fact has not, of
room), the perceived image is narrower. This
Master of the High Court to consider what
course, escaped the notice of those firms now
spatial control functions only on frequencies
further matters, if any, have to be dealt with
being sued by Zerostat. It is thus likely that if and
above 300 Hz because it is assumed that sound
before the four cases are set down for trial in
when the case reaches open court there will be
below this frequency ' is largely non directional'.
open court.
much legal argument over the relevance or
Incidentally, this turnover frequency seems
Although the laws of contempt of court
otherwise of the TV demonstration.
rather high in the light of recent work, for
preclude publication of any discussion or
Whatever the outcome of the Zerostat actions,
instance by the Ambisonics-NRDC team, on
opinion on the rights and wrongs of the case,
the situation carries a very valuable moral for
perceived directionality. The spatial control is
there is some interesting factual background
anyone in the business of manufacturing hi-fi
also tailored to keep the total power output
information to the dispute. Prior to his invention
novelties. To avoid the possibility of future
steady while varying the internal balance ratio.
Professor Secker ( originally Doctor Secker) had
disputes, he should file a patent application
In this way achange in image breadth produces
worked for around fifteen years on the mysteries
before any public demonstration of the equipno audible change in overall loudness.

An Audio Window
Alan Watling for providing a pcb in record
time and for politely not showing too much
surprise when it worked as my mathematics
predicted it would. And in respect to the
latter, Iam grateful to Peter Baxandall for
correcting some of my errors! It's nice to have
indulgent friends, because no-one works in
isolation, you know, despite what some of my
fellow workers would have you think.
Ref. 1: '
Twin Twenty Preamplifier
Review September 1971

HI-Fi News & Record

Constructional notes
The pcb ( fig. 7) is designed with the same
edge connections as the Compex C & E
boards; provided the current capability is
adequate, the same supply may be used.
Otherwise, aseparate, single- ended regulated
supply is desirable. There are seven straps to
be inserted before fitting any components.
Purists should note that this is to allow for an
indentical layout on each channel; the board
contains, of course, two separate
24 dB/octave filters which only share the
common power supply. Soldercons or an IC
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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socket are recommended to facilitate any fault
tracing. Note carefully the orientation of the
ICs, with pin 1 furthest from the edge connector. Six electrolytics need polarity checking; the remaining components are quite
straightforward. The pc ' pluggable' polycarbonate capacitors shown in the photograph ( Siemens) are recommended, since
they are also close- tolerance. But do not
force them in if the holes are slightly out of
alignment; rather, enlarge one hole until the
capacitor slides in without deforming the
pins.
Component Schedule
R1
1M
R2, 3, 6, 8, 9
2k2
R4, 5, 10, 11
56 k
R7
3 k3
R12
47 k
R13, 14
10 k 1% or matched
Rx
Ay

52 kfor input Z of 50 k
27 kfor overall 0 dB gain
52 kfor overall 6dB gain
82 kfor overall 10 dB gain
270 kfor overall 20 dB gain

Cl
C2, 3, 8, 9
C4, 4, 10, 11
C6
C7
C12
C13

0.22 pF polycarbonate
01 pF polycarbonate
4700 pF polycarbonate
47 pF tantalum bead 16 V
10 pF tantalum bead 16 V
1pF tantalum bead 35 V
01 pF ceramic disc

IC RCA 4136 or Texas TL075
PCB
RWAW 479
Soldercons or 14- pin DI Lsockets
R101...., C101 ...., as R1...., Cl...., above
(second channel)
Alternative values for different bandwidths
Nominal 20 Hz to 20 kHz:
R2, R3, R8, R9 = 1k8
R4, R10, R5, R11 = 56 k0
C2, C3, C8, C9 = 0-15 pF
C4, C5, C10, Cl 1 = 0-0044 pF ( 2 x 2200 pF)
Nominal 300 Hz to 3 kHz:
R2, R3, R8, R9 = 6k8 0
R4, R10, R5, R11 = 22 k0
C2, C3, C8, C9 = 0-022 pF
C4, C5, Cl 0, Cl 1 = 0.0068 pF
5f
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RECOMMEND AND CAN DEMONSTRATE:-

Linn SONDEK LP12 from stock.
ELECTRO COMPANIET.
A&R CAMBRIDGE.
SUGDEN A48 and T48.
NYTECH, MERIDIAN, NAIM.
GRADO SIGNATURE SERIES.
MISSION. CLEARWATER

All low output moving coil cartridges require astep-up device to boost their
very weak output signal up to ausable level. Until now, such devices have
proved both expensive and lacking in any form of adjustment facilities.

LOUDSPEAKERS, CRIMSON.

The MCA1 is nearly half the price of other comparable Head Amps and
incorporates all the necessary "fine tuning" controls. In addition, the clever
circuit design permits the use of ahigher than average operating current
which results in an improved transient response and generally superior
sound quality.

We have the largest stock of direct cut supercut
and

1 Old Hall St., Wolverhampton.

Price £29.95 (Inc VAT) Type No. MCA1
Send 12p stamp for more information quoting "type No.

QED

speed master discs in the UK.

AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED
Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx. Tel: Ashford 46236

Tel. ( 0902) 771774.
Opening hours 9.30-5.30 daily
Late nights 7.30-9.30 Thurs/Fri.

TO CLAIM THESE ULTRA SPECIAL PRICES!
(›

All olfers subieri to stocks al ', me of go.ng.to pres

112 801be,g unsol,

CUT PRICE TAPES
;E

5YEAR

GUARANTEE

FREEI

1 C90

Yashirna

with every £ 1.0 yoUuFglend

Attach this advert to your order or bring it with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

e

CLEO LAINE
RECOMMENDS

/tUft IMA

blank cassette

BASF FUJI
C46

C60

Agfa Ferro Colour Agfa Super•Ferro ( SKr', Agfa Carat

-

56p
85p
£ 1.08

C90 C120
76p £ 1.14
£1.13 £ 1 . 49
£1.47

£1.59
70p E1.17
BASF LH
52p
BASF Super
88p £1.18 £ 1 . 55
BASF Ferro SUP& I 9SP £1,28 £ 1,74
£1.24 £ 2.19
BASF CO2
£ 1.03
£1 . 87
BASF FeC,
£ 1.44
85p (1.22
FUJI FL
57p
63p
FUJI FX.I
77p
97p £1.15
£1.39
FUJI FX.11
91p £ 1 . 14
Hitachi EN
58p
82p £1.18
£1.54
HdachiUD
94p £ 1.09
Hitachi UDER IUDXLII - £ 1.26 £ 1.58
Hitachi UDEX IUDXLIII E1. 26
E1. 58

Agfa Superchrome - £ 1.18

IONDON WI
PICCADILLY
STATION
(Haymarket
Entrance)

56

UFO+

Enhance your listening pleasure with these
deluxe stereo headphones. Elegantly
designed, they have luxuriously padded ear
cushions, afully adjustable headband
for exceptionally comfortable listening and
volume controls on each earpiece Every
member of the family should have aset and they make ideal presents. Normally f14.95. SPECIAL
OFFER PRICE £ 11.95. ONE SET FREE WITH 20 (
mixed)
YASHIMAIUF0
UFO I, UFO If, UCD that you pay for
lexcludIng C30's & C45'S).

tapes

When 1record something for my own
personal pleasure Ialways use Yashima
cassettes. Completely reliable - they
give crystal-clear, faithful
reproduction. The sound is really
alive! If you want the best
performance. Ican recommend (-'(
40
YASHIMA .

HITACHI

ytegleik

DE LUXE

aile SlEflE0 HEADPHONES

VIDEO

ML12à2ccuu....4.2i
Agfa PE
5
900 LP PE36
54' 1200' LP PE36
7"
lace LP PE36
5"
120a DP PE46
5f" 1800' DP PE46
7"
2400' DP PE46
5"
1800 TF PEW
5f" 2400' 'FP PE66
7'
3600' TF PE66
10} - 4200' Cine PE36
10)" 4200' NAB PE36

£ 2.08
£ 2.40
£ 3.45
£ 2.47
£ 3.45
£4.26
£ 3.58
£ 4.79
( 6.36
£ 8.97
£ 10.32

LP
LP
One
NAB
DP
DP
Cine
NAB

£ 2.90
£ 4.25
£ 9.35
£ 11.29
[ 3.55
£ 6.96
[ 10.76
£ 12.91

r 1800
7"
7'

BASF ( 4.50
2400 BASF £ 680
1800 SONS 04.74

BONUS OFFER!

If any of our prices are not already the lowest, we will
supply at 1pper tape less Man GENUINELY AVAILABLE
from any other advertiser. Limit 20 per customer.
Please quote our competitor's price when ordering.

Despatched in 7days by RECORDED
DELIVERY. Post, Pkg, Ins: 95p per order.

Mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO, ( Dept.HFN),
HIGHBURY STATION, HIGHBURY CORNER,
LONDON N5. ( Callers welcome)
LEEDS

LONDON N5

LONDON WC2

MASONS AVE.
30 COLEMAN ST

HIGHBURY STN.
HIGHBURY CORNER

LEICESTER SQUARE

*NOW OPEN

BULL RING SUBWAY

62 WELLINGTON ST

STN Ticket Hall
(Cranhourn St. Exit)
(01 - 439 9210)

NEW CROSS GATE
STATION
(01 - 6917294)

(Moor St. Station exit
-off Open Market)
(021 - 643 1766)

(off City Square)
(0532 - 444 692)

(01 - 607 0644)

C90 C120
79p 1.09

96p

1.28

1.10

1.74 -

-

-

1.64

1.25 1.98 -

1111121=11
FREEI Ask for 1set De- Luxe Stereo Headphones with
every 20 YASHIMA cassettesthat you pay fortexcluding C30' sand C45's and
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GROUP DELAYand
SQUARE WAVES

J. E. B. Jacob examines
an easily ignored
problem in tape
recording

A issue'of HFNIRR raised the matter of
LETTER published in the June 1979

tape recorder square- wave response. The
writer, Mr. J. V: Sankey, suggested that some
of the remaining audible deficiencies of
cassette recording might be attributable to
gross phase errors, and that the reason we
never see a published picture of asquarewave which has been recorded and played
back on acassette is that the shape looks
terrible. It was also suggested that delay- line
techniques might be used to provide the
necessary corrections.
Ihave not yet dared to look at a 1kHz
square- wave recorded and played back
through acassette machine, but have done so
through my Revox A700 open- spool recorder.
The result is still pretty horrible, but not, I
suspect, as bad as that obtained via acassette
deck. However, it is not necessary to resort to
the use of delay- lines and frequency splitting
and remixing, as Mr. Sankey suggested, since

standard four- terminal connectors can be
used. The following notes pursue this course,
which may be worth consideration by domestic recorder manufacturers—at least until
digital systems eventually overtake analogue.
Even though the overall frequency response
of the recorder may have been set up to be
uniform within + 1dB up to 20 kHz, waveform distortion arises because the phase- shift
is not a linear function of frequency. In order
to obtain an overall uniform frequency
response in atape recorder, it is necessary
during recording to boost the high frequencies with equalizer networks, to offset the
losses due to the finite replay head gap width
and the falling response of the tape. The
networks produce considerable additional
phase- shift at the higher frequencies which is
not counter balanced by acorresponding
reduction in phase- shift in the processes
which originally caused the response to fall.
It is perhaps easier to think of the effect in
terms of group delay', which is defined as
the differential co efficient of the phase- shift
with respect to frequency. It follows that, if
the phase- shift is a linear function of frequency, the group delay will be constant and
all frequencies will be delayed by the same
amount. The equalising networks in the tape
recorder produce increasing phase- shift as the

FIG.1

CUT-OFF
FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

frequency rises, and hence increasing group
delay, so that HF components of the signal
are delayed more than LF ones. The overall
result is of the form shown in fig. 1.
It has long been established that to make
the best use of acommunication channel of
finite bandwidth, three criteria have to be
met:
(1) Frequency response in the passband must
be uniform.
(2) Amplitude response must be linear, ie
zero harmonic and IM distortion.
(3) Signal delay with respect to frequency in
the passband must be uniform, ie phase- shift
with respect to frequency must be linear,
hence the group delay must be constant.
Our analogue tape recorder channel meets the
first two criteria reasonably well, but fails
miserably with regard to the third.

The situation can be greatly improved by
inserting at an appropriate place in the chain
an ' all pass' network which has the ability to
delay the low frequencies more than the high
When correctly proportioned, the addition of
such a phase corrector results in a much more
uniform overall group delay characteristic, as
shown in fig. 2. The only penalty is that the
signal as awhole is delayed and reaches the
listener a little later than it would without
correction. But since we are considering an
overall delay of the order of tens of microseconds, this can be discounted.
Combining previous experience with the
correction of video circuits, informed guesswork, and experimentation, Ievolved the
following corrector ( fig. 3) which has an
insertion delay at zero frequency of 60 ps, a
characteristic impedance of 833.3 ohms, and
an insertion loss of about 0.3 dB. ( Detailed
design of such acircuit is somewhat complex,
but the Editor has copies of my notes on the
subject which he will send to any interested
reader on receipt of a SAE.)
The circuit shown corrects the group delay
distortion of the Revox A700 recorder very
adequately at both 7.1 and 3! ils, the latter
shown in sketches made from atwo- channel
oscilloscope screen ( figs. 4 and 5). The
correction is rather too much at 15 i/s
because less equalization is needed to
produce a uniform response at high speeds.
At 1.5 kHz ( fig. 4), note the reduction of
initial overshoot, the single pre- shoot, and the
t

FIG.4
BEFORE
CORRECTION
DELAY

AFTER
CORRECTION
INPUT 1.5 kFlz SQUARE-WAVE, REVOX A700 31f its
TDK AUDUA LP TAPE
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WE SPECIALISE IN LONG
DISTANCE TV &. FM RECEPTION
CUSTOMERS COME FROM RECOMMENDATIONS

Presenting both
sides of aunique
cartridge
breakthrough.

Promotion offer 15% off " Margon TV aerials"
MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES UK ONLY
Specialists in Advising and supplying the man who wants to

10% off aerials.

rotate and seek long distance reception.
IMPORTANT. Quote HN 80.
For attractive highly graphic
lists and brochure send 52p
postal order.
35p refund on first purchase.
Stockists of the finest
aerials available in Britain:
Fuba TV/FM aerials (
W. Germany)
UKW FM aerials (
E. Germany)
MARGON TV aerials ( Holland)
Stolle FM aerials ( W. Germany)
Antiference TV/FM aerials (
UK) Our 25th Jubilee Year

Fabulous FUBA
UKA STEREO 8
Europe's finest
FM array.

ASTRA ( QUALITY D.I.Y) AERIALS
Backed by 25 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK
OUR 5- STAR AERIAL SERVICE
* IT SAVES HALF ANY AERIAL INSTALLATION COSTS.
* EVERY IMAGINABLE ANCILLARY AERIAL PART STOCKED.
* FREE BEFORE AND AFTER ADVICE [WHAT NOT TO DO).

The new 100 Series
paratoroidal"
from Audio-Technica
Yes, ' para toroidal'. It's an idea we've borrowed from our expensive and
highly accurate AT 24 cartridge which utilises laminated ring core and toroidal coil
technology. It produces improvements in transient response and uniformity while
reducing overall distortion levels and cutting high frequency losses.
The breakthrough comes with applying this technology to avolume
production cetridge which we've called the ' paratoroidal' 100 Series. In this
design the coils are wound directly onto acontinuous laminated core with asingle
wire, thus eliminating joints In the electrical circuit. This means reduced magnezic:
losses and hence amore effcient generating element.
Fewer turns of coil wire are needed to produce ahealthy output signal hence
impedance is lowered too.
Not that we've forgotten the important moving element.
The AT 155LC sports an advanced linear contact tip shaped from an
incredible 0.12 mm square diamond rod, nude mounted on aberyllium cantilever..
The AT 130E uses aprecision polished . 2x . 7mil BiRadial stylus nude mounted to
atapered aluminium alloy cantilever and even the budget priced AT 120E employs
a . 4x . 7mil BiRadial tip on ahollow aluminium tube. Add our unique Dual
Magnet principle which closely parallels the original record cutter head and you

* ADVICE ON RECEIVING ALTERNATIVE .TV/FM PROGRAMMES.
* ROTATING OR DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIED SYSTEMS PLANNED
(PLUS SIMPLE SCHEMATICS SUPPLIED ON REQUEST).
Our golden anodised. hard wearing, continental aerial range are really something. Both TV &
FM arrays have built in baluns. They're economical, effegtive, eye catching, atouch of class
in aplastic age.
Over 3,000 aerials stocked: all transmitters; poles; lashings; rotators; clamps; wall
brackets; amplifiers; diplexers; triplexers; belons; low- loss coax white or brown; also
super low- loss coax and 300 Ohm cable.

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

Open 9.00-5.30. Tues -Sat.

Near Gloster Pub and Garage.

Closed lunch 12.30-1. 30 pm.
No lunch close - Sots.
Closed all day Monday.

01-684 4300/5262
'14 hr. answering service.

FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

ACOMPLETELY NEW AMPLIFIER
° .CONCEPT, TRULY SUPERIOR

have avery special cartridge. The 100 Series.
Give them an audition at your Audio Technica dealer or clip the coupon for
the full story.

audio-technica
INNOVATION D PRECISION D INTEGRITY

Audio Technica Ltd Hunsiet 7rading Estate, Low Road, Leeds LS10 iBL Tel 0532 771441

STASIS
Linear state power
amplifier from THRESHOLD

rlease send me the full story on 100 Series cartridges and othel
advanced hi-fi products plus an Audio Technica dealer liSt.

INAME
IADDRESS

lii

THRESHOLD MODELS: STASIS 1
STASIS 2STASIS 3
CAS 2 (fully cascode power amplifier) •
SL 10 (direct-coupled cascodeclass A preamplifier)

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS 42 Parkside
London SW19. Tel. 01.947.5047

Angus McKenzie

S

EVERAL times recently Ihave mentioned
that the BBC are installing extra transmitters and aerials at several of their VHF transmitter sites to give greatly improved reception in
cars and on transistor portables. Now Ihave
received aparticularly interesting letter from Mr.
Flegg, from near Londonderry in Northern
Ireland, who understandably complains bitterly
that people in his area cannot receive stereo at
all. He feels it ridiculous that the BBC can spend
a considerable sum of money improving VHF
car radio reception in most parts of England,
whilst at the same time totally ignoring a large
area of Northern Ireland. Ihave also had aletter
from Mr. Lord of Harleston, Norfolk, on the same
subject, for he cannot receive stereo in his area
either.
Idiscussed the matter at length with the
BBC's head of engineering information, Mr. Pat
Leggatt, who was most co-operative. He told
me that in the case of Northern Ireland it is
intended that stereo transmissions should begin
in Mr. Flegg's area in perhaps three years time,
as far as can be estimated, and decidedly sooner
in Norfolk. Furthermore, the Aberdeen area and
Rosemarkie will be going stereo very shortly.
Iwish to take aneutral line, because Ican see
both Mr. Flegg's and Mr. Lord's point of view, as
well as understanding the official BBC policy.
Of the 15 million or so people who can use
Wrotham, a reasonable number have already
installed VHF car radios, and 'perhaps hundreds
of thousands more might contemplate purchasing one, whether mono or stereo, if reception
could be better. London is avery difficult area
for FM car reception, and many years ago the
BBC realised that their policy of siting the main
London VHF transmitters high up and as far
away as Wrothain, whilst being very good for
home installations, was very poor for car reception. In any case, since car radio ( and many
transistor portable) aerials are essentially vertical, the Wrotham horizontal signal is clearly
inappropriate. However, communications engineers will know that for given field- strengths
horizontally polarised signals can be received
rather better over hill tops than vertically polarised ones. The dilemma has, of course, been
exaggerated by the fact that it is extremely
difficult to install a horizontally polarised aerial
on acar, while one risks poking somebody's eye
out if one habitually uses atransistor portable
aerial sideways.
The BBC's case is thus that the expenditure of
areasonable amount of capital on an additional
vertically polarised transmission on VHF from
the more important English transmitters will
improve reception greatly for very many more
people per listening hour, than spending a
similar amount filling in gaps where there is a
medium to low population density. In defence
of Mr. Flegg's point of view, though, Imust also
comment that it is reasonable that every potential stereo listener in an area that is at least
reasonably populated, should have a right to
receive astereo transmission of good quality. It
is appreciated, of course, that if someone
chooses to live in a very isolated area he may
have to suffer the consequences of reduced
amenities. Unfortunately, people on both sides
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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of the argument hold very strong views, and I
know how Iwould feel if Icouldn't receive
stereo myself.
However, now that Ihave had ataste of stereo
car radio Iam delighted about the improvement
of reception quality that should occur next year.
It is only fair to add that the costs of bringing
stereo to the Londonderry area are claimed to be
very high indeed, because of the special extra
links required due to mountains.
Last month Icomplained bitterly about the
BBC's policy of adding stereo reverberation on
overseas originated programmes. Imust now
report my utter disgust at the goings-on on the
evening of the BBC Symphony Orchestra's 50th
anniversary concert from the Royal Festival Hall
on 22nd October. The BBC have installed a
stereo artificial reverberation system, known as
the EMT 240, at the RFH. This is presumably
particularly intended for multi- mike set-ups
where light music is involved, but it is also
available to any engineer working at the hall
who chooses to add a touch of reverb to the
sound if the hall is very full. However, any
addition of artificial reverberation in such circumstances is, Ifeel, rather unwise, and in any
case Icannot stand the additional twang. Ireally
must criticise most strongly the dreadful sound
quality of this broadcast.
The last work in the programme, conducted
by Rozhdestvensky, was Stravinsky's magnificent Rite of Spring. Ihave myself recorded the
same work, with Boulez conducting in the hall
with the National Youth Orchestra, and used
just two co- incidentally placed AKG C414
mikes. The hall at the time was extremely full,
but the sound Iobtained was not only good in
the opinion of friends, but several manufacturers
have particularly requested copies for special
private demonstrations. The BBC orchestra,
under its great conductor, performed magnificently, and yet the sound could only be described as bathroomy in the extreme. In various
passages, particularly towards the end of the
work, the added reverberation twanged and
twonged with an unpleasant ring that many of
my friends found very repulsive, and not one
person that Ihave asked has had agood word to
say about the sound on this broadcast. Many
experienced BBC engineers were also disappointed, so Iam writing this somewhat in anger,
in an effort to add further strength to my
argument that adding artificial reverberation is
ridiculous.
BBC policy used to be to broadcast occasions
as faithfully as possible, adding and subtracting
nothing. Perhaps when they have done this, I
may sometimes have criticised them for a too
distant mike technique, but as often as not the
engineers give us an extremely reasonable
sound quality at least, and asuperlative one at
best. May Itherefore plead that the use of metal-

Group Delay & Square Waves
improvement in symmetry. With a 5.6 kHz
square- wave ( fig. 5), due to the finite bandwidth of the machine ( approx 18 kHz) only
the fundamental frequency and third harmonic of the square- wave are transmitted, but
Í

FIG.5
BEFORE
CORRECTION

AFTER
CORRECTION

INPUT 5.8kHz SQUARE-WAVE. REVOX A700 3-% its
AUDUA LP TAPE
../

TDK

plate reverberation units should be banned on
classical music, unless there is an extremely
good reason, although Icannot envisage this
unless the broadcast is to come from an
acoustically dead 'barn'.
Despite some people's criticisms of the
Festival Hall's acoustics, my own findings are
consistently that reproduced sound recorded
there can be very remarkable indeed, as Idemonstrated recently by playing some digital tapes
at an AES meeting at the SEE. Ihope that we are
not to see the reverberation policy extended to
the glorious acoustic of the Royal Albert Hall, for
this would really be the limit.
The BBC have already carried out some
experiments in the transmission of digital signals from Pontop Pike, comparing these with
normal stereo multiplex FM. Iunderstand that in
fairly strong reception areas there was little to
choose between them, although of course the
digital transmission would be capable of awider
dynamic range than normal stereo FM. In areas
of lower signal strength, though, the BBC
found that the drop- out rate was unacceptable
in digital, caused by, for example, signalstrength variations, multipath distortions and
additions, and various forms of radio interference, including ignition.
As Inow have stereo digital equipment Iwill
be attempting some digital transmissions on
microwave at around 1296 MHz. Several licenced radio amateurs have agreed to co-operate in
the project, from which I hope to establish
whether or not microwave digital transmissions
are possibly better, or more difficult to receive,
than stereo FM of equal signal- strength. Ihope
to report later on the results if my tests are in any
way successful, but there are alot of difficulties
in the way if considerable expense is to be
avoided.

it is clear that the'corrected signal is still a
much better approximation to the original
square- wave than when uncorrected.
Does the correction make any audible
difference to the sound? As far as Iam
concerned on general music, no, but Ithink
percussion instruments and applause are
reproduced more naturally. Also, remember
that this is a high quality open- spool
machine, not acassette recorder. Phase
correction has been used in television picture
generation and transmission equipment for
years, yet to my knowledge there is but one
commercial audio tape recorder making use of
the technique, the Ampex ATR 100. This
machine is said to be the only analogue
recorder capable of reproducing aproper
square- wave, which makes me wonder again
about all those cassette recorders.•
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IFTHERE IS one truism that has emerged out of the race for better quality
I records—direct- cut, digital recording, half- speed mastering, 'special'
vinyl, etc etc—it is that the single biggest influence on the ultimate sound
quality is the choice of recording venue and microphone technique. As
obvious as this statement would appear, nevertheless we have seen a
proliferation of recordings analogous to a Rolls-Royce with square
wheels. No matter how well preserved, processed, pressed and packed, an
inadequate approach to recording the original sound will give an
inadequate record—unfortunately probably more expensive than the
norm. The outstanding Mobile Fidelity cut of Elgar's Falstaff (
see QM p
67) remains amulti- mike collage with the 'joins' more deeply visible; the
otherwise superb Telarc and Delos digital recordings are let down by their
lack of true stereo; nearly all direct- cuts, apart from those from Sheffield
Labs, were marked by a ' never use one mike if two will do' philosophy
coupled with generally inane program; and we can only hope that the
return to simple mike techniques forced on EMI by the initial paucity of
tracks available on their fixed- head digital recorder is not just a passing
phase.
As the Telarc discs show, areturn to simple miking alone is not sufficient
to guarantee stereo; what is required is atechnique reflecting amore basic
understanding of what needs to be recorded. Alan Blumlein's crossed
figure- of- eights still remains the most elegant technique, unfortunately
sometimes let down by mikes which have difficulty maintaining their
response pattern at high frequencies, thus pulling imagery to the sides;
while the Soundfield mike incorporates both ideas from the M- S technique, outlined by Tony Faulkner lastAugust, and Blumlein philosophy.
It would seem that these inherently more accurate techniques are more
widely used by the smaller companies. John Boyden and Tony Faulkner
produced some splendid crossed- pair recordings for Enigma and the latter
is now engineering on afreelance basis for Hyperion andothers; John
Shuttleworth of Meridian has long been acrossed- pair man, as has Martin
Compton at Saga; while Nimbus, based in an ex- stately home in
John Atkinson: You appear to be committed
to a naturalistic philosophy of recording.
Gerald Reynolds: We prefer to try to capture
as accurately as possible a performance that
actually took place. We have found on A/B comparison that if you play amulti- mike recording
and a natural recording of the same musical
event one after the other, it appears to take very
much longer to get to the same place in the
music in the multi- mike recording than it does in
the one which has been recorded in the more
natural way. Ithink this is because you deprive
the listener of the qualities of sound between the
notes; you're giving them all the notes in great
clarity but you're taking away what's happening
between them
JA: But many people, such as Paul Myers, say
that realism isn't enough—in astereo recording
all you have is the sound from the front, you
have none of the ambience from the rear, you
don't have any of the visual clues captured,
therefore astereo recording must be larger than
life to compensate.
GR: In acertain sense. Iagree, you do have to
make it larger than life; I
just don't agree with the
means of doing it. I'm sure that we're all familiar
with recordings where you hear amusical performance through an acoustic dimly. It may be
HI- FE NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Monmouth only afew miles from the site of Alan Blumlein's fatal aircrash,
have released a series of UHJ-encoded recordings made with the
Soundfield mike.
Nimbus was formed by three men, producer Numa Libin, engineer
Michael Reynolds, and cutting engineer Gerald Reynolds, and their
recordings have proved somewhat controversial. Mainly recorded in a
rather echoey wood- panelled ballroom in their 'mansion', the resultant
sound has been sometimes likened to that in an empty hall—while often
convincingly ' real'. the cold overlay of ( coherent) reverberation produces
to many ears what is an unsympathetic sound. The record reviewer has a
problem in giving asuitable technical rating to such a record; the more
accurate the record is, as arepresentation of the sound in Nimbus' studio,
the less he may like it.
Nevertheless, Nimbus, apparently more successful on the Continent
than in the UK—their recording of Satie's Socrate (
2104), with Hugues
Cuenod accompanied by Geoffrey Parsons, won aGran Prix Mondiale at
Montreux this year—have produced an interesting and varied catalogue,
including recordings by Vlado Perlemuter, Marta Deyanova and Youra
Guller, and acomplete direct- cut Beethoven piano sonata cycle by Welsh
pianist Bernard Roberts, paralleling his recent Wigmore Hall cycle. The
choice to do such aseries direct- cut is somewhat easier for Nimbus than it
would be for any other small company in that, unusually, they have
complete record cutting and pressing facilities ' in house'. In fact, they have
earned an excellent reputation for the cutting and pressing they have done
for companies such as Unicorn, Rediffusion and Meridian.
Last Autumn they released an unusual Beethoven box set cut, as are
many of their releases, at 45 rpm. They had recorded a Bernard Roberts
performance of the Hammendavier direct- to- disc, in parallel with aSony
PCM 1600 digital recorder and an Ampex ATR-104 analogue machine.
The QM team examines the set elsewhere in this issue ( p 69) and,
intrigued, Ivisited the Nimbus triumvirate to discuss their philosophies
and activities.

accurate but it's not successful, because it is too
much of an eavesdropping, if you like, of a
musical event. Some 78 recordings were very
successful as a transmission of a musical performance, but they were, in a certain sense,
larger than life. It's a departure from realism,
but more perhaps moving a bit closer to the
musicians than the middle of the stalls. It's a
matter of degree, but unfortunately it leads to a
vicious circle. Record producers and engineers
have domesticated their sound in order to make
it reproduce better on less good equipment.
Having adapted the sound to suit the lowest
denominator in replay equipment, the equipment manufacturers then use those gramophone records as a reference with which to
develop their products. So this vicious circle
develops. The only valid way to develop equipment for reproducing music is to compare it with
the live sound. The better manufacturers do
adopt that principle, and on their equipment the
deficiencies of recordings that don't attempt to
be natural are revealed. On less good equipment, natural recordings can come off to a
disadvantage, because the colorations get in the
way; you're not sticking the sound in the loudspeakers, you're placing it behind them, behind
the colorations.

JA: But if record critics have become used to
unnatural sounding recordings, because your
vicious circle has led to such recorded sound
becorni ng the norm, acompany such as Nimbus
runs the danger of getting adverse critical
comments.
Nun » Ulan: Ithink that if we had been steered
by such criticism, we would have gone to
conventional sound and made no progress. My
view about Nimbus' philosophy is that it allows
the performer a much freer, fuller range of
colours and dynamics and if the performer
hasn't got them, then that comes out ... We're
no better than before. We still can't manufacture
agreat performance.
GR: However, one of the characteristics of
closely miked or over- engineered sound in
classical music is that it does tend to make each
performance sound very much like another one.
You are introducing certain common factors
into the quality of the sound, and detracting
from the fact that performers have individual
qualifies of colour, of the sound they make with
the instrument or with their voice, of the way
that they make use of the room or the hall in
terms of phrasing and tempo. Idon't see that it's
arty great service to land up making all pianists
sounding practically indistinguishable.
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Michael Reynolds

Editing, too, can do much, or even more, to
destroy any sense of performance. People do
not buy a record of classical music only to be
musical wallpaper, they like to witness amusical
event, a performance!
The moment you start relying on the abilities
of editing the tape to correct every minor imperfection, then you completely destroy any
sense of performance, because the performance
of a piece of music is a continuous process,
every bar is related to the one that went before it.
If you get an artist to give two different
performances, if that artist is any good at all
those two performances are going to be totally
different. There'll be differences in tempo, in
dynamics, in phrasing, and although editing is a
fine art—you can make edits that are audibly
indetectable in terms of you can't hear the splice
go by—Ithink that the mind is aware that there
has been a discontinuity, that something has
happened. The level of tension has changed. To
believe that an artist can go into astudio with
the foreknowledge that the producer can edit,
and provide some form of continuity when the
thing is assembled from amultiplicity of takes, is
being very optimistic.
JA: The artist has the essential tension removed . . . .
NL: Ithink we are after arecorded performance.
The concert- goer experiences a total performance and Ithink the record buyer is entitled to
the same, and an artist should stand or fall by
his total concept. We have used the edit discriminately, we will not use the edit to make a
great performance. The performance has to be
there, and we can then insert aphrase or apage
to save agreat performance, we can patch up to
a limited degree. But we are finding more and
more that if the artist is conscientious he likes
going for longer and longer takes. Basically he
feels more at ease, there is more tension obviously, but the result is a performance.
JA: But the edit does work in cinema
NL: Yes, but you are talking about a visual
process, and Isuspect that visual processes are
not as refined as aural ones. Vision is aseries of
still pictures animated, whereas sound is a
continuity, and Idon't agree at all that you can
do in sound what is quite justified in film
making.
GR: With very few exceptions after all, the
process of making afilm is using that medium to
create something that doesn't otherwise have
an existence . . .
JA: Except that you can draw the analogy that
film bears the same relationship to theatre as a
record does to the original live event. Therefore,
by using all the technology and editing that is
possible, following that analogy, you produce a
different cultural event from the original in the
same way that afilmed play is different from the
original play. The nearer you try to make afilm of
the play to the original play, the less good it is as
cinema.
NL: Ah, but cinema is an art form at its highest; a
total and original art form, and its life- blood is
the edit. But we are not in the moving picture
business, we are in the business of recording
continual musical events. When Istop that
event, Idon't know whether Ican start it again,
therefore as aproducer Iam very cautious. Ican
only hope that when our artists come here, they
are prepared to unload.
If that tension we mentioned is removed,
when the artist goes into the recording studio,
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subconciously he is not ready for the performance. Every time the artist uses the edit, he is
cheating the public, but more important than
that, he is cheating at giving an impression that
the recording is amusical event—which it isn't!
It is a series of musical events, a collage of
separate events stacked together to make one.
However,that is only our opinion; Idon't think
we're wrong, Idon't think people who live by
edit are particularly right. We say quite categorically we have used the edit, but we also say
we do not abuse the edit.
GR: And there is safety in using a multiplicity
of microphones and then sitting in your mixdown suite afterwards, and mixing according to
taste. However, there is a certain integrity and
rightness, even with their faults, of recordings
where it's had to be got right at the time.
JA: Did you set up Nimbus in order to pursue
this philosophy?
NL: Well, Michael and Ihad been recording for
years on the Continent in conventional mono,
and then stereo came, and we recorded in
conventional stereo. The first sign that all was
not well was when we were recording with
some very splendid artists; when they heard the
playback, invariably they said ' Oh my God, do I
sound as bad as that?'. We were so besotted by
our black, or green boxes as they were in those
days, our so-called portative tape recorders and
all the rest, that we were knocked back. They
said ' But it sounds flat and lifeless, and where
are the dynamics because when I play
pianissimo it doesn't sound, you know, it's
softer, but there's not the quality.'
So we went and listened to them live, as it
were, and we went back to our various
lavatories or cloakrooms where we had our
machinery and our wires, and our loudspeakers
and headphones, and we said no this isn't right.
Sometimes we made better records using very
simple stereo techniques, so we carried on using
those techniques, and then we learned that
some acoustics were very much better than
others—without agood acoustic you can't get
a good recording! Listen to the magnificent
recordings that Decca made in the '50s, they are
in my opinion marvellous examples of good
sound—but what then happened is that the
record company and producer were presented
with gleaming new mixing desks with lights and
faders and limiters and compressors, and . God
knows what. It went to their heads, it was
something creative for them to twiddle with. It
happened to me when we had our first Neve
mixing desk. Ibehaved like Mr Toad, when he
heard his first motor car—poop poop! For about
nine days Ihad all the microphones out. You get
power- crazy because you can get some very
strange effects—you can do all sorts of things
with a mixing desk—and the results were so
horrendous. Michael and Gerald quite wisely
said ' Stop it'.
Ithink that aproducer should know the score,
should know the music, and should shut up
until the artist is in trouble. Then he should very
carefully suggest, for example, 'do you not think
that which is marked in 4 should be done in 27'
Then you help them obviously. But this is very
very difficult to do, because Ithink a lot of
producers are thwarted interpreters, they want
to inflict their own musical concepts on another
person, and that is very wrong. If you've got a
bad artist then the company has made a bad
choice, and the producer can do nothing about
it. Or if you've got an artist who disagrees with
you temperamentally or vice versa, if you've got a
producer who is not sympathetic to the artist's
wants, then the only positive act that producer
can do is to bow out.
JA: How have you chosen the artists who
record on Nimbus?
NL: Well, we think that we must introduce new
names, and not only new names for the sake of
new names, but interpreters who we think are
worthwhile. For example, when we recorded
Perlemuter, he hadn't recorded for 14 years. If
we hadn't had the luck to be talking to Sir
William Glock about pianists and the great
interpreters, and in passing he mentioned Youra
Geller—who we had thought was dead—we
woudn't have recorded, if you like, her testament. We flew her over from Switzerland when
Gerald Reynolds

she was 80. The reviews in England were
extremely hostile, but the reviews in Europe
were quite the reverse, and in fact Joachim
Kaiser, in avery influential German newspaper,
said without any doubt she was one of the
foremost pianists in the world. In England she
was accused of being over- sentimental and
over- pedalled. But my God, Iknow she was 80,
but that woman had considerable talent and you
knew it immediately. Our choice of artists is
peculiarly simple. We like them, and if we don't
like them, we don't record them.
Everyone was once a new name. By God,
Ashkenazy was unknown until he won acompetition, and because he won that competition it
doesn't make him better or worse than he was
before. A lot of great talent in all countries does
not get the chance to record. For example, we
are recording a young fiddle player from
America toward the end of this month call Gil
Morgenstern. Ithink he is avery good player, but
it would be very difficult for him to get onto a
major label, especially in these extraordinary
times when the record industry is capitalising on
the names it has made. I'm not knocking the star
system; Iam not knocking great artists like
Maria Callas, who is supreme; I'm not knocking
Dieskau, who has been the greatest influence
on lieder for the last quarter of acentury; I'm just
saying it's about time other voices were heard,
it's about time afirst-rate English pianist undertook the massive job of doing the Beethoven
cycle, ie, Bernard Roberts. When people ask us
why Bernard Roberts, we say because he can do
it. Idon't see any harm in producing new artists
with the knowledge that it is going to be much
more difficult to sell, but on the other hand if we
don't do this for new names, what's going to
happen to them? We can only do a little.
JA: Why did you decide on direct- to- disc for
the Beethoven cycle?
GR: Well, after various experiments it became
fairly clear that direct- cutting had superior
qualities from a technical point of view to the
other ways of getting sound onto disc, and also
it appealed to us from an artistic point of view, in
that the only way to do it is to give complete
performances. We heard Bernard Roberts work,
we formed avery high opinion of his Beethoven
playing and he had the courage and the confidence to agree to undertake it. Certainly many
far better known names would not have considered for one minute doing it direct- to- disc,
because of the risk that they would actually have
a record with mistakes on it.
NL: A risk they take every time they give a
concert. We push our artists alot, but then so did
the composer!
JA: When you are doing adirect- cut recording
of complete performances, how do you choose
between the various different performances of
the same work that you end up capturing?
NL: With great difficulty. It depends on the
acetate, it depends on the performance
GR: One gets a very good idea when the
performance is actually taking place as to
whether that is the one that takes off, as it were.
We also record the thing on tape at the same
time which gives the artist the opportunity of
hearing a playback. But it seems as though we
all of us usually agree on which is the one to go
for. Certain technical considerations come into
it, in that the lacquers one has to cut on these
days are by no means perfect . . . .
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NL:, Let's make no bones about it, the acetates
are not as good as they should be. Ithink it is a
serious disadvantage of direct- to- disc recording that the acetates can cause so much trouble.
GR: No one manufacturer consistently produces the best lacquers. It varies; they each have
their good times and their bad times, but it is not
infrequent that one opens abox of lacquers and
one has to reject 60 or 70% of them. One has to
keep those for loud music, or for something that
is not so demanding as classical music, and
particularly direct- cut classical music.
The other risk inherent in direct- cutting is that
obviously you have to rely on the cutting
engineer giving aperformance as well. He has to
follow the score, and make sure enough space,
enough ' land,' is created to accommodate the
grooves, and anticipate what is going to happen
musically. Of course, with any side of over 15
minutes or so, one nearly always does adummyrun first. The artist does a performance which
goes onto tape in case he wants to hear it, and
one does adry- run on the lathe to make sure it is
going to fit, making copious notes all over the
score. But one still has to make an informed
guess based on experience as to whether in
fact they are going to give a bigger dynamic
range when they actually come to give the
performance.
JA: So direct- to- disc is in many ways abit of a
backwater, adead-end, as far as making records
is concerned.
GR: No, Iwouldn't say that really. Obviously it
is not without its technical problems, and on the
artistic side it is not easy to find many artists who
are prepared to commit themselves. But we
don't have any reservations about the sound
quality that can be achieved with direct- cut.
Given aparticular set of cutting apparatus, if you
introduce any storage medium between the
microphone and the transfer to disc, unless the
storage medium is perfect ( and none of them
are), that is bound to introduce some degree of
deterioration, some change in the sound. This
was one of the reasons for us producing our
'Comparisons' box. The lathe and both recorders, digital and analogue, had exactly the
same studio feeds; the original sound source
was the same performance, so what differences
that do show up are due to the storage
medium—or lack of it.
NL: And the feedback to date has been extremely amusing
all the letters telling us
that digital is better.
GR: Well, so far there has been quite atendency
to blame what they think to be the faults of
analogue on digital, and have credited analogue
with what they believe to be the qualities of
digital.
JA: Does that mean that many correctly spotted
the direct- cut sides?
GR: Well yes, quite afew tend to get that right.
JA: You've been evaluating the Sony PCM
machines for a while. What is your overall
feeling on digital?
GR: Digital is very good at coping with peaks
without distortion; it is very good at low
frequencies because the frequency response is
effectively flat at the bottom end, which it
certainly isn't with analogue tape. It is obviously
very good in terms of S/N ratio: unfortunately
S/N ratio is not the whole picture, especially if
you are using more natural recording techniques. The analogue signal has to be reproduced in steps: now these steps are very close
together, but as you can get down to the bottom
of the dynamic range of the digital system,
where the reverberation is going on and harmonics and other very subtle things, the problem is that digital system either reproduces the
sound or it's not there at ail, and this does
produce an audible deterioration.
Some digital systems are not good at coping
with transients because they push the digital
circuitry to its absolute limits in terms cf speed.
Any errors that happen in digitising analogue
sound are worst on transients, this is when it
catches the system out. If it can't settle quick
enough to the value of the analogue signal for
each sample, and you're sampling a signal at
50,000 times per second or something of that
order, then, if there is asudden change in level
which occurs on the transient, this can produce
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quite agross error and can make transients both
fuzzy and harsh. It tends to give ametallic edge
to the sound.
Also with digital systems, because of the
steps on the dynamic range that you get due to
the quantisation of the sound as the level goes
down, contrary to an analogue system where
the distortion gets less at lower levels, it increases appreciably. If you feed pure tone in
and gradually reduce the level, you find with
some systems at — 30 dB the distortion is getting
quite objectionable, and at quite high level.
There are ways of reducing this; one is to
introduce an intentional error signal—which
is in fact white- noise more- or- less—which is
called 'dither'. This confuses the system over
which step it is actually looking at, and it tries to
smooth out slightly the steps between the
different levels that it records on tape. It does
seem to work, but it also produces rather a lot
of noise, so you tend to have to use preemphasis—treble boost—when you're recording and then the appropriate de- emphasis on
playback to reduce hiss to tolerable level.
The Sou ndstream system is the best of the
existing systems around, and that's currently
using 16 bits, but Ithink in general, superficially
a digital recording is extremely clear and
brilliant. But in our experience, which seems to
be borne out by some others, the longer you
listen to it the less satisfying it becomes.
JA: A number of people have commented on an
excessive sheen to violin and piano sound.
GR: Ithink that this could well be due to
the error effect on transients or to the design of
the filters that you have to use on digital—you
have to use absolutely horrendous filtering
around 20-25 kHz, at a rate of something like
100 dB/octave. These filters have to be extremely carefully designed—one doesn't know
whether sufficient research has been done on
the audible effects of these filters by themselves,
ignoring all the digital apparatus that comes up
between them. They are bound to produce some
phase anomalies, at the least.
JA: So though at the moment you are happy to
use analogue tape recorders, would you say as
electronic design gets better then digital is
going to be viable?
GR: One certainly hopes that digital will develop into a superior system, because it has
considerable advantages. Copies can be made
with no deterioration, and the storage properites
of digital recording should be better than analogue, although there haven't been any about
for long enough to be sure. Our feeling at the
moment is that it doesn't offer any significant
advantages over the best that analogue can do.
But, we expect that in time it certainly will.
JA: I understand that you've managed to
squeeze more playing time onto discs without
having to decrease the level correspondingly.
Are you sampling the preview signal more often
so that the groove pitch can be better controlled,
giving less unnecessary land?
GR: Yes, it involves far more accurate control of
the groove spacing. It has involved acomplete
re- think of how one looks at the signal going
onto the disc; that information is used to calculate what space is needed, taking advantage of
the enormous wastage of space that goes on
with conventional systems. It has been possible
to increase playing time by between 40 and
60%, and we've managed to do it in such away
that we haven't had to sacrifice level.
We were spurred on by our use of 45 rpm for
some of our records. This gives improved sound
quality, but obviously requires closer packing of
the grooves in order to get an equivalent playing
time to a normal 334 rpm record. So that was
one good reason. We were offering comparable
playing time on our earlier 45s, but Ihave to
admit that it was by the use of agreat deal of skill
and ingenuity, and art as much as science, in
order to get some of those sounds on the record!
One would prefer to have it more exact than that,
because the strain is considerable. Also, there
are quite alot of works in the classical catalogue
that cannot be accommodated comfortably on a
record unless you can increase the playing time.
With the 50 minutes or so that we can now
achieve, we can, for instance, get on one record
what would normally have to go into agatefold

sleeve, or get into agatefold sleeve what would
normally have to go into athree- record box set.
One is making considerable saving in the packaging cost, the storage space required to stock
the records, the cost of posting them, of transporting them, and it seems to us only logical, at
the same time as keeping a very close eye on
new technical developments, to try to refine the
existing technology, to get the maximum
possible performance out of it.
JA: What would you prefer, if the improved
sampling gives you a choice of an increased
playing time at 334 rpm or standard LP length
sides at 45 rpm, as in your Super Analogue
Masters?
GR: Ithink it depends very much on the work.
With the Shura Gehrmann Winterreise recording, it enabled us to get both German and
English versions onto single 334 discs. Iwould
have loved to be able to do that one at 45
because of the wide dynamic range, but because of the lengths of the works it was better to
opt for the longer playing time.
JA: Does the increase in speed give that much
of an improvement? After all, won't the increase
in dynamic range be only around 3dB.
GR: One comes across this kind of phenomenon quite often in audio, that measurements
will tell you that you're gaining just 3dB, but in
fact the subjective impression is greater than
that. It makes the job of the replay system easier,
in that it reduces tracing distortion at the pickup.
We've found that the levels of distortion you get
up to the point where mis tracking actually
takes place, are very much lower at 45 than they
are at 33. At 33 you tend to run into really quite
bad distortion before mis tracking occurs. You
are lengthening the effective wave- length in the
groove at 45 and making the curvature of the
groove at high frequencies less extreme. This all
makes the job of the stylus easier in following
that groove.
There are disadvantages. There was a radio
broadcast where one of our 45s was followed by
one of our normal recordings, but unfortunately
the speed was left at 45.
NL: It was an electrifying performance of a
Chopin study...
GR: And nobody commented on it! Going to 45
rpm is analogous to increasing the track width
on tape. We do currently most of our recordings
on an Ampex ATR100 at 30 in/s on half- inch
tape with four tracks on it. We did quite alot of
recordings, and still do some, at 15 in/s with
four track on one- inch tape. Now, the kind
of measured improvements in S/N ratio going
to that wider track is not enormous, but it's
significant. The subjective improvement is quite
considerable, because you're reducing the
graininess of the background noise, you're
scanning more magnetic particles on the tape,
which is rather like having many more bits on a
digital system, or going toa finer grain film.
NL: Ithink some of our best recordings were
made on that one- inch Studer. 30 in/s is not
ideal for the energy spectrum of alot of music—
something between 15 and 30 would probably
be ideal.
JA: Do you use Dolby- A?
GR: Well Imust admit we've produced some
very fine recordings using it—and some very
fine recordings without using it. Ithink that the
less black boxes you can go through the better.
There is a certain immediacy about recordings
done without noise reduction which Ithink gets
lost slightly once you start using it •
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SUBJECTIVE
SOUNDS

make light work of driving them; yet the sound
coarsened well before excessive volumes were
reached. And despite employing the — 10 dB
switch on the back of the preamp, it was difficult
to get fine discrimination and accurate balance
at low volume settings/levels.
These criticisms inevitably affect my confidence in the product as Ireceived it. However,
experience suggests that a preamp power
supply change can have atruly dramatic effect,
and this might modify some of my sonic criticisms. In other respects the sound was quite
respectable, with a fine perceived frequency
balance ( alittle muted in the treble), and generally good control with a feeling of ' relaxed
power' at modest levels. Accepting the rather
ordinary finish, and judging by the overall
weight and specification, the Crimson is quite
competitively priced at around £ 600, though at
this stage Iam not happy that it delivers the
goods on sound quality.
Rather more obscure and conceptually more
unusual than the Crimson is a 42 watt power
MOSFET amplifier from Isleworth. In this case
the power supplies are all in one box, while
the pre- and power circuitry are housed in quite
awide case with cooling fins on each end. The
two are connected by a single umbilical with
locking DINs, and the styling is unusual to say
the least, with gold case finish, black knobs,
handles and heatsinks. People tended to describe it as old-fashioned looking.
Facilities were again strictly basic, but with
m- c head- amp included. Rumble and scratch
filtering and tape monitoring were fitted, but
mono/stereo unfortunately omitted, while
inputs were predominately phono with some
DIN alternatives. Various fuses were easily accessible, and, unusually for an audiophile product, switching was provided for up to two sets
of speakers. Sonicalfy the PX5050 was abit of
curate's egg, though overall Ithink it has quite a
lot going for it. Dynamic range was generally
quite good ( conversely S/N ratios sounded
poorer than usual), and the sound was ' open'
and clear, with good detail and reasonable
information. However, despite these favourable
points, the bass was a little 'soft' and seemed
to become more wayward as levels were increased, the tonal balance was a little ' bright',
tending to sound aggressive in the lower treble,
and there also seemed to be aslight coloration
effect in the midband.
Once again the volume control was below
par, following alaw unto itself as far as low level
channel tracking and discrimination ( with my
ancillaries) were concerned, while respectable
rather than exceptional levels were available
without subjective distress. Though my example
does leave plenty of room for improvement to
my ears, the £ 350 design does show some
promise sonically, as well as evidence elsewhere
of smart design thinking.
Bob Carver is an American amplifier designer
whose track record must be envied by most.
Not only did he start Phase Linear and build it
into adominant force in the US ' high end' ( the
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Texpansion in the number of mass market hi-

fi products that no single journalist, researcher,
or perhaps even magazine, can keep tabs on
everything. More recently, the success of the
'new specialist' market selling what are best
described as ' audiophile' products has resulted
in proliferation here as well. Whether or not this
expansion has been agood thing Iam not sure,
as there are undoubtedly products which are
marketed under an 'esoteric' umbrella which
either lack the virtues and/or compound the
vices of the breed.
New or first products from young companies
in this field are amongst the toughest for the
journalist to assess, yet they can be amongst the
most important for the consumer, because a
company working hard to establish itself in the
market is likely to be particularly competitively
priced. The problems for the critic lie in the
unknown track record in matters of reliability
and service, and indeed the financial security of
the company ( somehow one knows that
Sony—and Quad—are going to be around tomorrow!). Finally there is the ever present worry
that criticism, whether justified or not, can do
irreparable harm to the small company.
The two products that form the kernel of this
month's column definitely fall into the ' British
esoteric' camp, and are amplifiers of unusual
configuration, offering in my judgement rather
mixed blessings.
Crimson Electrik's amplifier combination was
reviewed recently by Gordon King ( June p.
130), and the editorial department thought it
would be interesting to do afollow-up subjective assessment after some of the points raised
by GJ Khad been resolved. As I
was pondering on
what to examine this month. I had a call
reminding me that I was overdue on the
Crimsons, and mentioning that preamp power
supply changes had effected an improvement. I
requested that the latest power supply should
be sent for comparison, and promised to include
the amplifier this month. Alas the deadline has
arrived but not the power supply.
Though Iam not given to severe criticism of
external appearance ( Ihave after all grown to
appreciate the idiosyncratic and severe Naim
gear), the Crimsons do take the hair shirt image a
bit far. Their kit- manufacturer origins are painfully obvious, with sharp edges and proud screw
heads galore to catch and tug unwary flesh.
Interconnections might have been designcredited to Buitoni, one associate succinctly
describing them as obscene, so the uninitiated
will probably need some help.
Functions are mininial and functional, agood
thing in my book because it makes for very easy
use, and it was asimple matter to substitute the
Crimson for the Naim in my system once its own
wiring had been mastered. The preamp incorporates a m- c head- amp and can be well
separated from all the power supplies to avoid
hum. The sound quality, though commendably
smooth and inoffensive, was ultimately rather a
disappointment, as the dynamic range capability between instruments did not seem very
wide, and transients lacked some integrity and
'bite' leading to significant information loss.
Though the low impedance lsobariks used are
considered by some a ' difficult' load, one would
have expected these powerful heavyweights to
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Bob Carver

HE PAST FIVE years has seen such an

Phase 400 is still arguably the definitive US
muscle- amp), but having flogged the company
to Pioneer, he's grabbed the headlines twice in
quick succession under his own name. Irecently
joined representatives of Carver importer DW
Labs ( who also own Gale) in the fine dem
facilities of Nusound in Holborn ( definitely
one of London's better emporia, with a very
helpful and enthusiastic staff) in order to sample
the renowned 'sonic hologram' preamp—
unfortunately the ' magnetic' power amp, which
stateside pundits are implying will be the next
big thing and the answer to digital headroom,
had been delayed in transit.
Ithink it was JA in his 1979 Chicago report
who suggested that the ' hologram' switch on
this dauntingly complex preamp should be
labelled ' huge'. How apt! Iam not sure that it is
possible to improve much on such asuccinctly
accurate — indeed pithy — characterisation.
However, us freelancers get paid by the word.
and words are what you've paid to read, so Ishall
try to elaborate. First off, the system used aLinn
front end, Carver C4000 preamp and C500
power amp ( not the CM400 '
magic cube'), plus
Gale speakers of course. My strongest objection
to the sound was of a rather woolly, poorly
defined bass end, so early on the C500 was
exchanged for Electrocompaniet power amplification, which gave a distinct improvement.
Now an unfamiliar system and room is no
way to come to firm judgements about a
component/feature as unusual as the 'sonic
hologram'. Suffice it to say that the effects were
most remarkable, particularly in the way that
apparently 'solid' images were thrown well
forward and way outside the plane of the
speakers. My misgivings about the bass could
be extended to include the full- band integrity of
some of these images, and Iam not yet sure
whether the circuitry was making the best of the
information from the record or was in some way
enhancing it. Multi-miked recordings were
ruthlessly exposed, though the more simply
recorded Gale percussion disc gained in space
at the expense of some coherence.
Until Iget one of these devices home Idon't
feel capable of making firm judgements, because although Iwas impressed, there were also
the aforementioned misgivings. Attempting to
set aside purist prejudices and sensibilities, I
think the Carver will become the object of
desires for quite a number of enthusiasts, despite its £ 600 price tag. Capable of creating from
ordinary discs some of the extraordinary effects I
heard from the ( still- born?) JVC biphonic
processor, it can have no equal for those who
want to get unusual stereo and surround
effects—there is also complex time delay circuitry with built-in power amplifiers for adding
extra rear channels. Further features include
elaborate tone controls, 'Autocorrelator' noise
reduction and a ' Peak Unlimiter'. Though I
wonder whether one shouldn't have to take
lessons before being permitted to fly the thing, it
is clearly one of the most significant hi-fi components to have appeared recently •
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-TWENTY-ONE items this quarter, with a
goodly further batch of recordings which
were starred in the November reviews arriving
just too late for coverage here, thus promising a
larger than usual group for April's OM feature.
The usual wide range of classical material presents the perennial problem of finding a
sequence with some semblance of alogic which
isn't there, so we shall start writing from an
almost randomly assembled pile of notes and
hope for the best, commencing ( to reverse the
usual pattern) with grand opera.
No wholly satisfactory Tosca exists on record,
technically or musically. The most powerful
recording of recent years was the 1977
Philips/Davis set, upgraded to A* in July ' 77
OM for ' a sound of mindblowing impact—
hugely spacious yet brilliant and clear.. . splendid bass . . . even the very complex end of Act 1
comes out excellently balanced.' Karajan's 1963
Decca version was among the finest sounds of
the time, but now on DG 2707 121 ( September)
comes his 1980 look at the work. Leaving aside
musical aspects, we found sad shortcomings
soundwise. In general, an orchestral sound of
large capacity and impact, detailed and spacious in a natural concert perspective, and
(when played at high level) fully as stunning as
the Philips in those gutsy opening bars. But the
singers somehow seem in a separate dryer
acoustic ( Cavaradossi's Act 2 cry of ' Vittoria!
Vittoria!' falls stone- dead, as if recorded in a
cupboard), and on the whole too close, so that;
Ricciarelli seems actually to lean away from the
mike in one of her Act 3" big bits to avoid
overloading it, and in her Act 3death- leap sings
almost from stage- front, thereby seeming surrounded by incompetent soldiers mysteriously
unable to stop her.
The most unfortunate result of this soloistobsessed sound is probably the end of Act 1,
where Scarpia leans out of the speakers into
your living-room and roars out the Te Deum,
together with suddenly overprominent trumpet
and trombone almost drowning agood churchful of singers into near- inaudibility. The cannon
of this scene in Karajan's earlier set has anonetoo- distant but appropriately muffled thump;
Davis rates a splendid distant rolling concussion, just as if heard afar from within a stone
building ( as is supposed to be the case); and
here we get an 'outdoor' bang- and- echo having
the curious effect of avery quiet cannon going
off in the same room. With all its dynamic
restriction, the earlier Karajan gives afar better
picture of Puccini's difficult demands in this
scene, while the Davis remains as described
above.
Some fine effects in the new set ( offstage
singing near the start of Act 2, splendid bells) are
countered by some miscalculations—the deadness of singers' acoustic, distressingly electronic echo both in Scarpia's dungeon and
outside his window when martial drumming
approaches, the indoor sound of the 'distant'
shepherd boy. Those Act 3 bells have been
excellently balanced and blended- in, the deep
one absent from the Philips set restored here—
and indeed just after Tosca's last words in Act 1,
where Davis has two lighter bells—as previously
with Karajan. And the orchestral sound as such,
apart from the vocal perspectives/acoustics imposed on it, has asheer beauty that matches its
lovingly- crafted playing. But on the whole dis -

appointing: this could so nearly have been the
Tosca for our times, and it isn't. Our rating goes
down, despite stretches of orchestral A and
snatches of A*, to an overall A/B. And the
occasional pre- echo really is quite disturbing;
but worse on our sample were the small number
of rather bad scratches and a few patches of
ticks. With aTosca who sometimes sounds more
like Cavaradossi's mother than his lover as the
only significant weakness, Colin Davis' 1977
Philips set must remain, technically, the clear
choice.
This quarter's other opera ( if that is the word)
is Decca's splendid recording of Harrison
Birtwistle's one- act 'tragical' comedy ( or comical tragedy) Punch and Judy, highly praised by
D.H. in August ( HEAD 24/25). ' Clean, forward,
with an excellent dynamic range and accurate
stereo staging' it certainly is, although there is
some pinching at the highest modulation levels.
A pity this, since it creates a sense of unease
which Birtwistle's most ' horrific' music needs
no help with! ' Frequency response and transient
reproduction are not up to digital standards' is
a little misleading, though, since the digital
system confers no real advantages in terms of
the former, although the clarity of the latter
(transient reproduction) can make it seem that
way. Generally the recording is perhaps a little
spotlit, but it allows every strand of this complex
score to be followed to advantage. Voices, here,
are integrated with the instrumentalists, or so
it seems. The split rating reflects our overall
impressions too.
It's abig step from vocal comedy to orchestral
astrology, but at least Birtwistle and Holst are
both English! E.S. went into such great detail
in his November review of the first digitally
mastered Planets (
Chandos ABRD 1010,
SNO/Gibson), that we'd like to quote it all here,
but will avoid such a cop-out and offer our
summary. The overall impression given by this
record is of an almost hallucinatory clarity which
tended to bring all details ( and such distractions
as the odd instrumental fluff, like adisturbingly
'pinged' harpstring in'Saturn') out of the texture
of a wide and close, yet impressively deep,
sound- stage. From the start of ' Mars' onwards
one is supernaturally aware of which instruments are playing and where they are—almost a
'count the cellos' experience. Brilliantly engineered hyperclarity gives an effect of overwhelming concentration on the notes and all
else in this complex score, a transparency
beyond the ordinary. Unquestioned star for the
astonishing recording feat as such, though on
(admittedly fine) balance the 'almost- digital'
EMI/Boult (
A* in July 1979 QM) was preferred
as a sound experience, where instruments are
ranked in adepth and perspective that has them
sometimes masked by each other, somehow
more convincingly reminiscent of what ' really'
happens in a work this big. A*/A confirmed,
and the Chandos pressing was good to very
good.
Now from Holst to Vaughan Williams, arather
less forced step. ' It all sounds amazingly alive'
were C.B.'s final words in September on the
LPO/Handley version of V- W's Symphony No.
6, coupled with the composer's Prelude &
Fugue in C- minor on CFP 40334. The rating to
complement this was A/A*, with ahint that lack
of afull star might relate to some over- dominant
brass in an otherwise 'clean and wide- range'
recording based on simple techniques. We
agree about the brass, which is a little overpoweringly fierce and bright at times, while we
also felt some lack of fullness in the deep bass
and opted for a touch of LF lift during the
symphony. The Prelude & Fugue, with its
underpinning organ part, seemed satisfactory in
this respect, although the stereo balance does
seem rather biased to the right in this work.
Despite its Walthamstow venue the recording is

not particularly reverberant; indeed, although
the orchestra is well spread ( in the symphony)
and sensibly set back, the ambient setting actually seems rather small and dead. However, the
general impression is of avery fresh and clean
sound, with wide dynamics and low recorded
background—the latter spoilt in our copy by
some nasty clicks during the symphony's crucially quiet Epilogue. But overall, down to a
plain A.
Three Decca Kingsway Hall orchestral recordings ( and one choral) make an interesting comparison of pre- and post- digital techniques—
plus much else. The first digital is of Sibelius
Symphony No. 2, with Ashkenazy conducting
the Philharmonia Orchestra on SXDL 7513. This
was starred by C.B. in November for a ' bold,
clear and detailed sound picture' which we
happily confirm. It's certainly better, technically,
than the Davis/Boston version ( the last Sibelius
2seen in QM) which we noted had aslight lack
of ambient spaciousness and rather limited
dynamics. This new version is fine on both these
counts, in addition to offering a very clean
sound at even the loudest climaxes, plus an
extraordinarily quiet recorded background—
aided on our sample by an almost faultless
pressing. Sitting with eyes closed and with
Hafler speakers adding a touch of surroundsound, the sense of being present at an actual
performance was very marked. Star very definitely supported.
Sharing the same Producer as the Sibelius
(Richard Beswick), the second Kingsway Hall
issue—taped conventionally over two years
ago—features the
National
Philharmonic
Orchestra under Bonynge in Massenet's ballet
Cigale, with his Valse Très Lente as afiller ( SXL
6932). This was starred by A.K. in September,
but is rather less natural sounding than the
Sibelius, with a more contrived, brilliant- butartificial impact. This may well be appropriate
for ballet music which doesn't exactly glitter
beneath the froth of performance, and the
recording is certainly very clean and clear. The
angelic voices which join in at the ballet's end
are nicely distanced, but the peal of stereophonic thunder which signals the angels' arrival
is also rather distant, and consequently notably
un dramatic. Perhaps the redoubtable Kenneth
Wilkinson ('Wilkie'), who engineered the
Sibelius, should have been at Mr Beswick's
elbow for the Massenet. It's apleasant recording
in acertain Decca/Kingsway style, but not really
starwonhy, we feel. Down to A.
The LPO/Solti recording of Elgar's Falstaff
and Alassio (SXL 6963) was given a qualified
star rating by C.B. in October, his main criticism
being of a 'forward' presentation of the brass.
We agree with his comments on the superbly
open spaciousness of the Kingsway recording,
and wondered why Decca needed to introduce
digital techniques at all when they can produce
(or could, when 'Wilkie' was in charge, as here)
such aclean sound with conventional recorders.
Apart from the brass level, which does clash
slightly with the overall 'wide angle' perspective
adopted, there is acertain lack of weight to the
deepest bass and very smooth upper strings,
which tends to emphasize a slight brass
brightness—perhaps this is why the trumpets
sound alittle too high in level? Double- basses
and bass drum lack real impact, so, despite many
fine qualities, aqualified star it remains.
Ironically, although the countless Decca recordings engineered by 'Wilkie' are generally
very fine, one of his very best still remains the
RCA recording with Chuck Gerhardt ( QM, July
1978) conducting works by Ravel, Satié, and
Faure ( RL 25094)—"the best value- for- money
supercut disc around', as one critic put it.
Another Kingsway Hall digital release from
Decca to receive astar ( from P.T. in November)
was Bach Choir Family Carols (
SXDL 7514),
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with the choir, Philip Jones brass players, and
John Scott at the organ, all conducted by Sir
David Willcocks. Emanating from a quite different production/engineering team, this recording divides and places the choir very pleasantly in the Kingsway acoustic according to the
varying demands of 16 contrasted carols, and
on occasion provides some very solid underpinning from the organ, enhanced at times by
brass and percussion which, as P.T. noted,
'comes in with thrilling effect'. A very quiet
background permits—and receives—a rather
wider dynamic range than is normal for a
Christmas issue of this sort. Hardly a record to
play over and over again, but it certainly offers
some very fine sounds.
Coincidentally with the appearance of the
Decca Falstaff mentioned above, we obtained a
copy of the Mobile Fidelity remastered Falstaff
recording, also by the LPO but this time under
Boult. When this recording originally appeared
on HMV in 1974 ( ASD 2970), H.O. had reservations about an over- resonant acoustic and
gave astraight A rating. There is alittle veiling,
but overall the sound is rich, warm and detailed,
with the bass drum weighty if alittle indistinct.
Stan Ricker ( interviewed in November) thought
it best when cutting the Mobile Fidelity version
to spread Falstaff over two sides, with the
Sanguine Fan ballet music and the Bach Cminor Prelude and Fugue transcription occupying a short side each. Unfortunately this puts
purchase of the resultant two- disc set out of the
reach of most impecunious Brits, but the sound
has certainly been cleaned up. The less restricted HF bandwidth imparted by the halfspeed cut is certainly noticeable—cymbals in
particular have less 'tish' about the sound and
more 'tzing'—but the most immediate benefit is
the lifting of the veiling from the EMI original.
The attack on the lower strings on their Bach
fugue entries, for example, is crisp enough for
the listener to smell the rosin on the bows, and
whereas textural instruments ( piccolo, tuba) are
somewhat obscured in the ( admittedly pleasant) homogeneous EMI sound, the MF cut
makes you more aware of their presence without
any increase in their level. The bottom end, too,
is improved both in clarity and extension, the
basses and timps becoming more distinct and
the bass drum gaining power without boom.
The passage near the end of Falstaff, where the
bass drum underpins the timp figure, is less of a
'wodge', for instance.
And yet some listeners have expressed dissatisfaction with the recut version, commenting
that the clarity can become oppressive after a
while, the listener being forced to concentrate
on every musical strand every minute. It could
be that the aforementioned homogeneity of the
original EMI sound, due to more audio 'soup'
between the instrumental colours, covers up the
defects of EMI's multi- mike approach, giving
what many would regard as a more listenable
result. The Mobile Fidelity, unfortunately, is
more accurate in that it gets tone- colours nearer
to what would actually be heard in the concert
hall, but at the same time you can also see the
loins' that bit better. We look forward to the MF
Carmine Burana and Planets, but it must be said
that the quality achieved on the best conventional cuts from analogue tapes—such as the
Haitink below—is not that far behind and
doesn't carry the cost premium.
A release enthusiastically starred by A.K. in
November was thé Concertgebouw/Haitink recording of Debussy's Nocturnes and Jeux
(Philips 9500 674). We agree that the sound
quality is stunning: warm without any cloudiness, and detailed without any tendency to
exaggerated brightness. The ladies' chorus in
Sirènes, for instance, is beautifully balanced
against, or rather within, the orchestra, but is not
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obscured. A* indeed. Our only reservation concerns the average level, which is a little on the
high side. Pickups with mediocre tracking
ability might be alittle taxed by the climaxes—
that used by the BBC for their broadcasts, for
instance, was certainly distorting at the end of
Jeux.
C.B. threw a challenge to the OM team
in
his
November
review
of
the
Co ncertgebo uw/ Kondrashi n Scheherazade
(Philips 9500 681) by awarding acautious star.
The sound has much in common with the above
Debussy recording, with excellent detail, rich
warm acoustic, and agood illusion of depth. If
anything, it has a greater clarity, the wind and
brass in particular being almost over- precise in
placement. The real- life 'crackle' of the horns
and trombones, so often muted on disc, is
accurately preserved; in fact, individual tonecolours do come over particularly well. Star
confirmed—an excellent modern recording to
place alongside the classic 1957 crossed- pair
Beecham ( SXLP 30253) which still has the
edge for realism, tape limitations and all.
Another Philips issue, the ASM/Marriner box
of late Mozart symphonies ( 6769 043) was
given asplit ( A*/A) rating by K.D. in October,
his qualification reflecting the fact that two of
the symphonies, K550 and K385, date from
1971, whereas the rest are all 1979/80 vintage.
Maybe the earlier recordings are slightly more
dim or the later ones are alittle more bright ( and
less natural), so the qualified star probably best
represents a fair overall rating; although the
sound is superb, the imagery of the strings is
occasionally slightly anomalous on the more
recent discs. The first violins and cellos seem
sometimes to be alittle too much concentrated
to the far left and right respectively, and there is a
slight pulling away from the centre. A very small
quibble with an otherwise excellent set.
In September the third Telarc recording of the
Cleveland Symphonic Winds under Frederick
Fennell ( DG 10050) was awarded a recording
star by A.K. Their second release, Macho
Marches (10043), was rather disappointing for
sound quality, being somewhat muddy with the
excessive use of bass drum becoming tiring.
This disc, however, of works by Grainger,
Vaughan Williams and Arnaud has a superb
clarity, with instrumental tone- colours beautifully preserved by the Soundstream digital recorder. Producer and engineer are Robert
Woods and Jack Renner, as usual, and their
mike technique is still three spaced omnis, this
time fed straight into the digital recorder input
with just the necessary gain stage and no
transformers. However, any imagery anomalies
can easily be forgiven because of the excellent
seductive 'cleanliness'
of
the
sound.
Interestingly, Stan Ricker—who previously cut
Telarc releases—is credited as 'Technical
Consultant', but the mastering was performed
by Bruce Leeh of the IAM mastering Centre. Star
confirmed.
C.E. offered no comment on sound quality in
his August review of Clérambault's Orphée and
Médée cantatas ( DG Archiv 2533 442), but
simply allotted an A*, with which we agree.
Rachel Yakar's splendid soprano voice is centrally placed ( always agood thing if one wants
minimum distortion), with flute/violin to the left
and harpsichord/gamba to the right, and a
pleasant sense of space around and behind the
performers. Not an ' impressive' recording in the
superficial sense, but remarkably clean and
clear—and with splendidly silent surfaces on
our QM copy.
Another solo female voice with even smaller
accompanying forces appeared on a record of
Brahms Lieder ( Philips 9500 785, also August)
which prompted J.F. to grant a double star.
Mezzo Jessye Norman was the singer, with

piano accompaniment from Geoffrey Parsons,
who was joined by violist Ulrich von Wrochem
in two of the 12 songs. J.F. noted that the
recording was 'absolutely clean even at the
very considerable climaxes', which is true, although it edges rather closely towards what
would be the upper limits of tracking/tracing for
some pickups during the last item on Side 1.
Generally, voice and piano seem to be just alittle
right and left of centre respectively, with a
pleasantly appropriate ambient setting which
places them modestly back from the speakers.
When the viola joins in ( towards the right) a
change of microphones ( or mixing?) seems to
push the voice to dead- centre and takes away a
little of the ambience which so favours the
singer. But this is very subtle point about which
it is difficult to be sure, while the recital as a
whole is indeed excellent. Star confirmed.
Rather more voices in our next item—and very
much more music, since it occupies eight LP
sides: Le Chansonnier Cordiforme on L'Oiseau Lyre D 186 D4. Starred by R.B. in October, this
important collection of late medieval songs
(compiled c. 1470) features The Consort of
Musicke directed by Anthony Rooley, wherein
five singers ( soprano, contralto, countertenor,
tenor, bass) and six instrumentalists ( flute, lute,
bass lute, harp, two fiddles) perform 43 songs in
various combinations. R. B. mentioned the 'fairly
uniform dynamic levels' which ease recording
problems, although we feel that the correct
technical response to such material should not
be to record everything up to the usual peak
ceiling—especially when voices dominate—as
this is inevitably asking for trouble at the inner
grooves. A few decibels less modulation here
would have eased threatening stresses at the
ends of some sides. As noted in the review, the
soloists, who are generally well placed across
the sound- stage, tend to dominate without
overshadowing the accompaniment; but although the sound has acertain 'mellow' quality
akin to a depressed treble effect, we cannot
agree that this is in any obvious way due to a
'warm resonance'. Indeed, as far as we could tell
there is almost no ambience ( resonance?) at all.
Each item starts up without warning from
'dead', and one is hard-pressed to hear any
reverberation when the music stops. In fact it's
all very bland and makes for adegree of boredom in music which really ought to be presented
with more sonic imagination if it is to interest a
modern gramophonic audience. A great disappointment, so down to B.
October brought two highly praised violin
and piano recordings from Philips. Ingrid
Haebler and Henryk Szeryng provide compelling accounts of the ten Beethoven piano and
violin sonatas on 6769 011 ( 5 LPs), and P.T.
commented on the ' presence and clarity' and
'near- perfect balance' in his review. We felt
initially that the sound was alittle too close, but
concluded that it was more an effect of the
miking arrangement which seems to place the
piano in a marginally more resonant acoustic
than the violin. The sounds are very well integrated but discernibly disrete, and it
wouldn't sound quite like that in the flesh. This
is being unduly pedantic, however, for apart
from that the balances are splendid, the imaging
coherent and the detail crystal-clear. Pressings
are impeccable and easily tracked—which is
high praise for this combination of instruments.
Split rating confirmed.
In contrast, Arthur Grumiaux and Gergy
Sebeek's single disc of the Franck and Grieg
violin sonatas ( 9500 568) seems rather hollow,
an effect which tends to accentuate a similar
quality in Grumiaux's tone. It is indeed ' lifelike,
well-balanced and easy to reproduce' as A.K.
observed, though the violin sound is more
forward here than on the Beethoven set.
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devised by Maurice Taggart
CLUES ACROSS
7 ( and 9) Wow gets nil somehow with popular singing group ( 7-3)
8
Greek God returning in Oriana' performance ( 3)
9 ( See 7)
10
(
See 11)
11
(
and 10) Art grins or becomes apop idol somehow ( 5-5)
12
Or that end of ahorn seen by the diaphragm ( 6)
14
Dance revealed in hyperbole Robert indulged in ( 6)
15
Is it the noise produced by this medieval wind instrument? ( 6)
17
Go late, though otherwise smooth and flowing ( 6)
21
An audio unit featured in epitaph on famous inventor ( 1-4)
22 ( and 25) '
Father of the Year' presented in agroovy TV programme? ( 3-2-3-4)
23 ( and 18 down) Male parent unions, involved in 22 & 25? ( 3-6)
24
Big record producer comes back in time ( 1-1-1)
25 ( See 22)

A £ 5 record token will be awarded for each of the first five correct
solutions picked frori those which arrive by January 14th.

CLUES DOWN
1 Equipment control gear ends up with some discomfort ( 6)
2
16-17th century Italian composer makes acomeback in musical tableau choir enacted ( 6)
3
Audio unit with kingly connections ( 5)
4 A poem after detention, we hear, for thermionic amplifying device ( 1-7)
5
Ijoin nonet arrangement to vocalise unmusically ( 6)
6
Musically truncated in the electron conductor ( 6)
13
Acoustically dead, though achic one otherwise ( 8)
15
Mature about the backward disc, producing unwanted oscillation ( 6)
16
Bach's common working environment ( 6)
18 ( See 23 across)
19
Too much Italian, this pop rot arrangement ( 6)
20
Brief missive for amusical symbol ( 1-4)

•

NOVEMBER'S WINNERS: G. Cooper, Galen House, Ann Street, Stonehaven,

Kincardineshire, AB3 2DA; H. C. W. lronside, 54 Cadogan Place, London, SW1X 9RT;
I. R. Loudon, 18 Bell Place, Edinburgh, EH3 5HT; V. M. Owen, 2 Mandeville Close,
Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 2BD; S A J. Smardon, 38 Caper Road, Lawrence Weston,
Bristol, BS11 ORE

Generally we feel that the balance fares better,
while the acoustic is a little less effective. The
split rating is again confirmed, though, with just
aslight re- arranging of preferences.
Next, two solo harpsichord discs starred for
sound quality by R.B. in September. Both are
analogue recordings, but one is aconventional
33-1 and the other a 45 rpm disc. Gustav
Leonhardt's marvellously compelling Couperin
recital is given one of Deutsche Harmonia
iti1undi's effortlessly right- sounding recordings
on 065-99 871, with a nicely live acoustic and
just about perfect distancing of the image.
R.B.'s comment 'the rich harpsichord sound is
transferred with absolute naturalness' sums it up
very well, and the superb Electrola pressing
copes well with the rich- in- transients nature of
the instrument—there is no hint of strain. A*
certainly.
The
other
harpsichord
issue,
Gilbert
Rowland's Soler Sonatas Vol. 2, is one of the
more successful Nimbus recordings ( Nimbus
2128). A ' Super Analogue Master' 45 rpm disc,
cut to allow 33- type side lengths, it allows a
large dynamic range with an exceptionally high
average modulation level to be traced without
distress. The image here is very close indeed, so
that one hears every detail, including ( unfortunately) Rowland's elaborate foot manoeuvres
as though within six feet of the instrument.
Probably because of this, the familiar somewhat
cavernous Nimbus acoustic is less contentious
than usual. ( It's such abare- sounding room that
one feels embarrassed at being the only member
of the audience; but at least one then feels too
polite to cough or leave the room before he's
done!) Though stereo- compatible, the recording was made using the Ambisonic UHJ format.
Suitable playback equipment would no doubt
add to the realism, but we feel that the star is
well deserved for the results in ordinary stereo.
Also from Nimbus, and released last Autumn,
was their interesting ' Comparisons' box set. A
performance of Beethoven's Hammerklavier
sonata by Bernard Roberts was recorded simultaneously on aSony PCM 1600/U-matic digital
combination, at 30 i/s on an Ampex ATR 104 (4
track on kin. tape) analogue recorder with
Dolby- A, and cut direct- to- disc on aNeumann
lathe, with a Neumann stereo valve cutting
amplifier driving an SX74 cutter head.
Microphone used was the Calrec Soundfield: all
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four outputs were recorded on the Ampex, and
later decoded into stereo for the subsequent cut,
but the digital recorder and lathe were fed with
an already decoded signal. Nimbus' Gerald
Reynolds took care to cut all three recordings in
as near an identical fashion as possible—the
result is three 45 rpm recordings of the same
event, differing only in the way it found its way
onto disc. Unluckily for the listener, the three
versions are not identified, so the set becomes
an ideal way to air either one's own or one's
friends' prejudices on the virtues of analogue vs
digital, digital vs direct- cut etc. ( Puzzled purchasers can write to Nimbus for identification
and clarification.)
Various members of the OM team spent some
time listening to the set, A/ B- i
ng between discs,
and a consensus sonic fingerprint emerged of
each version, although the differences, it must
be admitted, were mostly minor. Guesses, of
course, were made as to the identity of the
'fingerprints', and it is with some embarrassment
that we confess that we were as off- the- mark as
the listeners mentioned by Gerald Reynolds on
p. 63. It would be giving the game away to say
which record sides were which, so we'll label
each version's fingerprint with its true identity.
One version had noticeably more extreme HF
than the other two but, more important, listeners
consistently felt that the piano was both set
further back in the rather cold Nimbus acoustic
and that the ambience was more coherent than
in the other two versions. Overall, the piano
sound was extremely clean, with a powerful,
extended bottom end. Opinions were divided as
to whether this was the direct- cut or the digital,
but amajority felt that the ' brightness' had been
•added by the digital process, muttering the
while about ' ringing filters'. Unfortunately, this
was the direct- cut version!
Of the remaining two versions, one
approached the direct- cut closely as far as bass
solidity, apparent piano depth, and overall
cleanliness
were
concerned.
The
main
differences lay in the slightly less coherent
ambience and a slightly warmer treble. The
general feeling was that this, too, might again be
either the digital or the direct- cut, but those who
thought the previous ' bright' version was the
digital concluded that this was the 'more
correct' direct- cut. As the previous version
turned out to be the direct- cut, then this must be

the digital— in fact, it was the analogue
recording!
Which must mean, of course, that the third
version was the digital; as opinion had been
unanimous that this had been the analogue, we
were somewhat taken aback. Compared with
the other two, the piano image was noticeably
more forward within adryer acoustic, the midrange seemed both a little veiled and more
'clangy', and the bass was weightier but less
precise; all evidence, we were convinced, for it
being the analogue mastered version.
It was initially felt that this was the most
'seductive' of the three, but on extended listening all listeners remarked upon afeeling of strain
without being able to put their fingers on the
reasons why—remember that all the comments
were made blind and independently. ( The
direct- cut version proved to be the most listenable over the full sonata, despite its rather
brighter sound.)
In general, we have been utterly convinced by
digital, but this series of listening tests has given
food for thought. What inevitable errors can the
digital process be introducing to explain the
small but definite differences heard? As mentioned, the piano on the digitally mastered
version appeared more forward. It has long been
known that asmall amount of added distortion
can make something appear ' louder' than it
really is—could the high levels of 'quantising'
distortion added to signals at very low levels by
the PCM processor be causing this effect? Or
was it that as details of the recorded reverberation represent avery small change in the signal
level ( possibly of the order of the difference
between two qtiantising levels) the rate of dieaway was increased, shortening the apparent
reverberation tine and thus bringing forward
the piano image? Or could in fact this difference
be spurious, due to inevitable cutting differences; out more important, could the longterm dissatisfaction with the digitally- derived
sound be due to the theoretically inaudible lowlevel distortion plus an inaccurate rendering of
transients? All the evidence reaching our ears,
hitherto. has been very strongly in favour of the
fact that, as a process, PCM has developed
sufficiently, but perhaps that is not quite yet the
case. We await further comments •
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When you live with aGarrard record player you soon take for granted its
impeccable sound reproduction and its trouble-free reliability.
But the sheer style of anew Garrard deck is something you'll never overlook.
There's awhole range of Garrard decks, and one of them is just right for you.
So why not add alittle extra style to your music?
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The DOUBLE BASS
on RECORD
David Prakel surveys recordings
featuring the ' orchestral elephant'
Italy's own Italia label has served its
countryman Bottesini well with his three
Grande Duetto for two basses appearing on
two records coupled with the Grande Duo
for clarinet and bass and the Elogie in D.
Bassists on these well recorded and pressed
records are Luigi Milani and Enzo Ferraris ('
and 6)

drawing .
Alphonse Leduc,
Paris

—1—HE DOUBLE BASS
has too long had an
image of being a lethargic,
dull- toned instrument best
used for harmonic underpinning or, worse still, as aspecial
effects machine. In 1706 Marin
Marais used
the bass in his Alcyone merely to produce
storm effects, while Michel Corrette, writing
later in the same century, considered that the
bass could be used ' for tempests, noises from
the underworld and for invocations'. SaintSaëns' use of the bass to depict elephants in
his Carnival of the Animals (
while the cello
got the swan), and Berlioz's remark that the
bass resembled an elephant at play, have
done nothing to dispel this popular image.
Since its introduction in the early 17th
century three men have championed the
instrument as composer/performers:
Domenico Dragonetti playing in the early
1800s. Giovanni Bottesini in the latter half of
the same century, and Serge Koussevitsky
from the end of the 19th century up to his
last solo performances in 1929, long before
his death in 1951. Bottesini is certainly the
best represented composer for the bass on
record, his Grande Duo Concertante for
double bass, violin and orchestra being
available in three modern recordings.
Bottesini toured as avirtuoso with his
instrument, his fabulous technique impressing
an American public deeply, so deeply in fact
that a New York jeweller struck agold and
silver tie pin depicting the couple—composer
and bass. Bottesir • was deeply involved in
Italian opera, indeec he conducted the
first performance of Verdi's Afda, and it
is from operatic roots that the Grande Duo
springs.
The work unashamedly plays to the gallery.
Originally scored for two double basses,
Bottesini's later revisions enabled him to play
the work with Wieniawski the Polish violin
virtuoso. The bass sings lustily and lyrically in
this little opera for two soloists, the violin a
soprano heroine, the bass her baritone suitor,
while acontrived false ending has the
audienee on its feet applauding before they
realise all is not over and the Grande Duo
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races away again.
Franceso Petracchi's
performance with Ruggiero Ricci
(violin) and the RPO under Bellugi
hovers deliciously on the brink of vulgarity
and camps up Bottesini's bel canto writing.
Sadly this Unicorn release' ) is no longer
available, leaving the choice between Lucio
Buccarella's sober technical perfection on
Philips with IMusici and Luciano Vicari
(
violin)>2> or Jean-Marc Rollez with Gerard
Jarry ( violin) and the Radio France CO under
Andre Girard ( .Buccarella is given asuperb
recording of convincing weight and perspectives, but the piece now appears as a
fourth side filler in IMusici's Rossini String
Sonata box set. ( Melodiya have one recording of the work of unknown provenance on
C10-10665.)
Rollez's recording couples the Grande Duo
with the only recording of Bottesini's more
substantial Concerto and the delightful
Tarantella, played, here with astring orchestra
accompaniment. This sparkling Tarantelle
appears in the repertoire of the Austrian bass
virtuoso Ludwig Streicher in the version for
piano and bass. Streicher's performance
emphasises the legato writing with subtle
portamento and relish for every harmonic;
Rollez treats us to a roller coaster ride with
faster tempi and superb control in the staccato triplet passages.
Streicher's performance of the Tarentelle
appears on a Bottesini recital disc for
Telefunken (4) which contains the soulful song
of the double bass, the Melodie in e. (
It may
be that Sondheim's character Heinrich, the
cello- playing son in A Little Night Music,
knows this piece when he says of his own
improvisations in the lower register of his
cello, ' It isn't gloomy—it's profound'.) This
Telefunken recital is one of the most important records currently available and it is to
be hoped that Decca will keep the record in
the UK after the reorganisation of their
importing activities. A double bass disc in
Telefunken's Virtuoso Chamber music series
(6.42051 AP) didn't make it into the country
before the altered distribution arrangements of
that label and to date no details are to hand.

•

In contrast to Bottesini, Dragonetti is very
badly represented in the record catalogue
with one recording only, to my knowledge, of
the concerto, very infrequently available on
the FSM Carus label (FSM 43 109 Carus
c/w Vanhal Concerto in E). The Concerto in
A is performed by Thomas Lom as part of
FSM's projected Study Series on the Double
Bass, aseries of records promising works by
Josef Haydn, Hoffmeister, Hindemith and
Henze as part of their planned publication of
all chamber and concerto repertoire for the
double bass of record.
Dragonetti played as afriend of Beethoven,
and this must have influenced Beethoven's
writing for the basses in the trio section of
the Scherzo of the 5th Symphony and ttie
double bass recitative in the 9th; Beethoven
was perhaps the first major composer to free
the bass from its Fafneresque role, chained in
the depth of the orchestra pit. Dragonetti
used Beethoven's cello sonatas as material for
his concert tours of England.
Koussevitsky, too, is badly represented in
the catalogues, with only one recording of his
1902 concerto on the Composers Recordings
Inc ( CRI) label played by Gary Karr with the
Oslo Philharmonic under Antonini ( >. Oddly,
the authorship of this concerto has recently
become amatter of dispute, with Reinhold
Gliere being held responsible for the thin
inspiration and repetitious orchestral score;
Koussevitsky's widow has confirmed her
husband's sole authorship of the solo
passages. Koussevitsky's other compositions
were restricted to pieces for his own performance as apass virtuoso, though he, like
many other bass players, freely adapted works
for the cello to extend the bass repertoire.
Saint-Saëns' A minor Cello Concerto was a
favourite, along with Schubert's Arpeggione
Sonata, though to date no one has improved
on the Syrian virtuoso Francois Rabbath's
performance of aVivaldi Violin Concerto in
the written tessitura!
Those interested in Gliere's own music for
the bass, coupled with three popular
Koussevitsky pieces and the Schubert
Arpeggione Sonata, can find them on an
American recital disc by Lawrence Wolfe on
the Titanic label (").Bass repertoire seems only
to attract the smaller recording outfits and
much of the important work is available only
by chance through record importers. An
alternative reading of the Arpeggione Sonata
is available on the Swiss Pelca label (PSR
40619) performed by Yoan Goilav, an
Armenian player who appears to be making a
cycle of records of double bass music for this
label with 'The virtuoso double bass' and
'Music for double bass' already released,
though catalogues and importers are not
forthcoming as to their numbers or availability. Goilav's ' Romantic double bass' record
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on which the Schubert appears has good
performances of Bottesini's Me/odie and
Tarante/le coupled with the ' Fantasie' on
Bellini's La Sonnambula.
This latter piece has just appeared on an
excellent French release on the Arion label,
imported by Conifer, in an important recital
including Bottesini's ' Fantasies' on Lucia di
Lammermoor, Puritani and La Sonnambula
and yet another recording of the Me/odie (9) .
A very welcome addition from French bassist
Jean-Marc Rollez.
The bass has undergone a long evolution
from the beginning of the 17th century when
Praetorius described its replacing the sixstring bass viol, itself now used in the jazz
repertoire by Eberhard Weber and others. The
principal bass of the Czech Philharmonic,
Frantisek Posta, is bringing about a revival of
the six- string violone in Czechoslovakia and
recordings may be available on domestic
Supraphon. Capuzzi's Violone Concerto was
recorded with double bass by Buccarella and
IMusici for inclusion in their 'Treasures of the
Baroque' box set and was later released on a
Universo disc entitled ' Master Concertos of
the Italian Baroque' (
6580 028) which is now
deleted and eagerly sought by collectors.
The bass' string complement has changed
throughout the instrument's 400 year life;
Berlioz in the mid 19th century described in
his ' Grande Traite d'instrumentation et d'
orchestration modernes' the benefits of
mixing both three- and four- string basses,
tuned in fifths and fourths respectively, to
produce 'acrossing of open strings, most
favourable to the sonority'. Today's six- foothigh instrument with four strings and a low
'C string attachment' or fifth string, as used in
the late- Romantic orchestra, is not necessarily
-the form chosen by the virtuoso, who may
prefer the smaller earlier instruments which
'speak' quicker but have less extension than
the low C of the orchestral bass ( which is
fully one octave below the cellos). Players ,
choose between the broader ribbon of the
French bow, offering awide variety of
articulation though aduller tone, and
Simandl's rationalisation of Dragonetti's wide
frog bow, which requires less pressure and
gives agreater ringing clarity and rich overtone structure.
Koussevitsky used avery early bass, one of
three known to have been made by the
Cremonese violin maker Nicolo Amati. Gary
Karr tells how he played on this Amati for
Koussevitsky's widow who immediately gave
him the instrument ( at which point in his
story he turns, kisses his bass and says ' Now
it's mine—all miner). Gale Records recorded
Karr for their Maximum Fidelity series after his
1978 Wigmore Hall concert, but the tapes
were never cut and their present whereabouts
is uncertain. Their release would be an
important addition with performances of the
Eccles Sonata and pieces by Telemann, Bloch
and Bottesini by amajor virtuoso, and stateof-the-art sound quality. Though Karr's
biographical programme notes mention over a
dozen major recordings for RCA, Columbia
and DG, his supreme virtuosity can really only
be sampled in the UK on his DG recording of
the Henze Concerto ('° ).Invigorating modernity but not awork that bears constant
repetition.
Golden Crest Records have produced one
recital disc of works by Alec Wilder written
for Karr, including suites for bass and piano,
bass and guitar, and asonata for bass and
piano ( Golden Crest Recital Series RE 7031).
These works are definitely part of the ever72

growing crossover repertoire and are in many
ways more likely to appeal to the jazz bass
enthusiast than the classical follower.
Francois Rabbath is another of today's
stunning virtuosi who draw on many musical
streams. Rabbath, one time accompanist to
Michel Legrand, Aznavour and Jacques Brel,
successfully fuses many musical idioms in
short compositions for his own performance,
'Papa Georges', his wailing bass song for the
dead father of aclose friend, being accompanied by Indian tabla.
QCA/Redmark Records have produced two
albums of Rabbath's music, one recorded live
at the Palais des Sports in Paris and containing three transcriptions of pieces by J. S.
Bach (" ).The Sarabande from the 1st Suite
for solo cello has a melting loveliness in this
version for bass and is coupled with the
Adagio from the G major organ Toccata and
the Gigue from the 1st Suite. Rabbath's other
album (12) is more ashowcase for his virtuosity, with multitrack layering of up to five
bass parts. Purists may wince, but his technique is astonishing. Both Rabbath recitals
are brought in by GEM Promotions of 50
Dartmouth Park Road, NW5, who are also
importing a recital disc by David Walter,
though whether it is GEM's intention to
import more records of works for the bass I
don't know as my enquiries have gone
unanswered. Iheard recently that Rabbath
has recorded two further LPs in the States
containing performances of the Bach 1st cello
suite in G and pieces by Vivaldi', which must
include his remarkable performance of the Op.
3 No. 9 Violin Concerto at pitch!
the Walter recital (' contains important
works new to the recorded repertoire by
Higuet, written for Edouard Nanny ( as in
Nanny's cadenza to the Dragonetti Concerto
and Nanny's bass primer) and by the Czech
bassist Adolf Misek. The Higuet Fantasie,
written as acompetition piece for the Paris
Conservatoire Concours, is littered with traps
for the bassist, and shows most of the tricks
of the trade while retaining musical interest
with both dynamic and mood contrasts and,
as David Walter himself puts it, 'good tunes'.
Misek's ' Sonata' is full of Eastern European
promise and is more a Duo sonata for bass
and 'piano.
Side 1 of this important recital disc
contains Johann Matthias Sperger's Sonata
No 1. Sperger wrote in the last half of the
18th century. Not merely a profilic composer,
he seems to have been compositionally
almost incontinent, writing nearly thirty
concertos, five sonatas, cassations, trios and
duos for the bass in abundance. The same
sonata appears in aform for viola and bass
on an FSM record (FSM 53 009) of sonatas
for viola and double bass, containing another
sonata by Sperger, No. 3 D major, and a
piece by Dittersdorf. The FSM recording is
dim and distant and represents one extreme
of recording quality where the Walter recital
represents the other.
When Gary Karr introduces his instrument
to the audience, he explains that for performer and audience alike the bass is avery
physical, and often frightening, instrument
with the power to shake you across aconcert
hall. Few chamber recorded recitals for bass
convey the real physical presence of the
instrument, but the QCA/Series Seven Walter
recital is one, and the Telefunken Streicher
Bottesini disc another. Similarly, in the
concerto repertoire the correct balance has to
be struck, because if the bass is too closely
miked, cutting engineers, fearful of short sides
3)

Sketch by Picasso.
Arion, Paris 1975

and untrackable modulations, will remove
much of the power of the fundamentals with
equalisation. Conversely, the bass' clarity of
tone is nothing to do with its volume and the
instrument can be lost, particularly in legato
passages, if left to fend microphonically for
itself. The balance of clarity, power and
perspective is rarely obtained, though the EMI
recital disc discussed next, produced and
balanced by the two Christophers ( Bishop
and Parker), is as near ideal as Ihave heard.
The Dittersdorf Sinfonía Concertante has
given engineers agood few goes at getting it
right, having been recorded four times in
recent years. Karl Diners von Dittersdorf
appears to be Bottesini's twin star in a binary
group around which the record companies
seem to be set in endless orbit. Dittersdorf
was Kapellmeister for the Bishop of
Grosswardein in Hungary when he wrote the
Sinfonía Concertante for Franz Anton
Pichelberger, the bass player in the court
orchestra. EMI recorded the work with
Rodney Slatford, Stephen Shingles ( viola)
and the ASM/Marriner in 1976 (14 ', coupling
it with Franz Keyper's Romance and Rondo,
Michael Haydn's Divertimento for viola, cello
and double bass and Rossini's Duet for cello
and bass. Though claimed as afirst recording,
the Rossini had in fact been recorded the year
before by Vox and teleased on their
Turnabout label through Decca in the UK (15)
though Slatford's performance and recording
outshine the Turnabout disc in every way.
Turnabout provide the second best choice
in the Sinfonía Concertante, usefully coupling
it with Dittersdorf's Emajor Concerto for bass
and orchestra (16) .George Hortnagel plays
well enough, though the Wurttemberg
Chamber Orchestra is hesitant in its accompaniment'under Jorg Faerber, and the
recorded balance favours the soloists unduly.
Collectors may like to know that the
American Vox pressing (
TV 34005) of this
release has a brighter, cleaner sound with
improved dynamics but at the expense of
sadly noisy pressings, though at its cheap
import price it is worth picking up.
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The very best performances of both
Dittersdorf works come from Ludwig
Streicher on the very difficult to obtain
Amadeo label from Austria (
AVRS 5064).
Steicher's previous release for the label,
'Musical rarities for the double bass' (
AVRS
5061), became aminor best seller with wide
air play across Europe and enthusiastic critical
acclaim. Amadeo was handled for ashort
while in the UK by CRD before their liquidation ( CRD the importers not CRD the record
label) but hopefully the label will become
available again.
Streicher's Dittersdorf recording gives us
one intriguing coupling, a Mozart oddity, the
Aria ' Per Questa bella mano' for bass voice
and double bass obligato. This too was
written for Pichelberger and is sung here by
Walter Berry. Ludwig Streicher*s fourth
album, his second for Telefunken, couples
two bass concertos written exactly 200 years
apart ('' ).1773 brings us the Vanhal Concerto
in D major, while Erich Urbanner contributes
his 1973 Concerto for bass and chamber
orchestra which is dedicated to Streicher.
Vanhal's work is arococo piece, much in line
with early Haydn or Mozart, and Urbanner's
sleeve notes decribe how the technical
difficulties increase up to the final
cadenza. This was supplied by Heinz Karl
Gruber and Streicher and replaces the original
cadenza by Sperger which is to be found in
the version recorded in Emajor by Thomas
Lom for the FSM Study Series. Such is the
state of much of the bass repertoire.
Urbanner describes his own concertos as
'giving the soloist the opportunity for free
melody development' to produce acolourful
and inventive contemporary work for the bass
that balances and satisfies both emotional
and virtuoso elements of the concerto.
Lars- Erik Larson's contribution to the bass
repertoire couples a bass solo of demanding
virtuosity with astring orchestra accompaniment suitable for talented and enthusiastic
amateurs. The only recording of his
Concertino for bass and orchestra offers a
rather boxy sound, but with good perspectives by Luigi Ossoinak and the Filharmonins
Kammarensemble on the Swedish Society
label". Mastering and pressing are by
Teldec.
This leaves only two major compositions
for bass on record to discuss, both available
on 'The Contemporary Composer in the USA'
series from Vox Turnabout. Gunther Schuller
writes for the intriguing forces of aàrting bass
quartet (' . This work when composed in
1947 was declared unplayable by a bass
teacher/virtuoso mercifully unnamed by
Schuller. Later revisions lead to afirst performance in 1960. Schuller sees his piece as
an attempt to add 'a non- compromising,
serious piece to the bass repertory' and the
work consciously avoids similarities to those
'genre and character pieces that have
weighted ( sic) down the bass repertory for
decades'. In three movements, the work is
based on the final sounds heard in the fourth
movement of Schoenberg's Five Orchestral
Pieces op. 16. The basses are returned for the
second and third movements to get away
from the double- stopping of fourths and fifths
so characteristic of bass writing; Schuller
points out an eight- part chord in harmonics
that would not otherwise be possible.
Paul Chiara's Concerto for double bass,
entitled ' Grass 12°) ,is, unlike the Schuller,
only available on record in the Americanpressed import version. Buell Neidlinger, once
principal bass with the LA Chamber
Orchestra, takes the solo part with Neville
Marriner conducting the LSO. Chiara de9)
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scribes the work as a 'sort of orchestral
requiem', but personally Iwould have
thought 'funeral music for the bass concerto'
more apt. Chiara scatters personal nostalgia
and sentiment thickly throughout an episodic
score of classical, jazz and, quote, 'funky rock'
elements.
The instrument finally gets top billing over
the performer on Frantisek Posta's recital disc
for Supraphon (2 1).There are no major additions to the recorded repertoire here and
much of the music is slight. Worthy of special
mention are the arrangements of Kreisler's
Leibesleid by Posta himself and of Tedesco's
Plaisir d'amour by Nanny, and the Sonata for
viola and bass by Giovanni Battista Borghi.
The playing is ever competent, though the
power and extension of the instrument are
rarely called upon; the recording is disappointingly thick.
It remains to appeal to record producers
and label managers alike to avoid those
'genre and character' pieces and to chart an

even course between the excesses of the
'Bass is Beautiful' Propaganda Ministry high
jinks and endless repetitions of Dittersdorf pot
boilers.
Gary Karr's staggering playing is unavailable to the UK record buying public,
though interest in Rabbath seems to be
picking up ( more particularly in the States
where he has recently recorded his own
concerto). There is much good material not
yet available on vinyl, notable omissions
being the Eccles and Butterworth Sonatas
pioneered on the South Bank by Karr's pupil,
Bronwen Naish; and surely some of the 200
concertos listed by Rodney Slatford are worth
recording?
Bass need not be aminority interest; any
rock producer hearing Rabbath's L'Odysee
d'eau would be convinced of its potential as
a hit single. Iwould be amused, and not
altogether surprised, to hear of some record
label promoting a ' Man with the Golden
Bass' for the eighties! •

DISCOGRAPHY
1 BOTTESI NI,
concertante
2 As above

Giovanni

Grande

duo

3 As above plus: Concerto o Tarantelle
4 BOTTESINI, Giovanni Tarantelle ó
Melodie D Allegretto capricioso Ó Elegie
Capriccio di Bravura D Introduction and
Gavotte d Grande allegro di concerto.
BOTTESINI, Giovanni 1st and 3rd
Grande duetto
Grande
6 BOTTESINI, Giovanni 2nd
duetto b Grande duo for clarinet, double
bass and piano ID Elegie
7 KOUSSEVITSKY, Serge
Concerto
(1902)
8 Lawrence Wolfe Recital of works by
Gliere, Koussevitsky and Schubert
9 BOTTESI NI,
Giovanni
Reverie
b
Fantasies on Lucia di Lammermoor, I
Puritani and La Sonnambula b Melodie b
Introduction and Variations on Carnaval de
Venise
10 HENZE, Hans Werner Concerto
11 Francois Rabbath Live in Paris Recital
of works by JS Bach and own compositions
12 Francois Rabbath Multi Bass Recital
of own compositions
13 David Walter in Recital Sperger: Sonata
No 1 in D 0 Higuet: Fantasie
Misek: Sonata No 1 in A
14 Music for Double Bass Dittersdorf:
Sinfonia concertante b Haydn ( Michael):
Divertimento for viola, cello and double
bass b Keyper: Romance and Rondo Ó
Rossini: Duet for cello and double bass
15 ROSSINI, Gioacchino Duet for cello and
double bass
16 DITTERSDORF, Karl Ditters von
Concerto b Sinfonia concertante
17 Double Bass Concertos 1773/1973
Vanhal: Concerto in DO Urbanner: Concerto
for double bass and chamber orchestra
18 LARSSON, Lars- Erik Concertino for
double bass
19 SCHULLER, Gunther Quartet for double
basses
20 CHIARA, Paul Grass ( Concerto)

21 The Grancino Bass of Frantisek Posta
Recital of works by Borghi, Tedesco, Fryba,
Bottesini, Koussevitsky, Czerny, Kuchynka,
Hipman, Mastalir and Kreisler

PetracchilRicci ( violin)IRPOIBellugi
c/w Paganini
Unicorn RHS 304 (nia)
BuccarellalVicari ( violin)IMusici
c/w Rossini
Philips 6747 038 ( I
MS)
RollezlJarry ( violin)/Radio France
COIGirard
ARION 38277 (Conifer)

StreicherlShetler
(piano)
Telefunken 6.42230 AS
Milani/Ferraris

Italia ITL 70022 (Parnote)

Milani/Ferraris/Mariani (
clarinet)/ •
Lini (piano) Italia ITL 70037 (Parnote)
Kan/Oslo P0/Anton/ni c/w
Piston and Cowell
CRI SD 248(78)
Titanic TI- 23

RollezIde Buchy
(piano)
Arion ARN 38538 ( Conifer)
KarrIECOIHenze
DG 139 456 (( MS)
C1CA/Redmark Records RM 3117 (
GEM)
C1CA/Redmark Records RM 394 (
GEM)
C1CA/Series Seven Records
SS 383 (
GEM)

SlatfordIShingles ( viola)/Heath (
cello)/
ASMIMarriner
EMI ASD 3264
PoppelMallach (
cello) c/w Rolla and
Paganini
Turnabout TV34606S
HortnagellLemmen (
viola)/Wurttemburg
COlFaerber
Turnabout TV34005S
Streicher/Innsbruck
CO/Urbanner Telefunken 6.42045 AW
OssoinakIFilharmonins
Kammerensemble c/w Roman
Swedish Society SLT 33187
HollingsworthISpohrICarrolll
Craver
Turnabout TV34412S
NeidlingerILSOIMarriner
Vox Turnabout GTV-S 34572
or TV34572
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WHICH HIGH BIAS TAPE
STANDS UP TO AGENRAD
REAL-TIME ANALYSER?
The Gen Rad 1995 Real-Time Analyser is
among today's state-of-the-art devices for
accurately measuring and displaying audio
signals. That's why we used it to show that
MEMOREX HIGH BIAS is today's state-ofthe-art high bias cassette tape.

j1M1111111111.111111111111111
GertRact 1995

When tested at standard recording levels
against other high bias tapes, none had
aflatter frequency response than
MEMOREX HIGH BIAS.
And, the signal/noise ratio of MEMOREX
HIGH BIAS proved to be unsurpassed at
the critical high end.
Proof you can't buy ahigh bias cassette
that gives you truer reproduction. And isn't
that what you buy a - '
high bias tape for? .„
Is it live, or is it

MEMOREX
n

NakaMidii 582 DJscrete Head Cassette Deck

«el H0M,
Ph00 03

The GenRad 1995 Integrating Real- Time
Analyser measured signals from a •
Nakamichi 582 cassette deck. Input
signal source was "pink noise"at OdB
(200 nanowebers- standard record
level).
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HAPPENED
to
Tilson
Thomas?
Little more than a year ago the
question might have carried some
justification. Suddenly, though, his
name seems to be everywhere
again. Tucked away for acouple of
years as Musical Director of the
Buffalo Philharmonic, he courageously took stock of his meteoric rise
to success, seizing the opportunity
to do some thorough musical soulsearching
unharried
by
international engagements. ' I initially
sprang on the scene, made a number of recordings and put my stamp
on a few works which Iknew extremely well and, almost in an intuitive, unquestioning manner, had
a strong interpretative position on.
The effect of this was that orchestras sensed it, the record buying
public sensed it and it all seemed to
work very well. But then it was a
matter of saying—OK, now where
can Igo for a period of years in
which to fill in agreat deal of other
repertoire? Ido believe, you see, that
there are certain works that, because of your temperament and the
way you've been trained and many
other things, are very easy for you to
do, and then there are certain other
areas that take rather longer.
'When I first sprang on to
the scene agreat deal of what Idid
was associated with French and
Russian music because Idid have
these instincts— I come from a
Russian family for astart. Then, of
course, the whole area of finding a
new way became more and more
interesting to me. Ido think it's the
inevitable task of the young generation to completely re-create what is
traditional. When Iwas 18 and very
kind of plastic musically, my protest,
in asense, was playing agreat deal
of contemporary music—taking a
very severe, uncompromising view
of certain interpretative questions;
perhaps relegating certain composers to a lesser status because I
felt that their music was a kind of
symbol of complacency. I'd say it
took me almost 28 years of my life to
become reconciled to the C- major
scale and to be able to accept that
diatonic music could be OK and was
not akind of conspiracy which was
supposed to make me think that
everything turns out very nicely in
the end, thank you very much! Over
the last years I've been concentrating on the whole Germanic repertoire: Beethoven, Schumann,
Wagner, Mahler—and connected
with my studies of all these composers has been agreat deal of work
on their contemporaries, particularly Alban Berg. In this day and age
Ithink there's agreat deal of music
of the 18th and 19th centuries
where it's difficult to arrive comfortably at an original approach. It
does take time, and that is what
I've been working on during this
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period—very hard.'
Thomas, justifiably, doesn't play
games with false modesty now that
this extensive period of exploration,
discovery and re- discovery, has
brought him back on to the international scene. He is, quite simply,
amazed at the size of the repertoire
he now commands and is relieved to
find himself better equipped, now,
to make efficient use of the everdiminishing rehearsal time for guest
conductors. So far last year he'd
travelled well in excess of 40,000
miles. Engagements over the next
21- years take in most of the major,
and a few of the less familiar, ensembles of the world ( concerts with
the orchestras of Santa Cecilia,
Rome and Maggio Musicale, for
example) and right now the 'guest
conducting'
syndrome
is
still
enough of a novelty for it not to
become oppressive. He's looking at
the period very much as ameans of
re- encountering ( and, in some
cases, encountering—the Berlin
Phil for instance) many of the great
orchestras he's worked with in the
past, so that he can arrive at decisions as to where he is most likely
to return on amore regular basis. A
whole clutch of happy relationships
have been salvaged in this way.
When we met he was midway
through a series of recording sessions in London: Tchaikovsky's
Second and Fourth Suites with the
Philharmonia and Beethoven's Fifth
and Seventh symphonies for his
series with the ECO. Reaction to
the first issue in that series, the
'Pastoral', had been unanimously
enthusiastic, not least most critics
felt that here was one performance
which had texturally and interpretatively re- appraised the music
without slipping into the academic
approach that has sometimes appeared under the guise of authenticity. 'With Beethoven Ibegan by
performing alot of works that were
unknown or very seldom performed
because I wanted to develop a
sense of the style, an understanding
of the way he uses musical material,
how the cadences feel, what the
role of fermatas are—all these large
issues that exist in his music. But I
wanted to be able to develop that
without falling into the pattern of
having heard awork done by some
other conductor and finding myself
repeating certain things. Little by
little, from the less familiar to the
better known works, Ideveloped a
sense of style, form and proportion,
so that by the time Icame to these
familiar works there was already a
great deal operating there within me
that had come directly out of my
own experiences and study. If you
do the works, as Ichose to do, with
a smaller orchestra, you can hear
very definitely how the balances of
the piece are supposed to sound—
how the orchestration functions as
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part of the formal plan. One has
always read in the past as to how
powerful the winds sounded in
Beethoven's day. Well, so much of
his revolutionary treatment of them
is lost behind astring section that is
too large. The only solution, of
course, if you're using a large orchestra, is to double the wind too—
indeed this is asolution that Imyself
have used and will use again. But
the wonderful thing about doing
the symphonies with a small orchestra, in ahall appropriate, is that
you then have asense of sound and
balance which will automatically
affect your concept of the piece
when you do it with a larger orchestra. The hard thing about those
symphonies is always having to
look at them as though you've never
heard them before. People tend to
say, " How does such and such a
Beethoven symphony go?" and so
often if you compare the way that
someone is remembering it and the
way it actually is when you look at it,
you find constant differences because there are so many subtle
things going on in these pieces.'
The conversation now moved
into awhole area of specifics which
would take considerably more
space than Ihave available here to
reproduce.
An
enormous
enthusiasm comes through Thomas'
calm, gracious, almost meditative
exterior when there's a detail or
discovery to convey. Icommented
upon the crackling effect of the
divided violins in the ' Peasant's
Merrymaking' of the ' Pastoral' and
he in turn talked at length about that
passage in the coda of the Seventh
which he now refers to as akind of
'shoot -out' between the first and

second violins and violas. 'Why
does there seem to be a tradition
for diminuendo at this point?
Beethoven's
instructions
are
sempre piu forte throughout and if
you divide the violins, as Ialways
do, you feel much more strongly this
kind of ongoing battle before they
finally do manage to get to the
dominant and the whole orchestra
explodes back in.'
A few minutes later we'd
switched to the Fifth and he went
on to tell me of the day he discovered, during his studies, why it
was that people make an unconscious accent in the four- bar
phrase of the second subject ( first
movement) if you ask them to sing
it. Answer: because it is, in fact,
broken by the bass line pulling it
back into the structure of the movement with an interjection of the
opening theme's rhythm.
To return to the indirect source of
many such revelations, the Buffalo
Phil is rare among American orchestras in that it is largely Staterun. As such it can, rather in the
same way as the BBC Symphony,
afford to support a heavy quota of
contemporary and neglected repertoire. It gave Thomas the perfect
platform to exploit his devotion to
the music of Charles Ives, Carl
Ruggles ( whose complete orchestral music, conducted by Thomas,
CBS is released this month---see
reviews) and Alban Berg ( whom we
touched upon earlier). In both the
former cases Ifound myself wanting
simply to listen, because this is an
area in which we are still comparatively starved in this country, and
of which Tilson Thomas is a very
te page 79
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You know as well as we do that the
cartridge which could be described as perfect
in all respects, has still to be invented.
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transformer.
2 Do not require an
expensive pre- amp.

3 Have user- replaceable stylü— a
SATIN world-wide first.
4 Have excellent tracking under 2
grammes.

Yet when "Gramophone" magazine
tested the M- 18E cartridge late in ' 77, their
reviewer described it as " unique", and said,
" . . this is as nearly perfect acartridge as I
have tested".

5 Weigh only around 9grammes.
6 Have virtually zero susceptibility to
pick-up hum.

Fifteen months later he tested our
M- 117G cartridge which retails for less than
half the price of the M- 18E.

7 Have almost complete indifference to
input impedance matching.

Referring to the test report he said,
"These are excellent results by any
standards".

9 Are now available with matching
magnesium headshell.

8 Start at around £50.

No other moving coil cartridge range
can give you all these advantages.

Satin cartridges are built around our
unique application of the moving coil
principle.
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MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

Please rush me full details of the unique SATIN cartridge range and list of stocKists.
Name

OSAWA
Exclusive Distributor for U.K. and Ireland

To: J. Osawa & Co. ( U.K.) Ltd., 10 Forge Court, Reading Road, Yateley, Camberley, Surrey, GU17 7RX
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OU HAVE TO look twice at the

Robert Cohen's biographical notes,
because if you don't you might well
pass it by as simply a comprehensive list of potential cello repertoire.
In fact he plays every one of the 18
concertos and 32 recital pieces
listed—the bulk of the entire cello
repertoire—and he's only just now
turned 21.
To gain some idea of the background behind this meteoric development you need look no further
than his home. Both Robert's
parents—violinist Raymond Cohen
and pianist Anthya Rael—have
been professional musicians all their
working lives, and on an averagely
hectic day the house will buzz nonstop with the sounds of teaching
and practice. It has been that way all
his life and it still continues—the
more so now that the three of them
are involved collectively under the
banner of the Cohen Trio.
As the story goes, Robert was
three when he asked for his first
cello. Even then he didn't take too
kindly to the suggestion that he
should 'stop being silly and run
along and play' or, for that matter,
take to the toy trumpet he was
offered as a substitute. There was
never any pressure put upon him to
become amusician and for that he's
clearly grateful. Obviously it was
difficult to avoid acertain degree of
influence in achildhood constantly
surrounded by music, but his parents were always very careful to .
ensure that any musical activity that
he did eventually take to, regardless
of his talent or aptitude, would
never be on their account only. The
commitment had to come from
him.
Robert actually finds it difficult to
pinpoint exactly when his career
'officially' began, as it were. When
you've been giving public performances since you were eight ( his
performing debut playing the SaintSaes concerto—followed, when
he was 12, by his Festival Hall debut
with the Boccherini concerto), the
moment of transition is more difficult to establish. There were the
early competition successes ( most
notably the coveted Suggia Prize,
awarded to potential soloists under
21, which he won when he was
eight); the obligatory Wigmore Hall
recitals; and, later, ahost of engagements all over England ( the Aldeburgh, Harrogate and Brighton
Festivals among them), and Europe
(Holland, Germany and Rumania);
but perhaps the event which most
influenced the rate at which he
moved towards turning points
where we now join him, came in
1978 when he won the ' Young
Concert Artists International Auditions' prize in New York. Significantly, this opened doors in the
USA and in turn, of course, brought
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

with it the kind of prestigious exposure atalented artist might otherwise wait years to receive, if at all. In
the same summer he was invited to
participate in the Tanglewood
Festival as recipient of an English
Speaking Union fellowship and his
performance there earned him the
Gregor Piatigorski Prize ( not conferred on any artist since 1972). A
spectacularly successful New York
recital followed in April 1979 and
plans were immediately laid for biyearly tours throughout the USA.
That—briefly— is a breathless resumè of his career to date. Add to it
now the release of his first gramophone record—the Elgar Concerto
with Norman del Mar and the LPO,
on CFP ( see reviews)—two CRD
releases on the way ( the Dvorak
Piano Trios with his parents, and the
Franck and Grieg sonatas with
Roger Vignoles), a major London
concerto debut with Riccardo Muti
next season, and a Thames TV
profile in the making, and it's clear
that something special is brewing.
It isn't difficult to imagine why. I
heard Robert play for the first time
the night before we met and one of
the most engaging features of his
work, it struck me, and something
which ties in so well with his open,
forthright personality, was the uninhibited spontaneity of his playing:
an unpretentious response to the
music, where expressive character
took priority over fussy technical
precision. It's fascinating, of course,
to compare another very young
player—Jaqueline du Pré ( with
whom Robert has taken master
classes)—who also came to the
Elgar at asimilar age, and with this
same blend of youthful freshness
and un preconditioned ideas.
We talked a little about the Elgar
sessions before getting side-tracked
on to a mutual eulogy about the
work itself. Interestingly enough,
Robert had found, of late, agreater
acceptance of the piece in the
USA—something that was much
more of aproblem acouple of years
ago. Why was Elgar branded with
this image of tight-lipped English
reserve when so much of his music
positively smoulders with passion?
Robert s'uggested that the answer
might lie in the fact that Elgar's
emotional forceseemstogrow out of
the confines of avery English, very
controlled structural order, and he
suspected that many foreigners find
this difficult to grasp at first. He was
convinced, too, that it was this very
structural perfection in the cello
concerto which made it well-nigh
impossible for the soloist to overindulge his performance and still
remain true to the score. 'When I
play it, I'm ready to give all Ihave
emotionally—but it doesn't come
out in the same way as it does with
some pieces, because of the restrictions that the music puts on its
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Robert Cohen
emotions—the way it's built. You
cannot overdo a simple passage
that isn't ready to be pushed,
emotionally, until the right moment,
and that's why it's so clever. It really
doesn't allow you to force indulgence. You grow with its fantastic
shape. It leads you.:
The schedule for the sessions was
extremely tight, but fortunately he
and del Mar saw pretty well eye- toeye over the general conception and
the finished performance is basically the product of just two complete takes, the second principally
to cover the first. Robert actually
finds that pressure works to his
advantage, creating an atmosphere
closer to the tensions of a live performance than a more leisurely
schedule. He's generally in favour,
in fact, of what is now a growing
trend towards live performances on
record, and seeing him in action one
can appreciate how crucial this
whole question of audience communication is to the level of his
performance. ' Performing brings
your peak of concentration, but
somehow you have to trust in what
you've done before on a technical
level so that the extra energy can go
into creating more of everything
else—a heightened level of communication. The moment I really
wait for is the moment Iget out
there on the platform—that's the
moment when I've got to give
everything and it's so exciting for
me that I'm really not interested in
keeping it just for myself.
Of the many players he has studied with and listened to over the
years it almost goes without saying

that those who have made the
greatest impression on him, and
with whom he has identified stylistically, are those who have consistently brought extra dimensions
of individuality to their performances. Understandably, he was
a little reluctant to select names,
but
he
mentioned
du
Prè,
Rostropovitch and perhaps, above
all, Emmanuel Feurmann (" His
sound, particularly in the upper
registers of the instrument, had all
the qualities of a violin plus the
qualities of a cello.') 'All so
obviously great personalities, and
not just personalities but personalities
through
the
music—one
doesn't get bored for one split
second; there's always something
going on, something new to listen
to— I love their work. Obviously
there are things I disagree with,
otherwise I would play just like
them which Iwouldn't want to do.'
Cultivating his own style is something he already appears to have
gone a long way towards. Even
now, there's an assurance about his
musical assessments that is very
convincing. For example, we shifted
our conversation to the Schumann
concerto ( the work with which he'll
be making his London concerto
debut with Muti) and he produced
useful pointers as to why the piece
invariably seems to make so negative an impression. ' Ithink it's underrated. It's really not played often
enough. It's an intensely emotional
piece of music but a very difficult
piece to put over because it's an
intimate sort of emotion—almost
introverted in its way. You have to
77
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continued

eloquent advocate.
He is one of the Directors of the
Charles Ives Society, which has as
its mission the desire to create
proper material based on Ives' original versions. Having conversed recently with one conductor who was
convinced that fascination with
Ives' music was based purely on a
level of interest roughly equivalent
to the untrained dog doing clever
tricks, it was arelief to come face to
face with an American who shared
my enthusiasm for the man's
visionary language. ' I think he's
still one of the most underrated
composers—partly, Ithink, because
there have been very few performances or recordings of his works
which really were clear and gave
you asense of what he had actually
written. Part of this is because the
material was very poorly copied—
full of errors and so on. Some of the
ways in which Ives was popularised
were also somewhat to his detriment. The fact that he used popular
tunes somehow made it easier for
his music to go down with the
public. People weren't too concerned about the emergence of a
new American musical hero as long
as they were hearing an occasional
recognisable
musical
snippet.
Indeed Ithink many people's concept of what an Ives piece is, is that
it's a kind of jumble of discordant
noise, and every once in a while
from this mass there emerges alittle
fanfare or something which bears
some similarity to something you
may have heard before. This is so far
from being what his music is all
about because when, in fact, the
free dissonant lines of his music are
properly shaped and phrased they
are
extremely
beautiful.
And
elegant—just the pitches themselves, the way they work, are extraordinary; and the way in which
these familiar little bits fit, is part of
an idea he'd always had of progressing from the specific or commonplace to the universal, so that it's a
kind of stream of consciousness
process that he's after. It's very
similar to the writing of Walt

Whitman in that the most universal,
philosophical abstract kinds of
things are under discussion and
suddenly an image like " The clipper
ship comes round the cape with all
its sails flapping" appears. The
power of such transient images—
and they appear from day-to-day in
the real world— is timeless and
eternal. Not all of Ives' pieces are
equally great, to be sure— he wrote
too much in too short aperiod— but
the pieces that are great demand a
lifetime of study which will keep
revealing more and more.'
The contrast to Carl Ruggles
couldn't be greater, not least when
one stops to look at their comparative volume of output. His complete
orchestral music can, and has, been
accommodated with ease on three
records. Many readers are likely to
be familiar with at least one work,
Sun Treader, from one of Thomas'
early Boston Symphony records.
It's a fairly characteristic opus: ' He
adopted a method of working that
was highly self-critical. He was
constantly changing, revising and
developing these pieces so that in
the course of his 94 years he only
completed twelve works—all first
class pieces, though. He had akind
of non- doctrinaire serial system
which wasn't built upon . twelve
tones at all— it wasn't based upon
complicated rules at all, other than a
general rule which said " well, Ilike
to go through nine notes or so
before Irepeat one"! So there is this
expanded chromatic sense to the
language but at the same time there
are very bold gestures throughout.
His
great
idols
were
Bach,
Beethoven and Wagner and Ithink
that is very evident in the music; this
enormous concern with counterpoint, the beauty of all the lines,
their kind of chromatic resolution.
And at the same time an obsession
with a very powerful formal structure that he got from Beethoven;
and then from Wagner this tremendous chromaticism and also the
vast orchestral forces which tend to
rely on swirling string passage work
and large proclamatory passages for
the brass. It's been some years since

Irecorded these works, but in the
meantime Icontinued to study and
play them. Some I'm completely
happy with and others I've livedthrough much more since. This is
always the way, but somehow it
makes me happy. It's wonderful
when music is difficult to clarify and
work out, but then you realise that
once the difficulties are solved an
immensly expressive and original
language is revealed. Ifeel that very
much about working on Berg's
music, which is acentral part of my
life. As Ilive longer Ikeep seeing
more in the music.'
He
has
now
studied
and
performed all Alban Berg's music—
absolutely everything. Opportunities for performances are, of
course, relatively scarce still, and
tend to centre around the extraordinary Violin Concerto and the titanically Mahlerian Three Orchestral
Pieces. The two operas, of course,
have been endlessly rewarding for
him as well. Last year he followed
the Boulez/Chéreau Paris première
of the three- act version of Lulu (
to
my mind one of the great opera
productions of the last decade
at the very least) with the American
première in Santa Fé directed.by our
own Colin Graham. Clearly he was
completely at one with what
Graham achieved theatrically with
the piece, particularly at points
where he felt strongly that Chéreau
had strayed seriously from Berg and
Wedekind's specific textural instructions. Imust say that Idiffered
with him over one or two of these
objections, though once again this
digression is too lengthy to reproduce here. It's gratifying, however,
not to say arelief, that amusician of
Tilson Thomas' patent theatrical
awareness should be intending to
devote more time now to opera.
He'll be returning to the New York
City Opera for Janacek's Cunning
Little Vixen in the coming season;
various plans are afoot in Europe.
In other areas, the time he gave
himself in. Buffalo means he now
has more time to spread his nets into
less familiar waters. His allegiance
to contemporary music is for ever on

the move. He plans to continue his
association with the music of Oliver
Knussen ( he gave the première of
Knussen's Third Symphony at last
year's Proms) and lately he's been
looking at scores by Peter Maxwell
Davies,
Robin
Holloway
and
Jonathan Lloyd among others.
Looking ahead still further, the
various Stravinsky Festivals around
the world in 1982 are going to keep
him very busy indeed. ' Iwas trained
by one of Stravinsky's main musical
associates in Los Angeles and had
the good fortune to play concerts
with the maestro himself. Ifelt then
particularly able to put the strong
rhythmic sense that Ihave as an
American into service with his
music. You know, one thing struck
me as fascinating about Stravinsky.
Of all the concerts and recording
sessions that Iplayed with him—
even in the music of the last
period— he never once counted
anything to the orchestra. He would
just beat the patterns, and as he beat
them he would either sing or emit a
series of grunts or hisses-- it was all
very organic. And Ithink that's a
major part of performing the music
well, even the later music. There has
to be avery strong swing or pulse or
sense of body movement. I'm convinced that is at the root of everything he wrote.'
I referred earlier to Thomas'
calm, meditative quality. His leisure
activities slip effortlessly into this
general impression. He's a compulsive reader and thinks he could
quite easily turn into acompulsive
art collector if time permitted.
Primitive and oriental art ( Zen
paintings, American Indian Art)
dominate this sphere.. Then there's
cooking, which he regards not only
as immensly creative but an ' intensly
therapeutic
experience'.
Adventurous improvisation seems
to be the order of the day there.
He was disappointed that Peter
Shaffer's Amadeus wasn't playing
while he was in town. ' Shaffer takes
risks
Ilike that about him.'
Somehow that seemed to bring us
round full- circle to something approaching his own philosophy •

be very subtle in performing it to
ensure that the introvertedness
doesn't just include yourself! It's
complicated, too. It appears to go
on and on in akind of circle when in
fact it's always changing and developing— rather like the Schubert
Arpeggione. Now that's awork that
appears so simple in its way that noone ever knows just how difficult it
is. Everything is so terribly exposed.'
The Muti audition was quite an
ordeal. Having been summoned to
play for the maestro, he faced what
must be a common dilemma for
young musicians on occasions of
this importance: whether or not to
make any concessions to your distinguished audience. ' It was very
frightening. Ididn't know Muti's
work well, so obviously Icouldn't
tell what it was he was going to like
or dislike about my playing—which
was just as well. It's no good think-

ing "Oh yes, Iknow what he'll like— Basically, it seems, he decided to
I'll do it like that" because you can sieze his opportunities for learning
only play as you play, to remain true before the pressures began to set in,
to yourself. At the same time there's so that it would be possible to return
always that temptation. Anyway, I to different works at regular interplayed to him. He sat there in his vals with something fresh to add.
very cool way— Iwas watching him He obviously thrives on variety
most of the time—and afterwards he and Ihad ajob tying him down to
was terribly impressed and all that works that he specifically favoured.
sort of thing and asked if I'd had a 'Whatever I'm playing at the time is
major London debut. And Isaid, the piece that I'm involved with
well, not really— not on this kind of at that moment—even when I'm
scale, and he said " Fine. What aware of its limitations.' He did
would you like to play?" Well, I express a special affection for the
mean, you know, Inearly jumped Tchaikovsky Rococo
Variations
through the roof!'
and anything of Bach: ' I admire
Schumann is, of course, one of every split note of it—Iwas going
Muti's great personal passions to say that Ifind it unbelievable,
which is principally why the con- but it isn't unbelievable— it's so
certo became their first choice. Iwas brilliant that it is believable'. Of
curious how Robert viewed what the very few noticeable absences
some might think of as his prema- from his repertoire Ipicked out the
ture arrival at so relatively complete Britten Cello Symphony and the
acommand of the cello repertoire. second Shostakovich concerto. The

Shostakovich he hasn't looked at
yet, but the Britten is on the way.
I wondered if the inevitable
childhood lapses in discipline still
posed problems now that there were
so many other diversions around
to tempt him. Apparently not. His
instincts as to how much work he
needs to do and when are now
stronger than ever. Nor are there
doubts any more as to the reality of
his commitment: ' Iget a niggling
feeling when I'm away from the
cello for too long—on holiday, say
—and that's when Iknow Ineed to
play. It isn't just conscience but
something very special for me: a
great physical sensation. Ishould
say it's avery sexy instrument'. And
Ishould say that those few remarks
give some indication of exactly
what it is that lies behind the magnetism of Robert Cohen's playing •
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If everything were perfect...
Tilt, nothing to do with pinball
wizardry, has agreat deal to do with
programme balance.
The recording or broadcast engineer
attempts to capture the ambience of the
studio or concert hall but what the
listener perceives is the aggregate of this
and the reverberation characteristics of
his listening room.
If all listening rooms were equal the
engineer could make due allowance, but
since some listening rooms are more
equal than others, the engineer has to
assume some arbitrary norm, and the
chances are that further correction and
compensation will give improved results.
Thus areverberant recording
reproduced in a 'live' listening room will
sound overbright and adry recording
reproduced in an overdamped or 'dead'
room will sound dull and bass heavy
The tilt control on the Quad 44
cannot alter the reverberation
characteristics of your room but by gently
sloping the frequency response of your
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system about acentre point, chosen to
maintain aconstant overall subjective
level, it can produce amore natural
programme balance, without introducing
unwanted colouration.
If you are in any doubt that the
listening room characteristics have a
fundamental effect upon the final results
try listening to the same record played
on the same equipment in two different
rooms.
To learn all about the Quad 44 write
or telephone for aleaflet.
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co.
Ltd., Huntingdon PE18 7DB.
Telephone: (
0480) 525 61.

QUAD

for the closest approach
to the original sound4tes
QUAD is aregistered trade mark.
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Musical
Archeology

Tpretation just as there is fashion
HERE is fashion in musical inter-

in any other field involving personal
taste, and one of the fascinating
attributes of the gramophone record
is its increasing ability to let us
compare current views of a work
with the views of an earlier age.
Thus when a work is recorded for
the first time its production is likely
to be conditioned by the pervading
fashion in music- making of the
time. Let me illustrate.
The first great Sibelius conductor
was Robert Kajanus, favoured by
the composer above all others of the
time, so when it was decided that
Columbia should record the first
definitive versions of some symphonies, the elderly Kajanus came
over and produced results that were
amilestone in our musical history as
well as in recording. As time passed
the records disappeared from the
catalogue and newer versions proliferated. And as time passed the
works themselves underwent some
metamorphosis through the impact
of all the different minds that
became concentrated upon their
interpretation. The process was also
affected by changes in instrumental
technique and, of course, advances
in recording techniques. When,
therefore, they cleaned up the old
Kajanus discs and made them
available once more the public was
given an opportunity to have ' adig'
in musical archaeology, 'a knowledge of past times from the study of
their existing remains' ( Chambers).
Anthony Griffith ( EMI) gave us
back tolerable remains of how a
Sibelius authority, backed by the
composer's approval, viewed the
music nearer the time of its actual
conception: in other words, what
the composer had in mind. It is a
tremendously
impressive
experience to listen to the relentless
but masterly handling by Kajanus of
massive chunks of orchestral sound
and hear how they are built up inexorably to noble climaxes. How fortunate for us that he went on to make
further HMV Sibelius recordings.
It has often been remarked: If only
we could hear Chopin or Liszt or
Jenny Lind.... Well thanks to the
gramophone this is possible in the
case of an ever-growing number of
composers and artists who have
lived and worked during the past
century. What holds true of Sibelius
also holds good for Elgar, Hoist,
Prokofiev, Rachmaninov, Ravel,
Strauss, Stravinsky and others of
the late 19th and 20th centuries.
Even more remarkable than the
Sibelius saga is that of Elgar, and
especially of that lovely violin concerto of which there are no less than
two archaeological examples: the
young Menuhin with the composer
conducting,
and
the
earlier
Sammons version under Sir Henry
Wood—Albert Sammons, who for
years played it under both conductors in sweet competition, with the
glorious and literally prodigious
HI- 19 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

genius of the teenager. The most
remarkable impression of all, however, is the similarity of view of the
conductors, giving a fair image of
the then fashion in tempi and orchestral sound.
These reflections, and many
more, passed through my mind recently when listening to arecord of
the Ravel Concerto for left hand,
played by ayoung Russian pianist. I
admit the work has never exactly
been on the list of my ten top
favourites but Iattended the British
premiere by Paul Wittgenstein, the
Austrian pianist for whom it was
written, and have listened to it often
enough through the years. I've been
in from the start, so to speak.
Marguerite Long, in her book on
Ravel, says that from the outset
Wittgenstein took liberties with the
score but that the enraged composer was helpless in the matter
because the pianist had secured
exclusive rights over its performance for an initial period. So, if we
experience reservations over the
new recording by this young
Russian pianist can we apply the
principle of musical archaeology to
try and find out what was in Ravel's
mind at the moment of conception?
No problem would arise with the G
major Concerto written at the same
time, for Griffith has reprocessed
that sparkling recording made by
Marguerite Long with Ravel conducting; remember they took the
work throughout Europe in innumerable performances, so the
record can be taken as authentic in
terms of composer's intention.

RANOPIIILE
only to get our perspectives right
and to broaden our sense of appreciation. And the musician? Well,
he could hardly lose by absorbing
what Wittgenstein, Cortot and, yes,
Jacques Février had to say. That's
bound to be good for his future
performances and for the cause of
his art.
They say that Solti studied Elgar's
recording of the A- flat Symphony
before attempting his own version.
It's a pity our leading musicians
cannot emulate Solti in the case of
Beethoven,
Brahms
and
Tchaikovsky. Nevertheless, so much
important material is now available
in the archives that wherever
possible scholarship and archaeology should join forces in the
cause of greater realism and
pleasure.
Wilson Lyle

Covent Garden itself, asecond base
for both the The Royal Opera and
the Royal Ballet. It is over ten years
since the Arts Council's Report on
Opera and Ballet in the UK recommended that Manchester should
become just such a regional base
with a suitably equipped theatre.
With the reconstruction of the
Palace which involved, among
many other refinements, raising the
fly- tares by 12 feet, existing London
productions and scenery can be
accommodated without modification, the only venue outside London
capable of handling this. The Palace
was opened in 1891 and over the
years became an important centre
for touring opera and the music hall.
The
Covent
Garden
Opera
Company last appeared there in
1949. After closure the theatre was
offered for sale in 1978 when it was
EMI's Rattle Plans saved by Raymond Slater of the
Simon
Rattle's
recording
of Norwest Hoist construction comMahler's tenth symphony in a pany which provided funds to purGrundig-sponsored EMI digital ver- chase the freehold for an indepencharitable
trust,
the
sion, on which we reported in dent
August from one of the sessions at Manchester Palace Theatre Trust
the Southampton Guildhall, is just Ltd. By last summer the overall cost
about to be issued as atwo- record of the project was estimated at £ 3m
set with booklet ( SLS 5206). Our of which approximately athird had
appetites were thoroughly whetted been secured by various grants,
recently by a playback of excerpts from such bodies as the Arts
from a copy of the master tape at Council, Manchester City Council
EMI's Abbey " Road studios. If any- and English Tourist Board. Over
Elm has already been achieved
thing approaching the dynamic
from
commercial
and
private
range, clarity and spaciousness of
the digital original manages to find donors, with an appeal well under
its way onto the analogue discs, hi- way for the final third—easily the
fi buffs will be enthusing, while highest sum raised from the private
there is much to intrigue Mahlerians sector for any theatre building in the
country outside London. Otello will
in Mr Rattle's very slight adaptations of Deryck Cooke's revised be followed by the Company's
award- winning Lohengrin producperforming version.
tion, its Zeffirelli production of
Tosca, and the Magic Flute. •

In the case of the left hand work it
so happens that Alfred Cortot, one
of the greatest French musicians of
his time, recorded the concerto
under Charles Munch. Most of his
life Cortot was, of course, deeply
committed to the cause of French
piano music, especially Debussy
and Ravel, with both of whom he
enjoyed a close friendship. Insofar
as the work is very French he was
perhaps better qualified to produce
it in the early days than was the
Austrian Wittgenstein, who eventually recorded it in US in the early
fifties in amono LP which has never
been released over here. Out of
curiosity, and after listening to
Andrei Gavrilov, Ijust had to take
trowel and wellies and go searching
for the Cortot. Memories of his conception came flooding back the
moment Iheard his entry after the
portentous orchestral tutti. Amidst
all the warts of arough 78 recording
Rattle plans for EMI also include
and a pianistic technique never
Planets
with
the
wholly above suspicion there was Holt's
and
Janacek's
the Ravel intention complete with Philharmonia
authentic jazz touches picked up Glagolitic Mass with the CBSO,
during trips to Parisian night clubs, both to be taped early this year,
as well as the nervous glitter of with aSibelius No 5to follow later.
attack. All so French: you feel you
The Royal at the
are listening to the indefinable
Palace
dawn of a pristine work.
Ido not suggest Cortot is abetter When Sir Colin Davis enters the pit
pianist or even more authentic other at the Palace Theatre in Manchester
than in a purely historical context. on May 7th to conduct the opening
What Iam saying is that we, the night of the Royal Opera's Otello it
listeners, can always profit by going will mark the first step in establishback in time wherever possible if ing the Theatre as an extension of
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Apologies . . .
to collectors and to Ted Perry
and his newly formed company
Hyperion for an error in Gramophile
'New, changed and uncertain' in
November. We said there that the
Mussorgsky Pictures from Arthur
Wills at Ely Cathedral Organ was
available at £ 3.99 until the end of
the year. In fact, all of their first
releases except that one were
available at the special price. Sorry
to have been misleading. As from
now Hyperion prices are £4•99
(recommended) with the exception
of the Mussorgsky which is £ 6.99.
(Further apologies are therefore due
for our having still printed the
wrong price for the Mussorgsky: p.
143, Dec, A*: 1.)
In December ( p. 117) we printed
an incorrect price for Abbey
LPB813 ( an up-to-date price list
not having arrived), and this should
be £ 5.49 rather than £4.99 as
printed. Abbey have asked us to
point out that they are not only
distributed by Gamut but also by
Parnote, Lugton's and H R Taylor.
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or the price of an ordinary
loudspeaker you could
own aKEF.
Sadly, some people still think one
loudspeaker is much the same as another.
To those of you suffering the
consequences of this misapprehension we
have amessage - there is adifference!
Adifference once
appreciated, never
forgotten.
Take the KEF Model
103.2, for example.
Anew addition to our
renowned Reference
Series, it may not look
strikingly different.
But inside the compact
19 litre cabinet it a
different
story.
Drive

KEF automatic protection circuit
(S.STOP) represent the latest advances in
loudspeaker technology
The result is asystem which achieves
broad frequency response with optimum
efficiency, unsurpassed
realism and clarity of
reproduction.
You might find abigger,
more impressive looking
loudspeaker at the same
price. You won't buy a
better one.
But loudspeakers are for
listening to, not talking
about. Contact your KEF
dealer today and arrange
for ademonstration.
For the name awl address
of your local dealer mrite to:
KEF Electronics I
A(1.,
Tovil, Maidstone, Kent
ME15 6QI? or telephone
069 9 67 9261.

Hearing is believing

Emil Gilds

Tully Potter on a
great Russian virtuoso

Tstrikes twice in the same place has often
HAT OLD ADAGE that lightning never

been disproved in music—though never more
forcibly than by the two great Soviet pianists
Sviatoslav Richter and Emil Gilels. They are
almost exact contemporaries—born in 1915
and 1916 respectively—and they both
completed their training in the same master
class, presided over by Heinrich Neuhaus at
the Moscow Conservatoire. They make a
fascinating comparison in how to reach the
top of the musical profession. The intellectual
Richter, with his unique grasp of every
branch of musicianship from conducting to
accompanying, emerged fully formed in all his
glory in his early 20s, as his teacher Neuhaus
has acknowledged. Gilels came up a harder,
more conventional way. Born in Odessa,
cradle of so many virtuosi, he simply showed
himself the most talented of amusical family.
His Lithuanian parents were both musicians
and his sister Elizabeth, born in 1919, is one
of Russia's foremost violinists—she is married
to the greatest Russian fiddler of them all,
Leonid Kogan.
The contrast between Richter and Gilels
has led to the myth that the one is acreative,
subjective artist while the other is simply an
objective executant. Gilels himself contributed
to this by telling Western journalists, dazzled
by his playing when he finally came over here
in the mid- 1950s, 'just wait till you hear
Richter!'. In actual fact, Richter has just as
much respect for his colleague. When afriend
of mine asked him why he had never
recorded the Emperor Concerto, he replied
simply, ' But Gilels has recorded that, several
times ...'. By accident or design, the two men
even seemed to share out their repertoire at
one stage. Richter played the second
Rachmaninov concerto, Gilels the third,
Richter the fifth Saint-Saëns, Gilels the
second, and so on, overlapping only in the
essential works. In the last two decades,
though, their repertoire has coincided much
more.
The idea that Gilels is some sort of Sancho
Panza to Richter's Don Quixote dies hard,
however, and one purpose of this article is to
put paid to it. The six- year- old Emil began his
serious studies at the Odessa Institute of
Music and Drama with Yakov Tkatch, a pupil
of Raoul Pugno, and Tkatch imbued the boy
with a love of the French repertoire which
has never left him. Some 50 years ago. Gilels
made his first public appearance at the age of
12 in Odessa, playing pieces by Scarlatti,
Mendelssohn, Schumann, Chopin and
Beethoven—the Pathétique sonata. In 1930
he moved to the Odessa Conservatoire and
his favourite teacher, Berta Reingbald. At 15
he played for the visiting Artur Rubinstein,
eliciting aglowing testimonial to the effect
that if Gilels ever came to America,
Rubinstein would have to get out of town
quick! First he won the Ukrainian piano
competition and then, in 1933, he carried off
the first prize in the All- Russian contest,
causing asensation. The result was that in
1935 Madam Reingbald lost her favourite
pupil to the Moscow Conservatoire. In 1936
Gilels took second prize in Vienna and,
having left the Neuhaus class in 1937, he
won the most coveted prize of them all—in
1938. At the Queen Elizabeth of the Belgians
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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contest in Brussels, his playing of Liszt not
only put Moura Lympany into second place,
but dazzled Liszt's own pupil Emil von Sauer.
All set for an international career, Gilels was
restricted to Eastern Europe first by the war,
then by the cold war. By 1954, when he reemerged in the West, he was a People's Artist
of the USSR and a professor at the Moscow
Conservatoire.
Like all the great Soviet musicians, Gilels
had existed in avacuum of traditions which
had hardly changed since the 19th century.
While this had helped him to remain a
romantic virtuoso when such animals were
virtually extinct in the West, it had also left
him far behind his Western colleagues in the
use of urtexts and correct editions. For
example, he played Schubert's sublime Fminor fantasia in Kabalevsky's dreadful
arrangement for piano and orchestra. He was
more fortunate than some Soviet artists,
though, in that his main pianistic influences—
apart from Rachmaninov, whom he heard
only on records—had been Schnabel and
Gieseking, who both played in Russia before
the war. Of Schnabel, Gilels has said, ' His
Beethoven and Schubert evenings weren't
concerts—they were lessons'. Gieseking's
playing was ' miraculous: legato without
pedal'—atechnique Gilels absorbed very early
in his career, and of which he is the leading
exponent today. However, 25 years ago Gilels
still hewed to the old romantic virtuoso style
in some respects and his repertoire was
peppered with those hyphenated composers
who cause today's critics to pop their
monocles— Bach -Busoni, Bizet -Rachmaninov,
Wagner- Liszt, even Rameau-Godowsky!
Since then he has continued to grow, slowly
but surely, in line with his conviction that his
career must go ' deeper and deeper'. He seems
to be saving public performances of the late
sonatas of Beethoven and Schubert for his
own fina: phase; and when he does give us
his lifetime sthoughts on these, we can be
sure they will be eminently worth hearing.
Luckily he has recorded prolifically and
recently he has been taken on by DG. A
number of superb discs have already
appeared and more are promised.
Gilels was built by nature to play Brahms
and from his wonderful recording of the B- flat
major concerto with Reiner in the mid- 1950s,
he has regularly produced definitive readings
of this composer. He has always been a
leading exponent of the Beethoven concertos
and has recorded all of them at least three
times; acomplete cycle of the sonatas may
eventually appear on DG, but as
Ihave indicated, Gilels is
in no hurry. The discs
which have appeared
so far have all been
exceptionally fine,
best exemplified by
the Waldstein
sonata. His
Schubert—
chosen by
Alexis Weissenberg, along
with Clara
Haskil's

USIC on RECORD
Mozart, as an ideal of pianistic simplicity— is
not well represented in the British catalogues,
but several imports are generally available,
including two different live recordings of the
F- minor impromptu which defy description. In
Bach, Scarlatti, Haydn and Mozart and other
baroque and classical composers, Gilels'
romantic training still occasionally intrudes—
but always so musically that it is hard to
cavil. Recently he has begun to conduct his
small but discriminating repertoire of Mozart'
concertos from the keyboard.
In Schumann he has been overshadowed
by Richter but has given riveting performances of the first sonata, the Nachtstücke and
the Four Pieces Op. 32. His interpretation of
the concerto is unorthodox but compelling,
giving the lie to his reputation as an ' objective' interpreter. His Chopin also shows great
insight—not aword we can often apply to
performances of this composer. The B- minor
sonata is now on record, and two recordings
from the 1950s enshrine his luminous
account of the Funeral March sonata. A
recital of Lyric Pieces by Grieg is one of his
most spontaneous studio recordings and
works like the Liszt sonata and the
Tchaikovsky concertos show that he has lost
none of his mastery of romantic music.
Most extraordinary of all is Prokofiev's eighth
sonata, dedicated to Gilels and first played by
him. In this, the greatest of the composer's
piano works, Gilels far outstrips all his
competitors, presenting Prokofiev with his
quirky genius intact. Of course he has played
other modern Russian composers, notably
Shostakovich—some of the preludes and
fugues and the lovely second sonata which
he has recorded twice. Many discs show
Gilels' sympathy with the French repertoire—
Franck, Saint-Saëns, Debussy, Ravel,
Poulenc. Here again, he may be too romantically oriented for some, but there is no
mistaking the
conviction of
the playing.
Chamber
music has
loomed
large in
Gaels' life
since the
days when
he and his
sister used to
play sonatas
together. He
has had
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TAPE Douglas Brown
MATTERS
T

-1-WO of the tape features to which Ireferred in
I this column in November carried off prizes
in the International Amateur Recording Contest
(CIMES), when the jury met in Copenhagen to
hear 48 tapes entered from ten European countries. The 71-- minute drama Race against Time
made by a class of 12- year- olds at Quanyhill
Primary School in Aberdeen outpointed all but
four of its competitors in this international
display of recording talent. It was placed first in
the Schools category and fifth in the Contest as
a whole. It was a special pleasure to see the
representatives of the school again, youthful
faces shining, at the prize- giving party at the
International Press Centre in London on
November 21st, when they collected the premier award in the British Contest plus a useful
sum of 250 Swiss francs from the CIMES jury.
The other prize-winner at Copenhagen was
the Hans Andersen feature The Dream produced
by Dudley Stilton and Ron Parsons of Leeds,
who won a pair of headphones valued at £ 25.
two fruitful piano duet partnerships, first with
Yakov Zak and now with his daughter Elena.
In the 1950s his brother-in-law Leonid Kogan
organised various chamber ensembles, of
which the most important was the GilelsKogan-Rostropovich trio. They made
recordings which have been equalled only by
Cortot, Thibaud and Casals. Like that earlier
trio, the Russian one was broken up by the
pressures of three international careers, but
many recordings were made and three of the
best have been lovingly remastered by
Westminster in America. Others crop up from
time to time on odd labels. Snap them up if
you find them! More recently Gilels has been
brought together with the Amadeus Quartet,
but although all concerned clearly enjoyed
the sessions, only two ( excellent) discs have
been made so far.
Gilels' actual piano technique is comprehensive; he produces the sort of broad,
deep tone you would expect from a man of
the same build as Brahms and Edwin Fischer.
Arrau has some of the same qualities, though
Gilels manages without Arrau's, to my mind,
annoying little hesitations—and his playing
has much more humour. It is this sense of
humour, in fact, which often seems to mark
him out from other perfectly worthy pianists. I
can recall listening to Glenn Gould and Gilels
both playing the finale of Beethoven's B- flat
concerto—the one straight-laced and faceless,
the other full of ' lift', delight and sly humour.
If he has afault, it is that he sometimes plays
too percussively, overdoing the martellato,
which may stem from having played so much
modern Russian music:However, the treble of
the keyboard is used with such delicacy—
supreme examples come in Brahms' third
Ballade in B- minor and in the 'musical clock'
variation of Tchaikovsky's trio. At the other
extreme, Gilels is famous for his solid
fortissimo. Like Edwin Fischer, he commands
endless variations of volume and, like his idol
Schnabel, he has never suffered from the
Michelangeli syndrome, or fear of playing
wrong notes—some whoppers can be heard
on his early 78s and even on more recent live
recordings. On his day he can match any
pianist today—or yesterday—for virtuosity;
but he has always seemed more concerned
with the human values of music ... warmth,
beautiful tone, communication of awork's
essence and structure.
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Their tape was second in the special class for
Andersen tapes, where the competition was
really tough, and seventh in the Contest overall.
Other British entries took 17th, 18th, 23rd and
41st places and, on the basis of aggregate
marks, Britain emerged third among the competing nations, behind Switzerland and France.
The overall CIMES prizewinner was Peter
Rubin, of Altstânen, in Switzerland, whose
2' 20" tape Music for Motorists must have taken
him many weeks to put together. It sounded like
amulti- play music recording, with two voices,
bass, guitar and kettle drum, and special attention to tonal colour, rhythm and the stereo
placing of individual instruments. But in fact
there were no human voices and no instruments;
the whole recording had been built up by
mixing, cutting, speed changes and so on from
noises made by 25 different car horns, engine
starting and revving, and the banging of a car
door. The tape won a spontaneous round of
applause from the jury.
AT
THE
ANNUAL
Congress
of
the
International Federation of Sound Hunters,
which preceded the International Contest, I
handed over the Presidency ( to which Ihad
been elected in Geneva ten years earlier) to Fritz
Ifeel that Emil Gilels fills the same role
today that Artur Schnabel filled in the 1930s
and 1940s, and it is good that DG have such
faith in an artist who may not be a best-seller,
but whose playing will be enjoyed when
most of today's kids have whizzed into
oblivion. For the future we
set of the Beethoven concertos and more
Haydn, Mozart and Schubert. Gilels could
also put together the Medtner recital to end
them all—two sonatas are already on record,
one of them twice. Though he is well
represented in the British catalogues, some
discs which are essential to afull understanding of his art have been deleted, or have
never appeared here. Ihave listed the best of
these and they are generally quite easily
available from specialist outlets.
Selected Discography
DG
Beethoven: Sonatas Op. 53 'Waldstein'
and Op. 101
2530 253
Beethoven: Sonatas op. 57 'Apassionate' and Op. 10 No. 2
2530 406
Beethoven: Sonatas
Op.
81a ' Les
Adieux', Op. 79 and Op. 90
2530 589
Beethoven: Sonatas Op. 26 ' Funeral
March' and Op. 31 No. 1
2530 654
Beethoven: 'Waldstein' and 'Appassionate' Sonatas (
recoupling)
2531 143
Brahma: Piano Quartet Op. 25 (
with members of Amadeus Quartet).
2530 133
Brahms: Four Ballades Op. 10 and
Fantasias Op. 116
2530 655
Brahms: Concertos 1 and 2 (with BPO,
Jochum) two- disc set
2726 082
Brahms: Concerto No. 1 (
as above)
2542 126
Brahms: Concerto No. 2 (
as above)
2530 259
Grieg: Selected Lyric Pieces
2530 476
Mozart: Concertos K365 and K595 (
with
Elena Gilels, VPO, Beihm)
2530 456
Schubert: 'Trout' Quintet (
with members
of Amadeus Quartet, Rainer Zepperitz, bass)
2530 646
with
Schubert: Works for Piano duet (
Elena Gilels)
2531 079
3 and
three
Chopin: Sonata
No.
Polonaises
2531 099
EMI
Beethoven: Concerto No. 4 (
with Philharmonia, Ludwig), coupled with Mozart: Violin
Concerto No. 3 ( Oistrakh)
SXLP 30086

Aebi, the President of the Swiss Sound Hunters'
national organisation. The Congress thereupon
awarded me honorary membership of the
Federation, adistinction which Ishare with only
two others: the two founders of CIMES, the late
Rene Monnat of Switzerland and Jean
Thevenot of France ( who was present in
Copenhagen this time). The comradeship which
I have enjoyed in this annual gathering of
recording amateurs from a dozen different
countries has rarely been matched in the rather
varied other activities of my career; the friendships formed have been a real enrichment.
The FICS Congress resolved, in trenchant
terms, to fight in every country against any
proposals to introduce alevy on magnetic tape.
Only in Germany and Austria does there seem to
be any real danger, at this time, of such a levy
getting approval—Germany already has a levy
on recording machines. The clubs in those
countries are resisting strenuously. The record
industry is fighting this campaign on an international front, and the resistance must be organised accordingly. Within the next few
months it is going to be important that every
Member of Parliament receives an explanation
of the case against a levy
Beethoven: Concerto No. 5 ' Emperor'
(with Cleveland, Sze//)
SX LP 30223
Beethoven: Concertos 1 to 5, Variations
for Piano Solo (
with Cleveland, Sze/l), fivedisc set from World Records
SM 156/60
Tchaikovsky: Concertos 1to 3 (with New
Philharmonia, Maazel), two- disc set SLS 865
Tchaikovsky: Concertos 1 and 3 (
as
above)
AS D 3067
RCA
Tchaikovsky: Concerto No. 1 (
with CSO,
Reiner)
CCV 5016
Brahms: Concerto No. 2 (
with CSO, Reiner)
CCV 5042
CBS
Chopin: Concerto No. 1 (
with Philadelphia,
Ormandy)
61931
Tchaikovsky: Concerto No. 1 (
with NYPO,
Mehta), new recording for release early in 1981
Selected Imports—USA
Prokofiev: Sonata No. 8 and selected
Visions Fugitives Columbia
M 33824
Beethoven: 'Archduke' Trio (with Kogan,
Rostropovich)
Westminster WGM 8225
Beethoven: Sonata Op. 2 No. 3; Medtner:
Sonata Op. 22
8273
Beethoven: Trio in Eflat; Schumann: Trio
No. 1; Haydn: Trio No. 33 (
with Kogan,
Rostropovich)
8307
Fauré: Piano Quartet No. 1 (with Kogan,
Barshai, Rostropovich )
8274
Brahms: Four Ballades Op. 10; Chopin:
Sonata No. 3, Etude No. 26, Polonaise Op.
53; Schumann: Four Pieces Op. 32 Live
recording, two- disc set
Discocorp IGI 299
Germany
Schubert: Sonatas Nos. 15 and 18; Liszt:
Sonata Two- disc set.
RCA PVL 29029
Mozart: Sonatas
K281
and
K310,
Fantasia K397, Variations K398 Live recordings
DG 2530 061
Schubert:
Moments
Musicaux;
Schumann:'Nachtstücke'Ariola M 80155K
Prokofiev: Sonata No. 8 etc (
as Columbia
M 33824)
M86 323K
Stravinsky: Petrushka; Debussy: Three
Images; Ravel: Pavane, Jeux d'Eau
K28 323K
Beethoven: ' Moonlight' Sonata; Mozart:
Fantasia K397; Ravel: Alborado del
Gracioso; Schubert: Impromptu No. 5;
Stravinsky: Three pieces Live recordings.
M86 200K
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Why buy half
acartridge?

j.

It makes or
no transf
more ormer
senseto
tomake
buy aitmoving
coil cartridge
which needswithout
ahead drive
amplifier
work, than
to buy a loudspeaker
units or aturnta bl e without a motor.
That's why
WESTRAK
moving
coil
cartridges
havethe
an need
output
ofextra
over 'gadgets'
three millivolts
—
enough
to drive
th e average
hi-fi
amplifier
without
for
in
between.
If you're planning amoving coil cartridge for your system, don't be half hearted about it,
get aWESTRAK — it's awhole new ball genie.
P.S. And they don't sound half bad either.

rnovinG

For full

Name .............
nformation on WESTHAK

COIL

nnD movinc

H

MAGRET CARTRIDGES

moving coil and moving m7g..
net Ztries.rrt77707
jp"o"rito,
"
Hc7:717717V7e7tLinclorMirrre.1777(57575.37771

................................................................................................
Address .......................................................................... ............................
yv. 1.2 ...................................................................................... Expo.rt enquiries to Dept o/s ..
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BOOK
REVIEWS
AUDIO CIRCUITS AND PROJECTS by Graham
Bishop. Soft covers, 190 pages, including index and
preface. Price £4.95. Published by The Macmillan Press,
4 Little Essex Street, London WC2R 3LF.

THIS BOOK forms Volume 3of afour-part series
on electronics projects for the enthusiast constructor, and complements comparison volumes
on similar DIY designs for the Home, the Car and
Garage, and Test Gear contributed by Mr.
Bishop, John Watson and Terry Dixon, but
could very well stand on its own as a general
guide to the interested amateur on the circuit
techniques useful in amplifier construction. It is
adifficult task to write abook on any technical
subject which is adequately intelligible to the
lay reader, even when he has some familiarity
with the subject, without seeming to be either
very pedestrian or even misleading in the eyes of
the specialist in the subject. In the face of this
difficulty, Mr. Bishop has succeeded admirably
in producing a volume which is both easy to
read and understand and also technically competent and up-to-date in its approach.
The book is divided into seven general sections covering Preamplifiers, Power Amplifiers,
Noise and Rhythm, Disco and ' Music' circuits ( I
have inserted the inverted commas in deference
to those who resent the growing incursion of
electronically generated sounds into an area
previously exclusively occupied by strings and
wind), preceded by some useful explanatory
text covering the reasons why, and the limitations inherent in the electronic manipulation of
signals. The value of this volume to awould-be
constructor is considerably enhanced by the
very large number of circuit illustrations,
accompanied by suggested constructional
layouts, and a series of Appendices giving
component lists and names and addresses of
suitable suppliers. Both the author and the
Publishers are to be congratulated on an interesting and useful work.
John Linsley Hood
THE CONCISE OXFORD DICTIONARY OF MUSIC
compiled by Michael Kennedy. Hard covers, 724 pages,
price £ 9.50 (£4.50 paper). Published by Oxford
University Press, Walton Street, Oxford OX2 6DP.

THE SUB- TITLE of this third edition states that
it is ' based on the original publication by Percy
Scholes', which caused us initially to place the
book in a pile requiring mere ' also received'
notes—pressure on space being what it is. But
closer examination shows the Scholes connection to be very tenuous, and as this new volume
is so impressively comprehensive it deserves a
proper review.
A lot has happened in the world of music
since the second edition ( reviewed July 1964),
and Michael Kennedy has responded to this
with a mass of extra or expanded entries on
performers and composers whose stars have
risen in the meantime. Picking at random, Isee
that Janet Baker, Barenboim, the Beatles, Rita
Hunter, Previn, Robert Simpson, John Williams
and Malcolm Williamson have arrived, while
Humphrey Searle has expanded from ai in. to
over 4 ins. and Shostakovich from 1 ins. to 4
pages. I'm intrigued to see that the Sibelius entry
has also jumped from 2 ins, to over 2 pages, a
nice indication that the traditional post mortem
lull has now passed. Another sign of the times is
that the entry under Hymns has shrunk from 4
pages to lt
a ins.
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

JANUARY 1981

There are other reductions and exits in accord
with modern tastes and trends, but the total of
information included has nevertheless increased very significantly, not only via new
entries, larger pages ( 90 more of them), and a
more condensed type- face, bút also through
more extensive use of abbreviations coupled
with a relatively abrupt, less ' literary' style.
Another change is that major composer sections
now include compacted but complete lists of
works, without the loss of separate alphabetical
entries for especially famous or nicknamed
compositions.
Negatively, afew oddities struck me, such as a
rather inconsistent coverage of contemporary
critics and authors. Surely Cairns, Gammond,
Greenfield and Harding are as deserving of
entries as Hayworth, Mann, Warrack and
Young? Also, the admirable but musically marginal Richard Baker appears, as a ' narrator',
while Wendy Carlos, that vital populariser of
serious music via electronics, is absent.
However, this is probably still the most comprehensive dictionary of music in small singlevolume format, and lives up very well to the
comments Imade on its predecessor over 16
years ago: 'Without fuss or flamboyance, practically every thing, theory, person or idea to do
with music is given an appropriate entry, with all
the essential facts marshalled and crossreferenced
For anyone who wants the
maximum possible number of musical facts in a
small space
this book deserves serious
consideration'.
John Crabbe
SELECTED LETTERS OF GUSTAV MAHLER edited
and supplementd by Knud Manner, translated from the
original German by Eithne Wilkins, Ernst Kaiser and Bill
Hopkins. 480 pages, including an introduction, detailed
reference notes, biographical list of addresses, bibliography, indices, 20 plates, eight figures. Price £ 15.00.
Published by Faber & Faber, 3 Queen Square, London
WC1N 3AU.

give birth to a work, Ienjoy discovering what
chords it sets vibrating in "the Other" ( 1896?);
'Only when Iexperience something do Icompose, and only when composing do I experience!' ( 17 February 1897). He is ateacher:
'Believe me: we must for the time being keep to
the good old principles. Themes—these must be
clear and plastic, so that they can be clearly
recognised at any stage of modification or
development—and then varied presentation,
holding the attention above all through the
logical development of the inner idea, but also
by the genuine opposition of contrasting motives ... variety and contrast! That is, as it always
was, the secret of effectiveness! By this means
even shallow minds contrive for a while to
disguise the lack of substance in their work' ( 12
April 1896). He can be the friend and moralebooster: '
Take courage, and stick it out at any
price' ( to Bruno Walter, 1896). He is a wry
observer: '... our friends the conductors have an
unfortunate habit of "getting things wrong"
(November 1980).
Knud Mariner is an editor of distinction.
Currently preparing with de La Grange acomplete German edition of Mahler's correspondence ( totalling around 3,000 items), he adds
23 letters to the original 1924 printing, plus 13
letters written to Mahler by his parents and
sisters. Where possible he restores passages
omitted or censored by Alma. He rearranges the
correspondence in chronological order ( no easy
task, since only 231 of the letters actually
include day, month and year). And he reorganises the whole into 'eight chapters corresponding to the main periods in the
composer's external artistic life' (Alma opted for
only four divisions). References and annotations are copious ( 63 pages) and thorough,
and incorporate the latest research. Collation
tables, as indices, are comprehensive. The translation is fluent, stylish and readable. A major
publication.
Ates Orga

IN 1924 PAUL Zsolnay of Berlin published a
selection of 420 letters by Mahler in an edition
prepared by the composer's widow, Alma. This
Also received
book, banned and officially removed from
BRITISH MUSIC YEARBOOK 1981 edited by
public circulation by the Nazis ( few of the
Marianne Barton. With this seventh edition, Arthur
original 11,000 copies survive today), is now
Jacobs relinquishes the editorial chair to become
Advisory
Editor, but we note that his name still crops up
made available in English for the first time.
at various places in this firmly established and invaluable
As atool for Mahler research, as aguide to the
publication. Fully updated, this year's version omits the
man and his times, as an insight into his
usual ' Musician of the Year', but is otherwise its usual
philosophy and creative processes, it is an
comprehensive self in providing access to virtually
everything one might want to know about practical
indispensable document. Here, in corresponaspects of serious music- making in the UK. An innovadence addressed to people ranging form Guido
tion is the use of darkened page- markers positioned
Adler, Julius Epstein ( Mahler's piano teacher),
beneath section titles printed on the front cover. 555
pages plus xv, soft covers, price £ 9.95. Published by
Emil Freund ( Mahler's financial adviser),
Adam & Charles Black, 35 Bedford Row, London
Goldmark, and Heinrich Hinrichsen ( publisher
WC1R 4J1-I.
of the Fifth Symphony), to Max Kalbeck,
EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE TO SOLID STATE
Mengelberg, Richard Specht, Bruno Walter and
ELECTRONICS PROJECTS by Alfred W Barber.
Zemlinsky, we find Mahler the man, the mu'Ring binder" style paperback, 219 pages, numerous line
sician, the conductor, the thinker, the observer,
and some half - tone illustrations. A sensible and clearly
the traveller. And so often, the result is a
written guide designed to encourage and instruct the
home dabbler in electronics. Each of the ten chapters
personal commentary, aself-portrait, truer and
begins with theory and explanations and ends with one
franker than any intentional auto- biography.
or more practical projects, ranging from asimple power
Sometimes he can be the fatalistic, dissupply to a harmonic analyser and associated signal
illusioned, gushing high- romantic: 'Wildly I
generator. Price £ 9-70. Published by Parker Publishing
Company, Inc (
USA), and distributed in the UK by
wrench at the bonds that chain me to the
Prentice' Hall International 66 Wood Lane End, Hemel
loathsome, insipid swamp of this life, and with
Hempstead, Herts, HP2 4RG.
all the strength of despair Icling to sorrow, my
THE
NEW PENGUIN GUIDE TO
BARGAIN
only consolation. Then all at once the sun smiles
RECORDS by Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton and
upon me—and gone is the ice that encased my
Ivan March. Based on the 1966 original, this is for
heart, again Isee the blue sky and the flowers
practical purposes acompletely new book, reflecting the
swaying in the wind, and my mocking laughter
relentless thrust of inflation by listing recommended
recordings which sell for less than £2.50 per disc,
dissolves in tears of love. Then Ineeds must love
compared with £ 1.25 fifteen years ago. Following
this world with all its deceit and frivolity and its
various introductory notes, bulk of the space covers
eternal laughter' ( 17 June 1879). He is acomcomposers alphabetically, followed by short sections on
orchestral collections and vocal/choral recitals. Soft
poser anxious to protect the fruits of his mind's
covers, 172 pages, price £1.95. Publishd by Penguin
labour: ' It is ... scarcely my intention to confuse
Books Ltd, Harmondsworth, Middlesex.
.a concert
audience with
musicological
CARTRIDGES AND HEADPHONES by Martin
remarks—for it seems to me that that is just what
Colloms, being booklet no. 20 in the HiFi Choice series
would be achieved by giving them " programme
of equipment surveys edited by Paul Messenger.
notes", forcing them to read instead of listening'
Following comprehensive introductory material, there
are reports ( backed by measurements) on over 100
(15 May 1894). He can be the mystic: 'When I
87

WILMSLOW
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The firm for Speakers
HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS

WILMSLOW
AUDIO

Audaz H012-9D25
Audax HD11P25EBC
Audaz HD201325H4

Castle Super 8RS/DD .

£8.25
£7-50
£14-95 Celestion
£12-95 Celestion
£21-95 Celestion
£25-00 Celestion
£14-95 Celestion

Chartwell CEA205 pairs only
Coles 4001 .
Coles 3000.

£61-25
£7-65
£7•65

Celestion G15/100TC
Celestion G18/200

£12-50
£12-50
£10•25

Celestion Powercell 15/250
Celestion MH1000 .

Audax HD13D34H
Audaz HD24S45C
Baker Superb

Celestion HF130011
Celestion HF2000
Dalesford ABR 10"
Dalesford D30/110
Dalesford 050/153

£11-25
£12-25
£12.25

Dalesford D50/200
Dalesford D70/250
Dalesford 0100/310

£25-50
£35-75
£8•45

Dalesford D10 tweeter
Decca London Horn

£61-95
£10-25

Decca C0/1000/8
Elac 6NC204 6

£7.50
£7-95

Elac 8NC298 8" .
EMI type 350. 13" • 8. 4 ohm
EMI 14,nu770. 14" • 9", 8 ohm
lsophpn KK8/8
lsophon KK10/8

£9.45
£19-50
£8-15
£8-45

Jordan Watts Module

£24-95
£10-50
£24-50

Jordan Watts HF kit
Jordan 50mm unit
Jordan CB crossover pan

£24-50
£24-50

Jordan Mono crossover pair
Kef T27 .
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef

8110
8200 . .
B139 .
DN13

Kef DN22. .
Lowther PM6
Lowther
Lowther
Peerless
Peerless
Peerless

£9-45
£12-25
£13-50
£27-75

Kef DN12. .

PM6 Mk 1
PM7 .
K010DT.
DT1OHFC
K040MRF

Radford BD25 Mk III
Radford MO9
Radford MD6 .
Radford FN8/FN831
Richard Allan CG8T

£6.75
£9-40
pa r £42.00
£59-00
£62-00
£94-50
£10•95
£10-50
£13-60
£36-95
£14-85
£25-50

Richard Allan CG12T Super
Richard Allan HP8B
Richard Allan LP8B

£22-50
£13-50
£29-50
£20-75
£14•50

Richard Allan HP126
Richard Allan DT20
Richard Allan DT30

£33-50
£9-95
£10-75

SEAS H107

£8•95

Shackman Electrostatic with
polar network & crossover
Tannoy DC296 10"

pair £ 130-00
£ 107-35

Tannoy DC316 12"
Tannoy DC386 15"

£ 148-50
£ 178-90

SWIFT
)

e

OF

WILMSLOW

The firm for Hi Fi
5 Swan Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire
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KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS etc.

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS
G12/50TC .
G12/80CE
G12/80TC
G12/125CE
G15/100CE

Celestion Powercell 12/150

Fane Classic 45 12"
Fane Classic 55 12"
Fane Classic 80 12"

£19-50
£24-50
£23•75
£42-00
£37-95
£38-50
£64-75
£66.00
£88-00
£21-75
£13.95

Fane Classic 85 15"
Fane Classic 150 15"

£15-50
£19•75
£26-00
£37-95

Fane Classic 125 18'

£43-95

Fane Classic 175 18"
Fane Gullet 80L 12" .

£47-95
£26-25
£27.25
£28-75
£26•25

Fane Guitar 8013/2 12"
Pane Disco 100 12"
Fane PA85 12"
Fane Bass 100 15"

£39-00

Fane Crescendo 12E
Fane Crescendo 15E

£57-50
£74•50
£94-75
£99-95

Fane Crescendo 18E
Fane Colossus 15E
Fane Colossus 18E
Fane J44 .

£107-00
£6.90
£15-95
£10-90

Fane..t104
Fane J73
Fane HPX1,1-IPX2.
Fane HPX3A
Fane HPX3B . .
Goodrnans 8PA .
Goodmans PP12 .
Goodmans D112 .
Goodmans GR12
Goodmans 18P . .
Goodmans Holm( 50HX
McKenzie C1280GO
McKenzie C1280TC
McKenzie
McKenzie
McKenzie
McKenzie

C1280 bass
GPIS
TC15 v
C15 bass .

Motorola Piezo horn 3'r-c
Motorola Piezo 2" • r,
Richard Allan HO8T
Richard Allan HD1OT
Richard Allan HD127 .
Richard Allan HD15 .
Richard Allan HD15P . .
Richard Allan Atlas 15"
Richard Allan Atlas 18" .

Kns include drive units. crossovers. BAF/Iong
fibre wool. etc for a pair of speakers

PRICES PER PAIR - CARRIAGE £ 3-95

Carriage C3-75 unless otherwise steed
PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
PRO9TL ( Rogers) . . . £ 146-00

Dalesford System 1
Dalesford System 2

As above but including felt panels £ 152-75
Plus £5 carriage
HI-FI ANSWERS MONITOR
(Rogers) . .
HI-FI NEWS STATE OF THE

.

£146.00

ART ( Atkinson) . . . £ 185.00
HI- F1 NEWS MINI LINE ( Atkinson) £49-00
Plus £3 carriage
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE COMPACT
MONITOR ( Colloms) . . £ 116•130
Plus £6 carriage
POPULAR HI-FI MINI MONITOR
(Colloms). . . . .
POPULAR HI-FI ROUND SOUND

£ 74•00

(Stephens) including complete
cabinet kit . . . . £ 71-00
POPULAR HI-FI ( Jordan) SYSTEM I
£96.00 Plus £3 carriage
PRACTICAL HI-FI AND AUDIO
BSC3 ( Rogers). . . . . £ 65-00
PRACTICAL HI- Fl AND AUDIO
MONITOR ( Gales) . .
PRACTICAL HI-FI AND AUDIO

£ 180.00

TRIANGLE ( Giles) .. . £ 120.00
HI-FI NEWS TABOR ( Jones) with
J4 bass units . . . £ 66-00
HI-FI NEWS TABOR ( Jones) with

£3-45

H4 bass units . . . . . . £ 70-00
WIRELESS WORLD TRANS-

£5-60
£4-55
£5-05

MISSION LINE KEF ( Bailey)
WIRELESS WORLD TRANSMISSION LINE RADFORD

£22-50
£25-50
£24-95
£48-45
£21-85
£24-45
£24-45
£24-45
£35•10
£35-10
£59-60
£8-50
£12.25
£20-25
£21.75
£29-75
£52.75
£52-75
£77.00
£96-00

SPEAKER
KITS

£125.00

(Stephens)f150•00 Plus £5 carriage
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EE20
(Stephens) neso Plus £3 carriage
SMART BADGES WITH ABOVE KITS ( to
give that professional touch to your DIY
speakers!)
REPRINTS/CONSTRUCTION
OF ABOVE DESIGNS 10p each

DETAILS

£110-00

Dalesford System 5

£142-00
£95-00

Dalesford System 6
Goodmans DIN 20 4 ohm
(special offer) . . .
KEF reference 104aB kit £133.00
Plus £5 carriage

£ 27.00

KEF Cantata kit £213-00 plus £5 carriage
LS3 Micro Monotor kit £71-00
Plus £3.75 carnage
Lowther PM6 kit.
Lowther PM6 Mk 1kit.

£ 116-00

.

Lowther PM? kit
.
Peerless 1070
.
.
Peerless 1120
.
.

£ 122-00
£ 195-00
£ 157-00
£ 169.90

Peerless 2050
.
£ 59-95
Peerless 2060
.
£ 79•95
Radford Studio 90 kit . . £ 181.00
Radford Studio 270 kit
£ 309-00
Radford Monitor 180 kit

£ 243-00

Radford Studio 360 kit
£450-00
RAM 50 kit ( makes RAM 100) £ 76-25
Richard Allan Tango Twin kit £ 55-50
Richard Allan Maramba kit £ 77-50
Richard Allan Chbrisma kit £ 111-00
Richard Allan Super Triple kit £ 102-50
Richard Allan.Super Saraband II £ 159-95
Richard Allan RA8 kit . £ 62.75
Richard Allan RA82 kit
.£
Richard Allan RA82L kit
£ 10
98
8:
is
00
SEAS 223
.
SEAS 253

(Bailey) . . . . . .
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EE70

£54•00
£57-00
£104-00

Dalesford System 3
Dalesford System 4

SEAS 403
SEAS 603

£ 42-50
£ 67-00
£79.95
£ 134•95

Wharfedale Denton XP2 kit
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 kit
Wharfedale Linton XP2 kit

£ 31-45
£ 40-40
£ 56•20

Wharfedale Glendale XP2 kit . £69-00
WILMSLOW AUDIO BA1 sub bass
amplifier/crosuover kit £ 37-95
Pkus £ 1 carriage

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
Tweeters & Crossovers
SPEAKERS 4"-.6!" . .
SPEAKERS 8"- 10"
SPEAKERS 12", 13".8"
14.9" .
SPEAKERS 15"
SPEAKERS 18"
SPEAKER- KITS
SPEAKER KITS
MAG DESIGN KITS

60p each
£0-80 each
£1•00 each
£1-95 each
£2•95 each
£4-50 each
£1.95 each
£3-95 pair
£3.75 pair

unless otherwise stated
ALL PRICES CORRECT AT 1.2.80

Everything in stock for the
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR!
BAF, LONG FIBRE WOOL FOAM.
CROSSOVERS, FELT PANELS,
COMPONENTS, ETC.
LARGE SELECTION OF GRILLE
FABRICS
(Send 22p in stamps for grille fabric
samples)

PRICES CORREC TAT 18 6 79
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%

Send 50p for 56 page catalogue ' Choosing a
Speaker' ( or price list only, free of charge)
Telephone : Speakers, Mail Order and Export :
0625 529599 Hi Fi: 0625 526213
Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders'

FrI

WILMSLOW
The firm for Spe akers
35/39 Church Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

THINGS I
David Pickett HEAR
Tin the fortunes of the record business. The
HE last year or so has seen agreat upheaval

record companies have been regrouping and,
one hopes, rethinking their ideas on what they
should be doing. Several well-known and long
established record shops have ceased trading
and been replaced by a large number of cutprice mail-order companies. In the few remaining shops handling classical recordings it is
becoming increasingly difficult to find much
more than the recent issues in stock; but at least
one firm appears to be doing aroaring trade in
mint mono recordings from the fifties at prices
comparable to those of new digital recordings.
Mention of digital recordings reminds me that
we are already finding that the new process is
capable of producing bad results rather more
often than was hoped. Perhaps in the long term
we shall witness this modern process influencing performance in abeneficial way; for it seems
that the best advantage can be taken of digital
techniques only when the playing is well balanced in the studio, and the microphone technique
is simple. 0 that we had had digital tape
machines twenty years ago!
1981 marks the centenary of the birth of
Bartok, who is already well represented on disc
and cassette. Ihope the record companies will
not be tempted to capitalise on this too heavily:
to produce yet another mammoth complete
edition in one box would not, Ifeel, be in the
spirit of the times. Telemann would have been
200 years old on March 14th and Iam sure we
shall not avoid some of his music this year.
Despite a minor revival in the late fifties,
Telemann is unjustly regarded by many today
solely as a composer of baroque musak; but
there must be many valuable pieces of his which
are known only to musicologists and which
deserve recording. He is credited with much
religious music, including 44 Passions and more
than 1000 cantatas, and also over 40 operas. A
complete Telemann series would keep Radio 3
occupied for ever! Iheard one of his twelve
Fantasias for unaccompanied violin recently
and found it amost thought- provoking work, fit
to set alongside some of Bach's solo violin
music. Handel said of Telemann that he could
write amotet in eight parts as easily as anyone
else could write a letter; so some of his vast
output
must
be
worth
re-examining.
Mussorgsky, who died in 1881, is perhaps an
even more deserving case for a complete recording of the original versions of his largescale works under an authoritative conductor
like, say, Dorati.
One firm which still seems to contrive to stay
before the public while pursuing an adventurpickup cartridges and over 50 stereo headsets, with
overall comparison charts, recommendations and bestbuys. Soft covers, 224 pages, price £ 200. Published by
Sportscene Publishers Ltd, 14 Rathlone Place, London
W1P 1DE.

ous policy is Nimbus. While it is true that their
catalogue is not large, Nimbus have produced a
most worthwhile series in the complete directto- disc recordings of the Beethoven Piano
Sonatas played by Bernard Roberts. This is a
feat only once before achieved, by Schnabel in
the 1930s. The sound of the piano is not always
consistent, since two different microphone setups have been employed, and perhaps Roberts
does tend to sound rather lonely in the reverberant acoustic provided. Nevertheless, the intensity and continuity of the music- making
speak vividly from the grooves and that, it seems
to me, is what records are about. This intensity I
found to be even more gripping in the flesh
during the complete cycle of Beethoven
Sonatas which Roberts gave recently at the
Wigmore Hall. The arrangement of the sonatas
was unusual in that each programme paired an
early sonata with a late one sharing the same
key, and between them were fitted suitably
contrasting sonatas. This was a happy
inspiration.
As with any interpreter of individuality it was
necessary sometimes to go along with an unusual view of the music in order to reap the full
benefit of the occasion. But the sense of direct
involvement with Beethoven was very real and
resulted in the best overall performance of the
Hammerklayier that Iever wish to hear. Iexpect
that after such an intense concentration on the
works of Beethoven over the past few years,
Bernard Roberts will be looking to make 1981 a
year in which to play the works of other composers. It would certainly be agreat pity if, for
no fault of his own, he is obliged to travel like
Klemperer with the label ' Beethoven specialist'.
I happen to know that his playing of
Rachmaninov is superb. How about it, Nimbus?

Peter Gammond

LOOKING
BACK

Tbreathlessly to hear if something is going to
HERE

ARE

moments

when

one

waits

live up to expectations. As one of my all-time
favourite works is Richard Strauss' music for Le
Bourgeois Gentilhomme and one of my all-time
favourite conductors ( as our readers may have
noticed) is Sir Thomas Beecham, the union of the
two was something to be savoured. Ihad never
got around to possessing the original 78s, being
unable, at that time, to afford to buy many
records. Fortunately World Records have looked
after our needs, as they have on so many
occasions, and along it came at last ( SH378)
and, with trembling hand, I put it on the
turntable. And it was just as I'd expected. I
had already been able to imagine Beecham's
performance—elegant,
fastidious,
pointed,
Publications,
Chartreuse House, Hopton Wafers,
Cleobury Mortimer, Kidderminster, Worcs DY14 ONA.

ELECTRONICS EXPLAINED by Peter Laurie. ' Ring
binder style paperback, 132 pages, numerous line illustrations. An elementary introduction, with sections on
audio, radio, electronic logic, and 'basic ideas and
hardware'. Price £ 650 ( also cased library edition at
f10.95). Published by Faber & Faber. 3 Queen Square,
London WC1 N 3AU.

THE PERSONAL COMPUTER BOOK by Robin
Bradbeer. A layman's introduction to the whys and
wherefores of home computers, with six chapters on
what they are all about and how they work ( in very
elementary terms), a long chapter surveying models
presently available, a further section on what one can
actually do with one, and eight useful appendices. 220
pages, line and halftone illustrations, soft covers, price
£5.25.
Published
by
Input
Two- Nine,
Gower
Publishing. 1Westmead, Farnborough, Hants.

THE RECORDED WORKS OF SIR WILLIAM
WALTON, a discography compiled by Alan Poulton.
Hard covers, 12x 8.1- in. format, 132 pages ( plus axxxvii
page section comprising a pictorial survey' of 50 years of
recording history). Main text and the very comprehensive
tables derive from typewritten material, and complete
summary of Walton's music is listed whether or not
recorded. Limited edition of 250 copies clearly aimed at
Walton devotees. Price £ 5.95. Published by Bravura

BRASS
INSTRUMENTS:
Their
History
and
Development by Anthony Baines. The paperback
edition of abook first published in 1976, this traces the
evolution of brass instruments from earliest times to the
present. Full of unusual pictures, it is amine of useful and
fascinating information, extending to illuminating
musical examples. An indispensable work on the subject.
302 pages, illustrated. Price £ 495. Published by Faber &
Faber, 3 Queen Square, London WC1N 3AU.
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poised; perhaps not as rhythmical as I'd
expected, but still a tasty treat in true
Beecham vein and among the work's very best
performances.
It is hard to believe that ( as J.C. mentioned last month) the recently released Erato
recording ( available some years ago on WRC) of
the Berlioz Symphonie Funebre et Triomphale
goes back 23 years. An incredibly spacious
recording though, to my ears, now alittle shrill.
We are constantly being surprised that older
recordings had so much quality and guts about
them; proof perhaps that it isn't so much the
records that have changed but our playing
equipment and new cutting techniques. A bombastic but impressive work ( STU 70493).
Ifind it hard to keep off opera at the moment,
with fine issues coming so abundantly, surprising in such hard times. Who would have expected Korngold's Violanta(CBS 79229), which
reveals an incredibly ambitious and effectively
written score by a 19- year- old composer?
Korngold is a composer due for serious reappraisal, taking recent opportunities to acquire
his music. Already the impressive Die tote Stadt
has come and gone in the record lists: amagnificent work and a magnificent recording that
somehow ought to be kept in circulation.
Violanta, less effective altogether, is still a remarkably dramatic work that hovers somewhere
between Puccini and Strauss. I'd looked forward to hearing I/ Ritomo d'Ulisse ever since
hearing it at Glynebourne last year and Iam sure
many will share this wish. They will not be
disappointed. The glorious if sadly solemn ( on
this occasion) Frederica van Stade excels herself
in this deeply moving, finely sung performance
(CBS 79332). In spite of it not being an ideally
pure and original version, Ithink this must
become a classic of the gramophone.
Then along comes what is possibly the finest
Rigoletto on record ( DG 2740 225), with Giulini
giving the refined and purposeful attention to
the score that we might expect of him, especially
in Verdi. A master craftsman at work in his own
speciality and a star-studded cast to obey
almost his every demand. So this is another need
in the lists—a near perfect Rigoletto—that has
been nicely supplied. Then Verdi's maligned and
altered Stiffelio which, in its original guise, turns
out to be an effective and well-balanced score
(Philips 6769 039). And a good performance
too, with José Carreras in top form. Now I
shouldn't like any opera lover to miss any of
these; but Ican't see how anybody but an oil
company executive or a window- cleaner is
going to be able to afford to buy them all. Some
subtle scheme is required to keep such material
available for a. much longer period to give the
ordinary buyer more chance to save up and
purchase in his own good time: a matter on
which Ifeel very strongly, finding myself so
often in the position of recommending excellent
and important records that are suddenly deleted.
Lastly, two records of English song of various
brands that have given much pleasure. A record
of Vaughan Williams' On Wenlock Edge in its
orchestral version ( Ialways love the sound of
non- operatic voice and orchestra and there are
not all that many works of this nature to enjoy),
with Elgar's fine Songs with Orchestra and
Butterworth's Love blows as the wind blows. A
gratifying selection sensitively interpreted by
the ever- reliable Robert Tear ( HMV ASD3896).
And awelcome again to apromising new label
and a collection of English folksongs called
Bushes and Briars (Hyperion A66005). The
pleasantly light voice of James Griffett continues a tradition of classically- tinged folkery
that has always been strongly followed in this
country since the days of the folksong revival,
and in latter years notably led by Pears and
Britten, some of whose arrangements are used.
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'A new recording
that contains three
of the most
delightful and
brilliant pieces
ever written for
the flute'.
o

JAMES GALWAY PLAYS STAMITZ
STAMITZ: FLUTE CONCERTO IN D/FLUTE CONCERTO IN G
C.P.E. BACH: SONATA IN A MINOR (
FOR SOLO FLUTE)
NEW IRISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA. ANDRÉ PRIEUR. CONDUCTOR
RECORD RL25315. CASSETTE RKZ5315

4p

cLassicaL neviews
Ulf Hoelscher ( vIn)' ICologne RSO I Wakasugi
Harmonie Mundi 065-99 848 (£ 5.50) ( Parnote)

Best of the month*

Duparc/Fauré songs from Ian & Jennifer Partridge
Handel's Allegro & Penseroso 84 Moderato: Eliot Gardiner
Haydn's invigorating ' Creation', superbly from Marriner
Outstanding digital Mahler 3 from Klaus Tennstedt
Double- starred Saeverud music from Saeverud
Double- starred Sallinen: The Red Line
Stravinsky Soldier's Tale/Hoffert Violin Concerto
Leinsdorf's direct- cut Wagner to realistic effect
Double- starred Weber: Kubelik's ' Der Freischütz'
Double- starred direct- cut Michael Newman Guitar
Alice Artzt with 20th- Century guitar music
James Tyler with Italian Airs and Dances
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RECORD PRICES (
EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; DG; CBS; RCA)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £5.00, ' Mid' £3-50, ' Low £2.00). Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, ASO, EMD, CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, DSLO, HEAD; 9500; 2530, 2531, 2533; 35/72/73/76000; RL
MID PRICE
ESD, SXLP, HQS/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SDD, GOS, ZK, SOL: 9502; 2542; 61000; RL
LOW PRICE
SPA, DPA(2), ECS, OLS, TVS; 6570, 6833; 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000; GL
J. S. BACH: Das vvohltemperirte Clavier: Parts I
& II, excerpts
Kempff (pno)
DG 2531 299
The paired preludes and fugues featured here are those
from Part Iin cf, E, e, F, f & Fit, together with those from
Book II in Cf, d, El', G and b. the record has a
predecessor ( DG 2530 807, issued in 1976), with
which Iremember myself being rather disappointed.
Between them, the two records give a good representative cross-section of the complete work ( of
which the best recording must surely still be
Leon hardt's at two different harpsichords), and Ifound
that Ienjoyed the new Kempff record better than the
earlier one; Ithink that the interpretations are rather less
gimmicky, yet they are neither too dull nor too serious;
only in the E flat Prelude from Book II did Ifind the
tempi too erratic. Throughout, the playing is pleasant in
tone and articulate in line, and if the results strike me as
giving the impression Iimagine Clara Schumann's
ones will have given about 100 years ago, it is good to
have such an account in the catalogue.
The recording has a slightly shallow and artificial
character; but it is clear and unobtrusive, so that it well
earns the good rating. [
B: 1]
Stephen Daw
BELLINI: ' IPuritani'
Caballé ( sop) IHamari (m- sop) IKraus (ten) IO'Neill
(ten) I Manuguerra ( bar) I Ferrin ( bass) I Elenkov
(bass) I Ambrosian Opera Chorus I Philharmonia I
Muti
HMV SLS 5201 (
3 records) (£ 15.95)
Although Bellini's / Puritani never achieved the popularity of his Norma it nevertheless includes some of his
most beautiful melodies and has always been agreat
favourite with coloratura sopranos and with tenors

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.

PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices now
available on records, some of the major companies are
abolishing aretail price structure. We will continue to
quote ' retail' prices where supplied to us, but would
otherwise refer readers to the box above, which relates
price to label prefixes.

who can boast the necessary top notes to do justice to
this most exacting of scores. After aperiod of neglect it
was revived for Callas and later for Sutherland, both of
whom have recorded complete performances. The
present one is certainly likely to prove aserious rival to
the earlier recordings. Caballé is in fine voice here and
phrases the lovely melodies with great artistry. She is
not as dramatically convincing as Callas, and not so
exciting as Sutherland in the fireworks, but she is
certainly unsurpassed in legato passages, and particularly in ' Qui la voce', where she moulds the vocal line
exquisitely. Kraus is to my mind certainly the best of the
Arturos. His voice is not as beautiful as some others,
particularly in the more dramatic passages, but he
phrases most stylishly, maintains a lovely line in the
more lyrical moments and boasts afine C sharp in 'A te
ocara' and two very serviceable high D naturals in the
duet 'Vieni fra queste braccia'. Malaguerra, O'Neill,
Ferrin and Elenkov all sing well in their respective parts
but Ifound Hamari rather colourless as the Queen
Enrichetta. The Ambrosian Opera Chorus and the
Philharmonia are in fine form under Muti whose
sensitive but at the same time dramatic conducting
adds much to the success of the set.
The recording is generally very good with wide
stereo staging and good dynamic range. Some of the
effects, as when the soloists sing offstage, are very
successful, but the chorus in Act 1Scene I
Isound too
close, so that when the libretto states 'still offstage, but
nearer' there is really very little sense of their approaching. Orchestral definition is reasonably good, but in
such a lightly orchestrated score this is possibly less
important. Iwould suggest art overall assessment of
[A/B: 1].
John Freestone
BERG: Three Orchestral Pieces Op. 6 111 Violin
Concerto •

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by:
:ii;) ( monophonic)
TI (
stereo transciiption)
0 (quadraphonic: stereo compatible)

® refers

to a UK reissue
Compatible () records are reviewed as ' stereo'.
Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.
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The performance of Berg's emotionally supercharged
Violin Concerto is afine one—the brooding, oppresive
cast of the work comes over very well. The handling of
Berg's earliest orchestral work ( composed in 1914 for
the 40th birthday of his teacher Schoenberg) is much
less distinguished—to call it pedestrian would be
unkind, but true. The performance plods on pedantically, bringing out every Hauptstimme (
leading line)
clearly and deliberately, but allowing the rest of the
texture to lump thickly together. Neither performance is
much helped by the recorded acoustic. Ihave the
impression that the recording was taken from a live
performance in ahall with adark timbre of its own. This
dark colouring is not unattractive in such densely ripe
music, but it does seem to bias the sound towards the
bass end and starts to pall over the duration of the
record. Thus: well worth hearing the Violin Concerto,
less so the Three Orchestral Pieces, and an overall
rating of [
C: 3].
Benedict Samaker

BRIDGE: Complete Organ Music
Stuart Campbell ( org)
Pearl SHE 545 (£ 4.99) ( Parnote)
Very commendable as an idea, the issue of all Bridge's
works for organ on one disc is let down by its
execution. The performance on the 1928 Willis at
Glasgow University is competent, if somewhat routine,
but the recording is not to the standard that should be
expected in the 1980s. Noise levels are frequently
obtrusive, especially in over- soft passages, and so is
the excessive wow. The balance is good, and so is the
bass extension, but the midband seems slightly coloured, and one or two edits are audible. We do not
normally comment on pressing quality, but this was a
finished pressing from a source new to me, and was
below average, so intending purchasers may wish to
check that this one is, hopefully, not typical. [
C/D:
2/3]
Trevor Attewell

BRUCKNER: Symphony 5 in
CSO

Bs

So/ti

Decca D221 D2 digital ( 2 records) ( full price)
The Chicago Symphony have been recording a lot of
Bruckner in recent years, mainly with Barenboim
(whose version of the 5th Ireviewed as recently as
December 1979), but also with Sold and Giulini. They
are amagnificent orchestra, and their sonorous, finely
recorded performances are very impressive. With the
5th, as last May with the 6th, Solti has followed in
Barenboim's footsteps—though naturally the performances are very different, as indeed is Decca's recorded
sound compared with DG's for Barenboim. The
latter difference is marked at the very start: Barenboum's
pp pizzicato only just audible, Solti's closer to ml at my
normal volume setting. However, so full- toned, spacious and ample is the sense of power in the great
climaxes that the listener will hardly feel deprived of
dynamic range. It must be conceded, however, that
pre- echo several times blurs the effect of a chorale
statement rising out of silences or lightly- scored
passages. Solti's reading is at its most impressive in the
scherzo, with careful gradations of tempo and alovely
lilt to the waltz. The slow movement is taken exceptionally slowly—even slower than by Karajan— and.
lovely as it sounds, it struck me as anaemic. The mighty
flanking movements are far more convincing—broad
yet with no lack of urgency ( though Inoted signs of
restlessness around letters R and S in the finale). The

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A
D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H (or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the '
very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: cg, B:1*, A*: 2 or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*. 0 HiFi News & Record Review.
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closing pages are as thrilling, and in Decca's digital
recording as vivid and clear, as one could ever hope to
hear them even in afavourable concert- hall acoustic.
May Ihere slip in amodification to my B: 2for the Sold
Bruckner 6th in May: the ( Dutch) finished pressing I
have since received is certainly of A quality. For the 5th,
the faults Ihave mentioned, but also the outstanding
qualities, lead me to (
A*/B: 2].
Peter Branscombe

flowery Italian, the music following the words with a
closeness of emotional detail which recalls Cavalli's
master, Monteverdi. There are indeed many comparisons to be made between the two composers, and
Cavalli's work can stand the comparison. How much of
what we hear is the work of the modern editor ( Luciano
Sgrizzi, who also plays the harpsichord) is not
altogether clear, but Ido not feel alack of authenticity.
The performance is adistinguished one, thanks both
to Michel Corboz's direction and to the impassioned
characterization (quite different from what some performances of older music suggest!) by Ulrick Cold
(Hercules). Patricia Miller ( his wife Dejanira), Yvonne
Minton (Juno), Keith Lewis, Felicity Palmer ( the two
young lovers. Hyllus and lole) and others. Vocal and
instrumental timbres are clear and agreeable, but the
vocal placing seems a little too closely - miked. ( The
historical information in the libretto- booklet is particularly helpful.) [
13: 1/2]
Arthur Jacobs

invention which, had Dowland written nothing else,
would have been enough to place him high in the ranks
of songwriters in any language. If sampling, try the first
song on the second side—"Tell me, true love': it is
exquisite.

CLEMENCIC: Maraviglia III
Chronos 11 0
Sesostris
Clemencic Consort IClemencic
Scorpios SC 109 4013 (( 5.25) ( TOL)

So/ti
BUXTEHUDE: Chorale-cantatas: Wachet auf,
tuft uns die Stimme ( BurINV 101) 0 Jesu moine
Freude (60) (
3Herzlich lieb hab ich dich, o Herr
(41)
Westlâlische Kantorei I Südvvestdeutsches CO I
Ehmann
Cantate 658219 (( 4.25) ( TOL)
Buxtehude was, like Schütz. less fond of the
contrapuntally- strict chorale- treatment than he was of
the songlike setting of varied texts. To call these
settings of chorale- strophes Chorale- cantatas simply
means that the texts are such; the references to the
chorales' melodic contours—and there are quite a
few—are introduced quite unsensationally.
The contrast with Bach's Choralkantaten is, therefore, very strong. It is far more appropriate to approach
these three delightful Buxtehude pieces as though they
were Purcellian verse- anthems; structure and orchestration are rather similar ( although Purcell, of course,
used Biblical texts); the vocal writing of the two
composers is at times strikingly similar in its lyrical
majesty; and Buxtehude's talent is certainly well equal
to such comparisons.
Performances and the recording are both quite
acceptable, especially since the original tapes were
recorded in 1967. Idon't really see much justification
for the editorially added trumpets and trombone in
Wachet aul, and there can be no question but that our
impressions of Baroque performance- practice have
advanced apace siuce the sixties. However, Buxtehude
needs to be better represented on disc; this is apleasant
record of some excellent music, and deserves awarm
welcome. [
13: 1]
Stephen Daw

CAVALLI: ' Ercole amante'
Minton I Palmer I Miller IAlliot-Lugaz I Croazat I
Lewis I Cassinelli I Cold I English Bach Festival
Baroque Orch. & Chorus ICorboz
Erato STU 71328 (
3 records) (( 14.50) ( Conifer)
Summoned from Venice as a celebrity. Cavalli composed this opera on ' Hercules in Love' for the wedding
of Louis XIV. Duly ( but belatedly) performed in Paris in
1662, the opera flopped. But its revival last May in
concert version at the English Bach Festival in London
proved amajor event—in my opinion, one of the most
important revelations in baroque opera. Iam no less
enthusiastic about this recording, which had already
been made in London ( in January 1980) with a cast
partly the same as at the concert performance, and
under the same conductor.
The recording provides a fuller, though apparently
not quite complete, version of the opera. A grand
ceremonial prologue in praise of the royal marriage is
followed by a strong treatment of classical myth—in
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René Clemencic is best known as a specialist in
Renaissance and Baroque music and as the director of
the Clemencic Consort. This is ( to my knowledge) the
first record of his own compositions. The three works
presented here ( no dates and not much information is
provided, in avery parochial French production) feature recorders ( on which Clemencic is an expert
performer) and share several other qualities. They
favour extreme contrasts of pitch and timbre ( recorders
and trombone; strings and percussion) and share a
predeliction for the morbid. Sesostris (
the longest work
here) has aboy's voice ( recorded too loudly in relation
to the instruments) reciting—in German—extracts from
the Egyptian Book of the Dead. The music is sectional
and oppressive in its blend of pitched sounds and
noise: slow, sustained tones and fragmented filigree
textures. Maraviglia Ill is similarly oppressive ( this time
aLatin text), though more mellifluous. Chronos II, for 4
recorders, provides alittle contrast—but not enough to
relieve a ' heavy' record. Recording is good, but would
benefit from amore spacious perspective. [
B: 2]
Benedict Sarnaker
DELIUS: String Quartet, 1916 / SIBELIUS:
String Quartet in d
Fitzwilliam Quartet
Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 47
Somebody defined chamber- music as 'aconversation
between friends'; and this is particularly true of the
aptly- named Sibelius quartet: Voces Intimae. This is
an absorbingly interesting work, which makes one
regret that Sibelius published so little chamber music.
The Delius, enjoyable though it is, strikes me as more a
piece tor small string orchestra. Delius, too, was not
prolific in this genre.
The Sibelius is a formidably difficult work to play,
especially the slow movement, in which many quartets
seem to lose the thread of the argument ( most intelligent conversation includes argument) and thereby the
interest of the listener. The Fitzwilliam are splendid
here: this conversation has been presented to me with a
lucidity Ihave not encountered before. The opening
tempo is perhaps a shade slow, and the general
approach is dramatic. There are other ways—of
course—of expounding this work, but the Fitzwilliam
are convinced of theirs, and succeed in convincing us,
at least while the conversation continues. They had the
advantage of the marked score of Sidney Griller, based
on correspondence with the composer. For the Delius,
they had the advice of Eric Fenby, and the result is very
satisfying as well as anice contrast with the Sibelius. It
is good to have two not- over- recorded, lesser- known
quartets so admirably played.
The recording is cut at quite ahigh level, and on my
system this copy has ashade of acid about the upper
strings when they are pressed: this yields to a slight
10 k roll- off on the Quad 44, revealing a full- toned
sound, with the cello gratefully audible. The players are
somewhat unnaturally strung across the stage rather
than grouped together; but there are advantages to this
method, and the result here is excellent detail and
clarity, without which the nature of chamber- music is
destroyed. [
A/B: 1]
Peter Turner
DOWLAND: A Pilgrime's Solace, 1612
Consort of Musicke IRooley
Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 585-6 (
2 records) ( full price)
The ' Pilgrime's Solace' was the last major work by a
composer who, though by no means an old man—he
was fifty—had come to see newer styles and tastes
superseding his own, and suffered a degree of disillusionment which is not without its effect on this
anthology of love- songs, sacred and profane. This is a
collection of songs of asustained beauty of sound and

Roo/ay
So, all we need now is worthy performance; and
happily we have it. The Consort, on this occasion,
consists of first and second soprano, counter- tenor,
tenor, bass, three viols, bass viol and lute—the last
played by the director. The first soprano is Emma
Kirkby, who must surely qualffy as the greatest exponent of the music of this period, though that is far
from exhausting her qualities. Here she expounds
Dowland's deep melancholy with apure. flexible tone
of greet beauty; nor are her colleagues overshadowed
by her excellence—Iam sure Dowland would love this
record.
The engineers do us proud, too. I felt that the
accompaniment is at times too reticent—which is
better than the opposite—and Inoticed one or two
traces of pie- echo; but overall this is very, very good.
[A: 1*/1]
Peter Turner

DUPARC:
Chanson Triste' O '
Extase'
'Testament' D '
Phidyle' / FAURÉ Chanson
d'amour' ' Barcarolle' D ' En Piète' ' Poeme
d'un jour' 0 'Apres un rein,' G 'Aurore' D 'Clair de
lune' D '
Nell' D ' Le Secret' D 'Aubade'.
Ian Partridge ( ten) / Jennifer Partridge (pno)
Pearl SHE 524 ((4-99) ( Parnote)
As t
he writer of the sleeve note rightly remarks, many of
the lovely French mélodies are often unduly neglected
outside France, compared with German lieder, which
have always predominated in sang recitals. It is therefore all the more pleasurable to listen to some of these
beauWul songs, especially wher they are so well sung
and accompanied so sensitively.
Ian Partridge's light tenor voice is an almost ideal
instrument for this music, and he sings with afluency
and freedom which are delightful_ His French is also
extremely good, and his dicticrn is an object lesson to
many singers. It is indeed so good that Inoticed one
tiny slip, when in ' Le Secret' he sings ' Le nom qui j'ai
dit' instead of ' Le nom que j'ai dit'.
The recording is first rate, with the image steady and
well focused, just the right amount of reverberation,
and excellent balance between voice and piano. I
strongly recommend this well- produced record. It
would have been an added advantage if the texts
together with English translations had been included,
but the short précis of each song printed on the record
A:
sleeve will certainly prove helpful to most listeners. [
1*]
John Freestone

DVORAK: Serenade in E, Op. 22;
Variations, Op. 78
LPO IMacal
CFP 40345 (( 1.99)

Symphonic

This is a most attractive record and a real bargain.
Curiously, it is the Serenade which gets top billing,
though the Symphonic Variations is the more impressive of the two works. Zdenek Macal, well known to
students of the Supraphon lists, has not got quite the
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reputation internationally that some of his fellow
countrymen have achieved, but his handling of these
two scores is really quite impressive. The Serenade, a
delightful and deserved favourite, receives a supple
reading with plenty of light and shade, and is very
cleanly recorded, showing up the LPO strings exceedingly well. The Variations, rather deliberately attacked
compared with some other readings, nevertheless
receive a positive and individual interpretation which
keeps the theme clearly in view. Again, the quality of
the recording helps to give a valuable dimension to
Dvorak's inventive scoring and allows the detail to be
heard without losing sight of the whole [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

apart acoustically, to one side, rather than forward. In
this last major composition calculation is only the
starting point. [
A: 1*(2]
Christopher Breunig

DVORAK: Piano Trios
Suk Trio
Supraphon 1411 2621/3 ( 3 records) (£ 11-25)
(Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
Supraphon are clearly making great efforts to bring the
quality of their products up to the best Western
standards by entering into collaboration with Germany
and, in this case, with Japanese Columbia. In ordinary
stereo the sound is pleasantly direct, warm and not too
close. The spacing of the players is realistic and well
integrated, and, as far as the piano is concerned, rather
more successfully so than in the recording of the
Dumky Trio by the Beaux Arts Trio ( below). The
playing in general is exemplary, and again, the comparison between Suk's performance of Dvorak's last
piano trio and the Beaux Arts' leads one to favour the
former for its greater relaxation, more positive though
not more violent responses to the sudden changes of
tempo which mark this particular form. Suk's responses
to the marked differences between these four works—
the joyous brilliance of Op. 21, the rather sombre and
slightly heavy Op. 26, the intense passion of Op. 65 and
the dramatic alternations of mood in Op. 90—are most
impressive. It is apity that the layout demands changing records—in the case of Op. 26 the first movement is
on one record and the remainder attached to Op. 90 on
another—but this is not too heavy a price to pay for
such playing, the ardour and conviction of which will
give agreat deal of pleasure. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Trio in e, Op. 90 / MENDELSSOHN:
Trio in d, Op. 49
Beaux Arts Trio
Pearl SHE 553 (£ 4-99) ( Parnote)
The Beaux Arts Trio recorded both Mendelssohn piano
trios for Philips several years ago, and the Dvorak for
the same company back in 1971. These new performances indicate that the players have lost none of their
refinement in the meantime, and this account of the
Mendelssohn, a wonderfully imaginative work only
slightly let down by its finale, is afine example of the
players' controlled response to the delicacy and
passionate brilliance to be found in this score. The
Dvorak, by contrast, seems rather dour on the whole,
and certainly lacks the play of emotional colouration to
be found in the Suk Trio's performance ( above). Also,
here the balance tends to favour the piano and
Menahim Pressler's vigorous style, combined with the
bright, rather forward sound, occasionally threatens to
upset the ensemble. The Suk performances are not
available separately so cannot be offered as an alternative, and as the Mendelssohn is particularly well done
there seems little point in looking further if this coupling appeals. ( A: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
ELGAR: Cello Concerto in e, Op. 85 D In the
South. Op. 50 ID Elegy, Op. 58
Robert Cohen I( v/c) ILPO IDel Mar
CFP 40342 (£ 1.99)
This bargain record is worth having for Del Mar's
vigorous Alassio, where characteristically asingle take
has been used for this most Straussian of 'concert
overtures'. Silvestri's famous version is in some ways
even more remarkable, but does not have the sense of
continuity possible with athrough reading. In Del Mar's
performance the quiet music is more engaging still.
Side 2ends with agloomy elegy for strings written after
the death of A. E. Jaeger ( this item was taped in 1978).
Ihave to say that Robert Cohen's debut in the Elgar
strikes me as a miscalculation for a Pleeth pupil.
Judged simply as acello concerto recording it makes
an excellent 'sampler', with polished playing and a
virtuoso account of the Allegro molto in II. At the
technical level it would be hard to fault this young
cellist. But the essence of this score is the interplay and
integration with the orchestral parts, and the necessary
restraints in performance: exemplified in the contrasting recordings by Tortelier and Du Pré. Cohen seems to
me to stand quite outside the music, from his Blochlike opening cadenza, and this effect is not helped by
sound of wide dynamic range which sets the soloist
Ill- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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view is afairly cosmopolitan one and as aconsequence
these performances may be too unidiomatic for some
tastes. Comparing, for example, this version of the
Holberg Suite with the recent one from the Norwegian
CO on BIS, Ifind the English performance lacks the
ardent commitment and understanding shown by the
Scandinavians. The other works fare similarly, with the
characteristic repeats of the Lyric Suite sounding just a
little matter-of-fact. The recording quality is smooth
and appropriately inconspicuous, with aslight lack of
inner clarity in the louder sections; it is also a touch
light in the bass. The ECO itself fails to produce aheavy
fortissimo, though it does manage some beautifully
balanced pianissimi. Both are left unaltered by the
engineers. On the whole, a disappointing issue from
usually more persuasive performers. [
B: 2/3]
Doug Hammond

DE GRIGNY: Le Livre d'Orgue
Marie-Claire Alain ( org) I Guillaume Bony Choir I
Jean Teixeira
Erato STU 71380 (
2 records) (£ 10.75) ( Conifer)

Del Mar
GLUCK: ' Orfeo cd Euridice
Hartle% 1Kincses IZempleni IHungarian State Opera
Chamber Choir and Orch ILukacs
tiungeroton SLPX 12100/01 (
2 records) (£ 9.00)
(Parnote)
The admirably full ana flexible mezzo-soprano of Julia
Hamari has been heard in various international
recordings, and it is not surprising that in her native
Hungary a new recording of Gluck's Orfeo has been
made with her n the title- role. It has been launched
into the world market with a very comprehensiue
libretto-booklet including atext of the opera in no less
than six languages— the Italian in which it is sung,
English, French, German and Russian as well as
Hungarian. It commands attention because it is, as far
as Iknow, the first recording based exclusively an
tuck's original version ( Vienna, 1762).

Grigny's death at 31 must have robbed the world of
some incomparable music, these two discs containing
his total extant output, published in 1699. The Livre
comprises a mass and five hymns, in all of which the
organ versets were commonly alternated with those of
the choir as on this recording, the first available in this
country to do so. Marie-Claire Alain has studied Bach's
copies of Grigny's works, since his emendations ( or
lack of them) of the printed version help to elucidate the
composer's intentions, which would have been wellknown to Bach. The player has also removed
ornaments where they contribute little to the music,
and are likely to be ad-lib additions by engravers. The
result is a painstakingly researched and excellently
performed musical entity, in which both the basic text
and the ornamentation are carefully delineated.
The organ in the Abbey Church of La Chaise-Dieu is
a Dunand reconstruction of a Carouge/Prade
instrument that had been completely ruined. The new
organ has unequal temperament.
There is some traffic noise behind the choir, and a
certain amount of low frequency building ambience,
but these detract little from an otherwise clean and
nicely balanced sound. A very informative booklet
(with English translation) is included.
The same works are available on two separate
Telefunken discs, played by Chapuis. The latter are
better recordings, but lack the choral parts, and my own
preference on interpretation is for Alain's more studied
structure rather than the sometimes casual- sounding
Chapuis version [
13:1]
Trevor Attevvell

The omission not only of the Dance of the Blessed
Spirits (
the best- loved feature of the Paris version) but
of other items makes the piece seem short and
disproportioned, and unfortunately the somewhat
shallow- toned recording and the plodding pace of the
conductor do not offer compensation. Iadmired the
singing of Julia Haman and her co- interpreters
(Veronixa Kincses as Eurydice, Maria Zempleni as
Cupid) without being gripped by the drama as on the
best previous recordings of whatever version—among
which I
still cherish Toscanini's recording of Act 2only.
Marilyn Home in the title- role of the Solti recording,
supported by Pilar Lorengar and Helen Donath, is still
highly recommendable. The new Hungarian version,
well-intentioned as it is, can earn only a [
13:2].
Arthur Jacobs
GRIEG: ' Holberg' Suite, Op. 40 D '
Sigurd
Jorsalfar' SLite, Op. 56 CI ' Lyric' Suite, Op.54
ECO ILeppard
Philips 9500 748
Raymond Leppard produces fairly straight interpretations for this potentially attractive coupling of suites by
Grieg. The ECO, of course, encounters no technical

Hogwood
HANDEL: 'Alceste'
Kirkby INelson I Cable IElliott I Thomas IAAM I
Hogwood
Oiseau -Lyre OSLO 581

Leppard
problems in these works, but some rather ineffective
Memel in the first movement of the Holberg Suite
might give afalse impression of this. Leopard's overall

A joyous discovery! Few even among devotees of
Handel will have realized that he wrote an Alceste— not
a French or Italian opera, but incidental music to an
English play. The author was no less a literary figure
than Smollett, but the play was never staged and in its
original form is lost.
The music survives, however, and provides a rich
feast of solo and choral music. ' Gentle Morpheus'
93
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THE MUSIC OF CARL RUGGLES
Judith Blegen • Beverly Morgan • John Kirkpatrick • Leonard Raver
Speculum Musicae • Brass Ensemble (Gerard Schwarz, leader)
Gregg Smith Singers • Buffalo Philharmonic
79225 (2records)

"There is an air of mission about this set ... excellently recorded"
Gramophone
"Each tinie you hear the music there is something fresh ... something you never
expected.... He (Ruggles) was the most powerful man I've ever met"
Michael Tilson Thomas

Also available:

BEETHOVEN: SYMPHONY NO. 6 "Pastoral" GERSHWIN: RHAPSODY IN BLUE*
English Chamber Orchestra
AN AMERICAN IN PARIS
768251*„• 40-76825
*GEORGE GERSHWIN,1925 Piano-Roll
GERSHWIN: BROADWAY OVERTURES *Columbia Jazz Band.
Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra
New York Philharmonic
76632 `i.:
-40-76632
76509
40-76509
ORFF: CARMINA BURANA
TCHAIKOVSKY: SUITE NO. 3, Op.55
Blegen • Riegel • Binder
Los Angeles Philharmonic
Cleveland Orchestra
76733.14O-76733
76372,•140-76372
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(enchantingly sung by Emma Kirkby) seems to me one
of the best baroque 'sleep songs', and an orchestral
'Grand Entrée' is conspicuous for its long, rapid runs
decorating a stately theme. Christopher Hogwood's
sympathetic, lively handling is complemented by a
vivid, fairly close sound, just occasionally with too
heavy bass but kind to the voices and strings and
picking up the words very clearly. The ' period' musical
instruments are admirably handled. Paul Elliott's tenor,
rather lightweight, may take a little habituation, but I
am delighted with the whole issue. [
A: 11
Arthur Jacobs

this new Philips set is the pick of the lot. There isn't a
suspicion of a weak link anywhere in the vital chain,
which extends through vocal soloists, choir and choirmaster, orchestra, conductor, producer and technical
staff, and those responsible for the pressings. In the

HANDEL:
L'Allegro,
II
Penseroso
Ed
II
Moderato
Stephen Preston ( fit) IAnthony Halstead ( hm) Alastair
Ross ( hpd & org) Michael Ginn IKwella IMcLaughlin
I Smith I Davies I Hill I Varcoe I Soli- Monteverdi
Choir IEnglish Baroque Soloists IEliot Gardiner
Erato STU 71325 (
2 records) (€ 10.75) ( Conifer)
L'Allegro, Il Penseroso Ed II Moderato (
1740), of
which the first two sections are settings of Milton's
poems ( the // Moderato being acompilation of Charles
Jennens' own fertile imagination), contains some of
Handel's finest music. The work itself is neither an
opera nor an oratorio, but could appropriately be
described as an elaborately extended ode depicting the
English landscape, English music and the English way
of life. L'Allegro represents amonumental tribute to the
country of Handel's adoption. The various scenes are
vividly conveyed: The hunt, with its brilliant fanfares for
the natural horn, the song of the nightingale, imitated
by asolo flute, and the Far Off Curfew, depicted by a
pizzicato bass, are but afew of the wonderful effects to
be found in this rapturous work.
The II Moderato has not previously been recorded. It
is ashort piece in relation to the main body of the ode
and although it is marvellous to have it recorded for
posterity it is probably wiser to omit it in a live
performance, as it represents something of an
anticlimax.
John Eliot Gardiner has assembled a fine cast of
singers and instrumentalists. The performance is
scholarly and the authentic sounds of the original
instruments are quite superb, with the natural horn and
baroque flute claiming the focus of attention. The
chorus exhibits adegree of transparency and versatility
entirely appropriate to the demands of Handel's
frequently intricate part-writing.
Tempi and dynamics are pleasingly managed and
subtle ornamentation adds atmosphere to the arias.
The recording can scarcely be faulted. It is naturally
balanced and set in asplendid acoustic. This set is an
absolute must for all those even remotely interested in
music of this genre. [
A*:1*]
Victor McAloon

HANDEL: Sonatas Op. 1 Nos. 13, 14, 15
Susanne Lautenbacher (
yin) / Hugo Ru! ( hpd) I
Johannes Koch ( gamba)
Musicaphon BM 30 SL 3011 (£ 3.45) ( TOL)
Miss Lautenbacher's reading of these fine sonatas is, to
say the least, somewhat idiosyncratic. Despite an
extremely fine tone and technique, her choice of tempi
appears strange and a trifle unconvincing. In the D
Major Sonata ( whose second movement was later
used by Handel as athematic basis for the magnificent
eight part chorus which opens act 2of Solomon) Miss
Lautenbacher plays both the allegro movements at far
too leisurely apace, indeed one receives the impression
of a plodding rather than a flowing finale. The initial
allegro of the A major, too, is afforded heavy-handed
treatment while the finale of the Sonata in Econveys
the effect of astately French minuet rather than aflorid
Italian allegro. Yet it must be admitted that the continuo
instruments sound superb and the viola da gamba is
obviously a better choice than the cello continuo
employed on numerous rival recordings. Johannes
Koch is afine gamba player whose warm, lyrical tone is
in complete sympathy with the music. The recording
has splendid presence and the balance between soloist
and continuo instruments is excellent. There is, however, a drawback: the total playing time amounts to
something less than half an hour. This marvellous
music deserves an altogether more studied approach
than that offered here, and in this regard Imust hesitate
to recommend this disc. [
A: 2/3] Victor McAloon
HAYDN: ' The Creation' (
sung in German)
Edith Mathis ( sop) I Aldo Baldin ( ten) I Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau ( bar) IASM & Chorus IMarriner
Philips 6769 047 (
2 records) ( full price)
Lucky as The Creation has been on gramophone
records, reluctant as any collector would be to give
away his versions conducted by Múnchinger and
Dorati, to name but two, first impressions suggest that
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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to say no more than that the story concerns the rather
silly attempts of pairs of lovers to feign infidelity in
order to escape the annual sacrifice to Diana. The score
is very rich, leisurely in its unfolding. It was written
before Mozart composed Idomeneo—which fact I
mention to forestall unfavourable comparisons. Arias
predominate; they are full of variety, tuneful, sad, witty.
Ensembles are few and hardly dramatic. There is alot of
recitative ( more than in the Decca set, which also
contains one or two other cuts and some textual
divergences, but is also on eight sides). The unemphatic forward movement is finely sustained, thanks
to a well- paced, perceptive ( and well- graced) approach to both recitatives and arias, Characterization is
modest yet effective, though the timbres of the three
principal sopranos are less readily distinguished than
on the Philips set. The men are particularly good, with a
nicely contrasted pair of tenors and, in Jozsef Gregor,
an excellent character bass for the High Priest. Apart
from two small technical mishaps the recording ( made
in the hall of Esterhaza Palace) is of very good quality:
felicitous balance between the excellent little orchestra
and the stage action, abroad stereo spread, and silent
surfaces. But it is above all, of course, for its undemonstrative musical qualities that this set will be
enjoyed. [
A/B: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: ' Mariazeller Messe'
Rotraud Hansmann (sop) I Christine West Robbins
(con) IDarrell Parsons ( ten) ILeopold Spitzer ( bass) I
Choir and Orchestra of St Augustine, Vienna I Wolf
Fontana 6598 640 (
mid price) ( Import Music)

Marriner

past, virtually all the recordings of this ever-fi.esh and
rewarding masterpiece have been less than ideally
fortunate in some respect or other—one soloist less
angelic than his or her colleagues, roughness in
ensemble or in the recording. Here, from the
'Representation of Chaos' on to the Amens of the final
chorus of glory to God, the musical performance is
keen yet spacious, vivid yet never in danger of getting
bogged down in detail. The recording too is spacious
and airy, finely balanced yet natural in sound; but for a
slight hardening of tone-quality in complex fi tutti
passages it would have deserved afull star.
The soloists are outstandingly fine, both individually
and in consort; they sing radiantly, with clear, natural
phrasing and complete absence of self-consciousness.
Laszlo Heltay's chorus sings with fervour and full
tone—though with insufficiently crisp articulation in
its very first entry. The Academy, particularly its wind.
players, has afield day—if it is permissible to single out
clarinets, bassoons and horns, then surely only because Haydn treated them with special generosity in
this marvellous score. Neville Marriner paces the work
expertly ( though Iquestion the drop in tempo at the
end of ' Rallend in schâumenden Wellen"), his acute ear
for texture gives due weight to the mighty choruses
without a hint of portentousness, and the recitatives
have been imaginatively prepared with no loss of
spontaneity. Distinction extends to the booklet, with its
three- language complete text and a profound yet
invigorating essay by Karl Schumann. Invigorating is
an apt word for the performance too; but also beautiful,
tender, strong [
A*/A: 11k]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: ' La fedelta premiata'
Pasehy í Kinases I Zempleni I Tokody I Fülaip I
Vaghelyi IRozsos IGrego, IFerenc Liszt CO & Chorus
ISandor
Hungaroton SLPX 11864/7 (
4 records) (€ 18.00)
(Pare ote)
All lovers of late- 18th- century opera will be aware of a
special debt to two companies for giving us the longoverdue opportunity to gain familiarity with Haydn's
large and generally unknown operatic oeuvre: Philips,
for the Dorati series; and Hungaroton, for the series
which has used several conductors but has mainly
been based on the excellent Ferenc Liszt Chamber
Orchestra Of course one can regret in theory that there
are duplications, when several of the major Haydn
stage- works remain unrecorded; but infect the chance
to compare performances is instructive and rewarding.
La fedeftà premiata, thanks to two seasons of
Glyndebourne performances, the Dorati recording
(September 1976), and this Sandor ene which was
made in 1977, is by now familiar enough for me to need

Had this recording appeared three or four years ago, it
would have been warmly welcomed for filling an
important gap in the list of Haydn masses available on
disc. Now it comes up against the very strong
competition provided by Guest's issue in October 1978
of the Missa Cellensis coupled with the ' Little Organ
Mass' and four pieces for mechanical clock.
Admittedly, the new Fontana is cheaper—but then it
offers only 35 minutes of music all told, with avexing
side- break in the Credo. But to the performance:
perfectly acceptable, spacious and well recorded—the
kind of performance the Viennese are lucky to have on
their doorstep most Sundays, in the Augustinerkirche
and several other of the city churches. Rotraud
Hansmann makes a valiant showing in the difficult
soprano solos, the quartet is well balanced ( the
Benedictus goes especially well), and the choir is full'
toned. The instrumental bass line has a slightly
detached quality, but the engineers have on the whole
achieved aclean- textured, likeable sound picture. ( The
brief sleevenote is in German only.) [
13:2]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: Symphony 94 in G. ' Surprise'
Symphony 103 in E ' Drum- roll'
Collegium Aureum IMaier
Harmonia Mundi 065-99873 (€ 5.50) ( Parnote)
This pairing in German links the ' Symphony with the
timpani- bang' and the ' Symphony with the timpani.
roll'; presumably adifferent consideration led Leppard
to put the two together for his very enjoyable and
bargain- priced CFP version ( October 1977). The
interest in the Collegium Aureum coupling derives
mainly from their use of ' original instrumente— though
they do not run to akeyboard continuo such as Haydn
would have provided, nor to the fuller version of the
'Drum- roll'
finale,
nor yet to unimpeachable
consistency in the treatment of grace- notes. More
serious, there are occasional lapses in ensemble, sour
notes, and at the start of the Vivace assai of 94 the
orchestra is slow to settle to its tempo. Of course there
are plenty of delights—the small string body means
that wind detail is more prominent than usual, and
there is some lovely playing. The recording, made at
Schloss Kirchheim, is resonant and lively, though it
becomes edgy in if tuttis, and there is quite a bit of
surface noise. Mixed blessings then. [
B/C: 2/3]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: The Seven Last Words of Christ on the
Cross ( Oratorio version) o Salve Regina in G
Veronika Kincses IKlara Takacs I Gyorgy Korondy I
Jozsef Gregor IBudapest Chorus IHungarian State
Orch IFerencsik
Hungaroton SLPX 12199/200 (
2 records) (€ 9.00)
(Parnote)
When Haydn stopped at Passau on his return journey
to Vienna after his second London visit he heard a
version of his Seven Last Words arranged as an oratorio
by Joseph Friebert, cathedral Kapellmeister there. He
admired that version, but decided to revise it for
himself. He kept the original orchestral version of 1786
95

before him ( there are also string quartet and keyboard
versions), touched up the scoring, re- worked the vocal
parts, and added not only choral chants before each
'Word', but also an outstandingly fine, bleakly austere
and noble slow introduction to part II after the fourth
'Word'. Scored for the unusual, if not unique,
combination of flute, pairs of oboes, clarinets, horns,
trombones, bassoons plus double- bassoon, this
movement is perhaps the most compelling single
reason for reviving the oratorio version. It has been
recorded before, but has not been available for some
time. The Hungarian performance is worthy, solid,
somewhat lacking in imagination by comparison with
the best recordings of the purely orchestral version.
Phrasing is a bit wooden, the part-writing emerges
somewhat tentatively, in some of the sustained slow
movements. The soloists are well- matched though not
as well balanced, and both choir and orchestra are
good and firm- toned. A very welcome filler on the
fourth side ( as given here, the oratorio lasts nearly
eighty minutes) is the Salve regina in G minor of 1771.
The E- flat setting of 1756 was included with Heltay's
account of the Stabat mater in May this year. The G mi nor one, the 'Salve organo sole—so named because
of its fine, challenging organ part, well realised by
István Lantos here— is adelight from beginning to end
(22 minutes). Solo quartet, organ and strings are
freshly accommodated in the recording, which shows
no sign of the occasional muddiness that mars the
sonic quality of the Seven Words. [
C/A: 2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: String Quartets in C. op. 76/3,
'Emperor' Din D, op. 76/5
Collegium Aureum Quartet
Harmonia Mundi 065-99876 (£ 5-50) ( Parnote)
There is no shortage of versions of the ' Emperor'
Quartet to choose from, though the fifth of the opus 76
set is less often to be met with outside complete
recordings. Certainly there is currently no other
coupling of these two superb works. And even if there
were, the mellow beauty of the Collegium Aureum's
instruments, restored to their original form and with gut
strings, would be likely to prove a trump card. In fact
the natural virtues of the instruments and their players
tend to emerge rather larger than life in these
performances—they are clearly placed in a broad yet
close perspective, and in a reverberant hall. Detail is
seldom muddled, though the interpretation is at times
mannered—with some freedom of tempo within a
movement, and with an altogether too slow basic
tempo for the minuet of the ' Emperor'. All the same,
loving detail makes a stronger impression than the
occasional waywardness, and the players' unanimity
and dynamic range indicate their care as well as their
enthusiasm. A few raw notes—and some extraneous
sounds—notwithstanding, these are vibrant and
beautiful performances. [A:2] Peter Branscombe

JANACEK: ' Jenufa'
Gabriela Benackova INadezda Kniplova IVilemPribyl
IVladimir Krejcik et all Brno State Opera Chorus and
Orch IJilek
Supraphon SUP 2751/2 (
2 records) (£ 8•50)
(Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
Jenufa is still Jancek's most popular opera and it is
surprising to find that it has been out of the catalogue
for some time. There will undoubtedly be aversion from
Decca in the Mackerras series before very long, but
meanwhile this new one from Supraphon, apparently
pressed in Germany, will do very nicely. It boasts a
good cast with Gabriela Benackova an especially
effective Jenufa who conveys the tragic intensity of the
role in singing of great clarity and purity of tone. In
these qualities she is matched by the two principal
males, Pribyl's sturdy Laca, and Krejcik's mercurial and
high-strung Steva. The other central figure in the
drama, the Kostelnicka of Nadezda Kniplova, is less
satisfying to Western ears. Under pressure her voice
develops that wide, and to some listeners coarse,
vibrato which used to be very common in these opera
recordings from Eastern Europe but which seems to be
disappearing now. The minor roles are all effectively
sung, and Jilek's handling of the score is positive and
sympathetic. Janacek's highly imaginative orchestration is nicely caught in arecording which combines
effective depth with spaciousness and a warm and
vibrant acoustic. Being an Ariola-Eurodisc product the
main booklet is in German, but there is a libretto in
English with the set. [
A/A*: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
KRENEK: ' Lamentatio Jeremiae Prophetae'
NCRV Vocaal-Ensemblâ Hilversum I Voorberg
Musicaphon BM 30 L1303/4® (
2records) (£8 95)
(TOL)
96

There has so far been a marked lack of recordings in
pressing become very obtrusive, with also on my copy
honour of Ernst Krenek's 80th birthday ( 23 August).
arhythmic swish just at the start of side 2. The choir is
True, there have been revivals of Jonny spielt auf and
placed quite far back and there is a tendency for the
one or two of the other stage works, and there have
outer registers to be restricted. [ C: 1/2]
been special concerts here and there. But Ihave come
Roger Bowen
across no other gramophone tribute—and this recording, welcome as it is on its first appearance in the UK, is
already rather long in the tooth ( it was recorded at
LISZT:
Complete Works for
piano and
Loenen, Holland, early in 1961). The performance has a
orchestra
certain historical importance, quite apart from its
Michel Setoff (pito) ILeipzig Gewandhaus IMaui,
musical merit, in that it was Marinus Voorberg with his 'HMV SLS 5207 (
3 records) ( mid price)
NCRV Vocaal- Ensemble who in 1958 gave the
Not quite complete; this set does not include the
Lamentations their first complete performance, at the
'instrumental psalm' De Profundis of 1834 in the
re- dedication of St Martin's, Kassel. The work was
Goethe Schiller Archiv in Weimar, nor Liszt's own
written in America in 1941-42 and it is not difficult to
arrangement
of the GrandSolo de Concert of 1894, the
appreciate the factors which let the exiled Viennese to
material of which is in the BBC Music Library. But it
set this particular text at that time. The unaccompanied
does provide a bonus in the shape of the first ever
choral writing is austere, at times very difficult to sing
recording of the still unpublished Lélio Fantasy, also of
cleanly and accurately; yet it is also beautiful and
1834, as well as recordings of the two concertos, the
consolatory, thoroughly rewarding. A twelve- note
Totentanz and various other works. Though Michel
row, as the composer himself points out in auseful note
Béroff plays well and shows great maturity for his age, I
(which, with three- language complete vocal texts, is
feel that the whole set is rather undernourished; the
bound into the middle of the double album), plays the
recording is not too bright, and often the orchestra is
part of a 'disciplining element'. The individual movehardly audible behind the piano part—for instance, the
ments, richly varied in tempo, texture and mood, are for
triangle parts in the first concerto and the
important
the most part quite short. The number of vocal lines
Totentanz can barely be distinguished. The work which
varies between two and, in the final repetition of the
comes off best is the second concerto, which receives a
invocation 'Jerusalem, return to the Lord thy God', as
poetical and often powerful performance, but other
many as nine. The singing is strong, flexible and for the
versions of it, such as Garrick Ohlsson's 1975 record
most part full- toned. Diction is less clear than one
with the New Philharmonia, also on HMV but now
could have wished, with occasional signs of strain. But
deleted, are more briliant and exciting. Similarly
the work comes over vividly—there is great wealth
Jerome
Rose's recording of the ' Ruins of Athens'
within its 65 or 70 minutes. If the recording were more
Fantasy and the Weber- Liszt Polonaise, reviewed here
modern, my recommendation would be even warmer.
in June, have much more meat than this new version,
As it is, some hum and agenerally rather anonymous
and so do John Bingham's performance of the
sound- quality ( the recording was made in mono only)
Malediction ( Harmonia Mundi) and Alfred Brendel's of
make this more of arecord for the specialist than for the
the Schubert- Liszt Wanderer Fantasy. Ardent Lisztians
hi-fi addict. But all credit to Voorberg, Musicaphon and
will want to have the set for the sake of the Lélio
TOL for seeing to it that Krenek is not quite forgotten
Fantasy, amost attractive work, and for the orchestral
this year. [ C: 1]
Peter Branscombe
playing, which is always beautiful, but Ifeel it would be
a good thing if the third record, containing Lélio.
Malediction and Totentanz, were issued on its own.
[A/B: 1]
Humphrey Searle
KROMMER: Clarinet Quartet in D, op. 82 /
WEBER: Clarinet Quintet in B op. 34
The Music Party IHacker
Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 553
LISZT: Hungarian Coronation Mass
The Music Party has given me much pleasure with its
Kincses ITakacs IGulyas IPo/gar IHungarian Radio
recordings of classical and early romantic music,
Chorus IBudapest SO ILehel
thanks to its thoughtfully chosen programmes, its
Hungaroton SLPX 12148 (£4.50) ( Parnote)
search for authentic sonorities from the contemporary
instruments it favours, and its warm, stylish musicmaking. This issue presents a reasonably familiar
favourite in the Weber Clarinet Quintet, and a rarely
heard but delightful Clarinet Quartet by Franz
Krommer. The Weber takes on a new interest when
played here by Alan Hacker on aboxwood- and- ivory
clarinet of 1804 by Gerock, with nine brass keys; the
Krommer is played on an A clarinet by Key, with ten
silver keys. Both yield beautiful if not always perfectly
even tone quality—one is properly aware of the difficulties of the Weber in particular, of which one has
heard more even- toned if less exciting performances.
The Krommer comes across with sparkle and strength
in its first two movements, and with wit, delicacy and
fun in the engaging minuet and rondo which conclude
it. If balance favours the clarinet above the strings, this
is understandable in view of both composers' method
of writing. Only in a couple of very loud passages is
there an edgy quality to the clarinet tone. (
8: 2]
Peter Branecombe

LASSUS: Lagrime di San Pietro O Timor et
tremor o Pronubs Juno 0 Cum rides mihi 13
Psalmus poenitentia I
is
Chamber Choir of the Liszt Ferenc Academy IParkai
Hungaroton SLPX 12081/2 ( 2 records) (£ 9.00)
(Parnote)
The Liszt Ferenc Academy choir may well be known to
some as the winners of one of the BBC international
competitions ' Let the Peoples Sing', and certainly the
purity of tone, immaculate intonation, clarity of line and
admirable co-ordination must further attest to this
choir's disciplined musicianship.
The Lagrime di San Pietro, which takes up' about
'three-quarters of the set, is a magnificent product of
Lassus' old age. It is a collection of what he called
madrigali
spkituali,
which
alternate
between
homophony and polyphony with some striking
examples of word painting. The shorter pieces—again
for unaccompanied choir—are just as fine, particularly
the Penitential Psalm, asetting of No. 31, and all are
performed
with
that
enthusiastic
intensity
characteristic of many East European choirs. The
recording is cut very low and when listened to at a
reasonable level the sounds from some unsatisfactory

Liszt's Hungarian Coronation Mass was written for the
enthronement of Emperor Franz Josef of Austria as
King of Hungary in 1867. Though invited to compose
the Mass by the Primate cd Hungary, difficulties were
put in Liszt's way by the Viennese authorities and were
only resolved by a special committee of Hungarian
musicians. Even so Liszt was not allowed to conduct
the Mass at the coronation and took his place in the
church as an ordinary member of the public; however,
the ovation he received from the public who lined the
streets as he walked to the ceremony more than
compensated for the slights he had suffered. Liszt
regarded the Mass as combining ecclesiastical with
Hungarian national elements: the latter can clearly be
heard in the Quoniam of the 'Gloria' and in the 'Agnus
Dei.' These combine the use of the ' Hungarian' scale
with references to the Rakoczi song. Liszt did not
compose the ' Credo', but used asetting by the 17th.
century composer Henry du Mont. The mass as awhole
is abeautiful example of Liszt's middle period writing,
and contains many lyrical and dramatic moments. It is
not available on record elsewhere, and is finely
performed here by Hungarian forces; the balance of
chorus and orchestra is good, and the four soloists are
well differentiated. Only occasionally does the chorus
obscure the orchestral figures. The acoustic is
somewhat resonant, which sometimes makes for
woolliness, but on the whole this is avaluable addition
to the records of Liszt's choral music. [
A: 1]
Humphrey Searle

LORTZI NG: ' Der Wildschutz'
Litz I Rothenberger I Schâdle I 011endorll I Prey I
Wunderlich I Bavarian State Opera Chorus &
Orchestra IHeger
EMI 1C 149-28534/6 (
3records) (£ 11.97) ( Conifer)
Made in 1964, a pleasant-sounding recording of
commendable clarity and awarmth that suits the nature
of the work very well. All the words are clear and there
is a good balance between voices and orchestra. An
excellent cast, with Hermann PreY as the Count, Fritz
Wunderlich as Baron Kronthal, the brother of the
Countess played by Gisela Litz and Anneliese
Rothenberger as the young and merry widowed sister
of the Count. All these are in fine form and bring agood
deal of character and humour to their roles. The key
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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dassicat

figure in the story is Baculus, apart probably unique in
opera—that of aschoolmaster who has aweakness for
poaching—a rewarding buffo- bass role. Here he is
excellently played by Fritz 011endorf ( who was a fine
Banolo in the Callas/Gobbi recording of The Barber of
Seville), who passes the test with acharacterful rendering of the opera's most famous aria ' Fünftausend
Thaler'. Bribed by this amount to give up his bride, he
succumbs to capitalism and imagines what he will do
with his money—asort of forerunner of ' If Iwere arich
man'. Although the opera is credited with leanings to
Mendelssohn and Handel, it is the Italian flavour and
Mozartian indebtedness that Isense most, particularly
in this aria, which has something of both Figaros in it. A
hearty recommendation for amost pleasant work very
competently performed. ( The enclosed libretto, alas, is
only in German.) [
A: 1]
Peter Commend

MAHLER: Symphony 3 in d
Ortrun IWenkel ( con) ISouthend Boys' Choir ILPO
and Ladies' Chorus I Tennstedt
HMV SLS5195 digital ( 2 records) (£ 9.95)
To have Mahler's gigantic hymn in EMI's expansive
digital sound will be recommendation enough for
many readers. How does it differ from the best of
existing alternatives—Solti's ( also Kingsway Hall),
Horenstein's ( Fairfield), Haitink's ( 1963 but still considerable, only in the complete album now)? Strangely,
my first impressions were that the quality was unexpectedly bland, not as sharp or as rich in bass warmth
as many analogue productions by the company. The
massive weight of the end of the first movement (side 2
here) is even better suggested in the Unicorn set, and

MASSENET: Piano Concerto' D Solo Piano
Works El Piano Works for Four Hands
•Aldo Ciccolini (pno) IMonte Carlo Opera INational
Orch. ICambreling
EMI 2C 167-73005/7 (
3records) (£ 16-95) ( Conifer)

Thankfully, the Liszt influence on these works is only
occasionally evident. It is at its most obvious—and
sadly unassimilated—in the opening flourishes of the
Piano Concerto.
Reviewing
Marylène
Dosse's
Turnabout disc in September last year Isee Idescribed
the work as having ' a certain charm.., workmanlike
enough'. If anything, Ihave become less patient with it
in the interim. Unlike the Westphalian orchestra on the
Turnabout disc, the Monte Carlo ensemble generally
plays in tune and with good rhythm, while Ciccolini
shapes the dismally padded writing with every semblance of genuine involvement; even the grimly banal
'Hungarian' finale, with its sub- Lisztian tinkling
halfway through, achieves something by the sheer
abandon of the playing.
Many of the solo pieces possess a domesticated,
rather nostalgic charm. As Martin Cooper has pointed
out, there seems to be afar more national flavour about
second-rate French music than that of almost any other
country; it is a quality which Beecham, no less,
recognised and understood instinctively. At any rate,
Ciccolini is a most persuasive advocate throughout,
especially in the harmless insouciance of the pieces in
march
rhythm
with
their
often
delightfully
inconsequential counterpoints. As on his HMV Satie
discs, Ciccolini plays both parts of the four- hand
pieces; fair enough. Recordings are bright and firm,
suggestive of a boudoir rather than a concert grand.
French pressings are good, if alittlefurry now and then.
[13: 1]
Andrew Keener

MATTHESON: Suites 1, 6, 9 and 11 from
'Harmonisches Denkmal'
Bradford Tracey ( hpd)
Harmonie Mundi 065-99875 (£ 5.50) ( Parnote)

Tennstedt

the special character of Kingsway productions is consistently more felt on the Solti—this could well have
been made at Abbey Road instead. Istill wonder
whether artificial reverberation has been added. But
the impact of some tympani strokes in the finale
focused the positive gains that digital techniques bring:
the balancing is closer to the concert hall experience,
the depth of imaging opens up in astriking way, and
the power of the sound ( Wuchtig, akey word in Mahler
scores, comes to mind often) increases involvement in
the music. The apparent diminution in hall ambience in
digital recordings has been commented on before, and
of course the Decca Third makes much use of perspective changes to hold the listener. These two
versions sound most similar in the off-stage posthorn
solos, which Ilike in each case. Comparison with the
Concertgebouw set shows that the weight of texture
there is illusory; but the strings have considerable
fidelity. Haitink should now re-record this symphony.
Impressions of performance changed too; if • the
contrasts with Horenstein's earthier style seemed
significant at first, later hearings seemed to draw the
two readings together as essentially similar, each as
profoundly
comprehensive.
Tennstedt,
though,
secures more disciplined playing: in the meadowy
Minuetto, for instance, the LPO strings are more
accurate at quicker speeds, and there is no loss in detail
or characterisation. The Nietzsche setting proves aptly
cast, and if the choral/bells movement disappoints
marginally, there is Tennstedt's marvellously selfless
adagio, 'where everything is resolved into quiet being'.
With this recording you don't think about Klaus
Tennstedt's insights, the symphony seems to speak for
itself: odd that someone with so demonstrative a
podium manner ( a schoolmaster with the heart of a
Bernstein?) could work so imperceptibly between
composer and listener. [
A/A*: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Johann Mattheson was one of the foremost and one of
the most prolific of 18th- century German musical
theorists. He held various musical posts, including
conductor of the Hamburg Opera, but unlike the
hundred or so extant polemical and theoretical works,
the actual music which remains is comparatively little.
The 12 suites of the ' Harmonic Monument' were
published in London in 1714 and it would be fair to
applaud the craftsmanship with which they are
composed ( typically Baroque in their harmonic and
melodic figuration and use of conventional- type
movements—Allemande, Courant, Gigue, etc), but
they will hardly startle or amaze with the profundity of
their inspiration.
Bradford Tracey makes the most of the sonatas'
appealing features, playing a fairly lightweight 1710
Fleischer harpsichord; 4 chooses his registral changes
with care and he ornaments sparingly.
The overall sound picture is of a relatively small'
voiced instrument played in a fairly large, but
acoustically dead, room—there is no 'ringing on' to
colour the sound and while this does lead to clear
outlines it also slightly attenuates the bass effect.
[13: 2]
Roger Bowen

MONTEVERDI: ' Orfeo'
Eric Tappy ( ten)
Magali Schwartz (m- sop) I Wally
Staemplli ( sop) IFrancois Loup ( bass) ITheo Altmeyer
(ten) IEnsemble Vocal et Instrumental de Lausanne I
Corboz
Erato STU 70440 (
3 records) (£ 15•75) ( Conifer)
Our conception of the type of string tone which is
appropriate for early music has changed so drastically
since this performance of Orfeo was made in 1968 that
the long- held, smooth legato passages, such as the
ritornelli between the strophes in the Prologue, now
seem strangely inappropriate. Startlingly different is the
Harnoncourt version ( Telefunken FK 6.35020), much
sparser and more vibrant with brisker tempi for many of
the numbers—the early part of Act 1has an especially
infectious gaiety.
Orfeo himself is of course crucial dramatically, and
Eric Tappy with his clear tenor gives a less emphatic
account than either Lajos Kozma on Telefunken or
Nigel Rogers on DG Archiv 2723 018, who arguably
gives the best account—certainly true of the massive
Act 3aria to Charon. Unfortunately, there is no English
libretto with this Erato set either.
The French recording is less atmospheric than DG,
and less sparkling than Telefunken, but it is still warm
and quite reverberant. Balance between soloists,
chorus and orchestra is convincing and there is some

skilfully handled 'staging', including some very good
echo effects. The changes in instrumental texture are
well recorded and the continuo group with plucked
instruments come through clearly. Dynamic range is
good too. [
A/B: 2]
Roger Bowen

MOZART:
Symphonies,
Vol.
5:
K318,
K248b/250, K319, K320, K338, K385 ' Haffner'
with March K408/2, K425 ' Linz', K213c/208
AAM ISchroder
Oiseau -Lyre D171D4 (
4 records) ( full price)
The first two volumes of this ambitious and scholarly
project promised more than they sometimes delivered,
but with this latest one intention and achievement
begin to come together. The results are encouraging,
and the music and recording, hitherto rather dull and
poorly focused on occasion, have acquired life and
brilliance. What exactly has happened is not easy to tell
though the improved balance, brighter acoustic and
generally richer spectrum of sound clearly has alot to
do with it. As far as the music itself is concerned, the
players seem to have abandoned some of their previous
earnestness in favour of relaxation, as if out of school at
last and determined to enjoy themselves. Professor
Zazlaw in his expansive notes, which are one of the
considerable bonuses of the series even if one is not
inclined to go all the way with him, makes the point that
Mozart's symphonies were, on the whole, entertainment pieces and meant to be enjoyed without too
much cerebration. The springy attack of the strings,
marked occasionally by phrasing which appears to
deviate from that of the New Mozart Edition used, and
clean and clearly defined wind parts—again the supportive bassoons tend to be fugitive—help to endorse
the entertaining view. One applauds the thoroughness
which demands the obsewance of every repeat, but,
truth to tell, it can become a trifle wearisome—the
'Linz' occupies best part of two sides. It was anice idea
to preface the ' Haffner' with the March it appears to
have had in its original serenade form, but there is no
evidence to support its use when Mozart turned it into
the four- movement symphony we now know. In
addition to the standard canon, this volume includes
the two symphonies drawn from the original ' Haffner'
Serenade and from the ' Posthorn', both formerly better
known than the serenades from which they were
culled. There is also the symphony made out of the
Overture and one aria from II Re Pastore (
listed but not
actually included in Volume 4), to which Mozart added
a curiously bucolic finale. This is out of the strict
chronological order which the series imposed upon
itself, but no matter. With this general improvement
one can now look forward to the rest of this series with
interest, even with the stirrings of excitement. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Concerto for Flute and harp, K.299 EJ
Andante for Flute and Orchestra, K.315
Valentin Zverev (fit) Vera Doulov a ( hrp) ISoloists Ens
IMarkiz
Chant du Monde ' Melodiya' LOX 78664 (£ 5-15)
(TO L)
Despite some attractive solo playing this is not really a
very competitive issue. For one thing it does not
represent very good value for money in terms of the
quantity of music offered; surely it is possible to get the
concerto on to one side without much difficulty, and
the Andante, though pleasant, is hardly acommanding
piece. The orchestral playing is adequate,. generally
accurate but without much sparkle. The phrasing
inclines to be stiff and unrelaxed, and one gets an
impression of deliberation that is alien to the nature and
intent of the music itself. The sound is quite good but at
this price it is difficult to recommend in the face of the
Academy version with Monteux and Ellis on Phillips, or
Colin Davis' older but still very serviceable account,
again with Osian Ellis but with Barwahser as flautist
on the same label ( see February " Deja Vu"). Both are
coupled with full length works. [
B: 2]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Divertimento in Ey, K563
Grumraux Trio
Philips LY 802803 (
full price) ( Import Music)
Coming so soon after the recording by members of
Collegium Aureum, this presents some interesing
contrasts of style and approach. It is much more
refined, for one tning, and more subtle too, but it
sacrifices in exchange the gusto of the earlier
performance and some of its excitement. Which
approach is the more appropriate is perhaps amatter of
97
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DREAMSCAPES

JONATHAN HARVEY Correspondances
PETER DICKINSON Surrealist Landscape
ANDRZEJ PANUFNIK Dreamscape • •
ELISABETH LUTYENS Stevie Smith Songs

Important first recordings of
British works for voice and piano

AN ERIK SATIE ENTERTAINMENT
• . . entertainment it certainly is and amost

4

MERIEL DICKINSON, mezzo-soprano
PETER DICKINSON, Piano

A PORTRAIT OF LORD BERNERS

AN AMERICAN ANTHOLOGY

Also with Bernard Dickerson, Susan Bradshaw and
Richard Rodney Bennett

Pieces by Gershwin, Copland, Carter,
Cage & Thomson

'Wonderful performances. STEREO REVIEW. USA

acceptable addition to the growing Satie
discography.' THE GRAMOPHONE

'The recording successfully captures the unique
atmosphere of their successful entertainment and is
an excellent buy.' RECORDS & RECORDING

'I was excited and beguiled by the sheer bubbling
musicality of that misunderstood figure Lord
Berners '
DAILY TELEGRAPH

RHS 355

'Would that all recitals (and not lust recorded ones)
were as ingeniously planned as this one. as
intelligently interpreted and as full of agreeable
discoveries. the well balanced recording
contributes to auseful and entertaining exploration
of an almost uenown repertory.'
THE GRAMOPHONE

RES 353

RIES 338
Text included with each of the above records RHS prefix rrp £5.75 ( inc VAT)

DENON

ENTRACTE
TWO IMMENSELY ENJOYABLE LPs
FROM THE LEADING FILM MUSIC
LABEL.
MAX STEINER King Kong
National Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by Fred Steiner

All superb Japanese pressings
THREE KEYBOARD CONCERTOS
J. S. BACH D Minor, BMV 1052,
A Major, BWV 1055; F minor BWV 1056

The thrilling music for the 1933 classic'
monster movie. Newly recorded.

Andras Schiff
English Chamber Orchestra
conducted by George Malcolm

ERS 6504 rrp £5.99 (
inc. VAT)

OX 7182

HUGO FRIEDHOFER The Best Years of
our Lives
London Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by Frank Collura

HANS OTTO PLAYS THE GREAT
SILBERMANN ORGAN OF
FREIBERG CATHEDRAL

Lyrical music of great charm, acclaimed
by many American critics as being
amongst the finest film scores ever.
EDP 8101 rrp £5.99 (
inc. VAT)
-41

_

The latest recording from this supert
audiophile label.
DVORAK Symphony No. 9in E Minor,
Op. 92 ' From the New World'
St Louis Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Leonard Slatkin
10053 np £8.80 (
inc. VAT)
Pressed in Germany

_

UNS 268 (with full text) rrp £3.99 ( inc. VAT)

Also available these further enterprising
collections of songs and piano music:

TELARC

"w REtels,

J. S. BACH
Toccata and Fugue in D minor, BWV 565
Six Schübler Chorales, BWV 656-650
Prelude and Fugue in G minor, BWV 535
Trio in C minor, BWV 585
Fantasy in C major, BWV 570
Trio in D minor, BWV 583
Prelude and Fugue in C major, BWV 545
Fugue in G minor, BWV 578

Pressed in Holland

CHAMBER MUSIC FOR OBOE AND
STRINGS
W. A. MOZART Adagio in C
J. M. HAYDN Divertimento in C,
Quartet in C
J. C. BACH Quartet in B-flat
HEINZ HOLLIGER, Oboe and Cor
Anglais with Antonio Salvatore, Violin
Massimo Paris, Viola Vito Paternoster,
Cello and Lucio Buccarella, Double-Bass

:•:

OX 7185 rrp £ 7.50 (inc. VAT)
Send for lists of DENON and the many other
fine audiophile digital and direct- to-disc labels
that we distribute together with other
collectors' labels - CHALFONT. CITADEL,
CRYSTAL CLEAR. DENON. DELOS.
ENTR'ACTE. FINLANDIA, HYPERION.
SHEFFIELD LAB. TELARC, UNICORN.
UNICORN-KANCHANA. ULTRAFI,
VARESE SARABANDE

Available from leading record shops and a
growing number of hi-fi dealers We will also
supply direct, cash-with-order please plus 46p
towards p & pon orders for less than 4LPs,
otherwise p & pfree.

OX1184
TCKAIKOVSKY
Symphony No. 5in Eminor, Op. 64
Berlin Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Kurt Sanderling
OX 7186 rrp £7.50 (
inc. VAT).
We now have over 40 Denon titles in
stock.

.•.•

:•:•:

UNICORN RECORDS LTD
The Mancir House, Markfield,
Leicester LE6 OUN.
tel. Markfield (05305) 3138

•:•'.•
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taste, and there is ample room for both. It is, however,
fair to say that the Grumiaux Trio stands in closer
relation to the generality of performances of this
particular work than does the Collegium Aureum trio,
whose directness and slightly coarse- grained playing
derives in part from their use of period instruments,
bowing and strings, and partly from the Austro German traditions of such music. To go with
Grumiaux's soft approach Philips have given them
soft- focused sound, nicely detailed and satisfactorily
resonant, yet rather more distanced than that of the
Harmonia Mundi recording, which at the same volume
level certainly is more aggressive. Both are free from
surface noise. ( The Philips import issue has sleeve
notes in German only.) (
A: 1) Kenneth Dommett

in the Beethoven pieces, which she plays with considerable vigour as well as agreat deal of technical skill,
though some of the phrasing sounds alittle awkward.
These Bagatelles have been recorded complete by
Brendel and Bishop- Kovacevich, and it is interesting to
compare Larrocha with each of them. The first of the
two Mozart sonatas was almost certainly written for the
harpsichord and the fingering adopted approximates to
that required for the older instrument: it seems less
appropriate to the A minor sonata, which appears to
have been conceived for the fortepiano with its greater
sustaining power and more legato style. The recording
is full and rather close but generally faithful, faithful
enough in fact to reproduce a curious coloration of
certain treble notes that Ifind slightly odd. [
B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Violin Sonatas Volume 4: Sonata in
131, K454 13 Sonata in E K481
Sonata in A,
K526 O Sonata in F, K547
4nnegret Diedrichsen ( vIn) IDesmond Wright ( 1- ono)
Acanta HA23200/1 (
2 records) (£ 11.00) ( Harmonia
Mundi)

OFFENBACH: Arias from '
La Chanson de
Fortunio' O ' Les Brigands' D ' La Vie Parisienne'
D'
La Grande Duchesse' D ' La Perichole' D ' La
Belle Helene', etc
Anna Tariol-Baugé (sop) IJuliette Simon. Girard (sop)
Rubini Limited Edition GV600 C) (£3.99)
(Parnote)

This volume brings us face to face with Mozart's three
more ambitious essays in the genre— K547 is an
avowed teaching piece—and inevitably prompts
comparison with some of the other versions currently
available. The chief of these are those by the Goldberg Lupu duo and Szeryng-Haebler, but both are
incorporated into larger sets. And both use the modern
piano. This would not recommend itself to Desmond
Wright, who for reasons of authenticity has chosen to
saddle himself with an instrument whose action and
sound have been a major obstacle to a true
appreciation of the pianist's talents throughout the
series. Annegret Diedrichsen's playing has been
allowed to be more flexible and has developed as the
quality of the music has improved, but it still falls short
of the warmth and generosity generated by the two
violinists mentioned above. Her tone tends to be hard
and incisive and to dominate the uncertain mechanics
of the keyboard. Had she been placed farther back it
seems likely that a better balance might have been
achieved. Otherwise the other aspects of the recording
have remained fairly constant throughout, areasonable
degree of resonance and warmth helping to mitigate
the violinist's tone and the pianist's intractable and
merciless instrument. [
B/C: 2] Kenneth Dommett

Iam not one who plunges willingly into the recorded
sounds of 1903 and thereabouts. However, the
fascination of this special Offenbach Centenary issue
had to override such small considerations and Iwas, in
fact, quite pleasantly surprised at the very reasonable
quality of many of these transfers from discs that
weren't even 78s but played at anything between 70
and 76 rpm. The first side is devoted to Anna TariolBaugé ( born 1872), who was singing at Les BouffesParisiens before the turn of the century and starred in a
1900 Offenbach season at Les Variétés, having a
particular success in Les Brigands. With Offenbach but
twenty vears gone there must still have been astrong
tradition in force. With Juliette Simon- Girard, on Side
2, we come even closer to musical history. She was
born in 1859 and was already in the theatre by 1877,
while Offenbach was alive. Her 1903 recordings are full
of character and must give us some hint of Offenbach's
stylings. They are with piano, whereas Tariol-Baugé
gains an orchestra: however, the recording of a Ronde
from Madame Favart is of special interest as the only
surviving record by the original creator of an Offenbach
rôle and is possibly the first record of his music to be
made. In general the performances here tend to be very
operatic in approach. This is a truly fascinating
document that no Offenbach enthusiast will want to
miss.[H: H]
Peter Gammond

PAGAN IN I: 24 Caprices D Farewell Caprice
Duo Merveille
Ruggiero Ricci ( yin)
uttraFi ULDD 11 direct cut ( 2 records) (£ 12.50)
(Unicorn)

de Larrocha

MOZART: Piano Sonata in E K282 I Piano
Sonata in a, K310 / BEETHOVEN: Bagatelles,
Op. 33
Alicia de Larrocha (pno)
Decca SXL 6951
Alicia de Larrocha's approach to Mozart falls somewhere between the Klien- Brendel- Haebler school and
the weightier attack favoured by pianists earlier this
century. The fingering is light and fluid, but she seems
to favour a drier, detached style, almost staccato at
times and often threatening to become decidedly more
aggressive. This aspect of her playing is very apparent
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The challenge to make adirect- cut set of the Paganini
Caprices was spurred by Ricci's annoyance at recordings edited together by violinists he felt were incapable
of performing this daunting composition in front of an
audience. The necessity to pass or retake whole LP
sides ( not just single tracks) meant that Ricci played a
total of 125 Caprices, yet when this most revealing of
all techniques was used the Canadian ultraFi company
promotes the results, absurdly, as ' Direct disc. digital.
high technology tape'.
The sad fact is that the unsuitably dead studio
accoustic and ultra ' close microphone placements
have exaggerated every finger movement and flaw.
Whereas Accardo is recorded ( 2 DG) with a nicely
spaced and spread image, allowing a wide dynamic
range in the playing without discomforting the listener,
Ricci's attack, which would be effective in the recesses
of a large hall, is magnified and coarsened. (The
presentation could be likened to a televised lieder
recital where the screen was constantly filled with
closeups of the artist's mouth.) Side 4ends with a 'duo'
sonata for one player; Ricci is disastrously weak in the
opening section, with melody over plucked accompaniment, and sounds pretty desperate in the most
famous of the Caprices ( No. 24). Although this set does
convey a feeling of special tension, Iconsider that
Accardo's refinement, his more acute musical perception, the fluency and rhythmical character of his
playing, in every way count for more. If the direct- cuts
present atour- de- force (
and its failures), the conventional DG tells the purchaser far more of the brilliant
variety of Paganini's invention [
A: 1*/41
Christopher Breunig

PERGOLESI: Stabat Mater
Ileana Cotrubas ( sop) ILucia Valentin, Terrani ( con) I
Solisti Veneti IScimone
Erato STU 71179 (£ 5.75) ( Conifer)

cLassicaL

This Erato recording comes soon after the Guest
version released by Argo (ZRG 913) which Peter
Turner commended in last October's HFNI RR for its
restraint. Scimone and his two soloists ( is it true what
they say about the Latin temperament?) place more
stress on the overtly emotional side of the work, with
passionately- styled solo arias such as the contralto Eja
Mater, and with deeply veiled string passages such as
at the Grave opening. The whole performance is quite
highly charged, although it is not without its relaxed
moments, and Scimone ensures that the suavity of the
melodic writing shows through. ISolisti Veneti provide
a sensitivity supportive background for the two
soloists with their clear voices, well- integrated in the
duets.
There is a good balance too between soloists and
orchestra, and despite the importance of the vocal parts
the accompaniment is always well in evidence. The
bass response is particularly good, but the violins in
their upper registers sometimes have a slightly steely
edge. [
A/B: 1/2]
Roger Bowen

PROKOF IEV: Romeo and Juliet—extracts
LAPO Letrisdorf
Sheffield LAB 8 direct cut (£ 10.43) ( Unicorn)
Ifirst came across this 1977 'limited edition' last year in
America when anything to do with direct cut or digital
was still big news. Iremember then being duly impressed by the pristine clarity of the sound but far less
so with Leinsdorf's readings.
The clean focus and sheer presence of the recording
are marvellous: a bell- like response to every colour in
the orchestral spectrum brought off without any
obvious recourse to unnatural pinpointing ( the venue,
by the way, was MGM's scoring stage One, Los
Angeles—the source of most classic MGM musicals). If
Ihave any reservation at all it concerns the slightly
clinical and steely ambience of the sound, though I
suspect that Leinsdorf's performances have as much to
do with this as anything else.
There is aconspicuous absence of tonal warmth in
the playing that he draws from the Los Angeles
orchestra which is all well and good in dealing with the
grinding aggression of the fight sequence between
'Romeo' and 'Tybalt', for instance, but a serious
deficiency when it comes to the romantic episodes. Not
that the big, dramatic set- pieces always achieve their
optimum impact, either. Rhetorical gestures are kept to
aminimum and tempi are often on the brisk side. Ithink
instantly of the two great dissonant crescendos that
form akind of recurring motif symbolising antagonism
between the two families. With a recording like this
working so strongly in his favour it seems to me that
Leinsdorf totally undersells moments like these. In sum,
then, there is a general lack of 'visual' flair which a
quick comparison with either Previn or Maazel immediately confirms.
The playing, as Isay, is robust and brilliant if rather
mechanical, in keeping with Leinsdorf's whole approach. The horns, incidentally ( so daringly scored
here), are disappointingly reticent throughout. Imissed
their anguished baying both in the ' Death of Tybalt'
(simply listed here as ' Finale Act II') and the episode
generally known in the concert suites as ' Romeo and
Juliet before parting'. Leinsdorf's selections are strictly
chronological so as to run like a potted edition of the
complete ballet. Most of the familiar suite items are
included but under different headings. One curious
omission is 'the balcony scene'.
Packaging is extremely lavish and very Hollywood:
but then so is the price. [
A*/A: 2/3]
Edward Seckerson

RAMEAU: Six Concerts en Sextuor
Caen CO / Dautel
Calliope CAL 1838 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
The six concertos are arrangements for string sextet of
Rameau's Pieces de Clavecin en Concert. published
1741. The movements retain their titles, some, such as
'La Poplinière', ' La Lamborde', named after famous
personages of the time ( there is even La Rameau' for
his wife). The playing of the Caen ensemble has avery
refined air, and on repeated hearings Ibegan to wish for
agreater élan in some of the more boisterous pieces.
There is little of the peasant dance left in their
performance of the delightful 'Tambourin', and 1have
certainly heard more rousing harpsichord versions of
'La Poule'. There is also adistinctly modern sound to
the string tone—they use modern bows and the
resulting quality is smooth and even.
As for the recording, the main cause for concern is
the tonal imbalance which affects all the concertos; the
bass is extremely full-bodied and resonant in
comparison with the upper strings. When the string
99

bass is absent, the sound is natural and balanced
without excess reverberance. The entry of the bass,
however, distorts this totally and it further dominates
the texture by being louder and more forward than the
rest of the string band. Without this unfortunate bias,
the recording would have deserved ahigher rating. [
C:
2]
Roger Bowen
RUGGLES: Complete Music
Judith Blegen (sop) IBeverly Morgan (m- sop) IJohn
Kirkpatrick (pno) ILeonard Raver ( org) IGregg Smith
Singers ISpeculum Musicae IBuffalo Philharmonic I
Thomas
CBS 79225 (
2 records) ( full price)
With Charles Ives, Carl Ruggles ( 1876-1971) has
become afounding father of modern American music.
Like his better known ( and crustier) compatriot, he
freely employed discordant modern textures both
sooner and more freely than his European contemporaries. This freedom defuses the tension from the
process and amuscular, rugged sound results. Ruggles
was aslow and very careful worker. Not surprisingly,
his output is not large. He destroyed his earlier works
(mostly vocal) and some of the remaining 12 exist in
more than one version—all are offered here. Michael
Tilson Thomas knew and admired the composer and
this two record set represents a passionate personal
commitment: apart from conducting he edited the
scores and plays the piano too. The result makes
fascinating listening. No longer impenetrably new, the
strongest impression is one of healthy toughness—a
healthier, less introverted Schoenberg: tough in
thought and rich in texture; sensuous in sound, but
resistant to self-indulgence. Men and Mountains is
big-hearted, warm orchestral music. Angles (
in both
versions—the second adding trombones to the
original, scored for trumpets) is more acid, knotty yet
expressive music. Sun - Treader (
still available in an
earlier recording by Michael Tilson Thomas) is
Ruggles' largest and most famous work—it get aloving
performance here. Equally weighty in orchestral utterance is Organum. Fascinating ( if somewhat uneven) is
the choral work Exaltation. This starts with a deliciously uncompromising organ solo; brass uses the
same discordant material and leads to the chorus—a
setting of '0 God our help in ages past'. Toys and Vox
Clamans in Deserto show Ruggles' handling of the
solo voice and Evocation (
in its original piano solo
version) is splendidly played by John Kirkpatrick—the
orchestral version is less airy and less interesting. The
recordings are mostly good, though some perspectives
are uncomfortably flat, and the performances are good
and better. [B: 1/2]
Benedict Sernaker

SAEVERUD: Mi- Fi -Li n Kvartoni"
I Double
Concerto for Flute. Guitar and Strings"
RPO IDreier / • Clas Pehrsson (recorders) I ' Solveg
Faringer (sop) I ' Cecile Pei/el (gtr) I ' Carl- Axel
Dominique (pno) I " Gunilla von Bahr (fit) I " Diego
Blanco (gtr) I " Stockholm Chamber Ensemble I
••Saeverud
BIS LP- 129 (£4.85) ( TOL)
Ketil Saeverud ( who has recently changed his name to
Ketil Hvoslef) is a41- year- old Norwegian composer. A
pupil of Blomdahl and Lidholm, he has also studied in
London. As a composer he has the courage to think
over a large span of time: Mi- FiLi (
1971) is a substantial symphonic poem lasting 18 minutes: minutes
well filled and captivatingly treated. Kvartoni
( quartet and the interval of a fourth) attempts
(successfully) to combine quite disparate instruments.
It does so by making the piano approach the guitar's
dynamic range and making the soprano perform as
though she were a wind instrument. The musical
argument is not as convincing as the instrumental
solutions, but rewarding nonetheless. The Double
Concerto (
1977) is the most recent of these works. It
is the most extensive and the most overtly Romantic
composition on the record. The playing is all extremely
fine and the record is afascinating study in recording
techniques: some of the pieces are multi-miked; one is
asimple crossed pair. All are very well done—so over to
'Quality Monitor' with [
A*: 1*].
Benedict Sarnaker
SALLINEN: The Red Line
Taru Valjakka ( sop) IJorma Hynninen ( bar) I Usk°
Viitanen ( ten) Iet all Finnish National Opera Chorus
and Orchestra IKamu
Finlandia FA 102 (
3 records) (£ 17.25) ( Unicorn)
The late H. O. enthusiastically received Sallinen's opera
The Horseman when it arrived in September 1979. He
admitted a certain difficulty over the meaning of that
work ( which Ihave not yet managed to hear, not least
because of the oblique language of its libretto). The
Red Line suffers no such disadvantage. It is drawn from
I AI,

anovel by Ilmari Kianto ( 1874-1970), and its message
and symbolism áre pretty clear. It concerns the dire
struggle for survival of the Finnish peasant in the bleak
North during the last days of Russian domination. A
bear harasses the meagre flock of Topi. He, his wife
Riika and their children are on the verge of starvation. A
wandering pedlar ( who is given a delightful ballad)
arrives and tells the children riddles. Topi returns from
the village with confused tales about an election in
which everyone will vote by making a ' red line', and
everything will change. Nothing does, of course. The
children die; Topi is at the logging camp, and when he
returns he takes them off to be buried cheaply. In an
epilogue news comes that the people have won their
election, but the bear has returned. Topi goes to fight it
but is killed, his slashed throat another red line.
Sallinen, whose music is reputed to be less concerned
with rhythm and form than with colour, has provided
for this sombre tale ascore of quite remarkable colour
and variety. It is true that the music seems to grow out
of itself and out of the mood of the plot rather than from
incident, but it has great vitality and a genuine and
easily comprehended melodiousness which makes it
immediately attractive. It is impressively well sung and
characterised and the orchestral playing is rich and
confident. As with The Horseman the recording
matches the excellence of the performance; the
balance between singers and orchestra is realistic, and
the perspectives of the, at times, quite heavy scoring
are faithfully captured and set in an ambience which
gives a real sense of theatrical space. [
A*: 1*1
Kenneth Dommett

SCHUBERT: Piano Trio 1 in B . D898 o Piano
Trio 2 in En, D929
Les Musiciens: Jean-Claude Pennetier (pno) IRégis
Pasquier ( vin) IRoland Pidoux ( v/c)
Harmonie Mundi HM1047/8 (
2 records) (£ 9.00)
(Parnote) ( Plus a free record of SCHUBERT: Piano
Sonatas 14 & 19 by Hans Richter- Haaser)
7

Harmonia Mundi here offer abold recording that may
offend some tastes, for its boldness goes as far as to
spread the trio out with the violin in the left speaker, the
cello in the right. But it is certainly clear and analytical,
laying the music open to dissection. Good firm string
tone, an edginess occasionally noticeable and helped, I
thought, by a slight treble cut. Otherwise, Imust say
that Ifound the sound excellent and inclined to take
you right into the performance. This Iliked too for it
gives an impression of affection and keen pleasure in
the music. There is no holding back on the lyrical side
of Schubert; you almost feel the players thinking here's
asplendid bit, let's give it all we can'. Les Musiciens,
whom Idon't know well as agroup, play with excellent
togetherness and, at the same time, great freedom,
giving their performance aspontaneous feel rather than
the more contrived effect of certain highly polished
ensembles.
As abonus we are offered arecording of the A- minor
and C- minor sonatas by Richter- Haaser ( HM10063),
which is very generous at the advertised price of £ 9. I
would not presume, in the circumstances, to look agift
horse in the mouth and enter into detailed criticism of a
free gift. Fortunately, it can be said that these are also
satisfying, if rather forceful, performances that can be
accepted as a pleasant bonus with good piano tone.
[A/(sonatas)B: 1]
Peter Gammond

go for the old Menuhin led recordings of both and
lament their absence from the lists. [
B/C: 1]
Peter Gammond

SCHUMANN: Chamber Music
Hubeau (pno) IMouillère ( vIn) ICaussé ( via) ILodeon
(vIc) IBoeykens ( ch) IPier/of ( obo) I Del Vescovo
(hm) IHovora (pno) IQuatuor Via Nova
Erato STU 71252 (
7 records) (£28.75) ( Conifer)
This set contains all Schumann' instrumental chamber
ensemble pieces that have opus numbers, plus one of
his movements from the FAE violin Sonata ( not both,
as suggested by the sleeve notes); all except the string
quartets include piano. Although this team of artists
produces for the most part technically adept,
straightforward interpretations of these works, there
are no great performances to be found here. At best the
works are treated to warm and sympathetic playing, as
in Jean Mouillère's readings of the two violin sonatas.
At the other extreme are performances of the Drei
Romanzen for oboe and piano that are characterised by
inappropriate timbre and poor
an ungrateful,
intonation. As with many other generalised box- sets
one must take the rough with the smooth.
Performances of the Piano Quintet and Piano Trio No.
1rise above the average but lack the extra insight that
would make them special; technically this is manifested
by a series of ungraded climaxes, underdone
accentuation, and a general lack of subtlety, mystery
and repose. When comparing the performance of the
latter
work
with
that
recently
issued
by
Chung/Tortelier/Previn I am struck by the gulf
between the good and the inspired. The recording
quality is pleasant and smooth enough for long periods
of listening without strain. Less happily, the
reverberant acoustic which favours the strings gives
the piano in larger ensembles awash of resonance that
obscures inner detail. The ubiquitous Jean Hubeau
copes in a craftsmanlike manner with Schumann's
taxing writing for the instrument and deserves better
treatment. Quiet surfaces contribute to the overall
refinement of sound.
Despite my adverse criticisms, if you are attracted to
this set by the convenience of its completeness or by
those works which are not represented elsewhere in
the current catalogue, you will find that, on the whole,
it makes pleasurable listening. [
A/B: 2/3/4]
Doug Hammond

SCHUMANN: Symphony 2
Bamberg SO IFischer-Dieskau
Acanta D227 049 ( f550) ( Harmon ia Mundi)
Notable only for its spirit, I'm afraid. The recording is
most unpleasant: fierce and shrill, particularly in the
violins. The woodwind are artificially focused to the
extent that they take on aslightly disembodied cast in
relation to the rest of the orchestra ( and the surfaces on
my copy were dreadful, too).

SCHUBERT: Piano Trio 2 in Et,,D929
Odeon. Trio
Musicaphon BM 30 SL 4000 ( E4.25) ( TOI)
Still searching for ideal chamber- music sound, Iam
sorry to say that this is not it. Not that it is particularly
bad in quality or beyond acceptance, but that it fails to
produce an absolutely clear image of the trio and there
is overall what Ican only describe as asort of gruffness;
perhaps simply too much resonance. There are also
faults in balance but Ifeel that these are probably the
fault of the players rather than the recording. One
consistent failing is that the pianist dutifully obeys
Schuben's pp markings and plays accordingly but
(especially) the violin and ( to some extent) the cello do
not. Consequently, interesting passage work by the
pianist often disappears behind the string sound,
particularly as he is playing asoft- toned instrument. If
all this makes the recording seem not worth considering, Imust add that the performance in general is avery
pleasant one; expressive and lyrical and full of life. The
criticism is purely on the poor balance between the
players, which the German recording has not totally
resolved. This is fine trio who deserve much of the
praise printed on the sleeve and, of course, it is asuperb
work, if not such afavourite of mine as No. 1in Bp. I
still

Fischer-Dieskau

I think Fischer- Dieskau's performance probably
deserves better than it gets here in the way of either
playing or recording. Plainly he has akeen ear for inner
clarity and some of his textural balancing ( or is it the
engineers?) is very often uncommonly illuminating of
both primary and secondary parts. On the other hand,
the broader outlines of the piece are not always
convincing and one or two awkward transitional
passages ( from the introduction into the first allegro, for
instance, or from the trio back into the scherzo) show
up tell- tale deficiencies and misjudgements in his
conducting technique.

cLassicaL

Barenboim's richly imaginative performance on DG
would be my suggestion. [
D: 3]
Edward Seek erson

The recordings are fairly consistent, being rather
two-dimensional
and
lacking
bass
extension.
Pressings are high quality, and English notes are
printed, a recommendation for FA312 [
A/B: 2],
FA313-4 [
A/B: 2/3].
Christopher Breunig

SCHUMANN: Faschingsschwank aus Wien,
Op. 26 D Sonata No. 2 in g, Op. 22 D Vogel ais
Prophet and Abschied ( from Waldscenen, Op.
82)
Kenneth van BarthoId (pno)
Argo ZK 91
This disc is certainly fascinating. Barthold plays a
leather- hammered Graf fortepiano of the type
Schumann used which, incidentally, produces a totally different sound to the Graf 'of the same model as
Schumann's own used by Demus in his 1976 recording of the Album for the Young (
on HM.) Barthold's
instrument responds well to being hard- driven, as at
the opening to Faschingsschwank, but has limited
sustaining power in the upper register; the bass is
exceptionally clean and firm. Both player and instrument encounter obvious difficulties in those faster
sections of the op. 22 Piano Sonata that have complex
cross- accentuation and it is at these points that the
repeater- action of the modern grand pays dividends,
but this is more than compensated for by the special
tonal characteristics of this period instrument.
The recording is, apart from touches of pre- echo,
commendable, with the fortepiano very clearly defined
in the centre of the sound- stage and the internal
resonances of the instrument accurately reproduced.
The temptation to exaggerate the dynamic range of the
instrument artificially has, thankfuly, been resisted.
This is a disc to return to for its insight into
Schumann's writing for the piano, and for enjoyment's
sake. [A: 1]
Doug Hammond

SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Quintet, Op. 57 CI
String Quartet 1, Op. 49
Miroslav Langer (pno) I fetich Quartet
Supraphon 1111 2484 (£ 3.75) ( Lugton's/H. R.
Taylor)
Any recording of the Piano Quintet that imposes asideturnover between the crucial transition from the fourth
movement ' Intermezzo' into the Finale is simply anonstarter as far Iam concerned. To add insult to injury, the
sleevenote here actually refers specifically to this very
detail: the fact that Shostakovich designed the finale to
follow the ' Intermezzo' attacca, thus effecting ajoyous
switch of mood from the elegaic darkness of the
preceeding lento into something fresh- spirited and
optimistic. This is one of the composer's most heartfelt
and subtle scores; of a structural logic that he rarely
bettered. If one must impose aturnover ( and at least
two of the prime contenders currently available have
proved just how unnecessary that is), then it has to
come before the ' Intermezzo'.
In any event, the performance here is none too
distinguished. Miroslav Langer, the pianist, is conspicuously less of apersonality than his Talich Quartet
colleagues, and adding to his problems is the recording, which makes the piano sound as though it were
swathed in muslin. Compared with the Melos
Ensemble on Oiseau -Lyre or the Alberni and Clifford
Benson on CRD, the intensity of the whole reading
runs at a very low ebb indeed. The first quartet is
altogether more accomplished but not in the
Fitzwilliam league. [
C/D: 2/3]
Edward Seckerson

'JAMES
GALWAY
PLAYS
STAMITZ'
K.
STAMITZ: Flute Concertos in D and G / C. P. E.
BACH: Sonata in a, for flute solo, Wq 132
James Galway ( fit) INew Irish CO IPrieur
RCA RL 25315

Fitzwilliam Quartet play Sibelius and Delius
(review on p.92)

SIBELIUS: Symphony 4 in a, Op. 63 /
SALLINEN: Mauermusik
Finnish RSO Berglund'
SIBELIUS: Symphony 5 in E
Op. 82 /
RAUTAVAARA: A Requiem in our time
Helsinki PO Panula
SI BE LI US: Legend Op. 22: 10 Finlandia, op. 26/
BERGMAN: Aubade, Op. 8
Helsinki PO IPanula
Finlandia FA312, FA313, FA314 (€ 5.75 each)
(Unicorn) *()
Ihave grouped these as Sibelius recordings, although
their importance lies more in the short contemporary
Finnish pieces. The Berglund reissue is the most
valuable: Mauermusik is a passacaglia, an elegy to a
young man killed at the Berlin Wall. This 1962 score
uses quarter- tones and a degree of improvisation in
performance; it has something of the desolation of
the Bartok string quartet slow movements— muffled
cathedral bells are suggested by clever orchestsation.
The Sibelius Fourth is very similar to Berglund's later
EMI version, but the Bournemouth Orchestra provides
richer sounds, and is better served by the engineers.
There is a marginal improvement over former Decca
pressing ( SXL6431).
The Helsinki Philharmonic is weak in the brass, and
although their Sibelius Firth is interesting, in : hat it
shows a more lyrical, less monumental approach, the
playing does not sustain satisfaction over repeated
hearings. Requiem lasts 9' 42" and is for brass
ensemble with mixed percussion. Ithink of the last
movement's ' Dies Irae' and Lacrymosa' as mini- Rites of
Spring, and the chattering Credo et dubito' as an echo
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STRAVINSKY: L'Histoire du Soldat, Concert
Suite/HOFFERT: Concerto for Contemporary
Violin
Steven Staryk ( yin) IEnsemble IHoffer(
ultraFi ULDD12 direct cut (€ 7.97) ( Unicorn)
This is the concert suite from L'Histoire du Soldat for
the full ensemble, not the arrangement for three instruments, and it is the only recording available, apart from
one made by Ernest Ansermet in 1957. The direct cut
sound is splendidly clear and every detail stands out
marvellously, though occasionally the percussion is on
the heavy side. The unnamed ensemble plays with
great spirit, and Paul Hoffen secures an excellent
performance from them. He is an American who has
made his home in Canada for some years; his concerto
is acurious blend of avant-garde effects with jazzy and
folky, almost Coplandish, passages; nevertheless it is
enjoyable to listen to, though one might tire of it with
repeated hearings. Here again the recording is excellent, and so is the soloist, Steven Staryk, whom many
will remember as the leader of the RPO under
Beecham. A disc well worth having, especially for the
Stravinsky. [
A*: 1]
Humphrey Searle
SULLIVAN: ' The Mikado'
Dearth I Hyde I Passmore I Thornton I Sinclair I
Florence IPerry ID'Oyly Carte Company ( recorded
1908)
Pearl GEMM 198® (£ 3.75)

SIBELIUS: Four Legends, Op. 22
OSR IStein
Decca SXL 6973
Thomas Mowrey gets misprinted on the sleeve, although this is largely a ' producer disc'. It seems to ask
'who needs digital?; and the effect comes from careful
handling of relative levels to highlight the drama of the
music. This is done with sympathy, and a very full
presence to instrumental timbres is obtained except
where the panorama of full orchestra thins out. Perhaps
the excitement here comes from the control desk as
much as from the conductor. In Swan of Tuonela Horst
Stein seems set to out- do Philadelphian opulence: the
reading is very Wagnerian, loud, and fails to achieve an
idiomatic presentation. For the most sensitive account
of the Legends Iwould suggest Gibson ( if you can find
a fault- free RCA pressing), not forgetting the terrific
impact of Ormandy's HMV. Stein gets 'top marks' for
the galloping urgency of the Homeward Journey—or
do we credit Mowrey for picking out the tympani and
cellos?—but is less rewarding than these other Sibelius
interpreters. [
A: 2]
Christopher Breunig

Here is adelightful record, one which will gratify lovers
of classical wind concertos and charm James Galway's
ever-growing army of fans. Though Mr Galway is
rightly given prominence in the recording studio
(and—more questionably—over the composer in the
billing!), the fresh, alen and neatly balanced playing of
the New Irish CO under Andre Prieur deserves much of
the praise for the success of the whole undertaking.
The recording too is bright, warm, and, apart from
passing fuzziness on side 1, free of surface noise. The
work of distinction is the CPE Bach unaccompanied
Sonata in A- minor ( Berlin, 1763), which follows a
haunting Poco adagio with a pair of shorter and
contrasted Allegro movements. Of the two Stamitz
concertos, that in D is alternately busy and brilliant
but hardly memorable. The G major one, on the other
hand ( and side), is very impressive: a firm, melodious
Allegro of real quality, adreamy and rich Andante, and
asplendid rondo which charmingly contrasts its fleetly
bubbling main material with a slow minuet in the
middle. Mr Galway makes the most of the varied
opportunities provided by these three works. If his
dazzling virtuosity in the concertos is likely to make the
strongest impression, his phrasing in the slow movements, and especially his poise, control and sense of
style in the Bach, will give abiding pleasure. (
A/B: 1]
Peter Branscombe

Berglund

of the dispute between the two Jews in Pictures at an
Exhibition. A compressed little piece for a virtuoso
group— let us hope Philips Jones buys acopy of this
disc! Bergman's Aubade is absolute music', although
motivated by morning fog over the Bosporus river. It
struck me as the least relevant of these modern works,
and the first Legendmakespoor value for an LP side: in
any event the performance is eclipsed by Ormandy's
complete Sibelius Op. 22, on HMV.

Ithink it is quite fair to say that this is very much a
record for the genuine enthusiast rather than the
person who simply wants to enjoys a bit of Gilbert &
Sullivan. But, of course, an extremely valuable and
fascinating document for the keen student and historian; the chance to hear areally early performance of
the work only a dozen years after its premiere, with
Sullivan only in his grave eight years and Gilbert still
very much alive and keeping an eye on things. The
original Odeon recordings were issued in twelve 10;
in. double- sided records costing five shillings each in
1908. The sound, of course, can only be described as
quaint and the words and music are only to be heard
through aheavy rainstorm of background noise despite
which, nevertheless, Pearl have managed to reproduce
the music very well. The interest is in the performances
and, while they are of the deepest interest. Imust
confess to a mild disappointment that they were not
better and more revealing. The Mikado of Harry Dearth,
for instance, is positively jovial and well-mannered, as
if all punishments were rewards. ( Perhaps that is how
Gilbert intended it to be played?) Walter Passmore does
not sound as funny as some later Ko- Kos but much is
inevitably lost in the distant sound. However, all we
really need do is mention the issue so that the G & S
fanatics may purchase, one and all. [
H: H]
Peter Gammond
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PObERT COHEN PLAYS ELG/IP
CLFISSICS FCP DLEhSUE
»en orkILN

LONCONPHILRARMONCURCHTRA

AMMAN DEL MAR

CFP 40342/TC CFP 40342 ELGAR CELLO CONCERTO, ' IN THE SOUTH' CONCERT OVERTURE
AND ELEGY FOR STRINGS. ROBERT COHEN ( CELLO). LONDON PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA.
NORMAN DEL MAR.
"By any standards this record is aremarkable bargain ... it establishes the recording reputation oían outstanding
young cellist, Robert Cohen, in no uncertain way ..."
Ivan March — Gramophone
"With youthful spontaneity Robert Cohen ... confirms his place among leading cellists with this powerful
performance of the Elgar Concerto. The formidable range of tone is superbly caught ..."
Edward Greenfield — Guardian
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Closed Wednesday

WAGNER: ' Die Walküre'—Ride of the Valkyries
'Tristan und Is°Ide'—Prelude to Act I D
'Gütterdammerung'—Siegfried's
Funeral
Music El ' Siegfried"— Forest Murmurs
LAPO ILeinsdorf
Sheffield LAB 7 direct cut (£ 10.43) ( Unicorn)
There must be ascore and more of records of what used
to be sarcastically referred to as ' bleeding chunks' from
the Wagner music- dramas, but it's safe to say that there
isn't another one like this. The difference lies in the
sound quality, first and foremost. With all the other
Wagner programmes he could lay his hands on, the
listener is bound to be aware that he is listening to a
recording. Here, with Sheffield Lab's limited edition
direct disc recording, the listener can believe that he is
seated in a good central stalls seat—without the
disadvantage of disturbance from other members of the
audience, or from the stage. High fidelity takes on a
new meaning when one hears complete, spontaneous,
vivid performances like these. It would have been
valuable to have, somewhere in the lavish ( and pretentious) booklet which accompanies the record, an
account of the direct cut process. Its advantages are
patent, but there are disadvantages too. One would
seem to be the price. Another, the shortness of the
sides—each contains only about 15' 45" of music. The
performances—inseparable from the recording—are
very impressive, with loving detail and glowing tone in
the Tristan excerpt ( not just the Prelude, but the close
of the liebestod .too, in what is referred to in the note
as 'a now little- heard concert ending' by Wagner
himself), shattering outbursts in the Funeral Music, a
stormy sweep to the Valkyries' Ride ( which makes the
sudden close banal and bathetic), and glowing naturepainting in the Forest Murmurs. It is good to be
reminded of Leinsdorf's qualities as aWagnerian—in
this outstanding 1978 recording it is obvious that he
has passed his enthusiasm and insight on to his expert
and exciting orchestra. [ A*: 1
Peter Branscombe

WEBER: ' Der Freischütz'
Hildegard Behrens ( sop) / René Kollo ( ten) I Helen
Donath (sop) IPeter Meven ( bass) IWolfgang Brendel
(bar) IKurt Moll ( bass) IRaimund Grumbach (bar) I
Rolf Boysen (spkr) IBavarian RO & Chorus IKubelik
Decca D235D3 (
3 records) ( full price)
As a story. Der Freischütz may be 'kid's stuff' ( I
certainly loved it when Ifirst saw the opera, at the age
of six!), but musically it is an absolute masterpiece—a

WILDBERGER: Tod und Verklarung• u Double
Refrain - 0 Diario per Clarinettir ••
'Kurt Widmer ( bar) I •"Aurele Nicolet (fits) I — Heinz
Hollinger ( obs) I - Bernhard Wulff (gtr) I • HansRudolf Stadler ( ch) I • Camerata Zurich I • TschuPP
Musicaphon BM 30 SL 1714 (£4.85) ( TOL)
Discomforting, destructive and articulate. The Swiss
composer Jaques Wildberger can shape a beautiful
sound, but ( like so many) sees such gestures as unreal
in a post- Auschwitz world. Diary for Clarinet
(1971-75) simply explores the range of clarinet sounds
from breathy noise to shaped and expressive sound.
Double Retrain (
1972) starts with a long and wellshaped piece for the three instrumentalists. In the three
sections which follow two tape recordings are added.
The first is an anthology of spoken extracts ( from the
Bible to Vietnam via Hobbes, Hegel and Auschwitz)
concerned with the relation of the individual to the
State. The second tape is the instrumental material of
the first section electronically reworked ( and finally
reduced to white noise): the effect of the State on the
individual. A further and more powerful stage is
reached in Tod und Verkléiung (
1977). The reference
to the self-indulgent heroics of Richard Strauss is
deliberate. Here we are confronted with texts about
death from all ages. Some are spoken and others are
sung. The work protests against death; supplicates to
it; questions it; eulogises it. The range is great—the
expression highly articulate and self-conscious. The
recording and performances are both very good and
the record is well presented and very well documented.
The price is reasonable and the whole demands to be
explored. [A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker

cLassical.
coLLections

Kubelik

work, moreover, whose influence upon the subsequent
development of German romantic opera can hardly be
overrated. Berlioz, too, clearly learnt much from
Weber's extraordinarily evocative use of instrumental
colour in this score, and it is greatly to Kubelik's credit
that he compels us to listen to the long- familiar music
with fresh ears. When, some seven years ago, Carlos
Kleiber made an almost sensational phonographic
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

debut on DG in this opera. Icould not believe that any
other recording would seriously challenge its supremacy for a long, long time.
But Iwas wrong, for we now have two superlative
sets of Der Freischütz, and Ifind it impossible to declare
an overall preference for one or the other. Kubélik
counters Kleiber's youthful fire with aripe romanticism
which is equally persuasive and, in addition, he draws
from the Bavarian Radio Orchestra some of the most
evocative playing Ihave yet heard in this opera. His
cast, too, is truly outstanding, particularly on the distaff
side, where Behrens' pure and deeply musical Agathe
is perfectly balanced by Donath's enchantingly sung
and acted Ânnchen. Kollo, though not normally a
favourite of mine, here gives—as Max—what is probabably his best performance to data on disc, while
Peter Meven's black bass fits the sinister Kaspar like a
glove. As the Hermit, whose last-minute intervention
prevents the opera from ending unhappily, Kurt Moll is
ushered in by trombone chords of incomparable
nobility, to which he responds with firm, yet velvetvoiced authority.
The supporting cast, too, is first- rate, even if the actor
who plays Samiel, the Black Huntsman, as usual makes
rather ameal of his part. The chorus is quite splendid
throughout. while Kubelik's orchestra, which includes
several outstanding obbligato instrumentalists ( notably the cellist in Agathe's Als ob die .Wolke and the
violist in Ânnchen's ' Einst tráumte meiner sel'gen
Base"), is aconstant source of joy.
Happily this magnificent performance is matched by
arecording which is not merely amodel of clarity, tonal
opulence and meticulous balance, but which is also
produced in the most imaginative manner. The dialogue has been intelligently edited and is excellently
delivered by the singers themselves, while sound
effects are expertly deployed to provide avital theatrical experience, not least in the masterly Wolf's Glen
scene. Sonically, Isuppose, the Decca set is marginally
more vivid than its DG rival but, truth to tell, Icould not
bear to part with either. [A*: 1*] Thomas Heinitz

JANUARY 1981

Vocal
GERMAN SONGS, Vol. 1
Songs by Albert, Kittel, Nauwach, Schein
René Jacobs ( ten) IKonrad Junghanel ( Be)
Accent ACC 8015 (£ 5.25) ( Chandos)

cLassicaL

All these songs were written by German composers of
the early 17th century. They were strongly influenced
by Italian writers who were attempting to re-create the
music of antique drama. Giulio Caccini set out their
aims in the foreward to his The New Music, published
in 1601. The songs are sung with considerable accomplishment by René Jacobs in his well- schooled
counter- tenor, admirably suited to music of this period.
The record should prove of great interest to music
students and historians, although there is a lack of
variety in the overall presentation which might prove a
little monotonous to the more casual listener.
The recording of voice and lute is very good, with
just the right amount of reverberance and good balance
between the voice and lute, while the stereo image is
well defined and steady. The record folder gives
biographical notes on the composers in English,
French and German, together with a description of
each song. German texts are also provided, but without
translations. [ A: 1]
John Freestone

ITALIAN TENORS OF THE 1920s
Alabiso IBendinelli IBergamaschi IChiaia IGarutti I
Menescaldi I PaganeUi I Parmeggiani IPiccaluga I
Radaelli I VO/pi I Voftolini I Voyer
Rubini GV 549 0 (£3.99) ( Parnote)
The main reason for reissuing historic recordings is that
they afford us echoes of the great artists of the past.
Unless there is some justification on artistic grounds for
such reissues, they seem pointless. Here we have a
collection of what can only be described as 'also rans'.
The only performance Iwas really able to enjoy was
that of Paganelli, who sings 'Ah non credevi tu' from
Mignon with great sensitivity and impeccable style. For
the rest, Ifound the performances of indifferent quality,
and the sound was very edgy in some cases. If you wish
for examples of almost every tenor who recorded, then
this record will fill in some gaps. On purely musical
grounds Ican see no justification for this reissue. [ H:
3/4]
John Freestone

ERNEST LOUGH: Recital
Selections by Brahms, Handel, Mendelssohn and
Schubert
Ernest Lough ( treble) IMembers of the Choir of the
Temple Church I Thalben-Ball ( org & pno)
Pearl Gemm 211 @ (£ 3.99) ( Parnote)
These recordings took me back to the days when I
bought my first gramophone in 1927. At the time they
were considered quite sensational, for they were made
by the newly introduced process of electrical recording, and Master Ernest Lough was the first boy soprano
to be successfully recorded. Listening to these transfers
Iam quite certain that Inever heard a more beautiful
sound emerge from aboy's throat. As arule the singing
of the average boy chorister leaves me cold, because
although some possess lovely voices, they seldom sing
with musical intelligence or know how to shape a
phrase. Ernest Lough was a shining exception, and I
certainly recommend these selections to the older
generation who will remember the original 78s, and
also to all those who appreciate uniquely beautiful
voices. Ifound the concerted numbers less interesting,
although Master Mallett is well in the picture in the
duet ' Iwaited for the Lord' from Mendelssohn's Hymn
of Praise. The originals were very surfacey and as a
consequence there is a considerable amount of hiss
and crackle on the dubbings. [ H: 1/2]
John Freestone

FERNANDO
DE
LUCIA:
The
G&T &
Gramophone Company Recordings 1902-1909
Fernando de Lucia ((en)
Rubini RS 305 0 ( 5 records) ( f19.95) ( Parnote)
Fernando de Lucia first recorded for G&T in November
1902, and continued as one of their celebrity artists
until afinal session in May 1909. His recordings make a
unique contribution to the history of singing as preserved by the gramophone, for he was the only tenor to
record whose style and technique suggest the art of a
previous generation of singers. His manner was highly
individual, even to the point of eccentricity. Thus in 'Ah
non mi ridestar' he prolongs the penultimate note to
quite extraordinary lengths, distorting the shape of the
aria, but then time and again he thrills you with aphrase
so exquisitely shaped that you cannot help but succumb to his artistry.
He was a master of fioriture and his voice was of
great warmth and sweetness, with a baritonal lower
range—occasionally marred by excessive vibrato.
The transfers have been expertly done by Vivian Liff,
and he ( together with Desmond Shawe Taylor and
Michael Henstock) deserves our thanks for his enthusiasm and initiative. [ H: 1]
John Freestone
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IOHN McCORMACK—Odeon Recordings
'ohn McCormack ( ten)
lubini GV532 ® (€ 3-99) ( Parnote)
ohn McCormack's first recordings were cylinders,
closely by anumber of 7 in. and 10 in. records
lade for the Gramophone & Typewriter Company in
904-5. After studying in Italy, he returned to London
nd was given a six- year recording contract by the
)deon Company. The disc under review consists of
ubbings from original Odeon recordings of 1906-9.
Aany of these are very rare, and in fifty years of
ollecting Ihave only come across adozen or so. They
how the tenor in fine voice although the incisive
iction and highly personal style are only shown in
mbryo. Some of these titles he did not record again,
nd the record, which is very well transcribed from the
.riginals, is of interest to those who only know the
lore sophisticated singer of later years. These are really
iuseum pieces, but it is fascinating to compare them
eith the discs made later when McCormack had
chieved his full stature as an artist. [
H: 2]
John Freestone
DI lowed

IEDDLE NASH: Recital
bias by Balfe, Donizetti, Gounod, Leoncavallo,
Aeyerbeer, Mozart, Thomas. Verdi / Songs by Carey,
;ullivan
leddle Nash ( ten) IOrch & cond. unknown
'earl Gemm 210 (:) (£ 3.99) ( Parnote)
leddle Nash was certainly the foremost English lyric
mor of his generation, and he made some really
elightful records. He was agreat stylist and even with
le handicap of English translations he manages to
onvey this in his recording. He was well known for his
lozan singing, and very sensibly four examples of this
re included in this selection. Incidentally the two arias
orn Don Giovanni are given in the original Italian. He
equally successful in excerpts from Donizetti's
'Elisir d'amore and Thomas' Mignon, while he sings
aust's celebrated solo 'All hail thou dwelling fair and
nwly' with elegance. Altogether this is a worthy
iemorial to one of England's best loved artists, and the
ansfers have come out very well indeed, with much
iss surface noise than one might have expected from
le date of the recordings, all made between 1926 &
928. There is arather unpleasant hum on the Africaine
and but no doubt this was present on the original disc.
his is avery welcome issue. [
H: 1 ]
John Freestone
IPERATIC DUETS
IELLINI: ' Ove son? Che M'avvenne? ... Sorgi o
adre' ( Bianca e Fernando) 7i ' Dormono enrambi ... Mira
o
Norma' ( Norma) /
IERCADANTE: ' Loggia gia nel vostro cor' ( Le
ue Illustri) / MOZART: ' Cosa mi narri
..Sull'aria' ( Le Nozze di Figaro)
lire/la Freni ( sop) IRenata Scotto ( sop) INat. Phil'
4agiera IAnse/mi
mecca SXL 6970
o the best of my knowledge the duets from Le due
lustri and Bianca eFernando have not recently been
?corded, if they have ever been done, and this
nfamiliar music is particularly welcome. Both duets
ontain some fine music and the Bellini excerpt in
articular has melodies of great beauty. The duets from
e Nozze di Figaro and Norma have of course been
?corded many times.
Both Scotto and Freni sing with great involvement
nd dramatic conviction. Their voices were remarkably
imilar in timbre and manner of production when these
ecordings were made in 1978. In the Mozart duet they
0th lighten their tone and sing with great delicacy and
harm. In all the other duets too there are passages of
reat beauty and the overall effect is always musical.
i0th sopranos are inclined to sound rather hard when
ley sing forte on their highest notes. They sing
nether with great understanding and the ensemble
tork is first rate.
The recording is excellent throughout, with wide
tereo spread, good orchestral definition, with the
oices of the soloists well balanced with each other
nd with the excellent accompaniments. Altogether
is is a most interesting release. [
A: 1]
John Freestone
LISABETH SCHWARZKOPF: 'To my friends'
ieder by Brahms, Grieg, Loewe and Wolf
lisabeth Schwarzkopf ( sop) IGeoffrey Parsons (pno)
Iecca SXL 6943
his recital consists of thirteen lieder by Hugo Wolf,
lree by Brahms and one each by Grieg and Loewe.
hey are well contrasted and suited to the voice and
rtistry of Elisabeth Schwarzkopf at this stage of her
areer. Occasionally, but only occasionally, one is
ware that time has taken some toll, and that the voice
as lost alittle of its freshness, but her breathing and
hrasing are still immaculate and her artistry is greater
Ian ever. She is in turn arch in lieder like
ltorchenbotschafe, amusing in ' Bei einer Trauung'
-id deeply moving in Auf em n altes Bild' and ' Das
arlassene Mágdlein'. Geoffrey Parsons is a most
ensitive partner ii, all these lovely songs, and alnether Ifound this adelightful record. The recording

is well balanced, with just the right amount of
ambience and aclear-cut stereo image throughout. The
record is entitled 'To my friends', and Iam sure that this
will appeal to the singer's wide circle of admirers. [
A:
1]
John Freestone
TANT CRIE L'ON NOEL
Ensemble Faux- Bourdon
Chant du Monde LOX 74713 (£ 5-15) ( TOL)
The French Noël is best known by the organ versions of
the 18th and 19th centuries, but in the context of
popular folk music they were sung, danced to and
played on hand instruments over many centuries. Here
we have Noëls by Balbastre and Dandrieu treated in
just such afashion, using avariety of early instruments
and asinger, as well as the organ, here given a more
minor role. The spirit of the musical texts has been
given priority over the letter. It's all good, refreshing
fun, very much out of the ordinary and thoroughly
enjoyable.
The recording has immediacy, is very open and
bright as well as having no distracting background—
an excellent production for this type of music. Five
pages of text are included in the sleeve, giving the
words of all the songs, organ specification and list of
instruments, plus alot of atmospheric comment which
is typically French, and entirely in that language. It
would be difficult not to enjoy this disc! [
A: 1]
Trevor Attewell

Not Vocal
MAURICE ANDRÉ: DISQUE D'OR
Vol. I: Works by Bach / Vol. 2: Works by Albinoni,
Vivaldi IVol. 3: Works by Telemann
Maurice André, Lional André, Marcel Lagorce ( tpts)
various orchestras
Erato ERA 9228, 9229, 9330 (£4.99 each) ( Conifer)
Most of these pieces are arrangements. The Bach Suite
No. 2 ( BWV 1067) is, for example, better known in its
original version for flute and strings, while the Vivaldi
G - minor concerto is taken from the Opus 13 collection
II Pastor Fido, where it appears as asonata for recorder
and continuo. ( A few items are to be heard in their
original form, including the Vivaldi concerto in C for
trumpets and the two D Major Telemann concertos.)
Although the arrangements demonstrate the range and
versatility of the modern valve trumpet through a
number of contrasted keys from A- flat to E- minor,
coupled with an admirable display of Mr. André's
technical brilliance which clearly shows him to be an
artist of the first magnitude, it must be allowed that in
some cases the transposition of the music from the
flute, recorder or whatever, to the trumpet, changes the
entire character of the music. The Suite in B- minor is a
specific example of the change in character to which I
refer and will suffice to illustrate this point. In fact, of the
three records, the first, devoted entirely to the music of
Bach, does appear to be the least successful. The
second side contains a number of items, all of which
are in slow tempo, these tending towards monotony
when performed one after the other at asingle sitting.
The orchestral accompaniments in the Bach are singularly unprepossessing, the string tone being fierce and
heavy and not at all enhanced by the recording, which
is hard and not particularly well focused.
The Vivaldi and Albinoni items are. on the other
hand, altogether more musical and enjoyable, though it
must be admitted that the Neupert Harpsichord tinkles
like abox of tin wires and is not at all representative of
an 18th century instrument. The record featuring the
Telemann concertos is also attractive but here, as in the
Vivaldi and Albinoni items, the strings are generally
rough and unpolished. However, the recording is
better- focused and less edgy than in the Bach, but still
there is little evidence of true stereo perspective. These
discs will appeal to those who enjoy trumpet music but
it should be kept in mind that there is no great aim on
the part of the producers to achieve scholarly authenticity. Ratings: Bach [
B/C: 2/3]; Vivaldi/Albinoni [
B:
2]; Telemann [
A/B: 1/2].
Victor McAloon
DIRECT CUT PIANO
HANDEL: Air with Variations / BRAHMS:
Variations and Fugue on a Theme by Handel /
CHOPIN: Mazurka in Op. 17, no. 4
Lincoln Mayorga (pno)
Sheffield LAB 4 direct cut (£ 10 43) ( Unicorn)
An irony of direct cut? The sleeve- note very disparagingly emphasises that editing different 'takes' ruins the
'natural momentum of live performances'. This record,
on the other hand, was produced by taking several
direct cuts of each of the sides and then selecting the
best. But the Brahms Variations are split across the two.
What was that about natural momentum?
Lincoln Mayorga certainly divorces himself fairly
forcibly from the tradition of Brahmsian pianism as

exemplified by pianists such as Arrau and Katchen
with their very rich, round tone, deep legato ant
profound approach. Mayorga favours amore detached
lighter treatment with less use of sustaining legato are
a crisper attack. This is naturally well suited to tilt
grazioso of Var. 18 and the scherzo- like Var. 16, bu
loses much of the majesty of Arrau's Var. 9and Var. 1:
Largamente. Mayorga's performance does not brim
yc.i close enough to the edge of your seat either in thi
huge climax which builds through Vars. 23, 24 and 25
culminating in the entry of the Fugue. ( Katchen doe
this so well.) He uses very little rubato too and his ven
firm pulse, coupled with his fast overall tempo, be
comes occasionally rather relentless. There is a hugi
difference in the piano sound, amplified by Mayorgi
placing far less emphasis on the left hand: ever
dynamically it is far inferior to his right. Whether this is:
musical feature or one of recording it is difficult to say
but so many of the variations require more equality o
emphasis. The Handel and Chopin are much lee
demanding and are delicately played.
The crispness of attack is emphasised by the fairly dn
acoustic and the clarity of the recording. The instru
ment is quite close and well centred and overall thi
sound is convincing. [
A: 2/3]
Roger Bower
FREED PERCUSSION
STOCKHAUSEN: Zyklus / DE LEEUW: Midare,
JULLICH: Improvisation Music
Michael Jüllich ( perc)
Moors music 01068 (£ 5-15) ( TOL)

This record ranges from Stockhausen's now classi(
solo display piece Zyklus (
which allows the player U
choose his own pace and direction through the corn
posed material) to the performer's own improvisatior
(which fills side 2). His performance of Zyklus is agoa
one—choosing afairly easy pace, the emphasis is or
the range and colour of the instruments used. Ton di
Leeuw's Midare (
1972) is written for amarimba. One(
again the pace is moderate and the subtlety delicacy o
the instrument is exploited. Jüllich's own improviser
piece uses voice- extended percussion. Here the rang(
of colour and dynamics is wider and there is mon
variety of pace. The shaping also shows substantia
ability and breadth of experience in jazz as well a
'serious' modern music. The recording is good, bu
hardens uncomfortably at times. [
B: 1*]
Benedict Sarnake
ST. GEORGE'S HALL LIVERPOOL
Music by Brahms, Elgar ( arr), Fletcher, Handel ( arrs)
Liszt, Reger, S. S. Wesley
Christopher Dearnley ( org)
MW 920 (£ 3-99) ( Gamut)

The famous ' Father' Willis, last overhauled in 1979
clearly demonstrates Willis' insistence on full chorus
work with adequate mixtures, and his magnificen
reeds. He also provided the orchestral colour
demanded at the time, but his schemes. contras
strongly with the' 'eight- foot suet puddings' amont
many contemporaries.
The programme combines the 'classical' and ' popu
lar' items once offered in regular recitals, recorded fron
atypical audience position with asingle stereo micro
phone. The sound is thus distant and reverberant, thi
hearer being deliberately left to adjust the level to sui
his system. The full frequency coverage necessaril ,
includes the Mersey underground railway and somi
blower noise. Christopher Dearnley's playing. is typi
catty excellent, and an occasional blurring of the lines
unavoidable, and is part of a conscious recordinç
choice. Contentious, maybe, but the disc is avaluablr
contribution to the organ sound archives. The sleeve i
amine of information and photographs, and all profit
will be given to the Alexandra Palace Organ Fund. [
A
1]
Trevor Attewel
GUITAR MUSIC: Albeniz / Bach / Sainz de le
Maza / Turina
Michael Newman (gtr)
Sheffield LAB 10 direct cut (£ 10-42) ( Unicorn)

Michael Newman is a young artist just coming intc
prominence in the States: an outstanding example CY
the great efflorèscence of guitar virtuosity which ir
such a feature of the present musical world. He has é
staggering technique—the equal of any and mort
penetrating than most; but he combines it with ar
individual approach to interpretation far removed frorr
the dogged excellence of some: he uses the resource
of the instrument is away possible only to one to whorr
no technical obstacle is an impediment. Side 2 if
devoted to Newman's own transcription of the Back
Chaconne. One may doubt the wisdom of doing such
thing, but the piece does serve to demonstrate the ful
range of his powers. This being adirect- cut, there war
no possibility of editing out blemishes, but it require
an aural microscope to find any, and the precision of hie
cross- rhythms and tremolo seems as near to perfectior
as one will ever hear.
The recording is outstanding: it is not immediate')
'impressive', which might indicate some tamperim
with the sound; but as one listens it becomes clear tha
there is a bloom which many recordings lack. This is

curiously, especially noticeable on finger- board
sounds ( Newman is not as free from these as some) and
on the point of contact between finger- nail and string.
The best tape- mediated recordings Iknow do not quite
attain this. The image is stable and of natural size: this is
avery close approach to the original sound ( A*: 1*]
Peter Turner
TWENTIETH CENTURY GUITAR MUSIC
Alice Artzt ( gtr)
Hyperion A 66002 (
f4.99) ( Lugton's/Unicorn)
The composers represented here are John Duarte, Tom
Eastwood, Hans Werner Henze, Alexander Tansman
and Owen Middleton—all still living—and de Falla,
who died in 1946. The revival of interest in the guitar
has produced many distinguished contemporary
works, many written specially for individual performers. Those played here are all very much of our
century, but none—even Henze's Drei Tentos—can be
regarded as advanced'. What they all show is the way
in which the inherent versatility of the miniature
orchestra adapts without friction to the developments
of music over the years. Alice Artzt has agreat and increasing reputation as a
guitar- player. With atechnique equal to any demands
(and those here are considerable) she never falls into
the dogged, inflexible style of playing which afflicts
some other technically, proficient players: her phrasing
is sensitive and flexible: her use of tone- colour and
dynamic is subtle and percipient; her analysis detailed
but never pernickety or fragmented. With her, the music
is primary: she is totally without exhibitionism. The
result is high enjoyment and enhanced appreciation.
Miss Artzt is well served by her engineers, who have
produced arecording to match her subtlety and range.
There is a hint of the common fault of an over- wide
instrument, but no more than a hint. There is a good
deal of distracting traffic noise apparent on full- range
equipment ( and one hopes the noisy surfaces of my
test- pressing will not be present on shop copies). [
A:
1*]
Peter Turner
MUSIC FROM HOLBROOK
Music by Cocker, Elgar, Gigout, Mendelssohn,
Peeters, Vierne
Frank Davies ( org) IPeter Crompton ( org)
MW 919 (£ 4.99) ( Gamut)
Holbrook is the - present home of the Royal Hospital
School ( Greenwich), in which there is alarge 4- manual
organ by Hill, Norman and Beard ( 1934, 1978/9). It is a
splendid example of its period; though this does mean
that it has aplethora of unison work—including some
very fine individual tone colours—but lacks brilliance,
at least for my taste.
Elgar's Sonata is the main work, filling Side 1, with a
well-known selectiqn of romantic persuasion on Side
2. The programme is played with more verve than
subtlety, perhaps, but it's never dull. An excellent
recording has preserved the character of the instrument, and awide- range system takes you well down
the 16' pedal ranks with agood sniff of the 32' into the
bargain. All proceeds- from this disc are to be donated to
charity, though the plea that you only did it to help
others may not pacify the heighbour whose crockery
you have just shaken off ' his shelves! [
A: 2]
Trevor Attewell
ITALIAN AIRS AND DANCES
Works by Cara, Dalza, Francesca da Milano, Patavino,
Josquin and others
London Early Music Group I Tyler
Argo ZRG 923
Yet again James Tyler and the London Early Music
Group show what a wealth of music there- is just
waiting to be discovered and performed. This really is a
splendidly appealing selection of music for entertainment' ( in the best sense) from the ducal courts of 15th
century Ferrara, Padua, Urbino and Mantua. They
focus on that typically Italian form, the frottola. and for
those who have not yet encountered composers such
as Marco Cara, Nicolo Brochus and Francesco
Patavino, the quality of the music may come as a
surprise—even when played next to awork by Josquin
or Francesco da Milano. Songs alternate with pieces
for lute or various other instrumental combinations,
and the performances sparkle with enthusiasm and
vivacity.
There is almost complete naturalness of sound—the
instrumental and vocal lines stand out clearly from each
other and their balance is always convincing. The
resonance is well controlled and the image forward, the
only quibble being that very occassionally the tenor
soloist sounds a little too close on the more rumbustious works like Josquin's Scaramella. [
A/A*: 1*]
Roger Bowen
ITALIAN LUTE MUSIC: G. G. Kapsberger / A.
Piccinini
Konrad Junghanel ( lie)
Accent 8016 (£ 5.55) (
Chandos)
For this recital Konrad Junghanel uses three instruments, all made by the modern master Jacob van der
Geest: a ten- course lute, a thirteen- course chum, one
HI-FI NEWS & RLCORD RI:VILW
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and a fourteen- course archlute or theorbo-lute.
Following the tradition established at Bologna by
Piccinini, the chitarrone is fitted with wire strings,
giving it a distinctive, almost harpsichord- like tone.
Both this instrument and the archlute are provided with
extra, tuned but not stopped strings. These are plucked
and are not merely sympathetic; and in the case of the
chitarrone are about twice as long as the fingered
strings.
Piccinini and Kapsberger were born in the second
half of the 16th century and lived on into the 17th.
Piccinini's music is very much that of one determined
to advance the technical frontiers of his instrument,
and Kapsberger also calls for virtuoso technique; but
neither composer wrote just for display, nor need they
be heard simply for instrumentalism: there is great
beauty here.
Who better to expound either aspect of the music
than Junghanel? He is asuperb technician, but he is
also afine musician who is never content with display.
Listening to him, one is aware of the reasons why the
lute was for so long the king of instruments.
The recording is a very nice one: the different
instruments, with their distinctive timbres, are excellently rendered; the acoustic is not excessively resonant. The image tends to be a little wide, but that is a
rather carping criticism: this is avery fine issue. [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
MODERN COLLECTION
BOULEZ:
Messagesquisse• /
LEFEBVRE:
Etwas Welter CI D'Un Arbre de Nuit'"
MEFANO: Melodies —
Lluis Claret ( v/c) I " Dorothy Dorow ( sop) I • • PierreYves Artaud I • " Pierre Penassou ( v/c) I " Vacquqline
Metano (pno) IEnsemble 2E 2M IMetano
Chant du Monte LDX 78686 (£ 5.60) ( TOL)
This record is important both for the new Boulez work
and for examples of compositions by people who have
studied with him. Boulez's own work ( a homage to
Paul Sacher—whose name is worked into the musical
material) is the most cogent and powerful: asolo cello
is reinforced by six others in asix- variation sequence.
Lefebvre's two pieces both exploit extremes of dynamics, pitch and phrase length: exciting but too
drawn out and fragmented. Paul Mefano ( who directs
and founded the Ensemble 2E 2M) shows ability and a
well- endowed sense of form in his cycle of five
melodies. The recording is good, but very closely miked
and in a resonant acoustic—this stresses the equipment and the medium: some slig ht pre- echo mars the
result, but not the interest of this issue. [
8: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
NEW YEAR CONCERT
Music by Offenbach, Johann Strauss I, Johann Strauss
II, Josef Strauss, Ziehrer
VPO IMaazel
DG 2532 002 digital
The Strauss tradition, particularly the New Year
Concert tradition has, for many years, been
Boskovsky's own territory and Maazel or anyone else is
bound to draw our criticism. And indeed, Maazel does
seem to lack the particular warmth and insinuating
grace bf Boskovsky. What he appears to be after is
physical excitement; building a portentously slow
opening to Offenbach's Orpheus overture into a cancan of resounding aggressiveness. Iwould suspect that
any conductor put in front of the Vienna Philharmonic
on sudh an occasion is less- in control than he would
like to be. Maazel has tried, and where he has tried he
has made his mark in a way that will not necessarily
please us diehards. This is all very exciting stuff and the
audience appeared to have enjoyed themselves. The
digital recording has a great presence at times but it
does not seem to solve the problem of loud and
ferocious playing any better than the normally good
stereo disc. The overall sound is not in the star class that
we might expect, but it is generally very good, and the
brief silences allow the occasional cough to be caught
with touching realism. Lots to enjoy but not / he very
best vintage year. Istill go for agood '68.or ' 69 myself,
particularly for Offenbach. [
A: 1 Peter Gammond
ORGAN COLLECTION
SWE ELI NCK: Fantasias, Toccatas and Chorale
Variations for organ
Gustav Leonhardt ( org)
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 608
CABEZON: Various organ works
Gertrud Mersiovsky ( org)
Harmonie Mundi 065-99 678
CORREA: Organ works
Gertrud Mersiovsky ( org)
Harmonie Mundi 065-99 679
The Sweelinck recording contains examples of all the
composer's main types of composition, and is played
on the Metzler organ of St. Jacob. The Hague.
Leonhardt is a splendid interpreter, and the sleeve
offers both specification and registration details.
Superficially a good recording, but it seems rather
harder than one would expect in the top, and has some
occasional scrape flutter. Mainly of interest to the
organ music specialist. [
BIC: 1]
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Only two collections of Cabezón's works remain—
this record draws on the second, printed in 1578.
'Austere' and 'abstract' are words rightly used in the
sleeve notes for this music, consolidated from many
forms, and played by an authority on Iberian music. The
organ in Toledo Cathedral ( the baroque Gospel instrument) has the usual divided manual stops and no pedal
division. Its character is brought out by the recording,
again alittle hard, with variable amounts of hiss. [B/C:
1]
Correa specialised in the tiento, which he perfected
as a compositional style. He also left written instructions on both registration and details of ornamentation.
The present examples were recorded in Granada
Cathedral on the organ originally built by Davila
between 1745 and 1755. This is the best recording of
these three, and some slight background noise is
mainly unavoidably excited ambience in the building,
one would imagine. [
B: 1]
Trevor Attewell
POHL & KASSEBAUM
ROUSSE,L: Joueurs de Flute / DUTILLEUX:
Sonatine pour Flute et Piano / IBERT: Jeux /
JOLIVET: Sonate pour Flute et Piano
Gunther Pohl ( fit) I Wilfried Kassebaum (pito)
Nlusicaphon BM 30 5L1920 (£4-85) ( TOL)
Gunther Pohl and Wilfried Kassebaum play very well
on this recorded anthology of 20th Century French
flute music. Their balance and tone are extremely fine
and their musicianship shows at its best in Jolivet's
Sonate (
1958). This is the longest and most recent
work on the record. It has its fine and powerful
passages, but is the most Germanic work here—long,
thoroughly worked- out themes ( rather than gracious,
witty lines) control the whole. The players are less
satisfying when they come to lighter works in the freer,
fanatasy heritage of Debussy's Syrinx. Thus Roussel's
Joueurs de Flute (1924), a homage to four great
French flautists, which is witty and brilliant, comes
over a shade too studiously. The same seems true of
Jacques lben'sJeux (1923). The more recent and more
serious Sonatine (
1943) of Henri Dutilleux comes off
better in its longer, knottier span of three movements.
In all, avery interesting anthology of flute music—with
aslight bias ( both in performance and style) towards
the German influence on French composers. [
A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
RENAISSANCE MINSTRELS
Les Menestriers
Chant du Monde LDX 74727 (£4.25) ( TOL)
Les Menestriers is a group of four young musicians
who perform, on lute, pandora, viols, rebec, recorder
and guitar, arrangements of Renaissance pieces. Side 1
is of continental composers of the 16th and 17th
centuries, and Side 2 is of English composers of the
same era. Whether one would prefer one's Byrd and
Peter Philips in original scoring or in arrangement is a
question of taste; the arrangements by Bernard Pierrot
are all musically well thought-out and appropriate to
the time, although they perhaps lack sufficient variety
of instrumental tone colour. The instrumental playing is
of ahigh standard though Ifound the recorder's use of
aheavy vibrato rather excessive. The only piece which
has avocal line added is Dowland's Frog Ga/hard and
here the execution is less satisfactory: the intonation is
not always true, the vocal timbre not always pleasing
and the performing practice debatable.
It is aclean recording and the plucked instruments in
particular are picked up very well. All the lines are
clearly separated and the whole group is very forward.
Tonal and 'dynamic range are good too. [
A: 1/2]
Roger Bowen
ROMANTIC BRASS
Works by Dvorak, Ewald, Glazunov,
Mendelssohn and Ramsbe
Philip Jones. Brass Ensemble IJones
Argo ZRG 928

Leontovich,

As one who is not normally drawn to arrangements for
brass ensemble. Imust say at once Ihave found this
record immensely enjoyable and impressive. Right
from the little Tarantella from Mendelssohn's Songs
without Words (
op. 102), transcribed by Alan Civil for
the less than obvious ensemble of two trumpets, horn,
trombone and tuba. Iwas won over. The two major
compositions, one on each side, are not arrangements:
the Quintet no. 3, op. 7 by the late- 19th- century
Russian civil engineer, Victor Ewald, is a fine piece
which makes me keen to sample his wind symphony
which the PJ BE included in their first solo recital disc a
decade ago; and Wilhelm Ramsbe's Quartet ( two
cornets, horn and tenor tuba) turns out to be adelight,
with its pleasantly soupy slow movement and cheery,
bucolic scherzo ( Ramsge was born ayear before Bizet
and died ayear. before Bruckner). The other pieces are
'the' Dvorak Humoresque and the scherzo from the •
same composer's Terzetto for strings, two Ukrainian
folk tunes by Leontovich. and a lovely piece In modo
religioso by Glazunov. The PJBE play with brilliance
and rounded tone, and the recording is pleasantly
reverberant and spacious. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
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Another outstanding recording of
mediaeval music from the

Clemencic Consort
Here is music that accompanied the annual pre- vernal revels when the
roles of priest and congregant were reversed—drunkeness, license and
all manner of irreverent behaviour prevailed. This music is a living
link with traditions that pre-date Christianity and persist today in such
things as Mardi Gras, All- Fool's Day, Purim, etc. A greatly to be
enjoyed record.

HM 1036 One record

(List) £. 50

OTHER CLEMENCIC CONSORT
RECORDINGS
CARMINA BURANA
Based on the original 11th- 12th century texts
Five separate records
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Based on 17th century manuscripts
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CICONIA
and Ballads
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SAMPLER RECORD
Highlights from some of the best . Clemencic
recordings or Harmonia Mundi on asingle LP at the
very advantageous price of f2.50

FOUR UK CONCERTS
Members of the René Clemencic consort ( René Clemencic,
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as follows (all at 7.30 p.m.)
JAN 29 LONDON, Wigmore Hall
JAN 30 HORSHAM, The Christ Hospital Art Centre
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SWEDISH PASTORALE
LARSSON: Pastoral Suite Op. 19 T The Winter's
Tale, Four Vignettes / ROMAN: Concerto in D
for oboe d'amore' / ATTER BERG: Suite for
violin, viola and strings' • / ROSENBERG: Small
Piece for cello and strings' "
'Alf Nilsson ( oboe d'amore) I • • Nils Erik Spar! ( yin) I
Jouko Mansnerus ( Lila) / • •• Elemer Lavotha ( v/c)
Stockholm Sinfonietta I Wedin
BIS LP-165 (
14.85) ( TOL)
True to its claim, the record proffers a selection of
pieces in pastoral mood. All is easy listening: the most
recent piece was written in 1940, and even that shows
none of the shadows of war or the 30s. The earliest
piece is the Concerto for Oboe d'Amore of Johan
Helmich Roman ( 1694-1758). Its pleasant three
movements will delight the Baroque enthusiast. Kurt
Afterberg's Suite (
1917) is a thorough- going
Romantic evocation: music for after midnight. Hilding
Rosenberg's work is the shortest here: a beautifully.
wrought miniature. Lars- Erik Larsson's two contributions start and end this record of mood music
appositely and well. All the playing is beautifully done
and the recording is very good: a fine balance and
depth of perspective for music which makes no heavy
demands on either the recording process or the listener.
[A: 1]
Benedict Samaker
TARR 8i WESTENHOLZ
CELLIER: Theme and Variations / HOLM BO E:
Triade Op. 123 / WERNER: Duo Op. 53/
WEINER: Phantasy No. 1
Edward Tarr ( tpt) IElisabeth Westenholz ( org)
BIS LP- 151 (
14.85) ( TOL)
Once again at avery reasonable price BIS give us avery
good, warm- bodied and excellently balanced recording of interesting, unusual music. All except the Cellier
were written for Edward Tarr—his and his partner's
playing is first rate. The music is variable ( as one might
expect from four composers of four different nationalities and backgrounds). The Cellier is abrief group of

three variations on Psalm 149: atouch indulgent and
romantic ( he was a pupil of Guilmant and Widor).
Holmboe's lengthly Triade has three equally weighted
movements of serious musical discourse—it is the
finest and most satisfying work here. The second side
has a technically exciting Duo by the German composer Fritz Werner and aslightly overblown 'modern'
(with Jazz additions) piece by the young American,
Stanley Weiner. The record is well presented and
meticulously documented—a good buy, especially if
you like the trumpet. [
A: 1]
Benedict Samaker

A THOUSAND YEARS OF MUSIC: Vol. 1:
Gregorian Chant and Early Polyphony / Vol. 2:
The Play of Daniel / Vol. 3: Fourteenth- century
Italian Music / Vol: 4; Fransesco Landini
Hortus Musicus IMousto ,)rv ,
Chant du Monde ' Melodiya' LDX 78620, 78660,
78665, 78666 ( 115.15 each) ( TO L)
This library has already provided me with hours of
interest and enjoyment, of a kind which cannot be
absorbed quickly: these are discs for the archives. We
begin with Gregorian chant ( of which the interpretation is not obviously dictated by any one school) and
proceed to the first emergence of harmony and polyphony: one can observe how the voices gradually
attained freedom from each other after being tied to a
fixed interval. The second volume is concerned with
the development of liturgical drama: sacred, that is, in
theme, but not part of the liturgy proper. As performed
here it even points clearly towards the development of
oratorio and opera. The third volume is an anthology of
14th- century Italian music, both instrumental and
vocal; while the fourth is devoted to works by the blind
composer Land ini. whose influence upon the development of the Ars Nova was profound. We have ballads,
madrigals ( vocal and instrumental) and 'cathes'
(caccie), which are canonical in form.
It must be said that the value of this issue to English
audiences is limited by the fact that the notes are in
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French only, as are the translations from the Latin and
early Italian, of which the full text is given in all but the
first volume. Nor, in my judgment, are the translations
particularly good ones, in places. Of course, even
without such aids, much may be gleaned; but one
unfamiliar with the necessary languages is handicapped severely, and not least because the notes are
valuable.
The views of scholars on the interpretation of early
music are widely divergent and passionately argued: it
will be interesting to see what is made of this version.
Make no mistake: the weight of scholarship behind this
issue is great, and Andres Moustonen is perfectly
capable of defending himself. My impression overall is
of performances based upon knowledge of afurther six
hundred years of musical development; that is, with
knowledge denied to the composers themselves. This
has one great merit at least: it shows the extent to
which the future was inherent in the past. If it is difficult
to believe that the Play of Daniel was ever heard like
this by medieval ears, future developments in musical
drama become much more comprehensible when
heard by us. Such an approach seems to me wholly
defensible.
The Hortus Musicus is a group of singerinstrumentalists who use authentic instruments exclusively. Ifind their work both beautiful and satisfying:
it exudes a love of, and familiarity with, their period,
and engages the listener in the same passion. This
collection is totally absorbing; disagreement is stimulating rather then exasperating.
The sessions were made in different locations ( vol. 1,
for example, has a cavernous echo which goes quite
well with chant, but would well confuse more complex
strands of sound) and hence sound differently; but the
sound is never less than good, and musical structures
can be followed with ease. The treble region has some
of the hardness often found on Melodiya recordings;
but this is not unsuited to the reedy sound of early
instruments. Detail is good. Here, however, content is
all; and this library would be commendable were the
recordings much more questionable. [
B: 1]
Peter Turner

Oéjà vcj

Vocalise filler is rather perfunctory at
represented irreconcilable extremes, alhigher speed than on composer's own
though Kempff was Schnabel's own noPhiladelphia 78s. [
B/C: 2]
CB.
mination, in the event that he could not
BPO/Karajan
and
Tchaikovsky complete these recordings. [
H: H] CB.
Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty and
A reissue roundup conducted by
On 61842 CBS have reissued, for
Nutcracker suites, plus Romeo & Juliet,
lovers of chamber music with guitar, two
selected members of the record review team
appear on DG 'Accolade' 2725 105 ( 2
halves of recital records made by John
recs, mid- price). It would be difficult to
Williams: Haydn's String Quartet op. 2/2
imagine this music more gorgeously
arranged (
minus first minuet) in D for
paratively measured tempo of the openSymphonies/Orchestral
played than here, and Karajan's phenoing produces a stodgy account of a
menal control allows us to savour numer- guitar (August 1968), and two of Rudolf
N PHILIPS ' Festivo' 6570 181 reapStraube's Sonatas plus the Largo from a
symphony in which the daemonic has
ous details which, in more workaday
pears a 1962 collection of string
third ( September 1971). Apart from Mr
earned agreater place. The recording is a
music. IMusici, for the most part ( though
performances, tend to go unnoticed.
Williams' crisp, lively and expressive
little woolly, the sound less closely foUnder the circ
they flag alittle in the Bartok and Britten)
y seem playing, the most impressive feature is
cused than in today's best, but still quite
perform splendidly Barber's Adagio,
churlish to withold a 'performance' star
Rafael Puyana's realization of the harpserviceable. [
B: 1/2]
K.O.
but, for me, there is something slightly sichord part in the Straube works
Bartok's
Rumanian Folk
Dances,
In November we covered the reissue of
Britten's
Simple
Symphony
and
disturbing about such 'untouched by (Straube was a Bach pupil, and died in
the LSO/Schmidt Nielsen Symphonies
human hand' perfection. The recordings London in 1785). The Haydn side is short
Respighi's Ancient Airs & Dances Suite
1-3 ( KPM 7001. 2, 3, A/B: 1), and in
(suites 1967, R & J 1972) still sound and good fun, the Straube long, musi3. Slight tape hiss does not spoil a
E.S.'s December article on the symremarkably fresh. [
A/B: 1]
T.H.
smooth recording of openness, clarity
cally dull, yet saved by the performance.
phonies he praised the cycle overall as
and transparent detail. Real HF seems a
The recorded quality is cleaner, fresher on
one not to be without. Now, again in
Solo/Chamber
little curtailed, but although climaxes
B: 1].
P.B.
Dutch pressings, come syms 4, 5, 6 on
S AN 85th birthd ay tr ib ute DG re- the Straube side. Overall [
tend to slight congestion, the recording
The mutual respect and friendship beUnicorn KPM 7004/5/6 ( 13.99 each, C)
issue Kempff's almost legendary
impresses by its depth and the breathingtween Ravel and Robert Casadesus
1974). We find, as E.S. did, a generally
1950-51 mono cycle of Beethoven's 32
space around things. Definitely recomlasted some fourteen years, until the
'rich and immediate' sound with occaPiano Sonatas ( 2740 228 C), 10 recs,
mended. [
B: 1/2]
GJ.
composer's
death.
No
wonder:
sional 'slightly fuzzy definition', but the
mid price). Differing in many respects
Announced by Pearl as stereo première
Casadesus'
interpretations were models
LSO's enthusiasm and 'big- boned tonal
from
his
justly
famous
stereo
account
of any Mahler Symphony by Maazel,
of refinement, poetry and simplicity of
quality' come across vividly in the spa(now deleted), these early performances
Berlin RSO Fourth, with Heather Harper
cious
reverberance
of
St.
Giles' have a freshness and engaging spon- expression, their technique unobtrusin unsettled voice, first appeared 1970 on
Cripplegate, recalling much of the taneity and a very good sound for their ively flawless. In 1973, CBS reissued his
midpriced Concert Hall label. Predictably
complete Ravel ( with his wife Gaby in
impact, splendor and weight of sound
recording date. The piano is forward, the
fascinating,
but
selfconscious and
Ma mère rOye) on 77346 ® ( 3 recs,
heard at the sessions. Sonic richness and
outlines clear, the sound reasonably full
preening—many ravishing incidentals,
full price). They return this month with
detail a little improved over nos. 1-3,
and the acoustic moderately dry. The
but curiously calculated and heartless
indeed fully up to A* in stretches of 5 surfaces are very clean too and all this the same number, and should be snapconducting. Plenty of depth in staging,
ped
up by all who care about French
and 6 ( between the hefty bits, which
makes for something which approxibut
distracting
manipulation
of
piano music. Casadesus' translucent
tend to muddle somewhat): probably the
mates
very
closely
to
many
modern
piano
balances—triangle invariably too prombest single- cycle approach to have. With recordings. An undeniably classic vin- tone is beautifully caught in these midinent. Transfer level low; surfaces very
fifties recordings, which are clean and
'overall performance rating: [
A*/A/B: tage and certainly [
B: 1*].
R.B.
noisy on finished review copy ( SHE552,
warm. No need, as CBS apparently are, to
1]. Essential.
G.J.
Pathétique to pastoral, Beethoven's
f4.99, Parnote). [
B: 1/3]
C.B.
be ashamed of the fact that they are from
Usually critical of CBS Classics transpiano sonatas 8-15 form Vol. 2 in HMV
Mozart's Four Late Symphonies ( DG
fers, I am pleased to find 1968 transfers of Artur Schnabel's discs from mono tapes. To listen to the artless half'Accolade' 2725 104, 2 recs, low price)
Philadelphia / Ormandy Rachmaninov 1933-36 ( RLS754 ®, 4 records). tones in Forlane ( Tombeau de Couperin)
have been culled from the first ever
C: 1*/1]
A.K.
Symphony 3 ( 61994, with sleeve note by Schnabel's penetrating readings, con- is to be hooked. [
complete set of the Mozart symphonies
Ormandy) an improvement on the former
stantly stimulating shine undimmed
(BPO/Biihm, late 60s). BOhm's repuVocal/Operatic
boxed- set cut. Iwas quite happy with the either by historic sound or by today's
tation for restraint and nobility is enGOOD chance to compa re di g i
ta l
sound, in spite of some harshness and starry interpreters, although ultimately I
dorsed by these performances, though he
with analogue recording comes
audible tape- noise, and very close per- turn to Wilhelm Kempff ( reviewed by
is not incapable of the light touch needed
with
the
reissue
of
Brubeck's
Christmas
spectives. Full, lush treatment makes this
R.B., above) for asense of delight in the choral pageant La Fiesta de la Posada
to make the finales sparkle. Least satisthe least 'safe' recommendation in a
music, relief from the austerity of view.
factory is his G - minor, where the corn(CBS 36662, previously 73903, recompetitive field ( Previn, Weller), and
One could argue that the two pianists viewed April '80) The stereo rec di
or ng
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MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
DISCWASHER, ZEROSTAT, GOLD- ENS
Zerostat Anti Static Pistol
£6.75 P & P 30p
03 Record Cleaner
£ 6.75 P. & P. 30p
Refills 0.3 Fluid. . . 1oz 99p. 6oz. £4.75, 16oz £ 8.99 P. & P, 30p
SC- 2 Stylus Cleaner with Fluid
£ 3.60 P. & P. 30p
Disc Kit ( Zero Stat, 03. SC- 1, instorage system). £23-95 P.&P. £ 1 00
Disc Organiser ( storage system only lor above)
£8.95 P & P £ 1 00
Z- Track Viscous Pick- Up Arm Damper
£ 8.99 P & P. 30p
D-Stat II Fibre Turntable Mat. . . . " .. £ 2.99 P & P. 30p
VRP Record Protection Sleeves. 10 for .
£1.95 P & P. 30p
Gold Ens Leads ( Post/Packing 30p)
2 Phono- 2 Phono 0.5m £ 5.50
2 Phono- 2 Phono 2m £ 6-99

2 phono 2 Phono 1m
5 DIN 4 Phono 1m

CASSETTE TAPE BARGAINS

(Post Free)

C60
T.D.K. DYNAMIC
S.A.
A.D.
SONY HF
FeCrCr02
BASF LH-1
Superchrome
MAXELL UL
UDUDXL 1
UDXL.11

£1.24
£1-15
93
£1 - 55

£1.39
£1.40

£ 6.25
£ 8.50

C90

C120
£1.15

£1.74
£1.35
99
£1.76
£1-51
£1-25 £1 - 63
£1-99
89
£1-33 £1.84
£1.69
£ 1.78

QUAD EQUIPMENT
QUAD 33, 303, 44. 405 AND ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS
WR / TE OR PHONE FOR PRICES AND DELIVERY.

THORENS TURNTABLES
We stock and enthusiastically recommend these fine turntables All at
competitive prices.
TD160 II BC. Turntable without arm. Pickup arm of your choice may be
fitted
TD160 SUPER. Upgraded " audiophile version of the TD160 with
even better performance. Pickup arm of your choice may be lilted.
TD12611I BC. With fine speed control stroboscope and 78 r.p.m. facility.
Pickup arm of your choice may be fitted.
TD126 III C. Similar to BC' version but is ready fitted with TP16 arm.
Auto arm return.
Please phone or write for an immediate quotation. We can supply with
any of our range of pickup arms - ready fitted if required.

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Singel Albums £ 14.50 Double Albums £ 22.00 ( Post Free)
List available on request.

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS
SS- 1. 5- band Graphic Equaliser
£ 54.95
SS- 110 10- band Graphic Equaliser . £ 89-95
SS- 2 Mk II 12- band Graphic Equaliser . £135-00
SS- 3 12- band Paragraphic Equaliser . . £199-95
SLM-3 Sound Level Meter with Test Record £ 38-84

( P&P
( P&P
( P&P
( P&P
( P&P

£ 3.00)
£ 3.00)
£3.00)
£3.00)
£ 1.00)

Q.E.D. ACCESSORIES
NEW! Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
£ 29-00
NEW! Q.E.D. Adjustable Speaker Stands. pair
£ 25-00
Peak Programme Indicator PP 12
£ 32.00
Mains Interference Suppressor ( 3 amp) 6/2
£ 14-50
Mains Interference Suppressor- Heavy Duty ( 6 amp) 6/4 . £ 18.95
Light Switch Suppressor 6/3
£ 1-76
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/3
£ 2.45
Mains Distribution Unit- 4 way--. 18/1 . . . . . £12.50
Mains Distribution Unit.- 4 way in line 18/2. . . £13-00
Mains Distribution Unit-- 6 way in line 28/1 . . ... £16.00
Suppressed Distribution Unit-4 way, 3 amp-- 19/1
£ 18-95
6 amp Plugs for Distribution Units- 9/3
each . 99
Speaker Switching Unit: 2 way- 2/2 ...... . . . £ 7-50
Speaker Control Centre- Screw, 24/1 or DIN. 24/2 .. £ 17-95
Speaker Control Console 8/1
£16-50
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way DIN22/1
£16-95
Tape Switching Unit, 3 way DIN23/1
£ 21-95
Tape Switching Unit. 2 way Phono 22/2
.
£ 21-95
Tape Switching Unit. 3 way Phono 23/2
£ 29-00
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2
.
£ 17-95
Disc Switching Unit 10/1
.
.
.
£ 10.50
Headphone Adaptor & Control 5/2
£ 11-95
Headphone Adaptor 2 way 5/3
£ 8.50
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
£ 16-95
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
£6.60
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14/2
£ 5.90
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3
£ 6.90
Surround Sound Adaptor- Screw 21/1 -- DIN 21/2
£ 22-95
Dust Cover Renovation Kit EL6
£4.90
Electrolube Tape Head Cleaner Spray
£ 2.99
Electrolube Record Cleaner Spray
£ 2.99
42 Strand Speaker Cable 13/6
per metre - 30
79 Strand Speaker Cable 13/8. Black or White . . . per metre - 70
P&P on cable 50p per order. Other items Post Free
Q.E.D. catalogue sent on request.

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Price correct at Nov. 1980. Whilst every endeavour is made to maintain these prices we
reserve the right to amend as necessary
without notice. E&OE.

Phone in with ACCESS or BAPCLAYCARD

PICK UP ARMS
FIDELITY RESEARCH FR64S
(Silver) Tonearm. . . £ 229.95'
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT1100
£99-95'
Signet XK50
P0 A
HADCOCK
GH230
£ 129.00'
GH228 Type E' Inc lift ,£ 86-00'
GH228 Super E inc. lift £ 68.00'
Spare Headshell . . . £ 5.00
S.M.E. Plate . . . . £ 3.45
,1m1. Silcone Fluid. . . £ 2.07
2m1. Silcone Fluid. £ 3.34
MAYWARE
Formula 4 Mk Ill . £ 57-50'
S.M.E. Adaptor . . £ 3.83
Thorens 160 Board £ 5.75
Spare Headshell. . . £ 5.75
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series Ill
£118.50'
SME Series IIIS £ 84-70'
Damper for IIIS
£ 11-95
CA1 Arm for Series Ill £17-95
3009 II Fixed Head £ 64-95'
3009 II Detachable £70-95'
S2 Headshells
£6.95
FD200 Fluid Damper £ 20-50
Damping Fluid Refill £ 3.55
Reducing Fluid . . £2.14
A.D.C.
LMF-1 Fixed Head £ 64.35'
LMF - 2 Detachable £ 69•95"
ALT- 1 Detachable. £ 33-50
ULTRACRAFT AC30 £104.00'
DYNAVECTOR DV505. £225.00'
'Post: £ 1.00; Other Items 30p

SPECIAL OFFER!
MAXELL METAL REELS
£2.99
NAB
£ 3.99
Postage 50p per order. Limited supply
7-

1
or

ACCESSORIES
Monitor Audio Sound Cables:
Flat 3.6m pair £14-26'
75m pair. £ 25.30'
10m pair
£29-95'
Round 5m pair . £ 16-25'
10m pair
£ 28.37'
Mayware Stylus Scale £ 3.45
Mayware Protractor £ 3.45
Shure Stylus Scale . £ 4.24
Decca Sweep Arm
£ 5.59
Decca Record Brush . £ 5.52
Monitor Audio Stylift £ 5.99
Record Clamps
Monitor Audio " Pod' . . £ 7.50
Yulon Record Clamp . . £ 7.50
Metrosound Clamp
£ 4.50
A.D.C. LMG-1 Headshell £ 4.60
Disk 22 Turntable Mat.
£12-99'
GA. Soundisc £14.95'
Osawa Diskmat 0M-10 £9.00'
Spectra/Dumpa Mat . £ 18-95'
Nagaoka Headshell Wires:
AG99L-Silver Litz
£ 3.40
Nagaoka Kilavolt' antistatic gun . . . . .... £13.00
Nagaoka RC 100 Rolling
Record Cleaner
£7.95
Nagaoka RC200
£ 10-95
Nagaoka Record Sleeves:
Pack of 50
£4.99
Micro -Sorber Feet
£ 9-00
Pixall Roller
£3.95
Pixall Refill . £ 0.75
Permostat Kit
£ 4.50
Permostat Refill
£ 3.60
Permostat Jumbo
Refill
£ 6-95
'Postage £ 1 00 Other items 30p

HEADPHONES
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH03 ...
£15.95
ATH05
£19-95
STAX
SR44 . . . ... £ 59.80
SR5/SRD6SB. £ 86-63
SRX3/SRD6SB
£ 134.93
LAMBDA/SRD6S13 £ 153-23
SIGMA/SRD6SB. £ 211 - 60
SRD6SB Energiser £ 33.75
SRD7SB Energiser
£ 50-00
SRDX Energiser £ 60.00
YAMAHA
YH100
HP1
HP2
,HP3

£41.00
£35-42
£26-37
£17.95

SENNHEISER
HD222
1HD400.
HD414X
HD424X
H0420
HD430

£29-95
£12-50
£20.95
£29-95
£24-75
£33-95

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI
Genuine article in Maker's Box,

Post 30p

CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI
REPLACEMENT STYLI
Audio Technica AT20 SLa-Stereo/4
Channel
Cartridge- special
offer
£39.95
ADC ZLM
ADC XLM III
ADC VLM IlliO4
Goldring G900E
15.75.
Goldring G9000SE
19.95
Goldring G900SE It
30-20
Goldring G900 ' IGC
Grado FTE + 1
Grado FCE
Grado F3E
Grado F2.
Grado Fl
•
J.V.C. Z2E
38-33
J V,C. X2
Nagoaka MP10'
Nagaoka MP11'
15-00
Nagaoka MP15'
31-00
Nagaoka MP20'
Nagaoka MP30'
Nagaoka MP50'

£2
f
57
5 14
£36.29

RSZ
RSX
RSV

£
£
£
£48.95
£
£1
10
37
75
5

0140E
£9.75
D140SE . £15.99
D140SE . £15.99
0140 IGC
£ 28-95
FTE/S . £7.00
FCE+
.
£9.00
F3E.
£12-75
F2/S
£21-50
Fl +
£ 27.25
Z2E
£ 19-90
X2/X1
£ 37-50
N • 10M P
£ 5-60
N•11MP. £7.00
N-15MP
£22-00
N-20MP. £ 25-00
N-30MP. £ 35.00
N - 50MP . £ 52-00

£19.25
£29-50
£ 41-25
£
1
1
9-51
£
23.00
£
£
£37-00
£ 46.00
£74.00

£ 26-53
£ 18-35
£15-08

• SPECIAL OFFER ON NAGAOKA MP CARTRIDGES!
All models can be supplied with NAGAOKA Mg704 Magnesium- Alloy
Headshell. No extra charge. Offer open while stocks last
Ortofon
Onofon
Ortofon
Ortofon
Ortofon
Oriol on
Ortofon
Ortofon
Ortofon
Oriol on
Ortofon
Ortolon

SME 30H
Concorde 30
Concorde 20
Concorde 10
LM30/H .
LM20/20H.
LM15
LM10 .
M20FL Super
M20E Super
VMS10E
VMS 20E II

£79-95
£53-20
£39-50
£29-50
£46.70
£33-90
£23-75
£17.35
£36.50
£31-90
£16-90
£24.95

L3OH
£31.00
WO
£ 31-00
CL20. . £ 23-00
CL10.
£ 11.70
CL30/L3OH £ 31-00
CL20/L2OH . £23-00
L15
£15.75
CLIO
£ 11-70
D2OFL Super . .
£ 25.00
020E Super. . .
£ 21-00
010E II
£11.25
D2OE Mkt and II £ 17.95
Upgrade your VMS20 with
a D3011 Stylus
De) II . . . . . . . £ 23-90
N15E Mkt & II . . £ 11.95
NF15E Mkt & II £8.95
081 . . £ 33.60
D680DEEE . £ 18.80
D680. . . . £ 13.99
D510EE . . £ 10-40
D5100E . . £8.80
D5107A . . . £6.60
e155E
£6.29
N75-6
£ 5.26
N75EJ
£ 7.35
N75ED . £10-50
N95EJ
£7.75
N95ED
£13.75
N95HE. .
£ 14-50
N97EJ . £9.25
N97HE. . £ 19.25
VN35E
£ 15-99
VN35HE. . £17-30
VN45HE £21 - 40
Sonus Blue Stylus £35-78

Ortofon VMS30 11. . £ 34.35
Ortofon F15E II
£17-95
Ortofon FF15E II
.
£11.90
Stanton 881S
.
£ 59.95
Stanton 681EEE
£36.99
Stanton 680EE. . £19-95
Stanton 500EE. . £13.95
Stanton 500EE.
£12-50
Stanton 500A
.
£10-95
Shure M55E
.
.
£ 8.40
Shure M75-65
£ 7.72
Shure M75EJ
.
£ 12-25
Shure M75ED
£14.25
Shure M95EJ
£ 12-95
Shure M95ED
.
£ 19-25
Shure M95HE
.
£ 20-25
Shure M97EJ
£ 22.25
Shure M97HF
.
£ 32.95
Shure V15 Ill .
£46-00
Shure V15 Ill HE
£ 51 - 60
Shure V15 IV
£ 61 - 30
Sonos Gold series Il
Blue
£71.50

STYLI FOR OLD MODELS AND FOR 78 R.P.M.
Goldring G800 Series: D110SR £ 3.50; 0110£ £ 6.95. D110SE £ 10-50.
Goldring G820 Series: D130SR £ 3 60, 0130E £ 7.25; D130SE
£10.50.Goldring 0100 Std & D130 Std
78 r.p.m. £ 3.50
Shure .VN15E(V1511) £ 14 ,99. VN78E ( V1:5 Ill £ 15.50; VN78 HE ( V15)
IV) £ 21.75; N44-3 ( 78 for M44- M55( £ 4 99, N75-3 ( 78 for M75 & V15
II) £ 4.99; N95-3 £ 5.35.
ADC: RXL ( XLM II) £ 12 -00; RZL ( Super XLM) £ 18.25. RVL ( VLM II)
£1050. R26. £ 12 50.
Onofon D15E Super £ 28 75
( Post 30p)

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
Yamaha MC- 15 . £ 79.95
Yamaha MC- 1X
£97-00
Yamaha MC- 7
£ 52.50
Ortofon MC10 Sp. Oft £ 39-95
Ortofon MC20 II. ... . £89.95
MCA- 1O Pre- Amp . . £ 58.40
STM 72 1/former . . £ 22-60
Mayware MC- 3L . £49.45
Mayware MC- 2C . .
£49-45
Mayware 124 T/former £ 57-50
Entre -1 Cartridge
P.O A.

Post 50p

Satin M117Z
Satin M117ZE .
Satie M117G . .
Satin' M1175
Ultimo Karat Ruby
Ultimo 10X Mk11
Ultutno 20A Mk11
Fidelity Research
FR1 .Mk2
FR1 .Mk3 F
Lentek Pre- Amp

Diass
£49.95
£61•50
new
£82-50
edgeso
£
75-00
esi.so
£11.52
P.O.A. •

SPECIAL OFFER package deal on ENTRE -1 plus LENTEK!

AUDIO-TECHNICA ACCESSORIES P&P 30p
AT6006a " Safety Raiser" Arm Lift .
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner
AT605 Audio Insulator KU- height
adjustable damping Kit with level
AT606 Heavy Duty Kit
AT6002 Record Sweeper Arm

TEST RECORDS
HFS 75. £ 3.45;
Shure TTR115 ERA IV, £ 5 00,

(P. & P.

£9-90
£9.95
£15-95
£17•95
£5.00
6 5P)

Ortofon Direct Cut. £ 11-00;
Shure TTR110, £ 4 25.

T.D.K. HEAD DEMAGNETISER
Cassette Shaped Battery Powered LED Checklight £ 8 99 Post 30p

cLassicaL

was already agood one and therefore the
differences are not staggering. However,
there is anoticeable difference in quality,
the digital achieving an overall clarity and
sense of space and reality that was.not
there on the closely- recorded original.
What one noticeably loses are the resonances that build up on otherwise good
recordings when a number of instruments or voices are in action together.
These are now absent so that you seem to
listen with a clear head rather than a
slightly fuzzy one. The completely silent
background has the drawback that one is
very much aware of any slight fault in the
pressing, in this case minimal but present. Definitely an improvement and, it
must be added, a pleasant return to a
delightful work that has grown even
more attractive on acquaintance and
which should become an established
favourite. [
A*: 1]
P.G.
It is generally accepted that we should
take our operas and operettas in the

original language to appreciate their
flavour fully. But we have always allowed
that exceptions can be made. A 2- LP set
of highlights from Sadler's Wells productions of Die Fledermaus, The Gipsy
Baron, The Merry Widow, The Land of
Smiles, La Belle Hélène, La Vie Parisienne
and Orpheus in the Underworld, all of the
late 50s- early 60s vintage of satisfying
and warm-blooded recordings, can be
wholeheartedly recommended, provided
you are not too purist in such matters.
The collection is entitled Operetta at
the
Wells
(
HMV ' Greensleeve'
ESDW712. 2recs, £ 6.40). [
A/B:1] P.G.
There are already nine recitals by
Pavarotti in the current Decca catalogue,
and so a tenth one, Pavarotti's
Greatest Hits, naturally contains material already duplicated and in some
cases triplicated in previous reissues
(Decca D 236D2, 2recs, mid price). This
one will appeal to many opera lovers, and
it goes without saying that all the arias

cassettes
reviewed by Peter Gammond

Although this section uses the same technical rating system as our disc record
sections, readers should be aware that mass production techniques can degrade
cassette sound quality between samples, and that the ' recording' ratings given here
apply only to our review copies. KEY: P- Performance; R- Recording; D-- Original
review of disc version, when discoverable.
BOXED SETS
BEETHOVEN: Missa SolemnisSchwarrkopf I Ludwig I Gedda
Zaccaria ISingverein de Gesellschaft der
Musikfreunde
I Philharmonia
I
Karajan -HMV TC-SLS5198 (
2)
D: 1959. R: Orchestra rich but soloists
curiously distant and chorus submerged.
P: Refined romanticism; polished but
powerful. [ C: 1]
BERLIOZ:
Romeo and JulietMinton I Araiza I Bastin I Choeur &
Orchestre de Paris I Barenboim-DG
3370 036 (
2)
D: Nov
R: Spacious, full-bodied and
clear. P: Orchestral playing excellent;
chorus clear: soloists cool. Generally
effective. [
A: 1]
BERLIOZ
Requiem-Schreier
I
Bavarian Radio Chorus & Orchestra I
Münch-DG 3372 050 (
2)
D: 1968. R: Full but not always clear. P:
Generally good but does not quite match
the strength of the work. [
A/B: 1/2]
BRUCKNER: Symphony 8-BP0 I
Jochum-DG 3372 077 (
2)
D: 1964. R: Pleasantly natural. P:
Spiritual and refined. [
A: 1]
DEBUSSY; Preludes Bks. 1 & 2 O
Estampes o Images- GiesekingHMV C) TC- RLS752 (
2)
D: 1953/5. R: Sounds older than it is. P:
The cool, clear, refined approach that
made Gieseking an admired Debussy
interpreter. [ Cl 1*/1 ]
MAHLER: Symphony 2-Mathis I
Procter I Bavarian RO I Kubelik-DG
3372 062 (
2)
D: 1969. R: Well balanced and clear. P: A
refined and modest view. [
A: 1/2]
MAHLER: Symphony 5/GesellenFischer-Dieskau I Bavarian RO I
Kubelik-DG 3372 064 (
2)
D:.1971. R: Full and clear. P: Lightly sad
rather than tragic. [
A: 1/2]
MAHLER: Symphony 6-CSO I
Abbado -DG 3370 031 (
2)
D: Nov ' 80. R: Detailed and clear. P:
Lyrical and analytical. [
A: 1]
MAH LE R: Symphony 812 Symphony
10-adagio-Arroyo
I Spoorenberg
I Mathis I Fischer-Dieskau I etc I
Bavarian Radio Chorus & Orch I
Kubelik-DG 3372 053 (
2)
D: 1971. R: Equably manages all. P: Also
equable and controlled. [
A: 1/2]
MOZART: ' Die Zauberfliite'-Mathis
I Ott I Perry I Baltsa I etc I BP°
IKarajan-DG 3382 001 digital ( 3)
D. Nov '80. R: A clean, spacious sound,
generally impressive on tape. P: Firm,
purposeful, satisfying. [
A*/A: 1]
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MOZART. Symphonies 38, 39, 40 &
41-BP0 I Böhm- DG '
Accolade'
3374 104 (
2)
D. 1960/62/66. R: Smooth and warm
but climaxes muddled
and some
background; generally
pleasant.
P:
Authoritative
Böhm
and
generally
recommendable versions. [
13: 1]
VERDI: Requiem-fficciarelli 1Verrett
IDomingo IGhiaurov IScala Chorus &
Orchestra IAbbado - DG 3370 032 (
2)
D: Nov'80. R: Uncluttered and spacious.
P: Reverent and profound. [
A: 1]
VERDI: '
Aida'-Freni I Carreras I
Baltsa I Cappuccilli IRaimondi Ietc I
Vienna State Opera Ch. IVP0 IKarajan
HMV TC-SLSS202 (
2)
D: Nov ' 80. R: Low level but excellently
clear and balanced. P: Freni excellent, a
very controlled and cool performance
generally. [
A: 1]
VERDI: ' La Traviata*-Scotto
I
Raimondi IBastianini IScala Chorus &
Orchestra I Votto-DG 3372 049 (
2)
D: 1963. R: Good average, sharpish. P:
Scotto outstanding, rest average. [
It
1/2]
VERDI: ' La Traviata'-Callas IKraus I
Sereni I De Palma I etc I Chorus &
Orchestra of San Carlos, Lisbon I
Ghione-HMV (
D TC-SLS767 (
2)
D: 1958. R: Hard and unpleasant; a live
performance bedevilled by audience. P:
Historic; Callas at acontroversial period.
[D: 1 ]
WOLF: Spa ni
sches LiederbuchSchwarzkopt
I Fischer-Dieskau
I
Moore-DG 3327 071 (
2)
D: 1967. R: Resonant, reasonable. P:
Good, sometimes mannered. [ 13: 1]
GREGORIAN
CHANTS
FROM
ASSISI- DG 3372 004 ( 2)
D: 1966. R. Atmospheric. P. Natural and
moving. [ A: 1]
SINGLE CASSETTES
J. C. BACH: 6 Symphonies, Op.3-ASM
Marriner-Philips
'
Living
Baroque' 7313 001
D: 1970, DV DEC '80. R: Bright and fresh
sounding. P: Polished and lively. [
A: 1]
J. S. BACH: The Well-tempered
Clavier I 81 II-selection--.-KempffDG 3301 299
D: Jan '80. R: Luminous, atmospheric P:
Poetical but poised. [
A: 1]
BRAHMS: Symphony No. 1-VP0 I
Abbado- DG '
Accolade' 3342 138
D.1973, DV Nov'80. R: Limited dynamic
range. P: Idiosyncratic, slow; parts good.
[13: 1/3]
BRAHMS: Piano Quartet, Op. 25Gilds I Amadeus-DG '
Accolade'
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are well sung and liberally sprinkled with
exciting top notes. After a time Iwas
conscious of a lack of subtlety and sensitivity, as for example in ' Recondite
Armonia' (Tosca), sung in an almost unrelieved torte. If you already have some of
the albums previously released it would
be wise to check for duplications, but
nevertheless this well recorded selection
made between 1968 and 1980 should
not be overlooked by opera lovers. As a
general assessment Irate it [
A: 1]. J.F.
Continuing the reissue of Gregorian
Chant by the monks of Beuron under
Dom Maurus Pfaff, DG have now given
us the Requiem Mass on DG Archiv
'Privilege' 2547 028 ( 1955). The recording sounds well despite its age and
its not being in stereo ( it hasn't the awful
background of some of the mono
Decca/Solesmes, for example), and
should not be avoided on those grounds.
The
Beuron
stodginess,
unrefined
rhythm and Germanic Latin are all there;

but we do get the whole of the Mass,
containing some of the great masterpieces of Gregorian music, so the record
is well worth adding to any collection: it
is greatly to be preferred to the Deller
Consort on Harmonia Mundi HM 239,
and the Dies tree inspires some of the
best chanting to come out of Beuron. [ Cl
1]
P.T.
Alessandro Scarlatti's graceful serenata The Garden of Love ( Venus and
Adonis) is reissued in DG's Archiv
'Privilege' series ( 2547 033) with the two
vocal parts sung by Brigitte Fassbaender
and Catherine Gayer, with Munich
CO/Stadlmair. The 1964 recording has
some now unfashionable performing
practices and the whole sound is
weighed drastically towards the vocal
line; occasionally the accompaniment is
hardly audible and even the purely instrumental passages are never as close as
the singers. Dynamically, too, the orchestra is compressed. [
C: 2/3]
R.B.

3342 140
D: 1971, DV Dec '80. R: Well balanced.
P: Forceful togetherness. [
B: 1]
BRAHMS: String Quartets Op. 51:
112-LaSalle Quartet-DG 3301 258
D: Dec'80. R: Cohesive overall sound. ID:
Pointful clarity. [
A: 1*1
BRIT7EN: Nocturnal & works by
Henze, Martin & Villa- Lobos etcBream-RCA RK43373
D: 1966. R: Clear detached sound. P:
Sensitive insight. [
A: 1*]
DEBUSSY: Trois Nocturnes
Jeux-Concertgebouw
I
Haitink
-Philips 7300 769
D: Nov'80. R: Clear and well- detailed. P:
Complete sympathy with the music.
[A*: 1*/1]
ELGAR:
Enigma
Variations
b
Cockaigne-LSO / Davis-Philips
*Festivo' 7310 188
D: 1965. R: Good quality. P: Convincing
and likeable. [
A: 1]
GOODWIN: Drake 400:Suite & other
pieces-Bournemouth SO IGoodwinChandos Digital ABTD1014
D: Dec '80. R: Superbly impressive. P:
Authoritative account of pleasant music.
[A*: 1]
HOLST:
The
Planets-Scottish
National I Gibson- Chandos Digital
ABTD1010
D: Nov '80. R: Good to excellent. P:
Highly competitive version. [A*/A:1]
KHACHATURIAN: Symphony No.
3-Chicago SO I Stokowski- RCA
0K2923
D: 1969. R: Harsh. P: High-powered and
exciting. [ Cl 1]
MOZART: Symphonies No. 39 &
40-LSO I Davis- Philips '
Festivo'
7310 143
D: 1962, DV Dec '80. R: Slightly boxy,
smooth. P: Well- paced and dramatic.
[B/C: 1]
MOZART: Violin Concertos 1 el 3Suk I Prague CO-RCA Gold Seal
OK25288
D: 1972/4. R: Well- controlled sound. P:
Lively and warm. [A: 1]
MOZART: ' Don Giovannr-highlights-Raimondi IBerganza IKanawa I
Moser I etc I Maazel-( soundtrack)CBS CB-471 (40-73888)
D: Jan '80. R: Bold and popular in style.
P: highly dramatic and bold. [
A: 1]
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an
Exhibition /
TCHAIKOVSKY:
Cappriccio Italien-Concertgebouw I
Haitink-Philips '
Festivo' 7310176
D: 1963. R: Pleasant. ID: Romantic but
well- detailed. [
A: 1]
PURCELL: ' Dido and Aeneas' Troyanos I McDaniel I Armstrong I
Monteverdi Choir INorth German Radio
CO I Mackerras-Archiv '
Privilege'
3347 032
D: 1968. R: Pleasantly resounding
sound. P: Scholarly, stylish but vital. [
A:
1]
RAVEL: Piano Trio in a O Violin
Sonata 0 Tzigane- Beaux Arts Trio I
Grumiaux I Hajdu-Philips ' Festivo'
7310 177

D: 1966, DV Nov'80. R: Still excellent. P:
Poised and Poetical in all works. [
A:1]
RI MSKY-KORSAKOV:
Scheharazircle-Krebbers I Concertgebouw I
Kondrashin-Philips 7300 776
D: Dec '80. R: Superb quality. P:
Fascinating; virtuosic insight. [
A*: 1*]
A. SCARLATTI: The Garden of
Love-Gayer I Fassbaender I Munich
CO I Stadlmair-Archiv '
Privilege'
3347 033
D: 1964. R: Very clean and bright. P:
Sprightly romance. [
A*/A: 1*/1]
SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 5 /
SCHUMANN: Symphony No. 4VPO / Böhm- DG 3301 279
D: 1960s. R: Low level but clear. P:
excellent Schubert, good Schumann. [
8:
1*/1]
TCHAIKOVSKY: Nutcracker Suites
1 & 2-Concertgebouw / DoratiPhilips 7300 788
D: 1976. R: Clear and analytical. P: Full of
high spirits. [
A: 1]
J. STRAUSS: Vienna Waltztime,
Vol. 2-VSO IStolz-RCA '
Gold Seal'
GK25264
D: 1966/70 R: Good. P: Tuneful. LA:1
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto 1:1
Serenade melancolique-Kremer /
BP° I Maazel- DG digital 3302 001
0: Dec '80. R: Quiet background, very
clear violin, orchestra generally good. P:
Competent but cool. [
A*/A: 1/2]
WALDTEUFEL: The Skaters Waltz
CI etc-BSO IStolz-RCA GK28131
D: 1965. R: Bright and forceful. P: Stylish
and rhythmical. [
A: 1]
COLLECTIONS
THE COMPLETE CARUSO, Vol.
Operatic excerpts-Caruso / etc-RCA
RK12767
D. 1908-9. R: Computer processed to
good effect. P: Just Caruso. [
H: 1*/1 j
A LIME NIGHT MUSIC. Music by
Biber, Boccherini, Mozart & VivaldiGalway I Lucerne Festival Strings I
Ridderbusch RCA Gl(25309
D: 1973. R: Bright but resonant. P: Good
with excellent flute. [
A/B: 1*/1]
FLUTE CONSORT AT SANSSOUC I .
Music by Frederick the Great & OuantzNiggemann I CO I Seiler-Archhf
'Privilege' 3347014
D: 1963. R: Crisp but slightly artificial. P:
Spirited. [
A/B: 1]
GREGORIAN
CHANT-Requiem
Mass-St. Martin, Beuron I PiaffArchiv ' Privilege' 3347 028
D: 1955. R. Atmospheric but thickish. P:
Reverently scholarly. [
13: 1]
MUSIC OF THE RENAISSANCE
COURT. Music by Isaac, Josquin, Senfl
& Obrecht-Vienna Boys Choir I
Concentus Musicus I HarnoncourtArchiv 'Privilege' 3347 029
D: 1964. R: Very lively but slightly coloured. P: Alertly musical. [
A/B:1]
FAVOURITE OPERA DUETS. Music
by Bellini, Bizet, Gounod, Puccini &
Verdi- Various
Artists-HMV
TCASD3908
D: 1980 various. R: Generally good. P:
Good to excellent. [
A: 1*/1]
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IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION?
When it comes to H I- FIeveryone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call at Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect
to you — Good, we'll see you soon.
TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • QUAD & ELS SPEAKERS •
RADFORD • MICRO SEIKI THORENS • ORTOFON •
GRADO • AKG • DECCA • MICRO ACCOUSTICS • REVOX •
TEAC SMC - KEF TANNOY • GRIFFIN • KLH.

W J. TAYLOR (muse LTD.
Bulgin Electronics

Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts.
Telephone: Hoddesdon 64455

126-130 HAWTHORN RD. KINGSTANDI NG,
BIRMINGHAM B44 8QA.
%V

021-382 1312

HADCOCK GH 220 ARM

The Hadcock GH 220 arm is an entirely new 4 bearing advanced design developed from the GH 228, but
incorporates pre- loaded miniature stainless steel instrument bearings resulting in extremely low friction. The
•method of weight adjustment is very accurate and by using asmall rider weight calibration is simple. The arm- tube
is damped completely. The whole top arm tube is detachable by means of gold plated plug and socket. The
headshells are available separately. Silicone fluid is provided for damping and the amount may be varied. The phono
cables are low capacitance with golden phono plugs.
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Audio Division, Doveridge, Derby DE6 5NN, England
Telephone: Uttoxeter 2452
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ROCK

Fred DeIlar

H

AVING ONLY ever been just a
nudge or two away from the
proverbial straitjacket. Imust admit
to having some regard for the sheer
nuttiness of Miniatures ( Pipe 2), a
compilation pieced together on a
friendly Revox by ex- Mon The
Hoople and British Lions keyboardist Morgan Fisher. Having heard
Peter Seeger's
65- second- long
banjo and whistle version of
Beethoven's Ninth, Fisher then
cajoled, blackmailed and strongarmed various celebs and oddballs
into providing him with a recorded
minute of their time, these various
slithers of tape eventually being
spliced to form the resulting album.
So XTC's Andy Partridge can now
be heard providing acomplete history of rock'n'roll in less than the
required 60- second time barrier,
Fred Frith contributes a track of
equal length containing a segment
of every Henry Cow track ever released, Roger McGough flashes
through
The
Wreck
Of
The
Hesperus with breathless aplomb,
cartoonist Ralph Steadman makes
his singing debut and David
Bedford performs Wagner's Ring in
better time than anything ever attempted by Steve Oven, other contributions to the mental art of tapesplicing being made by The
Residents, John Otway, Loi Coxhill,
George Melly, Dave Vanian, Kevin
Coyne, Ron Geesin, Mark Perry,
Robert Wyatt, Quentin Crisp, Flying
Lizard's David Cunningham, the allBritish Steve Miller, Thunderclap
Newman and acast only exceeded
by that of Birth Of A Nation.
Immaculately packaged, complete
with Steadman- designed cover and
an enclosed poster that's both amusing and informative, ' Miniatures' is
an engaging, diverting and totally
eclectic trip. It'll make you smile and
it'll also make you scratch your head
and wonder why you bought the
damn thing in the first place. But it'll
jog the grey matter more than any
recent Eagles album ever did an0
therefore deserves at least an [
A:1]
rating. If you don't agree, then
blame Pete Seeger. After all, he's the
one who sparked off the whole
crazy idea!
David Hentschel, producer of
Mike Oldfield's 11.E.2 (
Virgin
V2181), recently explained to me
that Oldfield, now the father of a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

year- old daughter, is currently happier than he has been for years. The
music that fills the album therefore
reflects Mike's contentment and
peace of mind—which, unfortunately, means that things are too
soporific by half. I'll admitto asneaking regard for Sheba, on which
the multi- tracked Maggie Riley
hosannas tunefully, to the accompaniment of Oldfield's synths and
guitars plus Phil Collins' exploratory
drumming. But predictability is
really the name of the game, with
folksy reels and jigs getting the
electronic runaround, a visiting
brass team being so merged into the
general run of things that they could
have been just another touch of
synth programming but for a mention on the album sleeve. Certainly
the Oldfield instrumental work is
impressive, the production and recording as praiseworthy as one
could wish for. Ultimately, though,
it's deckchair music—which is
pretty much what you'd expect from
an album that takes its name from a
liner given to pleasure cruising.
Deck quoits, anyone? [
A: 3]
Better news is that Stevie Wonder
has given up his horticulture class
and returned to music with renewed vigour—as demonstrated by
Hotter Than July (Motown
STMA 8035), an album which has
the rare distinction of not possessing even one dud track or filler.
And, amazingly, Wonder's singing
would still seem to be improving,
his vocals throughout ' Hotter' being
gutsier, more abrasive than ever
before, apoint which he proves on
the opening Did Hear You Say You
Love Me?, aromp of some joy, and
All Do, a remnant from 1966, on
which the master- blaster is joined
by such admirers as Betty Wright
and Michael Jackson. With everything in the prime time category, it's
hard to state preferences, but
pushed to choose one personal
favourite, I'd nod in the direction of
Rocket Love, a love song that dips
in the bossa bag, Wonder's vocals
ranging from aseductive whisper to
a strangulated scream during the
course of events. Elsewhere, there
are plenty of points to enthuse
about; the gravelly, reach- for- thelower- notes, almost caricature- like
opening to / Ain't Gonna Stand For
It; the killer- disco tribute to his son
Keita that's Do Like You; and indeed
the whole bag of tricks right up to
the final Happy Birthday, a neat
bit of campaigning to get Martin
Luther King's birthday accepted as
a national holiday. The emotive
Wonder has once more laid his life,
his loves and beliefs on the line for
all to hear. And Ican think of no
reason why anyone in the world
should fail to bend an ear. [
A*: 1*]
Next, a drag back to the world
of harsh reality and frequent imperfections to pass judgement on
Cheap Trick's All Shook Up (Epic
EPC 86124), an offering that finds
Rick Nielsen and gang being placed
on course by the tried and tested
George Martin. Trick are a good
band, they kick hard and very often
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do the simple things right. But
Nielsen's songe, Ming deficiences
are perhaps highlighted by Martin's
productions and additional braco of
arrangements, Stop This Game, the
album's opener, being somewhat
reminiscent of the score put to use

have, in the past, established their
supremacy on the sound- system
circuit. Me—1even have asoft spot
for the undoubtedly tacky loversrock perpetuated by Cassandra.
This week's ' in' colours are, therefore, green, yellow and red! [
A: 1]

c
2
c
e
on the Wings- Martin Live Or Let
Die liaison—the net effect being
that attained by athin man clad in
four overcoats in order to kid folks
that he has meat on his bones. So
it's overdress and overkill time, with
one or two surprises—Who D'King,
for instance, casts Bun E. Carols as
the Sandy Nelson of the '80s—but
down beneath all that studio expertise things are patently routine,
as best illustrated by Nielsen's My
Baby Loves Ta Rock, a veritable
exercise in clichés. [
A*: 2]
I should imagine that anyone
who's viewed the film Babylon,
Franco Rosso's sometimes amusing
but ultimately frightening glimpse
of ghetto life in South London, will,
after shaking off the daze caused by
the film's final traumatic moments,
skank immediately towards his
nearest reggae stockist's in order to
acquire a copy of the soundtrack
album. For Dennis Bovell's score is
such an integral part of the movie,
adding impact to every scene, that
the experience of playing the album
(Babylon, Chrysalis CH R 1294)
acts almost like a videotape re- run
of the film itself, throwing up mental
pictures of Brinsley Forde's struggle
to remain safe and sane in aworld
full of racism and hate. The ace track
on the album is Aswad's Hey Jah
Children!, with its wrap- around
bass, its afro- rhythms and its swirling dub vocals and keyboards,
while Warrior Charge, another
Aswad cut, proves almost equal in
impact, offering a line in trombone
licks that could well send any slumming jazz freaks into a touch of
the instant ecstasies. Elsewhere,
Bovell's descriptive Beefy's Tune,
along with the better Manhunter
and Jazterpiece, are all worth
spending time with, and the YabbyU, I- Roy and Michael Prophet items
that feature on the album's first side

Minnie

Riperton: Love Lives
Forever (Capitol E- ST 12097).
An album pieced together after
Minnie's death using tapes made in
1978, later contributions being
added by such friends as George
Benson, Tom Scott, Patrice Rushen,
Peabo Bryson, Michael Jackson
and Stevie Wonder. Predictably
flawed but often exquisite: [
A: 1];
Rupert Holmes: Adventure (MCA
MCF 3008). The singer- songwriter
forsakes his normal orchestral backing to lead what will presumably be
a working four- piece unit. But his
songs fail to match those on
Widescreen and Partners In Crime:
[A: 2]; Joe Carrasco: Joe ' King'
Carrasco And The Crowns (
Stiff
Seez 28). The sound of The
Mysterians survives and wheezy
organ flavours the whole Tex-Mex
enchilda. Impossible to dislike: [
A:
2]; Son Seals: Chicago Fire
(Sonet SNTF 838). Torrid, rock'em- back- on- their- heels city blues
from Seals, his band and heavyweight horn section: [
A: 1*]. File
alongside your B.B. King and early
James Brown classics. But watch
out in case it bites! Gerard Kenny:
Living On Music (RCA PL
25318). Disappointing, in view of
the promise shown by singersongwriter Kenny's debut shot.
The songs have Joel- styled tunefulness but lack something in the
way of individuality, while the lyricwriting has become sloppier. A fine
production and engineering job by
Chris Neil and Nick Ryan, though:
[A*: 2]; The Maters: Second
Hand Strut (Charly CRB 1009).
An invaluable compilation of the
band's mainly MG.- like instrumentals cut for the Josie label between
1968 and 1971. Joseph Modeliste's
drumming alone is worth savouring.
[B/C: 1]
John Lennon footnote: p. 113
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JAZZ
Ken Hyder
down jobs where there was little
room for studio manoeuvres. You
had to be able to play live what you
threw up so many musical ideas
which few other musicians have wanted to come out on record. The
attempted to develop, that a dip four individuals in the Meters don't
back into his repertoire is full of come across as being overburdened
rewarding surprises. One of his with technique. What they have is a
many talents was in writing for a superlative sense of time and afeel
small band and having it sound like for rhythm which produce a total
a big band. That's just one of the music of foot- tapping compulsiveness. The syncopation is straight
many exciting things happening on
Portrait, a knockout double album out of the New Orleans tradition,
on Prestige P 24092: [B: 1*]. The and on top of that they sometimes
first album was originally the 'Town stretch the beat to the extent that
Hall Concert', and the other was the resultant tension becomes
'My Favourite Quintet'. The main almost unbearable. You may well
have heard these players before, in
interest is in the Town Hall sides,
with the splendidly robust line-up other contexts, for they were sesof Johnny Coles, trumpet, Eric sion musicians behind artists like Dr
Dolphy, flute, bass clarinet and alto John and Lee Dorsey. If we're talksaxophone, Clifford Jordan, tenor ing about the roots of jazz/rock and
saxophone, Jaki Byard, piano and jazz/funk—we're talking about the
Meters. [
B/C: 1*]
Dannie Richmond, drums. The muIn the past ten years or so there
sical intensity generated by this
team is outstanding. Throughout wasn't anybody on the jazz scene
the set the springy rhythmic tandem with anything new to say on flute—
of Mingus and Richmond swings until James Newton came along.
and bobs and weaves through the The flute doesn't lend itself to innovation. Its sound is perhaps the
music, taking it out of time when
nearest to pure sound of all instruthat's needed, or doubling it or putting it into triple time when it needs ments, and consequently it's difficult to get an individual tone on
a boost. The horn players, particularly Dolphy and Jordan, respond to the instrument. Dolphy had it, and
Kirk got it by singing and playing at
the drive with supreme imaginative
playing. On the second album, the the same time. The first track on
rhythm section is the same and Toil And Resolution, Newton's
the horn players are altoist Charles solo album on Cobalt 004, is the
Duke Ellington number, The Single
McPherson and trumpeter Lonnie
Hillier. One of the highlights is the Petal Of A Rose. It's played smoothmedley of standards which serves as ly and gently, and without much
individuality. But on the next track,
an example of how an individual
Toru, Newton opens the avantapproach such as that of Mingus
can transform familiar tunes into garde fireworks box and lights a
something special. Underneath it few whizzers. There's much notebending and overblowing, and
all, it's easy to forget about Mingus'
own playing. He was more than a he sets up contrasts between the
magnificent organiser of music, he straight ahead sound and the
was one hell of a bass player—a screaming sound he manages to
bassist's bass player, indeed. This squeeze out of the instrument. The
passages
sometimes
set represents the music of agenius straighter
Webern music, and
and is one of the nearest things to sound like post sometimes like a kind of modern
hearing the spirit of jazz.
If you take some jazz/rock or Japanese shakuhachi set of licks.
jazz/funk and strip the rhythm right
On Après Rouen et Caen he spins
out atwisting and tumbling ballad
down you end up in New Orleans
without falling in the slush of easy
with aband called the Meters, spurred along by aphenomenally funky
prettiness which can be so inviting.
At the same time he stays true to
drummer called Ziggy Modeliste.
the feel of the piece and juggles
Serious listeners to rock or jazz/rock
emotions with invention and dexterity.
music will find Second Line Strut
fascinating and totally amazing if The title track kicks off with some
forward propulsion—rather like a
they're not already familiar with the
Meters. This album ( Charly CRB
bebop solo minus the rhythm section. It's here that his impressive
1009) is acollection of the Meters'
technique is so audible. He switsingles recorded between 1968 and
ches sound- producing techniques
1971. They were mainly straightI stands the test of time well. He
T
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MUSIC of Charlie Mingus

with great ability and in a way
which holds the interest. Solo
albums are hard to make, and here
Newton has made asuccessful attempt. He's good now, and he's
bound to get better. [
A/B: 2]
British jazz musicians get fed up
with the fact that it's often easier to
gain respect and get work in other
countries than in their own back
yard. While musicians have nearly
always travelled for work, the employment opportunities for British
musicians in Britain are disproportionately low. If you don't have the
chance of hearing the Elton Dean
quintet in your home town at
least you can check them out on
Boundaries on Japo 60033: [ A:
2]—which is, as you might expect, a
non- British label. The band works
its way loosely round themes which
give wide opportunities for individual expression. The line-up,
with Keith Tippett, piano, Mark
Charig, cornet, Louis Moholo,
drums, and Marcio Mattos, bass, is
exuberant and lively. Each musician
plays with adeep concern for form,
so that even when this music is at its
loosest, it hangs together. The production seems to have smoothed
down some of the group's fire,
which is so apparent when they
perform live, but there's a crystal
clarity in the sound. The overall
impact is in the strong group identity with each musician giving a
full commitment to the music. Like
many of the bands operating in
between mainstream/modern jazz
and free music, they deserve wider
recognition.
African Portraits is an album of
warm, intensely human music from
Dollar Brand, on Sackville 3009:
[A: 1]. As a solo pianist Brand is
a complete performer, carrying
double- handedly all the functions
of a band. Rhythmically he has the
drive of ateam of African drummers,
adrive which underpins the floating
sound of a gospel choir. His work
generally—and on this record in
particular—covers many areas of
expression, but throughout it all
there's an overwhelmingly rich vein
of emotion. More than any other
pianist he makes the keyboard sing
as well as dance. His themes tend to
be simple and repetitive, setting up a
rhythm and a feeling which is so
strong that it is carried in your mind
as he works on the subtleties of his
variations. There's a charismatic
magic to his playing which is rare,

and which consequently makes this
music very special. If you haven't
come across Dollar Brand already,
this album ( recorded in Toronto in
1973) is an excellent introduction to
his music.
Feedles is a chunk of pleasant
modern mainstream jazz on the
Dutch Timeless label ( SJP 146) by
Gijs Hendriks, saxophones, Joe
Diorio, guitar, Bert Van Erk, bass
and Michael Baird, drums. The bass
and drums have atendency to be a
bit obvious, but Hendriks' robust
bouncy playing, and the tasty and
tasteful Diorio, make this album
an attractive proposition in easylistening jazz. [
B: 2/3]
Sometimes it takes a reissue
to remind you just how good a
familiar album was. If you've heard
Thelonious Monk playing with
John Coltrane, but haven't actually
got it down on record, Milestone
are giving you another chance to
put
things
right
with
their
Monk/Trane
double
album,
M 47011: [B: 1*]. There can be no
doubt that this is classic music. The
themes are mainly Monk standards,
which— played
by
him—sound
simple and complex at the same
time, logical and unpredictable. The
first few tracks have Monk and
Trane with bassist Wilbur Ware and
Shadow Wilson, who both dig in
with an understanding of the music
which manifests itself magnificently
throughout. The quartet tracks
make superb improvisation and onthe- spot timing seem easy. Later on
we're treated to a historic session
with Monk, Trane, Art Blakey, Ware,
Ray Copeland, Gigi Gryce and ( unexpectedly,
you
may
think)
Coleman
Hawkins.
Old
man
Hawkins—one of the fathers of
tenor saxophone playing—refuses
to be fazed in such youngblood
company and steams in with some
blustery, exuberant wailing. The
band is propelled—and propelled
is the word—by the drummer who
made the most out of Monk's music,
Art Blakey. This is music from
the days when it had to go down
straight with no overdubs. The
musicians were in and out of the
studios in no time. Although the
conditions may not have been ideal,
they produced some of the strongest, most immediate and inventive
jazz we have on disc, and certainly
this set stands up well against classics of recent years. If you haven't
got it, get it right away.

ROCK footnote: Just as we go to press we hear of the murder of John Lennon, shot dead in New York City. He was acentral part of the living music of
our time and of amusical phenomenon that changed—or was?—the face of the 60s. A fuller note will appear in February ' Gramophile'.—Records Ed.
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THE
LOUDEST QUIETEST
RECORDS EVER.

Until now,
vinyl records have
had two major limitations. First,
restricted dynamic range (the difference
between the loudest and softest passages of
music, which in the concert hall can be Over
90dB; most records don't even manage 60dB).
And secondly, all- too- audible surface
noise.
Even direct- cut or. digitally recorded discs
can't overcome these problems. dbx Discs cari,
arid do.
They reproduce the full dynamic range of
the original performance, from whispered pianissimo to frighting fortissimo.
And, equally remarkable, no surface
noise whatever.
For the first time, you really can close your
eyes and forget you're listening to arecord.
The illusion of reality is uncanny.
All you need to play dbx Discs is aconventional stereo system plus the inexpensive dbx
Model 21 Decoder ( If you already have a
dbx Model 122.124 or 128 Noise Reduction

mom
ems
TO: idbx Incorporated,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath,
Warley,West Midlands 864 5QH.

System, you can play dbx Discs without any
additional equipment.)
How's it done? dbx Discs are mastered
using acompressed signal. The recording level
is well below tracing distortion, yet well above
inherent surface noise.
-The Decoder expands this signal back to
its original level — alevel that no conventional
record groove could accommodate and no
cartridge reproduce— and in doing so, expands
surface noise sc far below the music signal
that it's inaudible.
As if all this were not enough, the wide
and growing range of dbx Discs includes a
number of digitally recorded release;
The combination c) =
dbx dynamics and
digital clarity is, quite simply, shinning.
And if you think that soundsncrodihlr
wait until you hear them.

I

Please send me full information on the dbx range I
of hi-fi equipment and records, plus alist of
dbx stockists.
Name
Address

I
I
all kn ow n
Transforms aow
I
I
hi-fi systems.
i
-_à

folk

order from stock records that were
first issued twenty years ago?
Among the Arhoolie subsidiaries
are Old Timey and Folklyric labels,
and it is on the latter that Strachwitz
has issued the fullest available
documentation of norteno music,
the predominately Texan music of
Mexican origin, which is today perhaps his first love, and this month's
theme. 'Texas- Mexican
Border
Music' Vol. 1: An Introduction,
1930-1960 (
Folklyric 9003) gives
an excellent impression of the range
and quality of the 'musica de la
frontera.' This is Mexican music
played with aTexas inflection; the
music of the mojados, the 'wetbacks' who illegally entered the
USA by swimming the Rio Grande.
Paul Oliver
The fourteen items, by as many
groups, veer from a nostalgic
I AST MONTH the Arhoolie label Canción Mixteca to the full sound
I_ celebrated its twentieth year of of a regional brass band from
issuing folk records. It was founded Sinaloan, or the rippling trumpet of
by Chris Strachwitz after the fruitful a mariachi group accompanying
field trip of 1960 in which he re- Norteno singers performing El
corded many blues sessions. For Muchacho Alegre (
The Happy
part of the time Iwas with him, and I Boy). A 16- page booklet explains
recall his pleasure in Cajun music, who the artists are, and gives tranand the 'Tex-Mex' music of the scriptions of the music. If you like it,
H/B:
Mexican immigrants. From ablues plunge into deeper stuff. [
policy Chris extended his range to 1/2]
issue Cajun, Zydeco, Blue- grass,
Volumes 2 and 3 of ' Border
Western Swing, Hillbilly, Polish and Music' provide it: Corridos, Part
other folk forms of the United 1, 1930-1934 (
Folklyric 9004) and
States. His label is unique in that he Corridos Part 2, 1929-1936
has always kept every record in the (Folklyric 9005) provide a comcatalogue. Of what other record prehensive anthology of aremarkcompany can one say that one can able music. Corridos are Mexican

L

Lteli
Peter Gammond

THissues
ERE ARE so many excellent
this month that Ishall try

to mention as many as possible,
however briefly. Firstly, for operetta
lovers, an interesting recording of
The Student Prince (
Kanon KO1
132)—a German import. Ido mean
operetta—for though such works by
Romberg and Friml may rate low in
purists' reckoning they were originally conceived as operetta and are
firmly in the Viennese tradition,
however Americanised. The value
of this new highlights disc is that it
goes back to the original—so different from the heavily romanticised
versions we have since heard—with
asmall orchestra, light and delicate,
directed by Dr. Stefan Gyarto. The
work becomes immensely purified.
These are studio recordings but
based on authentic performances in
Heidelberg, with Erik Geisen a
genuine Germanic interpreter of the
role that Jan Peerce and Mario
Lanza, among others, have sung. A
very analytical but slightly overbearing recording. [
A: 1*]
HI- F1 NEWS 84 RECORD REVIEW

From Saydisc, an excellent LP of
fiddle music and folksongs with
various instruments entitled The
One Eyed Fiddler (
Saydisc
CP115), by Paul Wilson and Ben
van Weede. A lot of interesting
material played and sung with a
good sense of period, including
tunes from abook given to Thomas
Hardy, who was keenly interested
in traditional music, by his grandfather, which Hardy himself added
to. Also material from the HammondGardiner collection. A valuable
document and good pressings by
Nimbus. [
A: 1]
Fourthly, another interesting revival that brings us some of the
unduly neglected Music of Alec
Wilder (
CBS 61989) with 1945
recordings by the Woodwind Octet
and Columbia String Orchestra
conducted by Frank Sinatra and
1939/40 recordings by the Alec
Wilder Octet. There are prestigious
participants and soloists such as
Mitch Miller ( horn), Harold Goetze
and Julius Baker, who are featured
in pleasant pieces for bassoon and
flute. The results are nicely poised
between the popular, jazz and classical styles; afascinating restoration
of an unusual creative genius.
Surprisingly good quality recording
for its age. [
H: 1]
Closely related to the foregoing
is A Different Kind of Blues
(HMV Digital ASD3965), with
ltzhak Perlman, André Previn,
Shelly Manne, Jim Hall and Red
Mitchell playing jazz composed by
Previn at the express wish of the
ever- exploring Perlman. Perlman is
clearly an intellectual improviser àla
Menuhin rather than a natural like
Grappelli, but he exhibits tremendous technique. If you like this
clever, dexterous sort of jazz thinking in the mainstream tradition you
will find much to admire here. A
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and 'Tex-Mex' ballads, normally
sung and played by aguitar duet.
Vol. 1 includes two of the most
notable corridos, Gregorio Cortez
and
Joaquin
Murieta,
about
Mexican heroes ( or bandits, depending on your point of view) of
the turn of the century. Many of
these songs are violent and most
relate to injustice, exploitation and
the humiliation of Mexicans in the
border country. La Tragedia de
Oklahoma (
Vol 2), for instance, tells
of the murder ( as Mexicans saw it)
of two students by Oklahoma
deputies in 1931. One was related
to the Mexican president and the
USA paid reparations, though the
deputies were acquitted. Hearing
Ramos and Ortega sing the ballad
one might think the treatment rather
sweet for the nature of the subject.
But this is the character of corridos,
which are sung with regret rather
than fury; there is apervasive sadness in the songs, heightened by
the fluency of the guitar playing. I
like best the sonorous accompaniment to Francisco Montalvo and
Andreas Berlanga's Corrido de los
Bootleggers, and this is also on Vol.
2. Perhaps it is the better album, but
with Vol. 1comes an excellent 32page book with full transcriptions
and documentation of the stories of
the ballads. Both [
H: 1].
Norteno Accordion Part 1
(Folklyric 9006) is devoted to the
button accordion, the diatonic instrument made popular by Hohner.

This is a somewhat hybrid music,
with polkas, waltzes, schottisches
and mazurkas among the selection
on this album. It is, obviously, dance
music, and only afew have vocals.
One that does features Francisco
Montalvo on guitar, with Jose
Rodriguez; a1934 recording, it is of
La Cucuracha, one of the few tunes
that will be familiar. Honours go to
accordionist Narciso Martinez ( in
his seventies now, and still akeeper
at Brownsville Zoo!) who plays a
brilliant polka, Las Perlas. [
H: 1/2]
It is interesting to compare the
accordion record with Vol. 5, The
String Bands (
Folklyric 9007),
which illustrates, in some particularly evocative examples, the 'end of
a tradition.' These are bands with
guitars, Baja sexto, mandolin and
violin line-up. Some, like El Trio
Allegre, have more than atouch of
the ' palm court' about them, but if
Cielito Lindo by the Orquestra
Colonial is abit too well-known to
have the element of surprise, there
are some engaging and well recorded items: [
H: 2]. I'll be returning to this excellent series later, full
details of which can be obtained
direct from Arhoolie Records,
10341 San Pablo Avenue, El
Cerrito, Ca. 94530, or from the distributors, Flyright Records, Bexhillon- Sea, Sussex. And for a first
sampling of the Norteno music that
Chris Strachwitz has made available
to us, I would recommend the
volumes of Corridos.

really superb recording. [
A*: 1*/1 ]
Three excellent and varied offerings in the brass band field ( all,
sadly, too late to get into my
December brass band music guide):
two from Chandos— Black Dyke
Kings
of
Brass
(
Chandos
BBR1007), a selection of music
borrowed
from
the
classical
world—Liszt, Borodin, R. Strauss,
with Frank Wright's fine arrangement of Lab's Le Roi d'Ys, afamous
test piece, as the highlight, all
splendidly performed and recorded
by this great band: [
A: 1]; and
Brass
Sentimental
Style
(Chandos BBR1010)—a record
which lives up to its name with the
Hendon Band moving through the
world of popular song from Handy
to Lloyd Webber. Not the sort of
brass music Ilike, but well done of
its kind: [
A: 1]. From another
reliable stable, Fodens Motor
Works
Band
(
Grosvenor
GRS1087), in an earthy selection
of true brass band music by such
worthies as Rimmer, Langford,
Broadbent and Lear, etc. A journey
through music that Fodens have
played
with distinction
since
1902—and still do. [
A: 1]
The sad death of Peter Sellers has
obviously led to some reissues, including his classic album Song for
Swingin' Sellers (EMI NTS212,
only recently NTS156) with its
hilarious take- offs of radio and TV
programmes and various kinds of
song. Essential Sellers: [
A: 1*].
Dark Side of the Coon (
One Up
OU2232) presents reissues of solo
items by Sellers, Milligan and
Secombe—including my favourite
Sellers, A drop of the hard stuff.
Nineteen gormless tracks altogether.
[B: 1*/2]
Three special ( late!) Christmas
offerings. Eminently traditional—
This Is Christmas ( EMI THIS14),

with well-known, well-worn carols
sung with deep Welsh fervour by
the Morriston Orpheus Choir: [
A:
1]; eminently with- it Swingle
Singers
Christmas
Album
(Philips ' Festivo' 6570 220)—skilfully swinging wordlessness applied to Christmas songs from all
over the world—not everybody's
fare but good for those who like
it: [
A: 1]; for me the best—
Christmas with Herman Prey
and the Vienna Boys' Choir
(RCA RL30452)—the intensely
moving kind of German/Austrian
repertoire that the Vienna Boys'
Choir have always done so well. A
lovely sound in every way. [
A: 1]
For film music addicts: Bernard
Herrmann's well crafted score for
the Hitchcock thriller North by
Northwest
(
Unicorn
Digital
DKP9000), magnificently recorded
and well played under Laurie
Johnson: [
A: 1]; and John
Williams: Boston Pops (
Philips
Digital 9500 921) with the successful space-age composer exploiting
his mind- splitting music with big
orchestra and big sound. [
A*: 1]
For brief mention, as everyone
knows what to expect from the
following names, but just to add to
the
list—Stanley
Holloway:
More Monologues and Songs
(Encore
ONCM533),
including
Recumbent posture and Three
ha'pence afoot and other classics:
[A: 1*/1]; This is Vera Lynn
(EMI
THIS22)—White
cliffs,
Yours-16 nostalgic favourites in
all: [
A: 1/1]; This is Matt Monro
(EMI THIS24)—Portrait of my love,
etc: [
A:1]; This is Fivepenny
Piece (EMI THIS21)—broad pop
comedy: [
A: 1]; and Me and Billy
Williams (EMI MAXI 003), which
features the rich homely humour
of the irrepressible Max Boyce. [
A:
1*/1]
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The Excelsior Hotel,Manchester Airport, jan 15-18th.
Now in its 5th spectacular year, there's more to see and
hear than ever before. For 4days, the best and most
advanced products from the worlds of Hi Fi arid Video will
be on show at the Excelsior. And not just on show — you
will be able to see, hear, compare and discuss with experts
some of the most sophisticated Hi Fi and Video around.
Entry to the Exhibition is free, there are ample parking
facilities and it's open at the following times:
Thursday January 15 Trade opening 11am — 4pm
Public opening Thursday January 15 4pm — 9pm
Friday January 16 Saturday January 17 11am - 9pm
Sunday January 18 11am — 7pm

• Three floors packed with over
50 of the world's top names in HiFi
and Video.
• All the latest equipment on
demonstration with expert advice
given freely.
• Film shows and special events.
Over 50 prizes to be won in a
free-to-enter competition.
• Video Theatire with Video Disc
demonstrations.
• Free adrnlission. Ample car parking.
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EVIMMENT REVIEW
Four budget turntables
O

VER THE LAST few years, record decks have changed little in
appearance, apart from the introduction of some parallel tracking
designs. And in fact, at the budget end of the market very little has
changed in basic design, improvements being achieved through steady
development rather than radical innovation.
This situation is both good and bad. Some features that need
improvement—such as overweight arms—are still with us, though old
weaknesses such as rumble seem to have virtually disappeared. But
among the four budget record decks tested here, there is quite awide
variation in design approach, since two of the decks in this report are
European—though one uses aproportion of Japanese parts—and they
tend to contrast with the mainstream of Japanese units.
While the Japanese display great ability in production engineering,
standard of finish and quality control, being accurately guided by
remarkable marketing ability, they also are insular and conservative in
approach. Japanese industry has set standards where standards matter,
but it is slow to move away from its own ideas and adopt worthwhile new
ones. Iget the feeling after assessing this group of products that the great
Japanese production machine is a goliath that truly has some
weaknesses—which in the future may become more apparent. There are
signs of such weakness in their products here, as well as signs of the type
of abilities that European manufacturers may display if only they can stay
awake and on their toes.
Prices of the turntables in this group range from £ 60 for Sansui's P50 up
to around £ 75—when fitted with cartridge—for Dual's CS505. ( It is
available without cartridge for somewhat less.) Iwas most surprised by
Garrard's DD455, since it is alarge and attractive looking direct- drive unit,
fitted with an Ortofon cartridge, and yet priced at around £70. This surely
is asign of the way things are going; both Garrard and Dual are very
obviously quite sophisticated designs offered at a price Iwould have
thought impossible to achieve. The CS505, Sansui P50 and Harksound
HS210 are all belt- driven.
In rating the relative qualities of these four turntables Iuse, like all
reviewers, some sort of notional standard of goodness.
Basically, we need atwo- speed platter that rotates evenly without wow
and flutter. Direct- drive is marginally better at achieving this than beltdrive, its main ability being reduced overall speed drift. It is said, and quite
rightly, that for the servo- system of direct- drive to work the deck must, by
definition, first drift—since servo- systems need an error to detect before
they can operate. However, the cyclic speed drift of belt drive due to
eccentricities of the motor drive pulley and platter, plus other more
obscure factors, produces somewhat more drift than that of direct- drive.
(Belt drive performance also deteriorates sooner in use.)
In jerking aplatter that is drifting off- speed back onto its correct speed,
the servo systems of direct- drive could produce the sort of high- rate speed
changes that are audibly objectionable, but current measurement techniques are good enough to detect the sort of high- rate wow or flutter this
would produce, and after spending alot of time trying to find such an
effect. Iam quite sure that it doesn't exist.
To even up the odds, Ishould point out that belt drive, when used well
(by Thorens, for example), may work as well as direct- drive and be reliable
over many years.
Your smoothly- rotating platter must now be mounted on a plinth.
Superficially, a plinth holds the arm and platter in their respective
positions, and is also aplatform for the dust cover. However, the plinth
may vibrate or ' ring', transferring such coloration to both arm and platter.
The net result is the same whichever is affected—modulation of music
signal. You can rap the thing with your knuckles and make an educated
guess about whether coloration is likely or not: ideally, it should sound
'solid' and 'dead'.
Another function of the plinth—or, more specifically, its suspension
system—is to isolate the entire deck from outside vibration and disturbance. My own tests and experience indicate that sheer mass is one way in
which aplinth may achieve this end quite well. The second way is by use
of an intelligently engineered floating subchassis which carries both arm
and platter. The former is most appropriate to direct- drive and the latter to
belt drive. A word of caution: not all floating suspensions are as good as
they look. Idon't think it is too much to ask that even budget turntables
should possess areasonably well- designed plinth. However, this is where
compromises are often made to keep manufacturing and shipping costs
down.
And then, of course, we have the arm—about which much has been
said. Dyed-in-the-wool enthusiasts insist on an independent, manually
controlled tone- arm, but every manufacturer knows that a majority of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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buyers for this type of turntable insist on the convenience of an autosystem. Consequently, we now have the popular compromise of semiautomatic, where an arm is manually placed over the disc, starting the
platter automatically, and cued down, then lifted and returned to rest
automatically at the end of adisc. This has proved to be avery convenient
system. Dual's CS505 lifts the arm but does not return it, whereas Garrard
have taken no chances on user preferences, having fitted both this type of
semi- automatic mode and fully automatic play. The main drawback of an
auto- system is obstruction of free arm movement, especially at the end of a
disc. Unfortunately, new review products nearly always work well in this
respect and it is only after afew years of wear and dust and dirt collection
that adeck's auto system might start to act up. Obviously, there isn't much
areviewer can say about this.
Arm bearings have improved dramatically and now rarely obstruct
movement. Arm friction can set the lower tracking force limit. When
balanced out, an arm must move freely in both horizontal and vertical
directions, free horizontal movement being the most difficult to achieve.
This freedom must not be achieved at the expense of locational rigidity,
though, since slack bearings cause their own problems. The arm tube/
headshell should also be reasonably rigid, so as to avoid torsion/flexion
modes adding coloration.
It is in the matter of arm mass, specifically effective mass, that Japan is
slow to make changes. In previous reviews Ihave outlined the value of
high mass in providing mass- impedance for stable cartridge location. This
is especially valuable for m- cunits with limited compliance, which can
cope with high mass. On budget decks acompromise is needed, and arm
mass should be placed in aband of about 8-15 gm in order to make the
arm compatible with most medium-priced cartridges, while not compromising on rigidity. Ultra- low mass is unlikely to be required for the type
of cartridge that decks in this price group are most likely to handle.
Both Dual and Garrard show rather more awareness of this topic than
their Japanese counterparts, and it is in remaining aware of ( many) such
matters that they can pull ahead. Plinth construction and isolation, and
arm geometry and set-up techniques, are features that need attention. I
hope European manufacturers tackle these matters before the Japanese—
as so often in the past—get out in front.
So my ideal deck has aplatter that rotates steadily, asolid plinth, an
effective isolation system, and amedium- mass arm that moves freely. It
must of course be easy to use ( and should be semi- automatic at least).
Ideally, all four turntables tested here should display these basic properties
to the highest degree possible within the price limitations.

Sansui P50

Sansui's P50 is astraightforward belt- drive semi- automatic turntable of
traditional Japanese styling. Iwas attracted to, and have tested, this deck
once already, because of Sansui's avowed interest in reducing arm
resonances and improving sound quality. Most manufacturers still talk
about wow and flutter and bias compensation ad nauseam in promotional
literature, while Sansui talk about improving sound quality with their P50.
This struck me as an interesting and possibly rewarding change of
emphasis. In their own words "A Sansui lishbonel pattern acoustic
absorbent fills the S-shaped arm to damp resonance and remove the low
frequency 'mud' in your music". By ' resonance' they mean structural
resonances within the arm tube—a phenomenon Ihave long been
measuring and discussing.
Also of interest with regard to the P50 was Sansui's mention of a
'dynamic decoupler' to improve bass
response which, as I
suspected,

FIG.1A SANSUI P50
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turned out to be conventional counterweight decoupling. And their
guarantee that the arm can achieve a1gm tracking force, due to its high
quality bearings, didn't go unnoticed either.
Put these factors together, take into account the popularity of the earlier
SA- 222, and Ithink you can see why the P50 potentially looks attractive.
The P50 plinth is alightweight ' plastic' pressing finished in grey. It is
very light, somewhat resonant when rapped with the knuckles, and sits on
four rubber feet; an unconvincing isolation system. The dust cover moves
on spring- loaded hinges and you can't easily open or close the cover while
the unit is playing because the plinth then tends to vibrate and make the
arm jump. In use, therefore, the cover is best left open, or shut quickly
before the arm touches down after cueing.
Although lightweight in feel, the P50 is well made and finished. As with
all semi- automatics, the platter starts when the arm is moved over the edge
of a disc and descent onto the disc was smooth, suitably slow and
controlled. Arm return at the end of aside was unobtrusive—there were
neither electrical nor mechanical noises to be heard. A 'cut' control is fitted
to reject adisc whilst it is playing, if desired. All controls are within the dust
cover and the cue lever is situated at the arm pillar.
Sansui's S-shaped arm moved freely in both planes and this review
sample, like the other Ihave tested, displayed little arm friction for abudget
deck. It would track acartridge at 1gm, as Sansui claim, and in fact the
balance point of the arm is very critical because of the lack of bearing
friction. There is little slack in the bearings, however.
Tracking force is applied by the usual calibrated counterweight system
which proved accurate, as was the amount of bias compensation
provided—this was atrifle high in inner grooves with the last review
sample. The arm will accept cartridges weighing from 3.5 gm-11 gm,
when applying atracking force of 2gm maximum. Ortofon lightweight
cartridges will just balance out if they are fitted with screws weighing
about 1gm ( as many do). Since the Sansui arm uses a conventional
bayonet type headshell connector, Ortofon Concorde cartridges can be
fitted, and they will balance out with the Ortofon counterweight supplied
with each cartridge. However, astylus force gauge will be then needed for
tracking force. Signal lead capacitance measured alow 95pF.
Effective mass of the arm was too high at 22 gm and in this matter
Sansui have been somewhat tardy. Considering the other innovations this
deck incorporates, I'm surprised that arm mass hasn't been attended to.
For an enthusiast, who knows awarped record when he sees one, high
arm mass might be acceptable since you can either avoid using warped
records altogether or fit asuitably uncompliant cartridge. For the average
budget buyer who isn't interested in technicalities—and why should he
be?-1think the P50 arm is inadvisably heavy. Sansui should change this.
The arm of this deck is non- resonant, but the standard plastic headshell
fitted isn't! There is astrong resonance at 180 Hz and in consequence it is
best replaced with an ADC magnesium headshell. This decreases effective
mass of the arm by afractional 1gm but, more important, the arm becomes
virtually resonance- free. As you can see from comparing the response and
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crosstalk traces of fig. lA with those of the other products in this group,
the P50 suffers less from structural arm resonance than most decks.
Obviously, Sansui's 'fishbone' insert is an effective damper.
The pickup cartridge is aligned in the headshell by measuring the stylusto- collar distance which, Sansui say, should be 51 mm. This puts the inner
zero for tracking error close to 58 mm radius, which increases distortion
from tracking error unnecessarily at 80 mm radius. Ifind abetter solution is
to set stylus-to-headshell collar distance to 52 mm. This takes the inner
zero out to greater than 62 mm and tends to reduce the maximum
distortion produced by tracking error from approximately 1% to 0.6%.
Resistance to feedback displayed by the unit ( fig. 1B) was typical for a
'solid' plinth suspended on rubber feet. It wasn't as bad as some decks,
since the peaks are not too high, nor are they very wide, so letting through
a lot of energy. But the feedback floor is 45 dB below 3-54 cm/s
modulation level, which represents 0dB on the graph. Better suspension
systems allow better than — 50 dB of 'quieteness' to be achieved in this
area. Iwould expect some of this feedback energy to excite the plinth,
producing resonance and coloration.
The first P50 Ireviewed displayed stable platter speed. This second
sample was in trouble. The platter ran 1-2% fast and was suffering 0.3%
wow due to sudden cyclic speed changes. Consequently, DIN- weighted
total wow & flutter was abit higher than it should have been at 0-13%. This
weighted level, over aperiod of 100s, is shown along the bottom of fig.
1A. As you can see, overall level was below 0-1%—a good result—even if
the quasi- peak level which must be quoted for DIN use was higher.
Rumble from the deck was inaudible, although there was a slight
mechanical drone to be heard coming from the motor. Also, a hollow
ringing coloration was to be heard in the background, and this is almost
certainly generated by the plinth.
In use the P50 plinth proved to be microphonic, but the arm wasn't. I
obtained very precise sound quality, which was light and unmuddled,
from the deck. On balance it sounds abit bright and there is also some
coloured, hollow ambience added to the sound which is certainly due to
the plinth. In spite of these weaknesses, though, Istill rate the P50 highly
since it is pleasant and satisfying to use, whilst providing alive, exciting
sound.

Harksound HS210

The Harksound HS210 is asombre grey two- speed belt- drive deck, also
made in Japan, but marketed by aGerman company. It is duller to look at
than the Sansui and rather uninspiring visually. However, unusually, this
deck possesses afloating sub- chassis suspension system that isolates
both platter and arm from vibration and shock. Also, the arm
has an ADC- type removable headshell which consists,
of asleeve that slides over the arm tube
and is clamped by athumb screw.

Like Sansui's P50, the HS210 possesses aplastic moulded plinth that
sounds resonant when rapped. However, both platter and arm are
suspended on a steel sub- chassis ,and are unlikely to be affected by
structural resonances from this source. Harksound have also suspended
the motor on compliant rubber bearings. The deck is asemi- automatic that
returns the arm at the end of adisc side.
With acue lever placed near the front of the plinth, inside the lid, Ifound
operation straightforward and free of difficulties. A reject button is
provided so that play can be stopped halfway through adisc if desired.
The lid moves on spring- loaded hinges and can be opened or closed with
abandon while the deck is playing, due to the effectiveness of the
suspension system. In fact the lid could even be dropped shut or slammed
down and the stylus would stay in the groove, although it was unsettled
by this sort of treatment.
Cartridges weighing from 3gm to 7gm can be balanced out by the arm
and this includes Ortofon's low mass LM series cartridges. The arm won't
accept integrated cartridges due to its headshell joint. Cartridges weighing
more than 7gm can be accommodated by the use of an additional subweight that plugs into the rear arm tube. This gives the arm abalance range
of 5.5 gm-10 gm cartridge weight. Signal lead capacitance measured
170 pF per channel, which shouldn't cause loading problems, even
though it is a bit higher than the normal figure of around 100 pF.
Tracking force is applied by acalibrated counterweight which Ifound
moderately accurate. For atracking force of 1gm the counterweight had
to be set to 11 gm on the scale. This may have been caused by slackness
in the dial, allowing the dial to move during adjustment.
Bearing friction on the arm was not particularly low, especially in the
vertical plane where movement was notchy. The arm bearings were
grossly inferior to those of the other decks in this report, and they suffered
a lot of slack too. This can cause image confusion and muddling of the
sound. Although the force needed to overcome friction was considerably
less than the downward force needed for tracking of acartridge, sample
variation between decks suggests to me that atracking force figure of less
that 1.5 gm for acartridge may be over- enthusiastic with the HS210.
The lightweight plastic headshell and its low mass arm tube connector
both contributed significantly to an effective mass value of 10.5 gm. This
falls within aband of values Iwould consider most appropriate for general
useage, and for adeck in this part of the market.
Cartridges are aligned within the headshell by making the stylus sit
vertically below asmall indicator mark on the forward edge of the cartridge
platform. If this rather crude method is carried out with care the results are
suprisingly effective, with distortion from tracking error only rising unduly
to 1% at the start of adisc and at the finish. Mid- disc distortion levels will
be low—around 0.2%.
The low frequency response plot made to detect structural resonances,
using a CBS disc with high modulation level ( fig. 2A), shows that the
Harksound arm is alive with sound of resonances. These are also clearly
shown at 18 Hz, 28 Hz, 40 Hz, 230 Hz and 280 Hz in fig. 2B—the worst
performance Ihave ever seen in any arm. The prime mitigating factor here,
though, is that most of the peaks are not too high in amplitude, nor are they
very wide- band, and so on balance the amount of energy in the resonant
system is not likely to be great. Isuspect the headshell is responsible for
the two main modes, which are vertical resonances, indicated by the
bottom trace.
Susceptibility to feedback was generally low, although peaks roughly
correspond with arm resonances due to the arm acting as amore sensitive
microphone at these frequencies. Other peaks are caused by room
resonant modes in these tests, but these disturbances can be coped with
by a good suspension system. The floating sub- chassis did provide
excellent isolation against external shock and feedback, Ifound in practice.
The Harksound platter didn't display serious speed variations. In fact,
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speed drift around 33 rpm was low and this helped the deck to achieve a
total DIN- weighted wow and flutter figure of 0.08%. The overall wow &
flutter level over 100s can be seen along the bottom of fig. 2A.
Rumble from the deck was negligible, although there was a hollow
ringing character to noise from the surface of adisc that indicated acertain
amount of coloration was to be expected from the deck, and some artificial
ambience. Although rumble was negligible, there was some mechanical
drone from the motor, which may be detectable if you sit close to the deck.
Of the decks in this group Ifound the Harksound least attractive. Most
'upsetting was the sloppy arm, flexible headshell and the inevitable
resonances.
With such obvious weaknesses Iwas surprised to find that the deck
sounded quite good—in fact, fairly impressive. By this Imean ' impressive',
rather than correct—which is something else altogether. It constructed a
very coherent sound stage with good depth and fine detailing. Ireally was
amazed at this. There was some murk and aslightly dark, cavernous quality
about the sound—it wasn't light and bright like the Sinsui—but nevertheless the HS210 was good, even quite exciting, to listen to. It also
worked smoothly, so the product is more attractive than appearances
would suggest.

Garrard DD455
As Iintimated in the introduction, Garrard's DD455 offers a remarkable
variety of features for adeck in this part of the market. It is the only directdrive unit of the group and probably one of the cheapest available too. Use
of direct- drive to the platter allows speed adjustment to be incorporated,
and with this the addition of astroboscope becomes necessary in order to
find exactly 33 rpm or 45 rpm. Strobe marks have
been machined into the edge of the platter,
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in much the same style as Garrard's venerated 401.
The DD455 plinth is large, heavier than that of the other decks in this
report, and sits on rubber isolation feet. It is very well finished is silvergrey, with aspring- biased dust cover that opens and closes smoothly. The
cover can be moved whilst the deck is playing without upsetting the
cartridge, provided some care is taken. However, Garrard fit the DD455
with front controls placed outside the dust cover to make this unnecessary. These controls worked smoothly and were pleasant to use. You
have the option of fully automatic play of adisc, where the arm is cued
onto as well as off a disc at start and finish, or conventional semiautomatic play. The deck worked quietly and smoothly in these modes.
The pickup arm is a low mass design with ADC- type headshell—like
that of the Harksound—where asleeve joint is secured by athumb screw.
Tracking force is applied by calibrated counterweight and bias force by a
calibrated dial. The counterweight was rather loose on the review sample,
and whilst Iappreciate the reason for Garrard's decision to mark the
counterweight with tracking force values greater than those achieved by a
single rotation, Idid find the system visually confusing. However, the deck
was easy to set up and use and it certainly looks rather more impressive
technically than its rivals in this group.
Garrard's pickup arm accepts cartridges weighing from 3gm to 74• gm
and therefore wouldn't balance acartridge as heavy as Nagaoka's M P50
for example. Most cartridges do fall within the weight range of this arm,
including Ortofon's lightweight LM models, but there are the odd one or
two units—mainly from Japan—that are too heavy. Signal lead capacitance measured 175 pF per channel, which will not cause loading
problems. The arm's calibrated counterweight proved to be perfectly
accurate in its application of downward force.
Pivot friction of the arm was very low and consequently it moved freely
in both planes, though, like the Harksound, there was some obvious slack
in the bearings. However. Garrard state that aminimum tracking force of
0.75 gm can be achieved and this seems an accurate claim considering the
extremely low values of friction measured.
Effective mass of the arm was also very low at 6gm and, taking into
account its freedom of movement, the DD455 is obviously more capable
of carrying high compliance cartridges requiring alow tracking force than
many other products. It seems that some of this arm mass reduction has
been achieved at the expense of structural rigidity, though. Fig. 3A clearly
shows resonances at 60 Hz, 190 Hz and 280 Hz. Like Harksound and
Sansui. Garrard have chosen to supply the deck with a stiff plastic
headshell and this is almost certainly the source of some of the resonances.
Ishould point out that although not shown in fig. 1A. Sansui's standard
plastic headshell is subject to severe resonance problems.
The method of cartridge alignment provided with the DD455 is novel. In
fact, Garrard have chosen to use the foolproof alignment technique of
supplying an alignment protractor with the deck, the difference being that
this is part of the underside of the platter mat. Isuppose one great
advantage of this is that it cannot be lost. The zero marked on the mat is,
unusually, the outer zero, positioned at 120 mm radius, rather than the
inner zero. Iset the deck up with reasonable care using this protractor and
obtained just about perfect geometry. Distortion did not rise above 0.7%
from start to finish of adisc, which is about as good as one can hope to
achieve, and Garrard are nearly alone in achieving such good geometry.
It is fair to say that Garrard's accumulation of skill and knowledge in
record deck manufacture is plain to see from the DD455 arm, which is
made in Japan to Garrard's specification. Ibelieve that while the motor is
also Japanese, every other part is still British.
The direct- drive motor rotated smoothly and was more stable than the
belt- drive units in this report, as the steady trace of total wow & flutter
shows ( fig. 3A). Iwasn't surprised that speed drift was minimal and, as a
result, individual unweighted values of wow and flutter were well
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suppressed.
Rumble was not audible and there was no motor drone to be heard at all.
The deck was perfectly silent in use. Some hollow, metallic ' ringing'
coloration was heard during the rumble tests, due to arm and plinth
resonances, so this deck still suffers some coloration, like the Sansui and
Harksound. Some plinth excitation will occur due to acoustic feedback,
although the DD455 suffered rather less from this source of disturbance
than many decks ( fig. 38). There are no serious feedback breakthrough
bands here, although the lower floor doesn't extend down so far as that of
the compliantly suspended Harksound and Dual. In practice this meant
that the Garrard was somewhat more sensitive to shocks and disturbances, rather than acoustic feedback from loudspeakers. On balance,
performance in this direction was good, although not exceptional.
Musically the Garrard sounded well balanced, with some added
ambience and coloration. It was neither murky, like the Harksound, nor
bright like the Sansui, but there was some deep bass loss Ifelt. Imagery
was fairly accurate, if not pin- point perfect.

Dual CS505
Dual's CS505 is aserious attempt to penetrate this crowded but lucrative
part of the hi-fi realm.
Of the four decks in this group, it is the CS505 that stands out for its
quality of engineering, standard of finish and neat appearance. Ibelieve
most people would find it looked better than the other decks; it certainly
operated more smoothly and competently, and it was altogether amore
attractive product, superficially at least.
Drive is by belt and two speeds are provided. Dual provide acurious
speed adjustment system that alters the diameter of the motor drive pulley.
The platter rim carries strobe marks, like that of the Garrard, but astrobe
light wasn't fitted. You must rely instead on household lighting which is
far less effective.
Although apparently similar externally to Garrard's DD455, the Dual is
in fact amore rudimentary deck in the nature of its drive system.
Dual use the now less common form of isolation where the entire motor
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board assembly sits on springs, that in turn rest on a solid plinth. This
arrangement can make cueing difficult, but the CS505 has been sufficiently well engineered to minimise such difficulties. Moving the arm
over adisc starts the platter revolving. A large easily located cue lever at the
front of the motor board can then be flicked forward with alight touch and
the arm descends smoothly. The CS505 lifts, but does not return the arm at
the end of adisc side. Unlike the other decks, it is not fitted with a 'cut'
button that will stop play and return the arm at will.
The arm of this deck is a low mass design fitted with a removable
cartridge platform, released by moving the finger lift backward. In some
circumstances, probably where inquisitive children are around, the
platform is best locked with asmall screw. The counterweight system is
first adjusted for approximate cartridge balance during set-up, and can
then be fine-tuned for perfect balance. Tracking force is applied by setting
adial on the side of the arm boss, which provides amaximum of 3gm. I
found that the counterweight system, with an additional sub- weight
supplied, would handle cartridges weighing from 0gm to 16 gm in all, so
there will be few cartridges the deck won't accept ( with the exception of
integrated types that have abayonet connector). Signal lead capacitance
measured 160 pF, asuitably low value, and tracking force accuracy was
good, 0.9 gm on the dial applying atrue force of 1gm.
The quality of the arm bearings was excellent. They match those fitted to
Sansui's P50, being relatively free of friction, but without slack as well.
Dual have also paid quite alot of attention to reducing arm effective mass
and this in fact measured 8gm. Iconsider this a reasonble figure for
general purpose use, although a bit on the light side for incompliant
moving- coil cartridges. Fig. 4A shows that the Dual arm suffers one main
resonance, and although this is quite serious when excited by vertical
modulation, shown by the bottom trace, overall the resonance is well
damped and doesn't have too bad an effect on lateral or stereo
modulation. The crosstalk peak is quite small—indicative of good inherent
structural damping.
Dual are quite specific about arm geometry on the CS505 and go to the
trouble to quote offset angle of the headshell, which is unusual. However,
whilst they claim the offset is 2e 4'—and 4' of arc is aridiculously small
angle to quote in this context—repeated measurements Imade always
returned an offset figure of 2e. The geometry of Dual's arm, using their
quoted offset angle, places the inner zero at 58 mm and leads to suboptimal performance, relying as it does on a rather simple view of arm
geometry. Matters were even worse at the measured offset angle of 26°,
with maximum distortion rising from 1% to 2%. Ithink Dual need to get this
problem of arm geometry sorted out, for as matters stand the results
obtained are poor, with distortion levels double what they should be.
Lack of application on this design point is demonstrated by the vague
instructions about stylus position in the alignment gauge supplied with
the deck. This, too, should be improved.
Dual's arm is light, rigid, and flexible in its acceptance of cartridges. The
arm bearings are excellent and low tracking forces can be used, but it is let
down by its geometry.
The Dual suffered from flutter, or high- rate changes of rotational speed
in the platter. Isuspect these were caused by the segmented motor pulley
they use for fine speed adjustment. In spite of this, though, the DINweighted wow & flutter figure for the deck was low at 0.08%.
Conventional DIN rumble measurements failed to show the existence of
audible deep rumble from the CS505. The DIN B - weighted figure relies on
the use of asharp band-pass filter centred at 315 Hz. This picks out the
drone produced by some synchronous motors, but it attenuates deep
rumble components. The wideband DIN B measurement is heavily
affected by disc warps and so this also fails to show up low frequency
rumble. In fact, deep rumble is very rare these days, and Iwas very
surprised to hear it with the CS505.
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Taking into account speed variations, rumble and the ineffective
stroboscope. Ifeel that Dual need to spend abit more time sorting over
their basic design principles with the CS505. It needs some improvement.
Feedback occurred over one broad band between 40 Hz and 100 Hz,
but at 25 dB below typical modulation levels the Dual was not much
worse than many of its rivals in this area. Outside this band, sensitivity
dropped significantly ( see fig. 48) to around - 50 dB. Ifound feedback
resistance to be good in use, although an amount of hard, hollow ringing
was induced at high volumes which caused audible coloration.
Although the Dual is, at face value, a very attractive product and is
particularly nice to use, it does suffer some weaknesses. Ifound it
produced a hard but very detailed sound with good imaging and
ambience, but asomewhat compressed dynamic. In some respects this
was impressive, but weaknesses were audibly apparent. Although not
intrusive. Iwas nevertheless surprised to hear rumble too, since this
phenomenon has almost been completely eradicated these days. This may
have been asample fault. The Dual is an attractive product at its price but
flawed in some aspects of performance.

Conclusion
As always, this conclusion is subject to some equivocation on my part,
since there is no clear-cut best buy amongst the decks tested. Harksound's
HS210 was probably the least attractive of the four models. This is not to
say that it didn't sound good—it did—but in spite of this it wasn't very
inspiring to use or look at.
Sansui's P50 has been thoughtfully designed—up to a point—and is
nice to use. Its headshell needs replacement with an ADC magnesium
shell and cartridge alignment should be carried out with agood protractor,
or an EEI alignment gauge. With these minor mods, the P50 returns
excellent results, but you must bear in mind that arm mass remains above
20 gm—which is high. The deck is consequently unsuitable for high
compliance cartridges under ordinary conditions of use, where warped
records may be played. Another alternative is to fit an Ortofon Concorde
cartridge, the Concorde 20 being most appropriate. This combination of
cartridge and deck provides very good results.
Dual's CS505 Iwould like to recommend. It was the most attractive
deck of the group in appearance,and in smoothness of operation. This was
the unit that beat the Japanese at their own game in many respects, so it
was a pity that the platter turned in such a mediocre performance,
suffering both flutter and rumble. The pickup arm was beautifully
engineered, though, but again, like the Sansui, cartridge position in the
headshell needs to be carried out with a protractor.
Garrard's DD455 didn't match up to the standard of finish achieved by
Dual, but it was very close all the same and looked larger and technically
more opulent than all three of its rivals in this group. Again, it will certainly
set the Japanese wondering how so much can be offered for the price and
in this respect turns the tables on them commercially. The slack arm
bearings and counterweight, and the plastic headshell, were unattractive,
but in spite of this there's no doubt that the 0D455 incorporates alot of
design skill. On balance it offers the best value for money of the group,
especially for those who intend to use modern compliant moving- magnet
cartridges •
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Survice is our keynote and has been since we were founded in the 1950s Expert
go idarice from qualified staff We guarantee to provide parts and labour absolutely free of
charge for 12 months on any item
We only sell equipment that we consider to be reliable and backed by reputab le
manufacturers All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by acheque card Prices
correct at rime of preparation subrect to change without notice

t_qAMAHA
BARGAINS

WIII

CR620 Receiver
£149.00
CR820 Receiver
£179.00
CR1020 Receiver £ 245.00
CR2020 Receiver £ 295.00
(Carriage and insurance add £ 6-50 per
itern)
Full two year odurantee

SEIKO WATCHES

Aima Mini SCE30Y ( pair).
Celestion 120 ( pair)
Celestion 130 ( pair)
Celestion 150 ( pair)
Celestion 200 ( Pair) Celestion Ditton 332 ( Pair)
Celestion Ditton 442 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 551 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 662 ( pair)
Harbeth H L Mondor Mk 2
IMF Electronic all models
Jordan- Watts Janet ( pair)
Jordan- Watts Juno ( pair)
Jordan- Watts OT ( pair)

ADC SS1 Soundshaper £ 61-00
ADC SS2 Mk Il Soundshaper £ 137-50
ADC SLM3/Meter £ 40-75
Mar AMUO2
£ 79-00
Akai AMU03.
£109-00
Armstrong 621
£ 122-50
Hitachi HA3700 . . £84-75
Hitachi HA4700
£107-00
Hitachi HA5700S
£170.00
Pioneer SA410.
£59.75
Pioneer SA510 . . £ 89-75
Pioneer SA610.
£119-75
Pioneer SA710. . £149-75
Pioneer SA7800 . £239-50
Pioneer SA8800
£ 282-50
Pioneer SA9800
£367-50
Quad 33/44/303/405
P0 A
Sansui C77/877. .
P0 A
Sensu, AU217 Mk11
£ 109.95
Sansui A40
awoo
Sansui A60
no-oo
Sansui A80
£125-00
Yamaha A450
£88-00
Yamaha A550
.
£105.00
Yamaha A760
£189-00
Yamaha A960
.
£233-00

Aiwa AX7300
Aiwa AX7700
Aiwa AX7800
Akai AA1125
Armstrong 625 FM
Armstrong 626 AM/FM
Hrzachi .
Pioneer SX6001 . . .
Pioneer SX700L . .
Pioneer SXD5Q00 .
Pioneer SX198ti
Rotel RX203L
Sensu, R50
Sansui R70
Tandberg
TR2045/2060Li2080
Yamaha CR220
Yamaha CR420
Yamaha CR620
Yamaha CR820
Yamaha CR1020
Yamaha CR2020
Yamaha MS6 Music Centre
Yamaha MS8 Music Centre

£94-00
£135-00
£215-00
£109-00
£193-50
£222-50
P
£99.75
£129.75
£399-75
£495-00
£98-00

ftwoo
£140.00
POA
P0 A
P0 A
£149-00
£179.00
£245-00
£295.00
£255-00
£315-00

order by phone 01-952 3238

£75-00
£75.75
£109-75
£139-75
£189-75
£215-00
£249-00
P0 A
P0 A
P0 A
P0 A
£69.00
no•oo
£125-00

Demonstrations, expert
and after sales service.

guidance

KEF Celeste 4
P.O.A.
KEF Concord 4 . .
. P.O.A
KEF Cantata ( Pair)
£285-00
KEF Model 101 . .
PCA
KEF Model 104A6
(pair) ..... . . , £ 225-00
KEF Model 103.2 .
P.O .A
KEF Model 105.4 . . .
P 0.A.
KEF Model 105 Series Il
.
P.O.A.
JR 149 ( pair)
JR Super Woofer
Mordaunt.Short Carnival 2
Mordaunt-Short Festival 2
Mordaunt - Short Pageant 2

£128•50
P0 A
P0 A
P0 A
P0 A

Spendor Bd IMk11

P0 A

SPEAKERS Kits and Units
Jordan- Watts Module £ 25-00
Jordan Watts HF Unit £ 10-75
KEF 104 AB Kit
£125-00
KEF Cantata Kit
£185-00
KEF DN22 104AB Convert Kit £45.60
KEF T27
£ 8-95
KEF 8110
£ 11-85
KEF 8200
£13.00
KEF 8139
£28.85
KEF 0N12 ( 127 B110/13139)
£8.50
KEF DN13 ( 727 B200) £8•25

i

e

Tape Decks 8i Recorders

N

Aiwa ADL300 Dol/Mel
Aiwa ADL450 Dol/Met
Aiwa ADM450 Dol/Met
Aiwa ADR500 Dol/Met/Rev
Arma ADM800 Dol/Met/3H
Akai GX4000D Reel/3H
Akai GX4000DB Reel/Dolby
Akai CSMO1 Dolby
Akai CSMO2 Dol/Met
Akai GXM10 Dol/Met
Akai GXM30 Dol/Met
Akai CSM4OR Dol/Met/Rev
Akai GXM50 Uo1/3H/Met
Akai GXF80 Dot/3H/Met
Akai GXF90 Dol/3H/Met
Hitachi D35S
tier
Hitachi D85S

ADC 1700DD/XLM
Akai APD30C
Aiwa APD50
Hitachi HT415
Linn-Sondek LP12
Pioneer PL100
Pioneer PL200X
Pioneer PL300X
Pioneer PL400X
•Pioneer PL600X
Pioneer PLL1000
Sensu, 3R222 MkIl Imp
Thorens TD1608C/Mk Il in
Thorens 10160 Super
stock
Thorens 10160 To S. con/kit
Thorens 10104
Thorens TD105
Thorens 70126BC/Mk Ill
Yamaha P350. . .

£110-00
£139.00
£133.00
£179.00
PCA
£219-50
£259.00
£69-50
£89-50
£115-00
P. O A
£189.75
£176-00
£245.00
£295-00
£89-00
£135-00

£89-75
£79-00
£139-00
£81-00
PCA
£84.75
£114-75
£99-75
£119-715
£199.75
£409-50
£65-00
P0 A
P0 A
£25-00
£86-95
£104-50
PCA
£89-95

Systems
Aiwa Micro Series 50
P.O.A.
Akai Pro
Pioneer X300/X500/X700/X900
P0 A
systems
AC
Stock

f

24

Ail pncek mcludi, VAT 3t 15%
Please add f5 00 per item towards car•
raige and insiirance ( speakers. carriage
on application, cartridges and styli post
75p)

SPEAKERS Complete

at Bargain Prices. Latest Quart/
Models. Calculator/Alarm. Super Silo,
Digital/Analogue World Time etc

Receivers

Htel
VIDEO

Nakamichi All Stock
P0 A
Pioneer CT200 Dol/Met
£89-75
Pioneer CT300 Dol/Met . .
£109.75
Pioneer CT400 Dol/Met .
f139.75
Pioneer CTF750 Dol/Met/Rev £199.75
Pioneer CTF850 Do1/3H/Met . P 0 A
Pioneer CTF950 Dol/3H/Met
P0 A
Pioneer CTF 1250 Dol/3H/Mel P 0 A
Pioneer RT701 Reel
£399-75
Sensu, D90
£ 89.00
Sansui 0100 Met
£105-00
Tandberg TD20A Reel
P0 A
Tandberg TCD420A Dol/Met . . P.O .A
TandbergTCD440A Do1 ,3H ' Met PUA
Yamaha K350
£109-00
Yamaha K850
£214-50
Yamaha K950
£248-y0

AllEM111
Akai ATKO2L . .
£79-00
Akai ATKO3L .
£119.50
Armstrong 623
P.O.A
Armstrong 624
Hitachi FT3400L. £74-75
Hitachi FT4400 . £114-50
Hitachi 1-14000L £75-00
Hitachi FT5000
£112-00
Pioneer TX410L
£ 59 ,75
Pioneer TX7101
£122-75
Pioneer TX7800 . .
All stoCk
Pioneer TX9800
P.O A
Pioneer TXD1000 .
Quad FM3
Sansui 160
Sansui 180 .
Sansui TU21l7

PCA •

reo•oo

ADC LMG1 Head Shell £ 5 00
Formula 4 Mk Ill
£ 57-50
SME 3009 Improved £ 57-00
SME 3009 S2
£ 62-50
SME 3009 Mk Ill
£ 107-00
SME FD200 Damper £ 18-75
Cartridges
Price
Styli
•ADC 01M36 3 Imp £17.50 £ 14.50
'ADC VLM 3 Imp £ 25-00 £ 19-00
ADC XLM 3 Imp £ 36-75 £ 23-00
'ADC ZLM Imp £ 59-50 £ 33.50
Goldring 0110 ( Styli for 08001 £ 4-00
Mayware M/C 2C £49•45
£57•50
Mayware 124 Trans
£49-45
Mayware M/C 31
Onofon F15E2
£17•00
PCA
Onofon VMS20E Il
P.O.A.
P0 A
Shure M44/7
• £ 8.25 £ 6.00
£9.50 £ 7.50
Shure M55/E
£13-50 £ 10-00
Shure M75/EJ2
£16-00 £13-75
Shure M75/ED2
£21 - 00 £ 17-50
Shure M95/HE
£54.00 £ 21-50
Shure V15/3HE
£66-00 £ 29-50
Shure V15/4
£7-00
Shure N75/6 ( Styli)
£10-50
Shure N93/E ( Styli)
•With Iree LA4G1 HearishLII

HEADPHONES
£12.95
Pioneer SE2
Pioneer SE4. .
£19.95
Pioneer SE6. .
£25-95
Pioneer SE450
£20-50
Pioneer,SE550
26.50
£
Pioneer. 5E650
£32.50
£37-50
Ya
P
i
o
r
n
nag
e i
aMYH
o6
1
i0O
to 10
£39-95
Yamaha HP1
35.00
£
Yamaha HP2
£26 .0
Yamaha HP3
£19 -50

£95-00
£105-00

maxell

TAPE BARGAINS
Sansui 177
Yamaha T550
UL60 80p
UL90 99p
UDXL1 C90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
MX60 C60 Metal
Just arrived VHS video
7 UD Reel
7 UDXL Reel
10; .UDX1.. Reel

P.0 A ex
£96-50'
£ 1-83
£ 1 - 45
f1-83
£ 3.35
tape
£ 4.30
£ 5-40
£ 12.40

OPEN
930 to 6
Mon to Sat .„.

f514^1

except
Thursday.
closed all day
Easy Parking •
fat rear)
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•EXPERT, FRIENDLY ADVICE
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*VERY COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS
•12 MONTHS FREE SERVICING

ESTABLISHED OVE4 20 YEARS

Britain's most competitive & Video specialists

CHECK OUR LATEST PRICES
BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE' ,
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NEW YEAR SAlf Of OVER £1011,1100 Ilf
EQUIPMENT
THAT MUST BE CLEARED AT CRAZY PRICES!
We have collected together at our

EDGWARE ROAD BRANCH
atremendous selection of real Hi -Fi bargains most of which have been reduced to below cost!!
Tuner Amplifiers, Amplifiers, Tuners, Speakers, Turntables, Cassette Decks in fact something for
everyone from such famous makes as Aiwa, Akai, B & W, Bang & Olufsen, Bose, Harman Kardon,
J.B.L., JVC, KEF, Lux, Micro Seiki, Nakamichi, Neal, Pioneer, Revox, Rotel, Sansui, Scott, Sony,
Tandberg, Tannoy, Teac, Technics, Trio, Wharfedale, Yamaha, etc., and a lot of others.

Hurry whilst stocks last fr get yourself the bargain of 1981 at

376/378 EDGWARE RD.,
LONDON W2. Te1.01-742 0454/1583
If our Edgware Road branch has not got the bargain you want, then call into any
one of our other branches to see the tremendous selection of Hi- Fi & video
equipment that we have available at very competitive prices.

Many Bang & Olufsen
Bargarns evadable al our
Edgware Road. Kmgs
Cross. Ilford.
Efishopsgate and
Lemsharn branches

EDGWARE RD.
HOLBORN

376/8 Edgware Road, W2.
82 High Holborn, WC1.

Tel 01-724 0454
01-242 7401

KINGS CROSS
LEWISHAM

242(244 Pentonville Road, N1 .
36 Lewisham High Street, SE13.

01-837 8200
01-852 2399

ILFORD
Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford. 01-478 2291
WALTHAMSTOW 252 Hoe Street, Walthamstow Ell. 01-520 19 08
OPY PIING HOURS

HO! 8085' (00 WARE 8080 Mrs 06118

II 10H,! II WI.SHAM '
KINGS CROSS Mo6 5.116 ! dun y r WA! niAgeorr Mon se S O Wed I IR.

KINGS CROSS
BRANCH FOR
ALL MAIL
ORDERS

Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut,
1 Wed. Cheques with £ 50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transaction.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted for normal prices.
P.O .A.
Price on application.
Sp. off. - Special offer price for cash.
P.P.T.B.A. - P & P to be advised.
ON SALE

Special low prices for limited stock

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%
All prices correct at time of preparation and
subject to alteration without notice. E&OE
MAIL ORDER SERVICE
NAD & Fisher Range of Hi -Fi available
from HIFIMARKET of WATFORD, 131
The
Parade,
High
Street,
Watford,
WD1 1NA. Tel: Watford 92-34644
Discount cassettes from TAPE MA RK ET

NAD
Amplifiers
3020
3030 Silver
Tuners
4020
•
4030 Black
Turntables
5020 inc Cart
5080 Direct Drive
Cassette Decks
6020
6100M
6040
Receivers
7020
Cartridges
9100
9200
9300
Rack

FISHER
Amplifiers
CA 2030
CA • 2320
CC3000
BA3000
Tuners
FM 21 21 L
FM- 2331
FM 2421
Receivers
RS- 3030
RS 3050
Cassette Decks
CR•4120M
CR • 4150
Turntables
MT 6310
MT 6330
MT•6340
MT- 6360

£ 86-00
P0 A
£ 86-00
P0 A
£74-95
£89-95
£ 89-95
£ 179-00
P CA
£157-00
£ 9-50
£16-50
£22.00
£39-95

£99.00
£ 179-00
£ 94-00
£ 149-00
£79-00
£ 142-00
£ 173-00
£ 178-00
£ 199.00
£ 89.95
£ 198.00
£ 69•95
£ 89-00
£ 112-00
£ 169-00

Fisher Systems
MT6310 Turntable inc. Cart. RS3030 Receiver.
CR 4120M Cassette Deck. VFR 1 Rack
£385-95
MT•6310
Turntable
Inc
Cart.
CA 2030
Amplifier.
FM
2121L Tuner.
CR 4120M
Cassette Deck. VFR 1 Rack . £386-90
MT•6340 Turntable inc Cart. BA 3000 Power
Amplifier. CC3000 Pre•Amplifier. FM2421
Tuner. CR 4150 Cassette Deck, VFR Rack
£775-00

• TAPE RECORDERS ( P/P £ 6 50)
P0 A
Aka, GXC4000 DB Dolby
ON SALE
Teac X7
ON SALE
Teac X7R
ON SALE
Teac X1OR .
£350-00
Teac X10 ( Sp. off)
P0 A
Retos

• CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P £ 4 50)
£99.90
Aiwa AD1250 ( Sp. off) . . .
£299-90
Aiwa AD6900 Mk2 ( Sp. off)
£179-00
Aiwa AD6600 ( Sp. off)
£199.00
Aiwa AD6700 ( Sp. off)
£199-90
Aiwa AD6800 ( Sp. off)
£275-00
Aiwa AD6900 ( Sp. off)
£79-50
Aiwa ADM200 ( Sp. off)
£159-90
Aiwa ADM600 ( Sp off)
£199.00
Aiwa ADM700 ( Sp. off)
PCA
Aiwa ADM250
£119-90
Aiwa ADL300 .
£139-00
Aiwa ADM450
£189-90
Aiwa ADR500 . .
£89-00
Akai CSMO2 .
£129.00
Aka, GXM10 . .

£155-00
Akai GXM30
£234-00
Akai GXM50
£136-00
Akai GXF25 .
£149-50
Akai GXF35.
£312-00
Akai GXF80.
£350-00
Akai GXF90 .
£157.00
Hitachi D580
£171.50
Hitachi 0850 ( Sp. off)
Hitachi 0900 ( Sp off) 3 Head
£210-00
£72-50
Hitachi 022S
£99-90
Hitachi D45S
£111-00
Hitachi D55S
£149-00
Hitachi D77S ( Sp off)
Hitachi D85S
£125-00
£309-90
Hitachi 03300M
£429-90
Hitachi 05500M
JVC KDA2. & KDA3.
PCA
Marantz C0312 ( Sp. off)
£ 69.90
Marantz CD330 Portable Dolby £ 124.00
Marantz CLC30 carry case for CD330 £ 8.00
Marantz 50106 ( Sp. off)
£ 125.00
Marantz C205 Portable £ 87.00
Marantz SD1000 ( Sp. off) . £78-00
Maranta SD3000
.
£88.00
Marantz SD4000
£179-90
Marantz SD6000 . . £220.00.
Marantz SE/8000
.
£ 350.00.
N.itional RS612US ( Sp off)
£89-90
Pioneer CTF750 Audio Rev
£ 199-00
Pioneer CTF850 .
Pioneer CTF950 .
Pioneer CTF1250.
Pioneer CT200
£89-00
Pioneer CT300
floseo
Pioneer CT400
£139.00
Sansui SC2000 ( Sp. off) .
£129-00
Sansui D90 S/B ( Sp. off)
£63-00
£89-90
Sansui 0100
£89-50
Sansui SC1110 Black ( Sp. off).
Sansui SC1300( Silver
£129-00
£169-00
Sansui SC3300 Silver
Sansui SC1330 Black
£129-00
Sansui SC3330 Black
£169(90
£299-00
Sansui SC5100
£135-00
Teac A106. A107.
Teac A108 Sims) Sync ( Sp. off).
£145-00
P0 A
Teac A430 ( Sp off)
Toshiba PCX10
£82-90
£115-00
Toshiba PC230D .
Toshiba PC3060 ( Sp. off)
£84.00
Toshiba PC4030 ( Sp off)
. £99-00

• RACKS ACCESSORIES
(P/P on application)
ADC SLM3 ( P/P £ 2•50) .
£39-90
ADC SST Sound Shaper ( P' P £ 3 00) £54-00
ADC SS2 Mk2 ( P/P £ 3 50)
ON SALE
ADC SS110.
.
ON SALE
ADC SSS ....
£199-00
Aiwa CM2000A Stereo Mn
£23-50
Akai ADM2OP (Sp. off)
£7-40
Akai ADM40
£8-50
Akai ACM80 ..... . £ 13-50
Akai ACM100 Electret Cardioid . . £23-50
Akai ACM50 Electret Cardioid £9-50
Harman Kardon TS4 Stand Pair £ 19-00
Marantz EC1
£6-99
Maranta EC2
£9-75
Mamma EC12B.
£ 21-00
Maranta EC33S
£24-00
Pioneer 01500 timer
.
£ 39-00
Pioneer CB7 Short Rack
£69-00
Pioneer CB9 Tall Rack
£89-00
Micro Seiki MSB 1 feet . . . £10-00
Sansui GX60
.
£ 37•50
Sansui GX70
£ 49.90

• KITS,
LOUDSPEAKERS,
DRIVE
UN ITS (PP on application)
Celestion HF1300 8- and 15 ohm. . .£9.00
KEF Cantata Kit ( Add £ 5 P/P) (Sp. off)
£165-00
KEF Cantata cabinet pack. .
P.0 A
KEF B110 SP1003 .
£13.00
KEF 8139 SP1044
£30-00
KEF B200 SP1014 . .
£15.00
KEF CiN22 pair (104AB Crossover) £ 47-00
KEF 127 SP1032.
..
.....
£8-65
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 Kit . . . £ 38-90
Wharfedale Linton XP2 Kit ( Sp. off) £ 49-90
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 Kit ( Sp. off) £ 59-90

• TUNERS ( P/P £ 4 00)
Alva AT9300 LW ( Sp. off) . . .
Aiwa AT9700
Akai AT2200 ( Sp. off).
Akai AT2450L
Akai ATKO2L
Akai ATO3L
Akai ATVO4L .
Akai AT506
Akai ATS06
Akai ATK2LS .
Armstrong 623 . .
Armstrong 624 . . .
Harman Kardon T403
JVC JTV6

£57-00
£236-00
£57-50
£132-00
£86-00
£121-00
,.£167-00
219.00
£222.00
£86-00
£145-00
£112-00
£87-50
£99-00

Marantz ST300L
£99-90
Marantz ST400L
£139-90
Pioneer TX410L.
£ 59-00
Pioneer TX710L
£122-00
Pioneer TX7800 Mk2 .
£172-00
Pioneer TX9800 Mk2
P0 A
Pioneer TXD1000
£250-00
Quad FM3
P 0.A.
Rogers T75 ( Series 2) Teak/Walnut
P0 A
Rotel RT226
£ 59-50
Rotel RT226L
£ 65-00
Sansui T60S+B ( Sp. off)
£ 59-90
Sansui T80 S, B ( Sp. off)
£89-90
Sansui TU217 '
£99-90
Sansui TU317.
.
£ 110-00
Sansur TU417.
£ 135-00
Sansui TU517
£181-00
Sans'', T77 digital
£119-90
J. Sugden T48, DT48, Centaura . P 0 A
Toshiba ST220
£75-00
Toshiba ST420 ( Sp. off).
£99-00

• STEREO AMPLIFIERS (P/P 14 00)
Aka, AM2450
£129.50
Akai AMU 01
.
£ 75-00
Akai AMU 02
£86-00
Akai AMU 03
£115-00
Akai AMU 04
£152-00
Akai AMU 06
£199.00
Aiwa AA8300 ( Sp. off)
£89-50
Aiwa AA8700 ( Sp. off)
£260-00
Armstrong 621 . . .
£109-90
Hitachi HA330 ( Sp. off)
. £79.90
Hitachi HA5300 ( Sp off)
£119-90
Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfei
£356.00
Hitachi HA4500S. , . .
£109.00
Hitachi HA4700 ...... . . £99.00
Hitachi HCA6500 Control Amp
(Sp off) . : .... .
£63.90
Hitachi HMA6500 Power Amp
(Sp. off)
£125.00
Hitachi HCA7500
£224.00
Hitachi HA7700 ( Sp off)
£199-90
J E. Sugden A48 Mk 2
.
. P.O A.
J E. Sugden denture .
P.O.A.
Marantz PM250 ( Sp. off) . . . £61-00
Maranta PM400
£71.50
Maranta PM500 ( Sp off)
£137.50
Marantz PM700 ( Sp off) .
£159.00
Pioneer SA408 ( Sp. off).
£ 45.00
Pioneer SA508 (Sp. off) . .
£79.00
Pioneer
Magniwide
P O.A.
Pioneer SA8800 Magniwide
P O.A.
Pioneer SA9800 Magniwide
P O.A.
Pioneer SA410
£59.90
Pioneer SA510
£89.00
Pioneer SA610
£119-00
Pioneer SA710 .
£149-00
Quad 44/33/303/33;405
P 0 A.
Rogers A75 ( Series 3) A100
PCA
Sansui AU217 Mk2 ( Sp. off). . . £ 104.00
Sansui AU317 Mk2 (
Sp.;off)
£155-00
Sansui AU719 ( Sp off)'
£218.00
Sansui AU919
£349-90
Sansui A40 S+B . . ... .
£58-00
Sansui A60 S'S ( Sp. off). .
£83-90
Sansui A80 S i
B ( Sp off)
£119.00
Sansui 877 & C77
£ 210.00
Teac ASM50
...
.
£159•00
Toshiba S8620 ( Sp. off)
£169-90

smaoo

• RECEIVERS ( P/P ea 00)
Akai AA1150 ( Sp. off)
Akai AAR20
Akai AAR30
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626 Long Wave .
Hitachi SR302 ( Sp. off).
Hitachi SR304L
Hitachi SR504L ....
Hitachi SR703 ....
Hitachi SR903
Marantz 2238BL ( Sp off)
Marantz SR2000L
Maranta SR4000L
Marantz SR6000
Marantz R1270. 1515L
Marantz SR2000
Marantz SR4000
Pioneer LX690 ( Sp. off). .
Pioneer SX590 ( Sp. off). .
Pioneer SX690 ( Sp. off)
Pioneer SX980 ( Sp. off)
Pioneer SX790 ( Sp. off).
Pioneer SX890 . . .
Pioneer SX1080, SX1980
Pioneer SX600L
Pioneer SX700L .
Rotel RX303 ( Sp. off)
Rotel RX403L ( Sp. off)
Rotel RX203L ( Sp. off) .
Rotel RX603 ( Sp. off)
Sansui R30 ( Sp. off)
Sansui R50 ( Sp. off)
Sansui R70
Teac AG5700 ( Sp. off) .
Toshiba SA420 ( Sp. off)
Toshiba SA620 ( Sp. off)

ON SALE
£105-00
£125-00
£169-90
£199-90
£95-00
£125-00
£143.00
£129.90
£189-00
£228-50
£149-90
£132-00
£289-00
£95-00
£139.00
£122-00
£149-90
£89-90
£116.50
£349-90
£182.00
£238-00
P.0 A
£99-00
£129-00
£89-00
£95-00
£76-50
£179-90
£89.90
£108-00
£137-00
£189-90
£112-00
£188.00

• STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on appl.) ( Some exclude spkrs)
Aiwa AA8700. AT9700. LP3000 Rack System
Aiw(a
Spkrl
.off) 25 system
£ 239-90
Aiwa Micro 30 A system .
£ 367•00
Aiwa Micro 30 B incl. speakers £ 449-00
Aiwa Micro 50 A system
£ 469-00
Aiwa Micro 50 B incl. speaker . £ 589-00
Aiwa Micro 50 R system
£339-00
Aiwa Micro 50 RB incl. speakers . £419-00
Aiwa MT50 Micro timer
£62-50
Aiwa System 2 Rack , speakers
(Sp. off) AP2400
£ 415.00
Akai AC3500 limited stock
£ 279-00
Akai UC5 Mini
£ 548-00
Akai UC2 Mini
P 0.A.
Hitachi SDT300
£ 373-00
Hitachi SDT400 (Sp off)
£ 325-00
Hitachi ACT Cl Mini System
£299-90
Ma(S
raprnzofD
f) C9/2L System
£ 395-00
Maranta 1515L Rack System
£ 374-90
Panasonic SG5000 ( Sp. off)
£ 325-00
Panasonic SG6070L ex. Speakers
(Sp. off)
Panasonic SG70 Casseiver
£220-00
Panasonic SG2080L ( Sp. off) . £299-90
Pioneer X55H ex. spkrs
ON SALE
Pioneer X55V ex. spkrs
ON SALE
Pioneer X77H ex. spkrs
ON SALE
Pioneer X77V ex. spkrs
ON SALE
Pioneer X99H ex. spkrs
ON SALE
29
S8A5
L0
E
Pioneer X99V ex. spkrs
ON
Pioneer X300 ex. spkrs
£
Pioneer X500S ex. spkrs
£388-00
Pioneer X500T ex. spkrs339-00
£
Pioneer X700S ex. spkrs509.00
£
Pioneer X700T ex. spkrs
£ 520.00
Pioneer X900T ex. spkrs
599-00
£
Pioneer X900 ex. spkrs
£ 584-00
Pioneer 424.2 ( SX690) ( Sp. off). £ 299•90
Pioneer Mini System 3000 ( Sp. off). £ 389-90
Rotel RX30 Rack ( Sp. off)
£ 340.00
Sansui Super Compo 900 System 1
£ 550-00
Sansui Super Compo 900 System 2 £590-00
Sansui Super Compo 900 System 3/GX80
£3P49
°-00
-ASansui A4 inc. ESP601
Sansui A6 inc. ESP801
399-00
£
Sansui A8 ex. spkrs
415-00
£
Sansui R3 inc. ESP601
£299-00
Sansui R5 inc. ESP801
£345-00
Sansui R7 ex. spkrs
£ 319-00
Sansui A8F ex. spkrs
£ 429-00
Sansui 900 ex. TT & spkrs
£ 489-00
Sansui G301 Rack System A
£399-00
Sansui GX60 System
£270-00
Sansui GX70 System
£320-00
A
Sanyo Mini 10
SO
Teac Libero 3000 ( Sp. off)
Teac Libero 5000 ( Sp. off)
399-90
£
Toshiba SM3350
285-00
£
Toshiba SM3650
£389-00
Toshiba- 220 Rack System ex spkrs
£450-00
Toshiba 225 Rack System.490-00
£
Toshiba 335 Rack System ex. spkrs £465-00
Toshiba 445H System
£535-00
Toshiba SM030
£349-90

• LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
n
SgC
eE11 mini (
Sp. off)
£49-90
Arma
R range
A
P 0 A.
Armstrong 602 ( J2 stand extra) . . . £ 175-00
Audio Pro B2.50 Sub Woofer ( Sp. off) P.0 A
Bolivar 125 ( Sp. off)
£79-90
Castle Kendal. Mk2
P 0.A.
Castle Richmond
P O.A.
E
AL 0
Celestion 662
ON 7
S99
P 0.A.
Celestion County
Celestion Dittos 120.
£109-90
Celestion Dittos 130
Celestion Dittos 150
£1
f
18
39
9:90
90
Celestion Dillon 200
Celestion Dillon 300
£219.90
Celestion UL6
ON SALE
Celestion UL8. . . . .
ON SALE
Chartwell LS3/5A, PM110. PM210. . P.O.A.
Goodmans MC35 ( Sp. off)
£45ALE
5°
00
Goodmans X1325
0N
ON
Goodmans X635, XB45
£ SALE
Goodmans RB18 ( Sp. off)
Goodmans HE1
£ 249-90
Goodmans HE2
£ 222-90
ON SALE
Goodmans HE3
Goodmans RB65 ( S off)
Goodmans Achromat Beta
139-90
£
Goodmans Achromat Kappa
259.90
. £
Goodmans Mini 2 ( Sp. off)
49-90
£
KEF Calinda (Sp. off)
£168-00
KEF Reference 101
£ 162-00
KEF Reference 105 Mk2
P 0.A.
KEF Reference 105 Mk2 Rosewood. £760-00
KEF Reference 103 2
P 0.A,
KEF Reference 105 4
P 0.A,
KEF Celeste IV Black/Brown
£115.00
KEF Concorde 4 Black/Brown
£192.50
ter
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Marantz 4G ( Sp. off)
£54-00
Maranta Avon
£44-50
Monitor Audio MA2
PO.A.
Monitor Audio MA6 ( Sp. off) . . . . £139-90
Monitor Audio MA9
ON SALE
Monitor Audio MAI 6
ON SALE
Monitor Audio MA84
P OA
Monitor Audio Mini Monitor ( Sp. off). £75-00
Mordaunt Short Carnival
PO.A.
Mordaunt Short Festival
P O.A.
Mordaunt Short Pageant ( Series) . . . P.O.A.
Mardaunt Short Signfer Teak Walnut . P.O.A.
Pioneer CS434
£85-00
Pioneer CS535
£94-50
Pioneer CS636
£11900
Pioneer SX311E
£79-90
Pioneer HPM30
P0.A.
£54.00
Pioneer CS343
Pioneer CS444
£84-00
Pioneer CS545
£99-00
Pioneer CS646
£129-00
Matching speakers for Pioneer Rack systems
Quad Electrostatic . . . . . . . . . . . . P.O.A.
Ram 60, 80, Compack CD10, CD20. . P.O.A.
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands . . P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut . . . P.O.A.
Rogers Compact Monitor
P O.A.
Sansui ES203
£54.00
Sansui ES207. . . . . . ..... . . . £145.00
Spendor BC1 Mk2, BC3, SA1 & SA2
various finishes
P0 A
Tangent RS6 ( Sp. off)
£195-00
Tannoy Range
ON SALE
Teac LSX7 Mini ( Sp. off)
£49-50
Videotone G83
£67-50
Wharfedale E20
£149-90
Wharfedale E30, E50, E70
ON SALE
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 Teak. £129.90
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2 Teak . £140.00
Wharfedale Chevin XP2 Teak
£34-00
Wharfedale Denton XP2 Teak . £48.00
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 Teak . £ 58-50
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 Teak £99-90
Wharfedale Laser 40 Teak
£64.50
Wharfedale Laser 60 Teak
£79-00
Wharfedale Laser 80 Teak. . . £99.50
Wharfedale Laser 100 Teak. . £129-00
Wharfedale Laser 200 ( Sp. off)
Walnut
£164.90
Wharfedale Laser 400 Walnut . . . £214-90
Wharfedale TSR range
POA.

• STEREO HEADPHONES
(P/P fl - 50)
Aiwa HP30
£15-00
Akai ASE7
£13-70
Akai ASEll
£12.75
Akai ASE22 + Volume control
£14.50
AKG K240 ( Sp. off)
£43.90
Beyer ET1000 ( Sp. off)
£99-90
Beyer DT202/K1007 £43.50
Beyer 01220
£26.50
Beyer 01440
£26-50
Beyer 01441
£31-00
Koss K6A
£15.75
Koss K6ALC
£17.50
Koss K145
£27.50
Koss Tech/2
£37.00
Koss Pro 4 Triple A
£39.95
Koss Tech VFR
£43.90
Koss HV2A
£22-90
Koss HV1A
£31-90
Koss HV1LC
£34-90
Koss HVX
£38-90
Koss LVXLC
£41.90
Koss KC180
£12-95
Koss ESP10
£275-00
Koss Phase 2
£39.90
Koss Phase 2+2
£56-00
Pioneer Monitor 10
£35-00
Pioneer SE205
£11-50
Pioneer SE2
£12-50
Pioneer SE4
£19.00
Pioneer SE6
£25.00
Pioneer SE450
£19-50
Pioneer SE550
£26-00
Pioneer SE650
£32.50
Sansui SS60
£17.90
Sennheiser HD224X
£38.90

Sennheiser HD414X. . £21-90
Sennheiser HD222. . . £29.90
Sennheiser HD424X £30.90
Sennheiser HD400. . £12-90
Sennheiser HD420
£25-50
Sennheiser HD430. .
£34.90
Sennheiser Unipolar 2000
(Sp. off). . . .
£89.90
Stax SR5/SRD6SB Electrostatic
£91-50
Stax SR44 Electret.
.
£70-30
Stax SRX3/SRD6SB £143-00
Stax Sigma - SRD6SB £ 221 30
Stax Lambda + SRD6S8 . . £149.30
Wharfedale Isodynamics
(Sp. off)
£24-90

• TURNTABLES (
P/P Cl - 50) AND
ARMS (P/P fl - 50)
ADC LMF 1 ( Sp. off)
£59-90
ADC LMF 2
£67-50
ADC LMG-1 Headshell. . .
£ 5-.00
ADC LMH-2 Shell £6-75
ADC ALT- 1. . . . . . ..... £32 90
Garrard SP25 Mk6 Chassis. . £29-50
Hadcock Arm & Unilift P/P free
£69-90
Hadcock GH230
P
Micro-Seiki MA303 Arm
(Sp. off)
£39-90
SME F3DS Damper
£13 50
SME S2 Headshell £6 50
SME 3009 S/2 Del. Head £65 50
SME 3009 Fixed Head £61 00
SME Series 3
£ 120 00
SME Series 3S . . . . . . £86 00
SME Damper FD200 ( P/P f1 X21 00
SME CA1 Series 3 Spare
Arm/Shell £18 00
Sugden SAU2
£19 90
Sugden SAU4
£45 00

• TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P £ 5-00)
BIC 75
£49-95
BIC 85
£59.95
ADC 1600 (Sp. off) . . . .
P.O.A.
ADC 17000 Quartz & XLM/3£99-00
Aiwa APD30
£89-90
Aiwa APD50
£149-90
Aiwa'AP3000 Linear ( Sp off)
£345 00
Akai AP006 ( Sp. off)
£99 90
BSR BDS95 Module inc. carr.£44 00
Maranta 6100W ( Sp. off). . £57 50
Marantz 6170
£92 00
Pioneer PL100X
£64 00
Pioneer PL200X, PC110/11 £84 00
Pioneer PL300, PC150 .
£99-00
Pioneer PL400X. PC150 . . £119-00
Pioneer PL600X
P C.A.
Pioneer PL117D ( Sp. off). . . £59-90
Pioneer PLL1000
£299-90
Pioneer PL1170 & Grado FCE-t-1
(Sp. off)
£
69-90
Reference Hydraulic. Electronic.
Focus 1
POA.
Rotel RP900 CILM32 ( Sp. off)
£55-00
Sansui SRB200+Can . . £ 55-00
Sansui SR222E Mk2 Improved
£66-50
Sansui FR1080P ( Sp. off) . . £59-00
Sansui SR333E ( Sp. off) . £99-90
Sansui SR838E ( Sp. off) £199-90
Sansui FRD3
.
£79-90
Sansui FRD4
.
£ 109-00
Sansui FRD5
£144-00
Sansui P50 . . . . . . . . £5990
Sugden BD2A P&C & SAU2 Compact
£37-50
Sugden 8D2A P&C & SAU2
Standard
£39-90
STD 305 Series
P0 A
Teac TSF15 + AT11
£60-80
Teac TSF30 + AT11
£78-00
Thorens TD160S excl. arm
P.O.A.
Thorens 10126 Mk 3BC/
Series 3S
P OA.
Thorens 10104
P OA.

Thorens TD105
P 0.A.
Thorens TD110 ( manual). . . P.O.A
Thorens TD115 (automatic) . P.O.A.
Thorens 10126 Mk 38C . . . P.O.A
Thorens TD160B/C Mk2 . . . P.O.A
Thorens TD160B/C/SME3009
Fitted . . . . . . . . ..... P.O.A.
Thorens TD160B/C+4009
Fixed
P OA.
Thorens TD160C
£155-00
Toshiba SR430
P0.A.
Toshiba SR270
£125-00
Toshiba SRF225D
£85-00

• CARTRIDGES (P/P El - 50)
ADC XLM Mk3 Improved . . £38-00
ADC XLM Mk3
P O.A.
ADC XLM Super, Case and Headshell
£33.75
ADC VLM Mk3 Improved £24.50
ADC ZLM Mk3
£ 55-90
ADC CILM30/3. . £9-25
ADC OLM32/3. . . £ 8-90
ADC QLM34/3. ... £9-90
ADC CILM36/3 Improved . £19-90
ADC CILM36 Improved. . £15-90
AKG P6E
£16-50
AKG P7E ( Sp. off) £24-75
AKG P8E
£39-50
AKG P8ES
£ 57-00
Empire 999REX ( Sp. off) . .£ 5-00
Empire 2001E ( Sp. off)
£ 5-50
Grado FCE+1
£13-75
Grado F3E+
£19.25
Grado F2E
£29.00
Grado Fl
+
£41 - 00
Grado FTE + 1
£10.50
Goldring G9001GC
£49-00
Goldring G900E
£16-75
Goldring G800
£ 5.75
Goldring G800E
£9.50
Goldring G900SE Mk2 £31.25
Goldring G950
£8.00
Goldring G950E
P0 A
Goldring 0110 Stylus £3.10
Goldring 0110E Stylus
£ 5-90
Lentek Pre- amp DIN or Phono
£57.00
Lentek Entré
£99.90
Ortofon LM2OH
£34.00
Ortofon LM3OH
£46.40
Onofon FF10E ( Sp. off) £8.90
Ortofon MC10 ( Sp. off) £37-90
Ortofon Fl 5E Mk2
£22.00
Ortofon FF15E Mk2 ( Sp. off) £11.90
Ortofon M20E Super ( SP. off)
£43.90
Ortofon M20FL Super ( Sp. off)
£40-40
Ortofon VMS10E
£14.75
Ortofon VMS20E/2 ( Sp. off) £23-50
Ortofon MCA10
£54-00
Ortofon MC20 Mk1
£ 57.00
Ortofon MC20 Mk2
£70.00
Ortofon VMS30E
£29.90
Ortofon/SME 30H cart/arm
(Sp. off)
£79.90
Ortofon Concorde 10
£25.00
Ortofon Concorde 30
£48.00
Shure M44E
£7.90
Shure M55E
£8.50
Shure M70EJ
£5.90
Shure M95HE
£21.50
Shure VN44HE Stylus
£21-00
Shure M75- 6S
£7-90
Shure M75B Type 2
£10.7
Shure M75ED Type 2
£15-2E.
Shure M75EJ Type 2
£12-50
Shure M95ED
£19.90
Shure M95EJ
£13-90
Shure M97ED
£29.90
Shure M97EJ
£22-50
Shure M97HE
£33-50
Shure V15 Type 4
£64-50
Shure V15 Type 3HE
£54-00
Stanton 500E
£13.95
Stanton 500A
£11.75
Stanton 5000EE
£15-20
Stanton 680EE
£19-99
Stanton 681EEE
£37.00
Stanton 881S
£59.95
Stanton 681EES
£52-00
Ultimo 20A Mk2 ( Sp. off)
£59-90
Ultimo 10X ( Sp. off)
£39-90
Ultimo 10X Mk2
P 0.A.
ALL

PRICES

INCLUDE

Telephone us to check our latest low price

RACK SYSTEMS
Sansui A40 System Comprising of: A40 Amplifier. P50 Turntable &
Cart, Pair Wharfedale Denton Speakers
BARGAIN PRICE £149-90
Matching Tuner T6OL f55 extra
Carr. & Ins. f6-50
End of Range Pioneer Systems (Excluding Speakers)
X55V. ( Sp. off)
X55H. ( Sp. off)
X77V. ( Sp. off)
X77H ( Sp. off)
X99H ( Sp. off)

£389.00
£379-00
£429-00
£419-00
£529.00

Cart & Ins on application
Aiwa Rack 2 Comprising of AP2400 Turntable. AA8300 Amplifier.
AT9300 Tuner. ADM200 Cassette, pair of Wharfedale/Aiwa speakers.
& Rack.
£415.00
Carr & Ins on application
Aiwa Micro 30A excl. spkrs
Aiwa Micro 508 incl. spkrs ( sp. off)
Aiwa Micro SOR incl. spkrs (sp. off)

£349.00
£549-00
£319-00

Sansui Super Compo Series 900
System 1composing of. C77 Pre- amplifier. 877 Power ampldier, T77
Tuner. FRD3 Direct Drive turntable. 090 Cassette deck. Pair of Sansui
ESP601 Speakers & GX70 Rack
£550.00
Carr. & Ins, on application
System 2comprising ol C77 Pre- amplifier. 877 Power amplifier. T77
Tuner, FRD3 Direct Drive turntable. 0100 Metal cassette deck, pair of
sansui ESP801 speakers & GX70 Rack
£599-00
Carr. 8i Ins on application

bpa rihr%al
TOP BRANDED AUDIO & VIDEO
TAPE AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES
SONY
CHF C60
£0-56
CHF C90
£0.77
CHF C12
£1-05
BHF C60
£0-76
BHF C90
£0.91
BHF C120
El .12
AHF C60
£0-92
AHF C90
£11 0
Alpha C60
£1.18
Alpha C90
a-58
FeCr C60
£1-29
FeCr C90
el ' 73
Metal C46
£2.35
TDK
Dynamic C60
£0.67
Dynamic C90
£0.86
Dynamic C120 £1-22
AD C60
£0-97
AD C90
£1-14
AD C120.
£1-83
OD C60 .
El 12
OD C90 .
El .50
SA C60. .
fi 20
SA C90
fl 59
SA- X C60
Li-54
SA- X C90
£2.22
MAR Metal C60 £4-60
MAR Metal C90 . £6.36
MA Metal C60 £3.35
MA Metal C90 . . £4.25
BASF
Super C60
£0-60
Super C90
, £0.79
Super C120
£1 .35
Super LH1 C60. . . £0•99

Super LH1 C90. . . . £1-30
Super LH1 C120 . . . £1 -79
FeCr C60
£1-46
FeCr C90
£1-90
Chrome C60
£1.21
Chrome C90. . . . . ti -29
Super Chrome C60. £1-70
Super Chrome C90. £1-99
MAXELL
UDXL1 C60
£1-25
UDXL1 C90
£1-58
UDXLII C60
£1-35
UDXLII C90. . . £1-75
Epitaxia XL1S C60. £1-66
Epitaxia XL1S C90. E2-26
Epitaxia XLIIS C60. £1-79
Epitaxia XLIIS C90. £2•38
Metaxia C60
£3.33
Metaxia C90
E4-16
FUJI
FX1 C90
£1-15
FL C90
£0.85
Metal C90
£3.15
FXII C90
£1-50
SCOTCH
High Energy C90 .

£0-65

VIDEO TAPE
TDK
E120 VHS
£7-65
E180 VHS
£8.99
SONY
L500 Betamax
f6-70
L750 Betamax
£8.85
Post
8i
Packing:
El 00
Orders over £ 30-00 P/P Free

Also at: Bailey, 131 The Parade, High Street
Watford, Herts. Tel: 0923 34644.
VAT AT

15%

EFFICIENT

MAIL

ORDER

SERVICE

Titf, ettf.g thin tve, &moon the
• CREDIT FACILITIES
(SAME DAY POSSIBLE)

e AFTER SALES SERVICE
• MAIL ORDER

RUtIEN

M•tr
1111141-TV.V111111 IIISCOUNTS

01 946 1528/033'1

• EXPORT

CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS ( IR)

CARTRIDGES ( C)/STYLI (
S)
(P & P £1 20)

(P & P £2-75)
Aurex
POR
Aiwa ADM200 £114.00
Aiwa ADM100 £ 80 00
Akai CSMO2 £94•00
Akai CSMO1 £94•00
Akai GXM10 . £119-90
Akai GXM30 £155.00
Akai,GXM50 . £240.00
Akai 7060. . £110.00
Aka' CX620D £ 390 00
BIC
P Ft
B & 0
POR
Dual
POR
Ferrograph
POR
JVC
POR
Mitsubishi
POR
Nakamichi
POR
Pioneer CT200 £82.00

Pioneer C730Q £101-00
Rotel RD300
£74.90
Rotel RD18F
£83-00
Rotel RD25F £99.00
Rotel RD1000 £169.90
Revox
POR
Sansui 090
£79.00
Sansui SC1300£139-00
Sansui SC3300 £189. 00
Sansui 0100
£99.00
Sony TCU2
£92-00
Sony TCK35
£105.00
Sony TCK45
£142.00
Tandberg
P0 R
Teac • POR
Technics
PO R
Trio KX550
P0 R
Yamaha
P0 R

HEADPHONES
(P & P fl • 75)
AKG
P.O.R.
Sennheiser
Koss K6A
£15-95
Koss K6ALC
£16•50
Sennheiser
Koss PRO4AAA £44-00
Micro Sell.'
P0 R
Sennheiser
Pioneer
P 0.R.
Sansui
P0 R
Sennheiser
Stax
POR

HD414
£18-50
HD400
£12-95
1-10420
£.3.75
HD430
£32.00

TURNTABLES
(P & P £2 75)
Akai APB10C
£54-00
Akai APB20C £694111
Akai APC150C £127-00
Aiwa
POR
ADC 1500/034 £67.00
ADC 1600/036 £86.00
ADC 1700/XLM
£107.00
Connoisseur
p0 R
Dual
POR
Garrard
GT20( M 75E 01£59.00
GT250/255 . £52-00
SP25 75/6
£47.00
00130,75E0 £89.00
DD131.75ED £89.00
DD132/75E0 £99.00
D0450/455 . « 7-00
D00550 . £102-00
DDC1650.
£114-00
JVC
POR
Lux
POR
Marantz
PO R
Micliell
P0 R
Micro Seiki
PO R

Pioneer PL200 £85.00
Pioneer PL400 £122-00
Rotel RP1000 £129.90
Rotel RP9400 £149.00
Rotel RP2300 £102.90
Rotel RP300 £64-00
Rotel RP6400
£99-90
Sansui SR222/2 £63.00
Sony PS333 £89-00
Sony PSX35
£99-00
Sony PST15
£75.00
STD305S
P.O.R.
Technics
P0 R
Thorens TD115 . POR.
Thorens TD104 . POR.
Thorens T0105 . P.O.R.
Thorens TD126BC
P.O.R.
Thorens TD160BC
P.O.R.
Thorens TD160BC Super
P.O.R.
Trio KD1033
Trio 1500
Yamaha

£47.00
£59.00
POR

AMPLIFIERS

£36-tta
£14.00

AKG P8ES
£57-00
AKG P7E
near,
A/Technica AT145SA
POR
A/Techmca AT155SA
PO R
ADC XLM Mk 3
£39-00
ADC VLM Mk 3
£28-00
ADC 036 Ms 3
£18-00
Decca Gold
£61.00
Empire
POR
Grado.
.
POR
Goldring G800 . .
£6-88
Goldring G850 £5-00
Goldring G800E
1-00
Goldring G900SE/2 £41-00
JVC
P.O.R.
Mayware
P 0 R.
Orto) on Concord 10 £29.00
Ortofon Concord 20 £39-00
Ortofon Conçord 30 £52.00
Ortolan M20E Super£49-50
Ortofon FF15E/2 . £13-00
Ortofon VMS20E/2 £26.00
Ortofon F15E/2. . £19.90
Ortof on MC10 .
£43.50
Pickering V15/AME3
£19.38
Pickering P/ATE
£12.25
Pickering P/AC
. £8.20
Shure M55E
£9.70
Shure M75/8/2
£15.24
Shure M75G
£16.20
Shure M75ED
£15.50
Shure M95ED
£20.30
£14.20
Shure M75EJ/2
Shure V15 Mk 3
£47.00
Shure V15/IV
£65-00
Shure M95HE
£24-00
Stanton 681/EEE
£48-00
£22.50
Stanton 500EL
£31 .
00
Stanton 680EE
Ultimo 20A ,2
£68.00
Ultimo 208 ,2
£87-00
£49.00
Ultimo 10X .

P0 R
P O.R
P0 R
P0 R
P O.R
P 0 R.
P0 R
P0 R
£3-95
. £2.95
£7.87
£11.71
. P O.R.
POR

£23.00

£16.00
. £6.75
. £5.86
£8.60
. £7.85
£9•75
£13-95
£16.95
£10.10
£20-95
£34-00
£27-00
P0 R
£20-95
POR .
P0 R
POR

MUSIC CENTRES ( MC)/CASSEIVERS ( CR)
(P & P £ 3 95)
Aiwa AF3070
8 & 0
Hitachi
JVC MF33L
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo
Sony
National SG3200
Miisubsh,

tno-oo

POR
£263-00
£250.00
. P 0 R.
PO R
POR
£230-00
POR

gee.
95 High Street
Wimbledon Village
Lon don S.VV.19
93 Bus route
Open 9.00 am 5 .
30
Tuesday/Saturday

pm

Clos ed all day Mo nday
Prices correct at time of 90.nd
topress Ind subject to vdnat.On • • •

TUNERS ( T)/RECEIVERS (
R)
(P & P £2.75)
Aurex
P0 R
Akai AT2250L £85.00
Aka. AA1125 £109.00
Akai AAR30
£117-00
Akai AAR20
near)
Akai ATKO2 £82.00
Aiwa AX7300 £108-00
Aiwa AX7700 £140-00
Armstrong 625 £185-00
Armstrong 626 £213-00
Armstroiig 624 £102.00
Goodmans
P.O R
Harmán Kardon . P.O .R
JVC
. POR
Lux
POR
Marantz
.P.O R
Mitsubishi . .
P.0 R
Pioneer SX590. £92-00
Pioneer SX600 0112-00
Pioneer Sx700£ 20-00
Pioneer TX410. £15-00
Revox . . . P.0 R
Rogers . P.O.R.

Rotel RX1000 £139.90
Rotel Rh 000
£89.90
Rotel RX304 £95.00
Rotel RX300
£89-90
Rotel RT226
£65-90
Sansui TU217 £107.00
Sansui 10317 £118.00
Sansui R30
£92.00
Sansui R50 £110.00
Sansui R70
£139.00
Sansui T60. £69.00
Sony ST515L
POR
Sony STA3OL
P.O R
Sony STRV3L £14500
Sugden
po R
Tandberg
P0 R
Technics . P OR
TEAC .
POR
Trio KR3090 £129-00
Trio KT5300
£85-00
Trio KT313L
£85.00
Yamaha
PO R

SPEAKERS ( SP)/KITS ( K)/UN1TS ( U)
(P & P £2. 75 each)
Altec
POR
Acoustic Research
POR
B&W
POR
Cambridge Audio P 0 R
Chartwell
P0 R
Celestion Dillon
121
£70-00
Dillon 322
£240-00
Ditton 130. £110-00
Ditton 150. £
14000
Ditton 200. £186-00
Dutton 442 £299-00
Dutton 15XR £111-00
County £95-00
Ditton 120 .
P.O.R.
Ditton 150 .
P.O.R.
Ditton 200 .
P.O.R.
POR
IMF
POR
Jordan Watts
JBL
P.O.R.
KEF COrelli
£148-00
KEF Calinda
£230.00

KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
K

104AB
B139
13200
0
%1110

£279-00
£29.00
£12.75
£11.20
2
£9-50
KEF T27
£8.70
KEF 101 £169.00
KEF Celeste 4 119-00
£
KEF i
C
to
o
r
n
A
co
ud
r
d
i
04
S
eto9
ck9:rts
Rogers BBC
P0 R
N1ordaunt Short P 0 R
Peerless
P0 R
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8
£53.00
S/Triple. . . £100-00
Tannoy
PO R
Wharfedale
Laser 40 . £ 35-00
Laser 60 . £82.00
Laser 80 . £100-00
Glendale XP2
fl 04 00

(P & P £2.50)
Aurex
POR
ADC SS1
£63.00
ADC SS2
£140.00
Akai AM2250 £ 59.00
Akai AMUO1
£71.00
Akai AM 002
£ 2-00
Aimstrong .621 £121.00
Cambridge P80 P 0 R
JVC
PO R
Lux
POR
Marantz
P0 R
Mitsubishi
P0.R
0uad
POR
Radiord HD250 P 0 R
Poncer SA408 £55-00
Pioneer SA606 £115-00
Pioneer SA706 £164.00
Pioneer SA410/510
POR.
Pioneer SA608 £121-00
Pioneer SA410. . P.O.R.
Pioneer SA510. . POR.
Revus
POR
Rogers A75 2
P0 R
Rotel RA300
£59-90

128

Rote RA350
£79•90
Rote RC1000 £109.90
Rote Ft 81000 £109.90
Rote RA1000 £109-90
£79-00
Rote RA414
£69.00
Rote RE700
£67-00
Rote RA314
£109.00
Rote RA714
Sony TAF30
£92-00
Sony TA333
£87.00
Sanyo
POR
Sugden A48 2 P 0 R
Sansui AU217
£110.00
Sansui AU317 £165-00
Sansui AU417 £199.00
Sansui A40
£65.00
Sansui A60
£92.00
Sansui A80
£122.00
Technics
P0 R
TEAC
POR
Trio KA405 £119.00
Trio KA305 £91.00
Yamaha A450
P0 R

Please include post and packing
(Send large S A E for brochure and enquiries)
Alt prices.include VAT at 15's and are subiect
to alteration due to Manufacturers increases
Access
Barclaycard
accepted
Quad equipment

Caller; only

11111111111111=2:1:MMIM
(P & P

ADC LMF1
ADC ALTI
A Tecimica
Connoisseui
SAU2
SAU4
riadcock

£60-00
£33.00
0R
£21.00
£46.00
POR

75).

Mayware
P0 R
Ortolan £ 64-00
SME 3009 S2 £67.00
SME 3009 ND £61.00
SME Series Ill £109.00
SME FD2000 £ 24.00
SME Series IIIS £79-00

CLEARANCE BARGAINS
Limited Quantities

Armstrong 621
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
Akai AM2250
8 & 0
B Master 1900

£115.00
£170.00
£199-00
£ 59 00
£219.00

B/Master 2200

£254-00
Goodmans module
80 ( SH)
£89.00
Hiti
H a
H
ac
ch
n H
D
DA
5
58
6
30
0
3 ° £
££
1
11
4 10
00
0

KEF Calinda
C199-00
KEF 104AB is h) £189
Micfoseiki
DQX500
£228.00

Rotel RA 414
£79.00
Rote' RA 714 £109-00
Rotel Rb 726
£89-00
Rotel RD 25FD £99-00
Rotel RD1000 £159.00
Sony TAF30 £92.00
Sony TA333
£87.00
Sony PS333 £ 89.00
Sony TCK35 £105.00
Tandberg
TR2060L £ 259-00
CEAC CX210
nee®
Teac A3300SX £418.00
Technics
SA54u0'l S
£169 00
Technics
SA300L £ 169 00
SA400L £ 199.00

Amplify your
Knowledge

W.t.Labè'
ILFORD 01-518 0915

442-444 C:ranbrook Road, Gants Hill, Essex IG2 6LL
Monday to Saturday 10.00-1800

ENFIELD 01-363 7981
191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 OQZ
Monday to Saturday 10.00-18.00

f
THE ULTIMATE IN HI-FI INTEGRATION
PIONEER RACK SYSTEMS AT A.T. LABS.

Features include
Detailed and objective reviews of 62
items of hi-fi equipment in all categories.
Audio Index — up-to-date guide to hi-fi
brand names, manufacturers and
importers.
Guide to the best major Classical
recordings, covering over 100 composers.
Cassettes — the complete story, how
they're made, how they work, workshop
problems, manufacturer and
performance.

X300 SYSTEM
Comprising:
SA410 20
20W amp
TX 410L Tuner, FM/MW/LW
PL100 Turntable, belt drive
CT200 Cassette Deck, metal tape
CB- 3 Rack
Optional extra DT 500 timer £ 39-90

£299-95

Speakers Extra

If ever there was a range of hi-fi systems to capture the imagination of hi-fi
enthusiasts and hi-fi novices alike, the Pioneer X- Series is it.
It uniquely combines technical innovation and high performance with simple

hi-fi nftws
a netcord rtewigew

ANNUAL 1981
OUT NOW £1.50
ALink House Annual

operation and uncomplicated styling. Giving you four systems to choose
from, one of which will best suit your lifestyle and budget.
Now that rack systems are becoming increasingly popular and the market
progressively over subscribed. Here is a range that not only gives slim
components with top specifications for true hi-fi, but also, eliminates any
worry over making the right choice.
L .Because Pioneer is both a top name in separates, as well as a leader in
component systems across Europe.
And the X- Series, the very latest from Pioneer is the ultimate in
integration. See for yourself at A.T. Labs.

hi-fi

t. Labs
129

flEO
SS

1ST
AMPS & TUNERS
LECSON
AP1 Power Amp
AC1 Pre- Amp S/S
TECHNICS
SU8099
SU8077K
SU8011
SU9011 Pre- Amp
ST9031 S/S
HITACHI
HA2500
HA7700
SUGDEN
A48 S/S
C51 Pre- Amp
LUXMAN L3
YAMAHA A450
PIONEER
SA408
SA509
SA608
SA706
RADFORD
ZD22 S/S
ZD50 S/S
ZD100
SONY
TA333

250.00
442.00
210.00
75.00
136.00
130.00
49.00
195.00
178.00
90.00
149.00
79.00
49.00
79.00
106.00
142.00
169.00
212.00
250.00

399.00
509.00
580.00

RECORD DECKS
ADC
1600
1700
THORENS
TD126 MKII
TD115
TD110

75.00
105.00
120.00
70.00
50.00

RECEIVERS
TECHNICS
SA 100L
SA 5070
SA 200L
SANSUI 97000
JVC RS7
YAMAHA
CR420
CR220
HITACHI
SR504L
SR304L
SONY STRV3L

SPEAKERS

CASSETTES
TRIO KX550
TRIO KX650
SONY
TCK813
TCKU2
TCK55 MKII
TEAC
CR1500
AIWA AD6700
AIWA A6900 MKII
TECHNICS
RSM88
RSM10
RSM22
RSM71
RSM56
RSM63
LUX K5
TEAC CX270
SONY TCK60
TRIO
KX1060
KX650
PIONEER CTF650
BIC T3

93.00
118.00
299.00
79.00
144.00
146.00
202.00
265.00
304.00
79.00
125.00
99.00
203.00
169.00
149.00
102.00
192.00
189.00
125.00
132.00
269.00

STUDIOCRAFT
220 MKI
89.90
AR90 S/S
575.00
AR71 5/5
386.96
AR14 S/S
164.00
CELESTION
662
425.00
332
202.00
442
256.85
AUDIO MASTER
MLS4
138.00
CHARTVVELL PM210
216.94
249.00
CELEF PEI
INFINITY
INFINITESIMAL 156.00
IMF COMPACT Monitor II
129.00
RAM 100
140.00
KLH 28
200.00
SPENDOR BC' S/H
208.00

49.00

RACK SYSTEMS
PIONEER
X500S
X700S
X900S

TA313
79.00
STP7J
153.00
TAF3A
84.00
SANSUI
T60
54.00
A60
76.00
A80
102.00
TRIO
KA3700 Amp
49.90
KT815 Tuner
210.00
KT917 Tuner
408.00
AIWA
22 Mini System
315.00
MARANZ 2100
82.00
JVC JAS3
61.00
TRIO
KT615
116.00
KA701
182.00
KA601
176.00
TECHNICS
Concise Mini System
SUCO1 pre- amp
SECO1 poweramp
STC01 tuner
406.00
RSMO3
Cassette Deck
156.00

92.90
89.00
22.00
299.00
139.00

MISCELLANEOUS
ROTEL RZ8 mixer 248.00
NATIONAL PANASONIC
SG6070 S/S
499.00
Music Centre

119.00
99.00
103.00
89.99
119.00

Stocks limited so please
hurry

SPECIAL SALE
OFFERS

All items under " Special
Sale Offers" include Free
Zerostat Pistol and Free
delivery.

RECORD DECKS
JVC
LA11•
OL-A5R•
OL-F66*
DUAL
506
505
606*
SONY
PST22.
PST33*
MICHELL FOCUS
TRIO KD1033•
ARISTON RD11S
SYSTEM DECK
SANSUI SR222
THORENS
TD160
TD160S

56.00
95.00
84.00
105.00
73.00
128.00
72.00
82.00
125.00
60.93
191.00
259.00
69.00
119.00
169.00

• Decks supplied with
cartridge.
To qualify for special
offers please present this
advert.

S/H = second hand
S/S = shop soiled
Securicor Delivery £ 5
Cash Sales only.
All prices include VAT.

If you are in the Bristol Area
ManagerMike Manning and his
staff will be happy to assist
you ...
If you are in the London Area
Radford HiFi Limited
Br'stol Branch 52/54 Gloucester Rd.Bristol BS7 8BH Tel. ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex 449315
Windsor Branch 43 King Edward Court, Windsor. Tel (07535) 56931

Manager Paul Stephenson and
his staff will be pleased to see
you at our branch in Windsor.

For Latest Price
+ Expert Advice

4
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VENNAL
SAVES YOU
MORE
Stockists of: Aiwa, Ariston, A & R. A.R. B. & W., Black Tulip,
Appolo, Audio Technica, A.D.C., Beyer, Audiomaster, Denon,
Grado, Infinity, IMF, KEF, Meridian, Mission, Panasonic, Pickering,
Q.A.S., Quad, RAM, NAD, Rogers, Sennheiser, SME, Stanton,
Sugden, T.D.K., Maxell, Ultimo, Ortolan, Nagaoka, Satin, Mordaunt
Short, Tandberg, Technics, Trio, Atari, Fisher, Genesis, Zetostat.
Plus a few other selected quality lines.
A Member of the Hi-Fi Markets Group

AMPLIFIERS

RECEIVERS

A. & R.
Aurex
Fisher
Meridian
N.A.D. 3020
Quad 33/303/4/405
Rogers A75 Ser 3.
Rogers A100
Sugden A48 Ser 2.
Sugden A28
Technics/Trio

Ana ( sange)
Fisher
MAD. 7020
Technics/Trio

I.N.
•-•
£86.00

IN.
£247.25

£305.00'
£227.50
I.N.

RECORD DECKS
Anston RDI I
E still at £ 89.95
Anston RDIIS/RD80
and RD110
Technics/Trio/Black
Tulip N.A.D.
LN.

TUNERS
Aurex ( Range)
Fisher ( Range)
N.A.D. 4020A
Quad/Rogers/Sugden/
Technics/Trio/

£86.00

e

TONE ARMS
SME Ser 3.
SME Ser 3s.

£101.95
£73.95

''Prices on application ,
I.N 113telligent negotilon
FREE DELIVERY wi hm the
1.1 K
ACTIONLINES 0563.311826
AND 0292 64124- Phoie
now for competitive priges
and orders-- ( credit card
holders only) •
CREDIT FACILITIES are
available for goods over E125.00Drop us aline now for terms.

IMF
VENNAL AUDIO

The Foregate: Kilmarriock and
at 115 High St, Ayr, St'otland

I.N.
•7.‘
••••
£157.00
I.N.

SPEAKERS
ARI8
AR25
AR94
Geriesis V-6
Geüeses V- I

£94.90
£139 90
£219.00
£129 00
£169.00
•-•-•

Quad/Rog i s/B. & W./
MisSiom Ra / Mordaunt
Short/etc '

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa ( Rang
Ausex
N.A.D. 60
N.4.D. 60
614
Technics/T aciTrio/
Fisher etc.

IN
£89.00
£119.00

IN.

CARTRIDGES
Phtone in now for our
corhpetitive quotes on Grado,
Nagaoka, P ckenng, Orotolon.
Seim, Den n, etc. ranges

Export orde sinvited. Prices
coreect on g • in to -press and
inci.isive of AT at the current
raté..
2YEAR gu rantee on all
merchandis except Cartridges
.
and Stylii.

a t alas

N

ILFORD 01-518 0915

442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill, Essex IG2 6LL
Monday to Saturday 10.00-1800

ENFIELD 01-363 7981
191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 OQZ
Monday to Saturday 10.00-18.00

Ç

CARTRIDGES

ADC OLM 32 III
£ 9.80
ADC QLM 34 Ill
£10-75
ADC QLM 36 III
£ 17.55
ADC VLM Ill
£ 25-50
ADC XLM Ill
£ 37-25
ADC ZLM
.
£ 58-15
AKG P8ES . . £63-00
AKG P8E
.
£ 55-20 .
AKG P7E
£ 29.90
AKG P6E
£ 19-75
AKG P6R
£ 1515
A & R C77 . . . £ 14-95
A & R P77
£ 39.90
A & R P78
£ 69.00
Audio Technica AT3OE
P 0.A.
Audio Technica Sionet
P 0.A
EEI 300H
£13-95
EEI 400
.
.
£ 23-00
EEI 500
.
.
£ 45-00
EEI 700
£49.00
EEI 55 MCP
£147.00
Empire EDR-9 .
P0 A
Entré moving coil .
P0 A
Glans range stocked
P0 A
Glanz MFG 11T . . £ 15-00
Glans MFG 31E . . £ 25-00
Glans MFG 31L . £ 30-00
Glans MFG 51E . £ 39-00
Glans MFG 51L
£ 50-00
Glans MGF 71E. . £ 72-00
Glans MFG 71L.
£ 86.00
Grado FTE.
.
£8.95
Grado FCE.
.
£11.95
Grado F3E
£ 16-95
Grado F1. . . £ 35.00
Grado F2. . ... £ 25-95
Mayware MC2C . £ 49-45
Mission 773
P.O.A.
Nagaoka range Stocked
P 0.A
Ortofon FF10E II . £ 8.25
Ortofon FF15E 11
£ 11-95
Ortofon F15E II. . £ 17.25
Ortofon VMS10
£15-95
Ortofon VMS30
£ 31-50
Ortofon VMS20E II
£ 24-50
Ortofon M20E Super . . £ 31.50
Ortofon M20FL . . . £ 36-50
Ortofon LM20
£ 30-35
Ortofon LM30
£42-50
Ortofon Concorde 20. . £ 39.50
Onofon Concorde 30 . £ 53.50
Ortofon MC20 II
£85-00
Ortofon MC10 , . . . £ 39-00
Ortofon SME3OH . £79.95
Reference Spectre One
P0 A
Shure M44-7
.
£ 7.65
Shure M55E.
.
£ 9.25
Shure M75-65
£ 7.85
Shure M758 II
£ 10-65
£ 13-50
Shure M75EJ II
Shure M75ED 11
£15-25
Shure M95EJ
£ 14-50
Shure M95ED
£ 20-50
Shure M95HE
£ 21-50

Shure M97HE
£ 33-50'\
Shure V15 III HE . £ 55-00
Shure V15 IV
£ 65-00
Sonus Blue Label . . £ 70-80
Stanton 500A
£ 11-85
Stanton 500EE
£ 15-25
Stanton 681EEE £ 37-20
Stanton 881S
£ 71.80
Ultimo 10XII. . . . £ 52.00
Ultimo 20AII
£ 75-00
Ultim o 100R Karat
£89.00
Westrak 501E/501 P H.
P0 A

STYLI
ADC RSQ 32
£ 8.80
ADC RSQ 34
£ 10.35
ADC RSQ 36
£ 15.60
ADC RSV
£ 18.70
ADC RSX.
£ 22.85
ADC RSZ
£33.25
AKG X8S
£ 40.25
AKG X8E
.
£ 35-15
AKG X7E
£1610
AKG X6E
£ 10.25
AKG X6R
£ 8.30
EEI Styli range
P0 A
Glans Sty1.1 .
P.O.A.
Glanz N11T
£10-80
Glans N31E
£17-25
Glans 31L
£20-90
Grado FT stylus.
£8.05
Grado FC stylus £ 10-35
Grado F3 stylus. £ 14.65
Lentek M.C. head an.p
PO A
Ortofon NF10E II
£ 5.75
Ortofon NF15E II
£8.00
Ortofon N15E 11
£ 10-25
Ortofon D2OE II
£15-00
Ortofon WOE Super £ 19.75
Ortofon D2OFL Super £ 22.75
Ortofon MCA10
£ 39-00
Shure N44.7
£4.75
Shure N55E
£ 6.00
Shure N75-6
£ 5-15
Shure N75B II
£ 5.60
Shure N75EJ II
£ 7.50
Shure N75ED II
£ 11-35
Shure N95EJ
£ 8.55
Shure N95ED
£14-35
Shure N95HE
£ 15-40
Shure VN35HE
£17-40
Shure VN45HE
£ 23.00
Shure N75-3 ( 78 stylus) £ 5.95
Shure VN78E ( 78 stylus) £ 17-40
Shure VN478E
£ 25-40
Shure VN15E ( V151I) £ 16-50
Stanton D5107A
£7-55
Stanton D5100EE . £ 11-95
Stanton D6800EEE . £ 21-60
Stanton 081
.
£ 38-60

Pnces include V.A.T. at I ‘X. Postage Cartridges 25p. Styli 1,,p ( UK men/and drily)
Cassettes free
N.B. All items are genuine branded products in manufacturers packing.
Prices correct at time of going to press but subject to alteration without notice

TO VENNAL AUDIO:FREEPOST,
KILMARNOCK. KA! IBR
.P.0 t CHEQUEO CRED:T APPLICATION
:ZCCESS. 0 BARCLAYCARD lehcs r
-haquel

Send to:191 Chaseside, Enfield, Middlesex
Please send the fo)lowInp Items by return post ( Recorded Dellveryl
Qty

Make

Type

Cost

Ti
Crn-iii Card no herr•

Signature
hem

Name
Address
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.....
ALL DAY
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Ienclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable to A.T. LABS for f
Access and Barclaycard No
...
...
( inc. postage)
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ADDRESS
HFN 1/81

a
t
..........

...I
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The
Video User's
bible

A quarterly handbook published
to meet the specific demands of
video users everywhere.
VIDEO
INDEX
contains
a
complete compilation of video
films available on videotape/
video disc, with over 1000 titles
listed under the following categories:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

FEATURES
HORROR
MUSIC
CHILDRENS
SPORT
DOCUMENTARY
ADULT

Each entry is accompanied by
details of price and format, plus a
description of the titles available
and where to get them.

VIDEO INDEX
FIRST ISSUE OUT NOW
71 A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION
132

£ 1.50

Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 20p per word ( private), minimum £ 4.00. Box Nos. £ 1 . 50 extra.
Trade rates 24p per word, minimum £ 4.80. Copy and remittance for advertisements in MARCH issue must reach these
offices by 2nd FEBRUARY addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall'Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
( 2) it is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The
Business

Advertisements

(
Disclosure)

Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,

all

advertisements by persons who seek to sell

goods in the course of business must make that

fact

clear.

From

the

above date,

consumers

therefore should know whether an advertisement

relates to asale

by a trader or a private seller.

Radford srA. IS power amplilier. SC3 control unit, with centre
volume, offers. Tel: Mevagissey 2719.
A.
B & W DMI2 £175 ( pair) New but surplus to requirements. Tel:
0705 592 872. Billinge.
A.
Ammon:
Specially
imported
ES
212
full-range
electrostatic/dynamic loudspeakers. £600 the pair. Box No. (0671).
A.
Sony TC377 reel to reel, 15 tapes little used, delivery possible.
Offers or exchange portable radio cassette. Tel: 0327 41319. Á.
Mud.» VMS 20 Ell 288 sides. Perfect 116. SME damper ( no
Fluid) £8. Monitor Audio Pod £ 3. ADC shell £2. Zeepa shell £ 200.
Lot £ 15. Tel: Nether Stowey 732379.
A.
JVCJR-S600 Receiver I10 wpc E150 ono. Superb Antique style
Hi Fi cabinet in Darkoak will take two recorders Deck Records
Tapes £ 100 ono. Tel: Boume End 24134 ( Near Maidenhead). A.

FOR SALE-private

BEV kits 3s in cabinets. Garrard 401 deck with G. H. tinipose
arm in Sanders Plinth, 60 watt amp. custom made table for deck
and amp. Room needed, offers around f300. Tel Kidsgrove 3822
anytime.
A.

B & 0 5000 Stereo system. Amp 50 wpc 4 obis. £ 175. Tuner
£100. Pair Rosewood 4ohm 3way speakers with 12 in. Woofers
£200. Complete price £400. Can deliver. Tel: Ashby de la Zouch
(0530) 414651.
A.
Quad 22 control unit 2; Quad 11 power amplifiers 4; Quad FM
tuners 2; Quad multiplex decoder 1; all for £ 150. Tel: 01-348 2678.
A.
Reyes A76 tuner £350. A78 amplifier £295. Excellent condition.
Tel: 0454 312737.
A.

Panasonic Compact SG5090 Iyear immaculate 35/35w £290.
Goodmans 3- way bookshelf speakers £30. BiPak AL60 amplifier
New £25. Tel: Thirsk (0845) 24176.
A.
Collectors items. Two RCA LM1 32215 mono valve power and
pm-amps, wired to one master volume control for stereo beautiful
smooth sound El 50 ono. Tel: 0257 423309.
A.
Hi 1
,1
News all 1967 issues, most 1966, June & Sept., 1964, Sept.
1965, Nov. 1976. £2-00 each inc. postage. Will split. Pycroft, 70
Parkview Road, London SE9 3QW. Tel: 01 850 5975.
A.

SP 9 Electrostatic Headphones with Enegiser £ 55. Quad
Koss E
FM2 Stereo Tuner £40. Tel. Inverness 0463 32434.
A.

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD.
NETWORKS & COMPONENTS
These have established themselves as to be of the
highest quality and consistency hence are used by
many of the well-known speaker manufacturers
worldwide.
Your guarantee is the Falcon name and/or label on your
networks. These end all other speaker builder requirements are available through selected retail outlets and
our own retail mail order outlet below.
We stock most units by: KEF, SonAuclex, Peerless.
Coles, Celestion. Dalesford. etc. Send large S.A.E.
(131p stamp) for price list PL12. ( Overseas $ 1bill).
Mail Orders and callers:
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk. NR14 8J P
Telephone: 0508- 78272

Leak Sandwich loudspeakers. Teak linish. Excellent condition.
£95 the pair. Tel: Stevenage 51006.
A.
'Tammy York corner speakers in teak fitted 15" dual concentric
units, mint condition £350 or near offer. Tel: 061 420 2032.
A.

Ferrograph Logic 7602H mint, unused, still in makers box with
full guarantee. Reluctant sale for £6(0), ono. Tel: Reigate 46629
evenings.
A.

Ferrograph Series Seven model 722 stereo tape recorder I/2track, built in 10 watt amp and speakers, operators handbook.
excellent condition. £250. Also Foster cardioid microphone MDF
618 as new £30. Tel: Worcester (0905) 425262 after 6pm.
A.

Tenney HPD315's £175; Quad FM3, £85; Teac A109 Cassette
Deck, £65; Philips N4504 Reel/Reel, £ 110. All as new. Tel:
Dumbarton 32010.
B.

Michell reference hydraulic turntable with sweep arm and stylus
brush, fitted with SME series III arm £230. Tel: Stoke 0782 22417.
A.
IMF Professimuil Monitors. Good condition. Very reluctant sale.
£425 ono. Tel: Ashtead 72727.
A.
Quad EM3/33/405; Mission 730s: Stax SRX3; Teac A400.
Enquiries to Mr Dunne 021-454-3090.
A.
Tedmics686 portable 3head Dolby stereo cassette recorder, and
sony ECM99 stereo mic. Ideal for concerts cost £490 unwanted gift
£350 ono. Tel: 041-332-7666.
A.

Build your own P.A., Group and Disco Speakers.
by R. F. C. Stephens. Save money with this practical
guide. Plans for 17 different designs. Line source, I.B.,
Horn and Reflex types, for 8"-18" drive units. £- 95
post free ($ 13 overseas).
The Infra- Bass Loudspeaker by G. Holliman.
Full constructional details for versions using 15, 12" and
10" drive units. £2.95 post free ($6 overseas).
The Dalesford Speaker Book, by R. F. C. Stephens.
This book is a must for the keen borne constructor.
Latest technology DIY designs. Plans for IB., and
Reflex designs for 10-100 watts. Also unusual centrebass system. £2.20 post free ($ 5 overseas).

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING
5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

This latest amplifier from England's leading designer
uses the latest techniques and components to provide
impeccable performance audibly equal to or better than
commercially built units costing many times as much.
The design concepts were described in the February
and March issues of Hi Fi News Magazine. Every care
has been taken to ensure the utmost musicality', even
to the extent of using separate power supplies for each
channel. The Kit is designed as awhole rather than a
disjointed set of modules and this leads to incredible
ease of building and the almost total elimination of
conventional wiring. The unit is housed in asolid steel
case having asilver anodised front plate with recessed
turned aluminium knobs. All components can be
bought separately at a total cost of £93.28. Special
Bargain Discount price for all parts bought together
£82-80 ( inc vat) P & P. f1 50.
ALSO NEW 35 AND 45 WATT POWER
MOSFET AMPLIFIERS, SEND FOR FREE
ILLUSTRATED LISTS OF KITS, CASSETTE
DECKS AND HEADS.
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Leak Stereo Sixty 30 w.p.c. valve amplifier ( Recent Factory
Overhaul) with varislope pre-amp and matching stereo through
line tuner, both in teak sleeves - offers around £ 150. Tel: 0274
615713 ( evenings).
A.

FOR SALE-trade
Cartridges, Arms, styli-LOWES1 PRICES! A- T, ADC,
Grado, Pickering, Stanton, Ultimo ( Dynavector). Hadcock.
F-R many others. Tel: 0202 471654 (evenings), Access
accepted, or write: Christchurch Cartridges, 5 Bodowen Close,
Burton Christchurch, Dorset.
A.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS

.6

'For the best prices and largest stocks in
the country, see our full page advertisement in this issue.'
Ex.Cov't. tape recorders. Ferrograph, Vortexion etc.. stereo and
mono. ,ersiced and working, sae for details. A. E. Wright.
Sunningdalc. Broadheath. Worcester.
A.
Ferrograph Super Seven deck Ferrograph series six recorder with
many reels of tape. Inspection invited. S. P. Hamill Ltd.. Unit 18,
Lansdown Ind Estate, Cheltenham, Glos.
A.
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Enjoy Studio quality sound with your television; "Sound Bug"
will feed TV sound into your HiFi. £ 1250 including postage.
Trade supplied. Leaflet free. Telesound ( NFU, IPayne Avenue,
Hove BN3 5HB.
A.
Remaining stock of glass cased paratracking transcriber turntable for sale with cartridge at £ 125 each, these were £400 each. Full
after sales service, and spares for all Transcriptor products. 19,
Charnwood Street, Sutton in Ashlield Notts.
B.

ELECTRONIC TIMER

CHRISTCHURCH
CARTRIDGES

STUDIO FACILITIES
Sound News Studios ( Britain's oldest runtime tape-disc cassette
Transfer Service) offers Studio Facilities mobile recordings for
Societies, Choirs, Bands, Pressings with sleeves of your design;
excellent fund-raiser. 18 Blenheim Road, London, W4. Tel: 01-995
1661.
B.

5 Bodovven Close, Burton,
Christchurch, Dorset,
Tel 0202 471654 Evenings. Access
accepted. Mail order ONLY, all
prices INCLUDE P & P
Many items from the following reduced to rock bottom

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings. Cassettes. Mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio, I
3a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346 0033.
X.

prices. cg. ADC XLMIll imp £ 26.00. GRADO Fl+
£25.00

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile, Neuman disc cutter. Sae. brochure. IBroomfield
Close. Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel: 0483 61684.
X.

CARTRIDGES

Accurate and reliable ideal for capturing
programmes on your recorder while
absent
details from

ZLM imp
XLMIll imp

4YNWOOD

£48.95
£26.00

XLMIll Integra £31-75
OLM36111 imp £ 12-95

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE Stereo and monomasters
and lacquer discs from your tapes on our Scully lathe. London
Road, Binsfield Bracknell, Berkshire. Tel: Bracknell 54953.
X.

GRADO

131
£ 55.00
F3E + £ 16-75
G2 ,
£ 79-95

F1
FGE , 1

£25-00
£12-20

XSV 5000
XSV 3000

£68-45
£46-10

XSV 4000. . £ 56-75
XV15 625E £ 22-45

881S
£ 52-50
681 EEE
£34-00
500EE: £12-55

681EEES £41-60
680EE (a/o) £19•50
500A
£9 95

Warren
Recordings ( members
A.P.R.S.).
Tape-disc.
demos/discs, pressings. cassettes, studio and mobile. 59 Hendale
Avenue. London NW4 4LP. Tel: 01-203 0306.
A.

PICKERING

LECTRONICS

20 Stourcliffe Avenue,
Bournemouth
Tel: ( 0202) 426299

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

STANTON

PROTECT YOUR VALUABLE RECORDS
Nagaoka Replacement Inner Sleeves No. 102 are specially
treated to prevent the generation of static electricity between
the inner sleeve and the record. Your collection will be kept in
pristine condition, free from dust and you will enjoy the very
best in sound always.
Pack of 12 -£ 1.99 Post Free
Pack of 51/ -£5•99 Post Free
Pack of 500-£45-00 Post Free
R. A. J. Services, 2Stockwood Rise, Camberley
Surrey GUIS 2EA.

ULTIMO

10X ( s/o) £42-00
K,irat Ruby
£81.75
DECCA Export £ 25-00, EMPIRE 2000Z £ 27-50,
GOLDRING G900 IGC £45-00, JVC X2 £63.70.
ORTOFON, F- R, DENON, & many other brands,
POA.

WANTED
Quad Isystems (yes, ONE!), mono amps and preamps together.
in working order. Pycroft. 70 l'arkview Road, London SE9 3QW.
Tel: 01 850 5975.
A.
Rev« D.E.F. 636 mechanics cruet he excellent; electronics can
want attention. Mr. T. Going. Physiology Dem.. ( lielsea College.
1vIanresa Road. 1.ondon. SW1 6LX. Tel ill 151 24/4X.est 5311. A.

E .0 .0 .

HEADAMPS, ETC
Dynavector, Ortofon, F- R, Denon, AT, POA.
ACCESSORIES
ADC LMG1 £415. A- TSilver Litz wires £2.35,
A- TSafety Raiser £ 950.
TONEARMS
A- T1100 f92 95. Hadcock, KMAL, F- R, Ultracraft,
Dynavector, Sisk, POA.
Prices correct 1/10/80. E & 0E.
COMPARE OUR PRICES-SAVE
YOURSELF MONEY

SERVICING
Audio repairs by electronic engineer. 30 years' experience.
Extensive facilities, enabling equipment restoration, etc. Quality
valved equipment included. Personal service. Location: Woodford,
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
X.
Ferrograph, Philips, Grundig, and even Vortexion recorders still
serviced with guarantee. Quad equipment in stock. Tel: 01-995
1661.
C.

STILL don't know about E.C.0 who make that
ENORMOUS range of Record Hi-fi Cabinets. Video
Cabinets and Bookshelves in Teak, Oak Sepele &
Walnut veneers? as well as that ENORMOUS range of
units in leak" or white melamane? and the new Swan
and Cygnet Bookshelves which can take records or
large and small books? Then write to ECC 4 Brunswick
Drive. Harrogate, Quoting LN and including two 11f p
stamps tor a Brochure.

SERVICES
Cassette Copying. Superb quality one to one copying service.
Ring or write for full details: Gemini Sound. Braeside, London
Road, Binstield, Bracknell, Berks. Tel: (0344) 49535.
B.
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Feeling the Pinch?
Times are tough and improvements
to your HiFi system may be difficult
to justify. But, just amoment: your
prospects may not be quite so bleak
with the new Monitor Audio
'Series 80' range of loudspeakers.
In fact the legendaiy Monitor
Audio sound quality, first class
engineering and exact pair
matching can now be yours for much
less than you imagine. Doesn't
that sound great?
Find out more about the new
MA18 and MA83 Reference Monitors.

Listen to an
incredible sound at an
affordable price!
Monitor Audio MA9

Highly acclaimed
by the press all over the world.
Brief Specifications
Frequency response:

Within +-2dB 70 Hz to 22 KHz.

Amplifier requirements:

Recommended 60 watts.
Note 100 watts per channel
amplifier could be used with
care.

Impedance:

8ohms nominal.

Recommended Retail
Price exc V.A.T.

£103.50 matched pair.

Monitor Audio Ltd
347Z Cherry Hinton Road Cambridge CB1 4DJ England
Telephone ( 0223) 46344 & 42898 Telex 817343 Blue CAM/G

The first 10"ofour
tape makes
the following 5,330"
sound perfect.
Right from the start you'll notice something different about a Maxell
cassette. Our leader tape.
Unlike others, it's not spliced on as an after-thought. It has avery important job to do.
Without damaging your tape heads, it takes off all the gunk that other
tapes leave on.
Ingenious? Not really.
So simple in fact, we're amazed so few other people thought of it.
But then not many other cassette leaders tell you what side of the tape
you're playing (A or B). Or which direction it's travelling.
And they certainly don't give you afive second cueing mark.
If you think this sounds pretty impressive, wait 'till you hear what
follows it:
The recording tape itself.
For acassette, the quality is outstanding.
And you don't have to have equipment full of knobs, dials and blinking lights to appreciate it either.
As we see it, there's only one snag to our cassettes:
Because of the 10 inches of head cleaner at the finish,
we make other cassettes sound better than they are.

maxell

Maxell (UK) Ltd.,1Tyburn Lane, Harrow MIddlesex HA13A0,Tel: 01.423

